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From mepetersen545 at sbcglobal.net Thu Jun 1 07:36:36 2006
From: mepetersen545 at sbcglobal.net (Eudora PETERSEN)
Date: Thu Jun 1 07:36:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate periodicals
In-Reply-To: <004d01c67c39$21483c00$6402a8c0@FHGCWSF>
Message-ID: <20060601113636.99259.qmail@web82209.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Michele
A message from you was deleted as a bulk mailing by my system.
it again please Thank-you
Eudora Petersen
Cloud County Genealogical Society
mepetersen545@sbcglobal.net

Could you send

Michele McNabb <dkfhgc@metc.net> wrote:
I have the following duplicate periodicals, which can be obtained
for the cost of postage. Please cite the Item # if you would like any of them and
contact me offline, with a mailing address. (Apologies for the awkward formatting,
but it was done by a volunteer.)
Michele McNabb
______________
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager, Family History & Genealogy Center
The Danish Immigrant Museum
PO Box 249 - Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
"The road to wisdom? / Well it's plain / and simple to express:
Err / and err / and err again / but less / and less / and less."
Danish poet Piet Hein (1905-1996)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Note: Outgoing email and attachments from this address are checked for viruses
by AVG.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060601/27aec7f4/
attachment.html
From bhill at rbhayes.org Thu Jun 1 10:05:27 2006
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Thu Jun 1 10:02:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Hayes Obit Index in Chicago
In-Reply-To: <3b5.2edb442.31a779a2@aol.com>
Message-ID: <002601c68584$6fc35f50$8701a8c0@President.Local>
Hello all,
Some of you know me and the Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center in
Fremont and others don't, but we have here a great, award-winning online
obituary index.
www.rbhayes.org/index
We started it here at Hayes and have expanded its coverage to the whole

state of Ohio, with 37 public libraries entering data into the web-based
index. It has been in operation since 2000 with an online shopping cart,
getting almost a million hits a month.
If any of you would like to know more about this great genealogical research
tool which helps us bring some money INTO our library, I will be attending 2
days of the National Genealogical Society conference in Chicago, including
the genealogical librarians' program on Tuesday, June 6th. I will be
staying at the Hyatt Regency June 5th and 6th, leaving late June 7th.
Feel free to email me ahead of time if you would like to get together to
talk about the Hayes Obituary Index.
For more information on the Index, check out this link
http://index.rbhayes.org/hayes/index/display.asp?id=560&subj=index
Thanks to all on the List for all the good information we glean from it on a
daily basis using all of your expertise.
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
------------------ next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060601/2f429d0b/
attachment.html
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Thu Jun 1 11:23:39 2006
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Thu Jun 1 11:23:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Hayes Obit Index in Chicago
In-Reply-To: <002601c68584$6fc35f50$8701a8c0@President.Local>
Message-ID: <20060601152339.10897.qmail@web52204.mail.yahoo.com>
I'd love to find out more about how your index was set
up, Becky. I'm especially intrigued by the shopping
cart idea. I'll be at the conference all week.
Perhaps we can meet for lunch on one of the days you
are there? I live in Wilmette so I'll be at the
conference only during the day.
We have an online index for our local paper, but can't
seem to get Google to find it. Is your index
discoverable by the standard search engines?
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
--- Becky Hill <bhill@rbhayes.org> wrote:

> Hello all,
> Some of you know me and the Rutherford B. Hayes
> Presidential Center in
> Fremont and others don't, but we have here a great,
> award-winning online
> obituary index.
> www.rbhayes.org/index
> We started it here at Hayes and have expanded its
> coverage to the whole
> state of Ohio, with 37 public libraries entering
> data into the web-based
> index. It has been in operation since 2000 with an
> online shopping cart,
> getting almost a million hits a month.
> If any of you would like to know more about this
> great genealogical research
> tool which helps us bring some money INTO our
> library, I will be attending 2
> days of the National Genealogical Society conference
> in Chicago, including
> the genealogical librarians' program on Tuesday,
> June 6th. I will be
> staying at the Hyatt Regency June 5th and 6th,
> leaving late June 7th.
> Feel free to email me ahead of time if you would
> like to get together to
> talk about the Hayes Obituary Index.
>
> For more information on the Index, check out this
> link
>
http://index.rbhayes.org/hayes/index/display.asp?id=560&subj=index
>
> Thanks to all on the List for all the good
> information we glean from it on a
> daily basis using all of your expertise.
>
> Becky Hill
>
> Rebecca B. Hill
> Head Librarian
> Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
> Spiegel Grove
> Fremont, OH 43420-2796
>
> 419-332-2081
ext. 31
> 419-332-4952 (fax)
> bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
> www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
>
>
----> > _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
__________________________________________________

Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From RRoberts at cslib.org Thu Jun 1 11:26:03 2006
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Thu Jun 1 11:26:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 2007 New England Regional Genealogical Conference
Registration Information
Message-ID: <447ECEBD.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
The 2007 New England Regional Genealogical Conference - New England
CONNECTions
registration brochure is now available in a pdf form on the NERGC Web
page at
www.nergc.org.
The latest update to the Web page also includes updated Exhibit Hall
information, including a floor plan showing the location of booths
already sold.
Also, the Hartford Marriott Downtown is now accepting room reservations
relating to the Conference:
Hartford Marriott Downtown
200 Columbus Blvd.
Hartford, CT 06103-2807
Phone: 1-860-249-8000
Fax: 1-860-249-8181
Toll-free: 1-866-373-9806
Rate: $125+ single/double
Check-in:4:00 p.m.
Check-out: 11:00 a.m.
Hotel Web site: http://www.hartfordmarriott.com
Group Code: NGCNGCA
Please remember that when making reservations online to be sure to
enter the Group Code above to get the special NERGC rate. When making
reservations via phone, call Marriott Reservations at 866-373-9806 and
ask to make reservations for the New England Regional Genealogical
Conference.
As a reminder, NERGC is being held in Hartford, CT, 26-29 April 2007 at
the Connecticut Convention Center and Hartford Marriott Downtown.
Librarians Day will be held on Wednesday, 25 April 2007 at the Hartford
Marriott Downtown. The cost is $35 per librarian and includes lunch
compliments of ProQuest.
Sincerely,
Tom Howard and Dick Roberts
NERGC 2007 Conference Co-Chairs

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.

Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From SKirby at boelter-yates.com Thu Jun 1 12:51:00 2006
From: SKirby at boelter-yates.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu Jun 1 12:51:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] If You're Coming Early to NGS in Chicago
Message-ID: <77FB5F1F51C21C44A690DCCE990B6704D07AB2@mercury.boelter-yates.com>
If you'll be here in Chicago on either Saturday or Sunday and want
another way to spend money. :-)
The Chicago Tribune Printer's Row Book Fair takes place on both Saturday
and Sunday.
"The Midwest's largest free outdoor literary event features 150 new,
used and antiquarian booksellers and more than 100 captivating programs
..."
For more information - http://www.chicagotribune.com/extras/printersrow/
If you want to go with me (somewhat familiar with that area of Chicago),
drop an e-mail or give me a call so that we can arrange to meet.
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Corporate Librarian
skirby@boelter-yates.com
(847) 685-9284
(267) 295-7384 (fax)
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 1 15:03:32 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 1 15:03:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Alumni and Fraternity Directories
Message-ID: <MAILWmCohecppR0zpZ900000560@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
We have several directories that have been donated to us that have the
following paragraph:

This directory is for official Fraternity [University Alumni] use, and also
for individual communication of a personal nature between members listed
herein. Use of this directory for any other purpose, including, but not
limited to, reproducing and storing in a retrieval system by any means,
electronic or mechanical, photocopying or use of the addresses or other
information contained in this directory for any mailing, is strictly
prohibited and is in direct violation of copyright.

Examples:
Harvard Alumni Directory 2005
Beta Theta Pi Directory 1984
Morehead State University Directory 1997

I have located these directories in many libraries, but concerned that it
may be illegal to put them into a library collection. Does anyone know how
to interpret the above?

Gratefully,
Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060601/96863ba3/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Jun 1 15:25:58 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Jun 1 15:22:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Alumni and Fraternity Directories
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232249A@mail.wvculture.local>
As I interpret this statement, the use of the names and addresses in the
directory on a mailing list of any type is prohibited, and refers to
duplication of the directory, or list of names and addresses contained
in the directory, in its entirety. This would not preclude including
the directory in a library collection.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East

Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2006 2:04 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Alumni and Fraternity Directories

We have several directories that have been donated to us that
have the following paragraph:

This directory is for official Fraternity [University Alumni]
use, and also for individual communication of a personal nature between
members listed herein. Use of this directory for any other purpose,
including, but not limited to, reproducing and storing in a retrieval
system by any means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying or use of
the addresses or other information contained in this directory for any
mailing, is strictly prohibited and is in direct violation of copyright.

Examples:
Harvard Alumni Directory 2005
Beta Theta Pi Directory 1984
Morehead State University Directory 1997

I have located these directories in many libraries, but
concerned that it may be illegal to put them into a library collection.
Does anyone know how to interpret the above?

Gratefully,
Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060601/
c5539e39/attachment.html
From joe at genesearch.com Thu Jun 1 16:10:32 2006
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Thu Jun 1 16:10:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Lost in Google (Was: Re: Hayes Obit Index in Chicago)
Message-ID: <a45aa18f0606011310o5b7d16c0u567ecd9c7e0d7244@mail.gmail.com>
Hello Karen,
I think part of the reason why your library's newspaper index
<http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/> may not be easy to find in Google is
the title on the index's webpage (what goes between the TITLE tags in
the HTML code) - it says simply "Search." You might see if your
webmaster can change that to something more descriptive like:
Wilmette, Illinois Newspaper Index Search. Also the page has no meta
description tag to describe the contents of the page. For some help
with these sorts of things see...
http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=35770
http://zensite.home.att.net/meta.html
I have your site in my directory on the Cook County page, which is one
of the most visited pages of my site. So that should help :)
Regards,
Joe
-Online Searchable Death Indexes, Records & Obituaries
http://www.deathindexes.com/
Karen Miller <kakmiller@yahoo.com> wrote:
> We have an online index for our local paper, but can't
> seem to get Google to find it. Is your index
> discoverable by the standard search engines?
>
> Karen Miller
> Wilmette Public Library
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Jun 1 22:38:34 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Jun 1 22:38:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ashkenazi or Sephardi? DNA unites Jewish families,

but raises questions
Message-ID: <006101c685ed$a4ae7d80$6401a8c0@DELL>
"Ashkenazi or Sephardi? DNA unites Jewish families, but raises questions," an
article by
Schelly Talalay Dardashti, has been posted at
http://www.jta.org/page_view_story.asp?intarticleid=16659&intcategoryid=5 .
A number of families, almost all of them knowing themselves to be Jewish, were
identified
through Family Tree DNA, a DNA testing company with a large Jewish database, as
descendants of a common paternal ancestor who lived several hundred years ago.
One possibility labels the common ancestor as Sephardi and another as Ashkenazi.
Herbert
Huebscher, born in Vienna, and Saul Issroff, born in South Africa, will talk about
the
project and its interesting results at the IAJGS Conference on Jewish Genealogy.
Joy
Joy Rich
Co-chair, Repositories Committee
International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies
26th Annual Conference on Jewish Genealogy
New York City
August 13-18, 2006
www.jgsny2006.org

From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Jun 2 10:38:26 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Jun 2 10:38:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Gov-certificates.co.uk
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A20C@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Hello,
Has anyone used or know about this website?
http://www.gov-certificates.co.uk/index.html
Is it truly an official site to get certificates? They contacted us.
They would like for us to cross link each other's webpage. Before I do
that I would like to know if anyone has had experience with them.
Thanks
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
www.planolibrary.org

From Bgrego at mpl.org Fri Jun 2 12:28:52 2006
From: Bgrego at mpl.org (Barbara Gregory)
Date: Fri Jun 2 12:29:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Exciting new source at Milwaukee Public Library
Message-ID: <448020F5.1EB0.007C.0@mpl.org>
The Milwaukee Public Library has just launched its first digital
collection, called "Remember When..." The site is based on a feature
that ran in the Milwaukee Journal daily newspaper from 1963-1994, and
includes images and fully searchable text highlighting Milwaukee history
from the 1870's to the 1950's.
Although the CONTENTdm software and commentary gives the site a
contemporary feel, all text is itself historic, a "look back at looking
back," so to speak.
Genealogists and local historians will enjoy the ability to quickly
find names and places which were previously hidden because of lack of
indexing. Records may easily be printed, but high quality images may
also be purchased, along with permissions for work to be published or
exhibited.
For more information and to see the site visit:
http://www.mpl.org/File/digital_remember_index.htm
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Fri Jun 2 13:54:52 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Jun 2 13:54:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Gov-certificates.co.uk
Message-ID: <003201c6866d$a653e0f0$6401a8c0@DELL>
The company describes itself on its Terms page at
http://www.gov-certificates.co.uk/terms.html this way: "Gov-Certificates is a
professional
search and Supply Company."
Is it either the policy or practice for public libraries to place links on their
websites
to commercial organizations?
Joy
Joy Rich
Editor, Dorot: The Journal of the Jewish Genealogical Society
Message: 6
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 09:38:26 -0500
From: "Cheryl Smith" <cheryls@plano.gov>
Subject: [Genealib] Gov-certificates.co.uk
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A20C@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Hello,
Has anyone used or know about this website?
http://www.gov-certificates.co.uk/index.html

Is it truly an official site to get certificates? They contacted us.
They would like for us to cross link each other's webpage. Before I do
that I would like to know if anyone has had experience with them.
Thanks
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
www.planolibrary.org

From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Jun 2 14:15:37 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Jun 2 14:15:45 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Gov-certificates.co.uk
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A212@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
This teaches me to read all the pages on the site.
page.

I skipped the terms

Thanks!
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joy Rich
Sent: Friday, June 02, 2006 12:55 PM
To: Genealib
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Gov-certificates.co.uk
The company describes itself on its Terms page at
http://www.gov-certificates.co.uk/terms.html this way: "Gov-Certificates
is a professional
search and Supply Company."
Is it either the policy or practice for public libraries to place links
on their websites
to commercial organizations?
Joy
Joy Rich
Editor, Dorot: The Journal of the Jewish Genealogical Society
Message: 6
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2006 09:38:26 -0500
From: "Cheryl Smith" <cheryls@plano.gov>
Subject: [Genealib] Gov-certificates.co.uk
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A20C@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"

Hello,
Has anyone used or know about this website?
http://www.gov-certificates.co.uk/index.html
Is it truly an official site to get certificates? They contacted us.
They would like for us to cross link each other's webpage. Before I do
that I would like to know if anyone has had experience with them.
Thanks
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
www.planolibrary.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From gjhan at pacbell.net Fri Jun 2 14:31:43 2006
From: gjhan at pacbell.net (Gloria Hanson)
Date: Fri Jun 2 14:31:45 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Branches & Twigs Newsletter of the Genealogical Society
of Vermont
Message-ID: <20060602183143.97958.qmail@web81714.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
The California Genealogical Society has duplicate issues of the above title
available for the cost of postage. The issues available are:
v.
v.
v.
V.

1, no. 1-v. 3, no. 2 (Winter 1972-Spring 1974)
4, no. 1-v. 8, no. 4 (Winter 1975- Autumn 1979)
9, no. 2, p. 47-86
10, no. 3 (Summer 1981)

Gloria Hanson
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060602/
fb1e6293/attachment.html
From csokal at cwmars.org Fri Jun 2 14:42:45 2006
From: csokal at cwmars.org (csokal@cwmars.org)
Date: Fri Jun 2 14:42:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] change of address
Message-ID: <44804E65.32324.117E10A@localhost>
Please send genealib to the following address: csokal@charter.net. I retire as of
today and would love to continue receiving the publication. It has been invaluable
in
the past few years I have been on the list.

Many thanks,
Charlene Sokal
Reference Supervisor
Worcester Public Library
Worcester, MA 01608
From gjhan at pacbell.net Fri Jun 2 15:55:47 2006
From: gjhan at pacbell.net (Gloria Hanson)
Date: Fri Jun 2 15:55:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage Magazine duplicates
Message-ID: <20060602195547.40764.qmail@web81710.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi all,
The California Genealogical Society has the following issues of the Pennsylvania
Mennonite Heritage Magazines to give away for the price of postage. These
magazines come in their own binders along with a couple of extra binders (v. 6-7
(1995-1997)
V.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

8, no. 1-2 (Jan-Apr 1985)
9, no. 1 (Jan. 1986)
9, no. 3 (July 1986)
10, no. 2- v. 11, no. 1 (Apr. 1987-Jan. 1988)
11, no. 3- v. 12, no. 2 (July 1988- Apr. 1989)
12, no. 4- v. 13, no. 2 (Oct. 1989-June 1990)
13, no. 4 (Oct.1990)
14, no. 2 (Apr. 1991)
16, no. 1-v.17, no.1 (Jan. 1993-Jan. 1994)

Gloria Hanson
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060602/
e589947f/attachment.html
From jbak at neflin.org Sat Jun 3 09:32:50 2006
From: jbak at neflin.org (Joyce Bak)
Date: Sat Jun 3 09:32:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200606030932.AA32500563@neflin.org>
Pam,
IN regards to your copyright question in regrads to the directories, you
could contact the following company to get an answer. I took training with
them this Spring through NEFLIN, and it was very good. This is the Google
site info:
Copyright Clearance Center Online The world?s premier provider of copyright
licensing and compliance solutions for the information content industry. Get
reuse permission for millions of ...
www.copyright.com/ - 18k - Jun 1, 2006 - Cached - Similar pages
Joyce M. Bak, Library Associate
Clay County Headquarters Library
Genealogy and Local History
Orange Park, Fl
1895 Town Center Blvd.
904-278-3720 x 2237
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/
b9630a09/attachment.html
From TVajdik at windsorpubliclibrary.com Sat Jun 3 10:58:59 2006
From: TVajdik at windsorpubliclibrary.com (Tom Vajdik)
Date: Sat Jun 3 10:59:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Obituary look-up policy & stats
Message-ID: <44816B730200005800001923@wpl001.cen.wpl>
The Windsor Public Library of Windsor Ontario, Canada also has a policy for
obituary look-ups.
Charges for photocopies from our local newspaper are $1.00 per exposure, with a
minimum amount being $5.00.
For a photocopy of an obituary notice, when the researcher knows the date of death
is $5.00.
Our library has just launched a database of obituaries occuring in The Windsor Star
newspaper. So far, the database covers the years 1947-2006. So, it is quite easy
for researchers with internet to send us requests.
For requests for multiple look-ups, we will charge Research time. The charges for
research time are $15.00 for 15 minutes of research. As a rule of thumb, we have
estimated that it takes about 5 minutes to retrieve a death notice from the
microfilms, and then photocopy it.
If researchers do not know the date of death, then we canl do the research of
trying to find the death notice for people not covered by the database. This is
where the research time can get expensive, and there is no guarentee that we can
find the notice (or that a notice was placed in the newspaper).

Tom Vajdik
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Windsor Public Library
850 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont.
Canada
tel: 519-255-6770 ext. 4434
e-mail: tvajdik@windsorpubliclibrary.com
From kgaitken at gmail.com Sat Jun 3 11:35:59 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Sat Jun 3 11:36:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Obituary look-up policy & stats
In-Reply-To: <44816B730200005800001923@wpl001.cen.wpl>
References: <44816B730200005800001923@wpl001.cen.wpl>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50606030835p47bfd215o90680952bfcc133f@mail.gmail.com>
Intersting, Tom. You do not account for postage or cover letter, or time to
take your search from copy to mailroom/ fax /scanner or whatever delivery
system you use.Nor do you deal with extra billing, or processing of credit
card. Nor is there anything to cover replies without results or replies
asking for clarification. Again, nothing on responding to requests asking
for costs, or requests without prepayment.
Most of these people probably are not from your area. What priority are
these? Same day turn around?

Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/6ed1ab24/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Sat Jun 3 11:59:39 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Sat Jun 3 11:56:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Obit lookups
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232249E@mail.wvculture.local>
We treat obituary lookups like any other research request, with an
upfront fee of $5.00 for in-state and $15.00 for out-of-state, for two
specific record search requests. This buys the patron 1/2 hour of staff
time, first $2.50 (at $.50 per page for microfilm, $.25 for standard
photocopies) of copy costs, and a reply letter with postage. We
emphasize that the fee pays for staff time for the search, and must be
paid regardless of outcome of the search. We specify that there may be
extra charges for additional search time or for additional copies. We
receive very few complaints or objections to these policies.
Our newspaper collection covers the entire state, with most counties
having a paper or set of papers that go back a hundred years or more.
Several counties have two or more newspapers that thrived for decades
simultaneously, and did not always print the same things (often one was
Democrat and the other was Republican, which affected the size and depth
of an obituary, depending on the politics of the deceased). In most
cases, we will search all available newspapers for that geographic area
and date range. We search at least 5 issues of a daily paper and 4
issues of a weekly paper before giving up. In earlier time periods this
means scanning entire newspapers, since regular obit or death notice
columns were seldom used.
If an exact date of death is not known and we can find a death record
relatively quickly, we will provide both the death record and the
obituary we were able to find using the death record information, and
will charge accordingly.
Unless you maintain obit files from only one or a few newspapers and
therefore are not actually searching, I think many of you are
undercharging for obits. It doesn't matter if you are using volunteers
for the lookups and mailing. The time required and use of your machines
have to be factored in. I know some public libraries consider this a
public service, which is fine, but it makes it hard on those of us who
don't receive federal funds to stay alive. (We won't go into the grief
that $.10 copies cause those of us who don't allow patrons to make their
own copies, and can't afford to offer such a minimal price for the
service.)
Susan Scouras

Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/67f4d115/
attachment.html
From kgaitken at gmail.com Sat Jun 3 14:11:00 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Sat Jun 3 14:11:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Obit lookups
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232249E@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232249E@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50606031111q453adeh2ac5cfd6f7065e53@mail.gmail.com>
Susan,
Your fees are much more in-line with real costs than some. Frankly, $15 is a
bargain for 30 minutes work plus copies plus mailing.I hope your clients
recognize that.
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/0c9f6b39/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Sat Jun 3 14:38:18 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Sat Jun 3 14:34:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Obit lookups
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232249F@mail.wvculture.local>
I think it is, too. The fee was only $10 for years, and we felt we
couldn't double it in a single increase, so we went for $15 when we
increased fees in January 2005. Previously, there was no fee except
copy costs for in-state residents, and now there is a $5 fee (that
includes $2.50 copy cost) for in-state. I have asked a few of our
private researchers in this area what they charge, and all charge at
least $20 per hour, plus all costs (copies, parking, mileage, etc.).
do not require SASEs.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East

We

Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth
Aitken
Sent: Saturday, June 03, 2006 1:11 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obit lookups
Susan,
Your fees are much more in-line with real costs than some.
Frankly, $15 is a bargain for 30 minutes work plus copies plus mailing.I
hope your clients recognize that.
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/
c60387a7/attachment.html
From TVajdik at windsorpubliclibrary.com Sat Jun 3 15:17:54 2006
From: TVajdik at windsorpubliclibrary.com (Tom Vajdik)
Date: Sat Jun 3 15:18:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Obituary look-up policy & stats
In-Reply-To: <b66a4ad50606030835p47bfd215o90680952bfcc133f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <44816B730200005800001923@wpl001.cen.wpl>
<b66a4ad50606030835p47bfd215o90680952bfcc133f@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4481A822020000580000192B@wpl001.cen.wpl>
I will expand on a few points which I omitted.
When we receive requests (e-mail, telephone or mail), we inform prospective
researchers of the charges involved, and if they wish to proceed, they must contact
us again with the details of their research. Fees can be paid by cheque or credit
card. We can fax information or mail information out. We do not charge for postage.
Pre-payment is not necessary. If there is a possibity that the research time will
extremely high, then the customer can ask us to only work on their requests for X
amount of hours.
We send out an invoice form with the requested requested, or in some cases the
reports stating the unsuccessful attempt to locate information.
Requests for obituaries are handled within a period of 2 to 3 days (Sometimes,
same day turnover.) Requests are processed as they are received. E-mail and
telephone requests are usually processed sooner, as consent can be given by patrons
over the phone, or e-mailed back relatively soon. We will proceed with mailed
requests as soon as we receive their communication acknowledging the fee rates, and
their consent.

Tom Vajdik
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Windsor Public Library
850 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont.
Canada
tel: 519-255-6770 ext. 4434
e-mail: tvajdik@windsorpubliclibrary.com
>>> kgaitken@gmail.com 6/3/2006 11:35 am >>>
Intersting, Tom. You do not account for postage or cover letter, or time to
take your search from copy to mailroom/ fax /scanner or whatever delivery
system you use.Nor do you deal with extra billing, or processing of credit
card. Nor is there anything to cover replies without results or replies
asking for clarification. Again, nothing on responding to requests asking
for costs, or requests without prepayment.
Most of these people probably are not from your area. What priority are
these? Same day turn around?
Ken
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Sat Jun 3 16:33:10 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Sat Jun 3 16:33:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D48BAA3@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <036d01c6874c$efb86060$3102060a@rpl.org>
I was a contributor to Bill Dollarhide's New York State Censuses. book, and
we anted to get two copies for our library. However I was out long term with
an injury, and now that I am back I find that Heritage Creations has gone
out of business ( a long while ago) and cannot find a source to buy the
book. Any clues as to where it may b4e available?

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/35107043/
attachment.html
From cellard at nygbs.org Sat Jun 3 16:37:25 2006
From: cellard at nygbs.org (Catherine M. Ellard)
Date: Sat Jun 3 16:37:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book
Message-ID: <F6DD65A52A5EC54D866AF193A16DA37C029A04@nycfs2.nygbs.org>
We managed to get a couple from Jonathan Sheppard Bks. From the LC
catalog it looks like GPC will be re issuing it but nothing on their

site last time I looked.
Catherine M. Ellard, MLS
Librarian
New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 East 58th Street
New York, NY 10022
(212) 755-8532
(212) 754-4218 - fax
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
cellard@nygbs.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Saturday, June 03, 2006 4:33 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book

I was a contributor to Bill Dollarhide's New York State
Censuses... book, and we anted to get two copies for our library.
However I was out long term with an injury, and now that I am back I
find that Heritage Creations has gone out of business ( a long while
ago) and cannot find a source to buy the book. Any clues as to where it
may b4e available?

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060603/57374e88/
attachment.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Sat Jun 3 17:33:19 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sat Jun 3 17:33:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book
In-Reply-To: <036d01c6874c$efb86060$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <005601c68755$550cf400$670fa8c0@Drew>
Try C. Clayton Thompson - Bookseller in Boone, North Carolina.
828-265-4970 or email them at Greatbooks@aol.com.
Drew
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028

Call

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry Naukam
Sent: Saturday, June 03, 2006 4:33 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book

I was a contributor to Bill Dollarhide's New York State Censuses.
book, and we anted to get two copies for our library. However I was out long
term with an injury, and now that I am back I find that Heritage Creations
has gone out of business ( a long while ago) and cannot find a source to buy
the book. Any clues as to where it may be available?

From bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us Sat Jun 3 17:34:09 2006
From: bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Bruce Bumbalough)
Date: Sat Jun 3 17:34:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book
In-Reply-To: <036d01c6874c$efb86060$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <036d01c6874c$efb86060$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <44820051.9050803@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
At the risk of stating the obvious, copies may be available through
online book shops such as Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Abebooks, Powell's,
etc. I have bought several titles that were listed as 'new' and found
them to be that way.

Larry Naukam wrote:
> I was a contributor to Bill Dollarhide?s New York State Censuses?
> book, and we anted to get two copies for our library. However I was
> out long term with an injury, and now that I am back I find that
> Heritage Creations has gone out of business ( a long while ago) and
> cannot find a source to buy the book. Any clues as to where it may b4e
> available?
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Bruce L. Bumbalough
Reference Librarian

Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, Texas 76051
Voice: (817) 410-3404
Fax:
(817) 410-3084
email: bbumbalough@grapevine.lib.tx.us
The opinions are mine.
From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Sat Jun 3 19:01:01 2006
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (jgaronzi@genealogical.com)
Date: Sat Jun 3 18:51:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book
In-Reply-To: <F6DD65A52A5EC54D866AF193A16DA37C029A04@nycfs2.nygbs.org>
References: <F6DD65A52A5EC54D866AF193A16DA37C029A04@nycfs2.nygbs.org>
Message-ID: <20060603190101.xenigjntu040w88g@webmail.gpc.vmtllc.com>
I haven't gotten round to posting our latest group of quarterly publications;
however, I can tell you that Genealogical Publishing Company acquired the
rights to Bill's New York census book and has brought it back into print. You
will find a complete description of the book on our Web site
<www.genealogical.com>, by searching on title, author, ISBN 0-8063-1766-3, or
item number 1494.
Joe Garonzik
Marketing Dir.
www.genealogical.com
Quoting "Catherine M. Ellard" <cellard@nygbs.org>:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We managed to get a couple from Jonathan Sheppard Bks. From the LC
catalog it looks like GPC will be re issuing it but nothing on their
site last time I looked.
Catherine M. Ellard, MLS
Librarian
New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 East 58th Street
New York, NY 10022
(212) 755-8532
(212) 754-4218 - fax
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
cellard@nygbs.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Saturday, June 03, 2006 4:33 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book

I was a contributor to Bill Dollarhide's New York State
Censuses... book, and we anted to get two copies for our library.
However I was out long term with an injury, and now that I am back I
find that Heritage Creations has gone out of business ( a long while
ago) and cannot find a source to buy the book. Any clues as to where it

> may b4e available?
>
>
>
>
>
>

From james_capobianco at emerson.edu Sun Jun 4 18:35:25 2006
From: james_capobianco at emerson.edu (James Capobianco)
Date: Sun Jun 4 18:35:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] copyright of directories - copyright clearance center
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200606030932.AA32500563@neflin.org>
References: <WorldClient-F200606030932.AA32500563@neflin.org>
Message-ID: <4483602D.5070709@emerson.edu>
----------Joyce Bak wrote:
Pam,
IN regards to your copyright question in regrads to the directories, you
could contact the following company to get an answer. I took training
with them this Spring through NEFLIN, and it was very good. This is the
Google site info:
The world?s premier provider of copyright licensing and compliance
solutions for the information content industry. Get reuse permission for
millions of *...*
www.copyright.com/ - 18k - Jun 1, 2006 - Cached
<http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:2lrM3d3lWpgJ:www.copyright.com/
+CCC&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=2>
- Similar pages
<http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=related:www.copyright.com/>
---------------I'd like to suggest that the Copyright Clearance Center is not best
place for libraries to turn for advice regarding copyright. Their
business, as Joyce wrote, is "copyright licensing." They have a
financial stake as to whether libraries decide they need to pay for
copyright clearance. Not a very good place in general for libraries to
seek advice about copyright matters, before they've decided they need to
license materials. (It's like asking a life insurance salesman whether
they need to buy life insurance)
Since Pam was talking about legally obtained printed materials, there is
no need to be afraid of a copyright notice on such material as it
concerns having a copy in a library collection. It is perfectly legal
and the basis for libraries to begin with that after buying any
copyrighted item legally (or having it donated), the item may be held
and lent to patrons.
The warning specifically deals with reproduction by copying or in an
electronic database, which is a different matter.
Also, in general, copyright warnings must be taken with a grain of salt.
Photocopying in most instances, for personal research of limited
portions, is protected by fair use provisions of copyright, regardless
of what a warning says. Just like when a DVD or Video warns that it

cannot be shown to a gathering of people without permission and paying
for licensing, while not taking into account that it is perfectly legal
and in the copyright law that instructors can play the whole of any
legally obtained video in class, without seeking permission.
Best,
James
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Jun 5 10:26:07 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Jun 5 10:26:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Where to buy a book
In-Reply-To: <005601c68755$550cf400$670fa8c0@Drew>
Message-ID: <03bf01c688ab$fc61c990$3102060a@rpl.org>
A big thank you to all for their help. GPC is where will get it from as
Leland Meitzler informed me that Dollarhide had arranged for the book to go
to them.

From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Jun 5 11:05:10 2006
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Jun 5 11:05:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder * Connecticut Open House Day is this
June 10
Message-ID: <44840FE5.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Reminder - Connecticut Open House Day is this

Saturday,

Saturday, June 10

The Connecticut State Library will be open 9:00- 3:00, one hour longer
than usual. There will be:
Free frisbees for the first 100 guests
Tours of the State Library building
History and Genealogy Unit tour, 10:00 A.M.
A performance by Kevin Johnson as William Webb, an African-American
Civil War soldier from Connecticut, 11:00
"Hats-On History Tour," Museum of Connecticut History, 1:00 and 2:00
For other cultural and historical attractions and events, see
www.ctvisit.com

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net

Mon Jun

5 11:34:28 2006

From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Mon Jun 5 11:34:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancient and Modern Genealogies: Genealogy As an Academic
Discipline
Message-ID: <44844F04.7080700@sbcglobal.net>
<http://www.avotaynu.com/wagner.htm>Ancient and Modern Genealogies:
Genealogy As an Academic Discipline
Daniel Wagner, Professor of Materials Science at
the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel,
considers Genealogy As an Academic Discipline, at:
http://www.avotaynu.com/wagner.htm
Professor Wagner notes that "The Book of Genesis
may be viewed as the first archival source of
(Jewish) genealogical records."
Alphabetic History of Civilization:
Ancient and Modern Genealogies
http://academic-genealogy.com/ancientandmoderngenealogies.htm
This site evaluates historical knowledge
as it relates to ancient and modern genealogies.
Information gleaned from social contexts,
both secular and religious, are reviewed,
using modern genealogical research specialist
standards: to properly reconstruct and correctly
portray real historical lives and family pedigrees.
Cultural, religious and family tradition, (their
stated facts and viewpoints), are surveyed within
given ancient contexts of primary and secondary
record sources, as handed down for the benefit
of our modern generation. Modern claims of
genealogical attachment to biblical records
are noted, with remarks.
An additional continued evaluation of ancient records
concerns The BOOK [Stick] of JUDAH, at:
http://academic-genealogy.com/ancientgenealogyjudah.htm
All "future significant academic contributions from
areas new to traditional genealogy", must be based
upon and generated by established primary records.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
{both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
<http://www.academic-genealogy.com/>
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060605/160aa70f/

attachment.html
From Dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us Mon Jun 5 12:32:21 2006
From: Dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Mon Jun 5 12:32:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] copyright of directories - copyright clearance center
Message-ID: <s4842468.050@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
Agree with most of what James said, up to the last sentence. I faintly
recall a news item within the last year or so where a teacher was nailed
for showing a feature film in a class, because the showing was deemed to
be solely entertainment-oriented, and without an instructional purpose.
james_capobianco@emerson.edu 06/04/06 6:35 PM >>>
----------Joyce Bak wrote:
Pam,
IN regards to your copyright question in regrads to the directories,
you
could contact the following company to get an answer. I took training
with them this Spring through NEFLIN, and it was very good. This is the
Google site info:
The world's premier provider of copyright licensing and compliance
solutions for the information content industry. Get reuse permission
for
millions of *...*
www.copyright.com/ - 18k - Jun 1, 2006 - Cached
<http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:2lrM3d3lWpgJ:www.copyright.com/
+CCC&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=2>
- Similar pages
<http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=related:www.copyright.com/>
---------------I'd like to suggest that the Copyright Clearance Center is not best
place for libraries to turn for advice regarding copyright. Their
business, as Joyce wrote, is "copyright licensing." They have a
financial stake as to whether libraries decide they need to pay for
copyright clearance. Not a very good place in general for libraries to
seek advice about copyright matters, before they've decided they need
to
license materials. (It's like asking a life insurance salesman whether
they need to buy life insurance)
Since Pam was talking about legally obtained printed materials, there
is
no need to be afraid of a copyright notice on such material as it
concerns having a copy in a library collection. It is perfectly legal
and the basis for libraries to begin with that after buying any
copyrighted item legally (or having it donated), the item may be held
and lent to patrons.
The warning specifically deals with reproduction by copying or in an
electronic database, which is a different matter.
Also, in general, copyright warnings must be taken with a grain of

salt.
Photocopying in most instances, for personal research of limited
portions, is protected by fair use provisions of copyright, regardless
of what a warning says. Just like when a DVD or Video warns that it
cannot be shown to a gathering of people without permission and paying
for licensing, while not taking into account that it is perfectly legal
and in the copyright law that instructors can play the whole of any
legally obtained video in class, without seeking permission.
Best,
James
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ECole at oakville.ca Mon Jun 5 15:17:13 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Mon Jun 5 15:17:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] copyright of directories - copyright clearance center
In-Reply-To: <s4842468.050@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <OF3182743E.B7FEA0FE-ON85257184.00690A9D-85257184.0069F21F@oakville.ca>
In Canada, the ruling by the Supreme Court has lead to a very generous
Fair Use dealing. Like many of the comments already expressed, I would
have no difficulty placing such items in my Local History/Genealogy
Collection for reference. Should someone make copies for research
purposes, that is certainly covered. What they do with it outside of your
building may be a different story, and well outside your control.
If you're interested in the details of the Court case, please see:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CCH_Canadian_Ltd._v._Law_Society_of_Upper_Canada
If copies from that collection are made by your staff for researchers, you
may wish to consider a stamp or sticker to place on each individual page.
Time consuming? Yes, but it certainly limits what can be done with those
copies once they leave your building. If someone was planning to use them
for non-research purposes, it'll make it more difficult. If it's true
research, then the researcher will have little issue with the marking.
Our sticker reads as follows:
"The copyright law of Canada governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyright material. This photocopy is made for research
purposes only."
As for videos, teachers, etc. take their chances with anything not marked
"Public Performance" which we ensure are clearly labelled. I haven't
heard anything about a student showing a short bit from a documentary,
etc. for the purposes of highlighting their thesis when presenting to a
class, but that might vary between Canada and the USA.
Good luck!
Elise

Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog

"Don Litzer" <Dlitzer@acpl.lib.in.us>
Sent by: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
06/05/2006 12:32 PM
Please respond to
Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
To
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
cc
Subject
Re: [Genealib] copyright of directories - copyright clearance center

Agree with most of what James said, up to the last sentence. I faintly
recall a news item within the last year or so where a teacher was nailed
for showing a feature film in a class, because the showing was deemed to
be solely entertainment-oriented, and without an instructional purpose.
james_capobianco@emerson.edu 06/04/06 6:35 PM >>>
----------Joyce Bak wrote:
Pam,
IN regards to your copyright question in regrads to the directories,
you
could contact the following company to get an answer. I took training
with them this Spring through NEFLIN, and it was very good. This is the
Google site info:
The world's premier provider of copyright licensing and compliance
solutions for the information content industry. Get reuse permission
for
millions of *...*
www.copyright.com/ - 18k - Jun 1, 2006 - Cached
<
http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:2lrM3d3lWpgJ:www.copyright.com/
+CCC&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=2
>
- Similar pages

<http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=related:www.copyright.com/>
---------------I'd like to suggest that the Copyright Clearance Center is not best
place for libraries to turn for advice regarding copyright. Their
business, as Joyce wrote, is "copyright licensing." They have a
financial stake as to whether libraries decide they need to pay for
copyright clearance. Not a very good place in general for libraries to
seek advice about copyright matters, before they've decided they need
to
license materials. (It's like asking a life insurance salesman whether
they need to buy life insurance)
Since Pam was talking about legally obtained printed materials, there
is
no need to be afraid of a copyright notice on such material as it
concerns having a copy in a library collection. It is perfectly legal
and the basis for libraries to begin with that after buying any
copyrighted item legally (or having it donated), the item may be held
and lent to patrons.
The warning specifically deals with reproduction by copying or in an
electronic database, which is a different matter.
Also, in general, copyright warnings must be taken with a grain of
salt.
Photocopying in most instances, for personal research of limited
portions, is protected by fair use provisions of copyright, regardless
of what a warning says. Just like when a DVD or Video warns that it
cannot be shown to a gathering of people without permission and paying
for licensing, while not taking into account that it is perfectly legal
and in the copyright law that instructors can play the whole of any
legally obtained video in class, without seeking permission.
Best,
James
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060605/
ddc44ada/attachment.html
From bonjann at yahoo.com Mon Jun 5 17:35:21 2006
From: bonjann at yahoo.com (Bonnie Anderson)

Date: Mon Jun 5 17:35:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] West Palm Beach look ups
Message-ID: <20060605213521.67992.qmail@web35614.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Pauline Veronica Beschle '
Died:August 18, 1988 -West Palm Beach, FL 33405
Son: George Ferguson
Daughter: Evelyn (

last name unknow

)

Need a lookup of Newpaper and copy of Obituary.
bonjann@yahoo.com

--------------------------------New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones from your PC and save big.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060605/
feca223b/attachment.html
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Mon Jun 5 18:48:45 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Mon Jun 5 18:48:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] copyright of directories - copyright clearance center
In-Reply-To: <4483602D.5070709@emerson.edu>
Message-ID: <MAILI7fG7rIgwbOmQwK00000810@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Thank you all for your discussion.

Our issue is the wording in the first sentence. Everyone can interpret it
differently. The word "official use" and "between members" bothers me. On
the other hand, it was made public record the day they printed it.

"This directory is for official Fraternity [University Alumni] use, and also
for individual communication of a personal nature between members listed
herein."

Read it as a whole, it appears they are only concerned about duplicating the
names and addresses.
This directory is for official Fraternity [University Alumni] use, and also
for individual communication of a personal nature between members listed
herein. Use of this directory for any other purpose, including, but not
limited to, reproducing and storing in a retrieval system by any means,
electronic or mechanical, photocopying or use of the addresses or other
information contained in this directory for any mailing, is strictly
prohibited and is in direct violation of copyright.

Gratefully,
Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James
Capobianco
Sent: Sunday, June 04, 2006 6:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] copyright of directories - copyright clearance center

----------Joyce Bak wrote:
Pam,
IN regards to your copyright question in regrads to the directories, you
could contact the following company to get an answer. I took training
with them this Spring through NEFLIN, and it was very good. This is the
Google site info:

The world's premier provider of copyright licensing and compliance
solutions for the information content industry. Get reuse permission for
millions of *...*

www.copyright.com/ - 18k - Jun 1, 2006 - Cached
<http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:2lrM3d3lWpgJ:www.copyright.com/+CCC&hl
=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=2>
- Similar pages
<http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=related:www.copyright.com/>
----------------

I'd like to suggest that the Copyright Clearance Center is not best
place for libraries to turn for advice regarding copyright. Their
business, as Joyce wrote, is "copyright licensing." They have a
financial stake as to whether libraries decide they need to pay for
copyright clearance. Not a very good place in general for libraries to
seek advice about copyright matters, before they've decided they need to
license materials. (It's like asking a life insurance salesman whether
they need to buy life insurance)

Since Pam was talking about legally obtained printed materials, there is
no need to be afraid of a copyright notice on such material as it
concerns having a copy in a library collection. It is perfectly legal
and the basis for libraries to begin with that after buying any
copyrighted item legally (or having it donated), the item may be held
and lent to patrons.

The warning specifically deals with reproduction by copying or in an
electronic database, which is a different matter.

Also, in general, copyright warnings must be taken with a grain of salt.
Photocopying in most instances, for personal research of limited
portions, is protected by fair use provisions of copyright, regardless
of what a warning says. Just like when a DVD or Video warns that it

cannot be shown to a gathering of people without permission and paying
for licensing, while not taking into account that it is perfectly legal
and in the copyright law that instructors can play the whole of any
legally obtained video in class, without seeking permission.

Best,

James

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060605/
bbca3e4b/attachment.html
From ksmith at aapld.org Mon Jun 5 21:16:04 2006
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Mon Jun 5 21:15:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] West Palm Beach look ups
References: <20060605213521.67992.qmail@web35614.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B11C1@www.aapld.info>
Bonnie,
Have you tried Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness?
http://www.raogk.org/florida5.htm
It looks like there are lots of volunteers who will do lookups for the Palm Beach
County area.
Also, you can try contacting the Palm Beach County Library directly.
they have an email form for genealogical requests:
http://www.pbclibrary.org./genealogy.htm
Good luck with your research.
Kristen Newton Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-----Original Message-----

It looks like

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Bonnie Anderson
Sent: Mon 6/5/2006 4:35 PM
To: Genealib
Cc:
Subject: [Genealib] West Palm Beach look ups
Pauline Veronica Beschle '
Died:August 18, 1988 -West Palm Beach, FL 33405
Son: George Ferguson
Daughter: Evelyn (

last name unknow

)

Need a lookup of Newpaper and copy of Obituary.
bonjann@yahoo.com

_____
New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones from your PC
<http://us.rd.yahoo.com/mail_us/taglines/postman5/*http://us.rd.yahoo.com/
evt=39666/*http://messenger.yahoo.com> and save big.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5430 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060605/19fb26df/
attachment.bin
From gjhan at pacbell.net Tue Jun 6 02:29:24 2006
From: gjhan at pacbell.net (gjhan@pacbell.net)
Date: Tue Jun 6 02:29:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Branches and Twigs
Message-ID: <000001c68932$913e7f00$71c9e445@toshibauser>
All copies of the above title have been claimed.
Gloria
Gloria J. Hanson
E-mail: gjhan@pacbell.net
Phone: (650) 756-1060
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060605/94a150bf/
attachment.html
From raleighadams at hotmail.com Tue Jun 6 09:02:00 2006
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (raleighadams@hotmail.com)
Date: Tue Jun 6 09:02:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Abstracts

Message-ID: <BAY106-DAV2396F1398770D097398E86C9950@phx.gbl>
Gone West Publications is pleased to announce the release of two more volumes of
genealogical abstracts from Missouri newspapers. Genealogical Abstracts from Boone
County, MO Newspapers, Volumes 1 and 2 are now finished and available for purchase!
Abstracted by myself, Sherry Raleigh-Adams, volume 1 of this series includes
abstracts of items of genealogical merit found in Rocheport newspapers from May 13,
1887 through December 23, 1910. It includes not only obituaries, marriage and
birth notices, but also church histories, a list of surviving veterans of the
Mexican War as of 1902, and a list of the members of the Bethlehem Baptist church.
Fully indexed. 205 Pages. $18.
Volume 2 is a compilation of abstracts of items of genealogical merit found in the
Sturgeon Leader from August 2, 1901 through December 21, 1905. Besides obituaries,
marriage and birth notices, it also includes the editor's first-person account of
the St. Louis World's Fair, a complete religious census of Sturgeon as of 1902, and
a list of the Old Settlers of Sturgeon, complete with their ages and places of
birth. Lots of personal photo's were published in this paper and your ancestor may
be among them. This newspaper depended heavily on correspondents and gained lots
of support from them. As a result, many of the rural areas throughout Boone,
Howard and Audrain counties are well represented. Fully indexed. 228 Pages. $18.00
All my books are stapled and soft-bound with archival tape. You will find a PDF
image of the indices for all my books at www.gonewestpublications.com. Please take
advantage of this free tool to see if anyone of interest to you may be included in
these books.
As you may have noted, these volumes are more than just a powerful genealogical
tool. They also offer the reader a peak into the social values and cultural aspects
relevant to their ancestors' time period. The historical significance of the
articles found in these newspapers are a great learning tool for the armchair
sociologist and the genealogist who has hit a brick wall. I hope that you and your
patrons will find them useful.
Kind Regards,
Sherry Raleigh-Adams
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060606/5b63edcd/
attachment.html
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Tue Jun 6 09:16:43 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Tue Jun 6 10:18:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Old South Church, Boston
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060606091227.048e8980@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.8.2/357 - Release Date: 6/6/2006
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Tue Jun 6 09:50:16 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Tue Jun 6 10:50:37 2006

Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Old South Church, Boston
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060606094953.071fa718@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.8.2/357 - Release Date: 6/6/2006
From csokal at charter.net Tue Jun 6 14:00:33 2006
From: csokal at charter.net (Charlene Sokal)
Date: Tue Jun 6 14:01:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Old South Church, Boston
In-Reply-To: <6.2.1.2.2.20060606091227.048e8980@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <000001c68993$1f8697b0$6400a8c0@wifletmachine>
Worcester Public Library would love to have this.

Charlene Sokal
Reference Supervisor

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2006 9:17 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Old South Church, Boston

The following book is free to a good home:
- Hamilton Andrews Hill, History of the Old South Church (Third Church)
Boston, 1669-1884, 2 volumes (Boston and New York, 1890).
NOT a reprint. Binding loose but attached. Otherwise good
condition.
For description and photo of the actual book, see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST
<http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0218>
&p=US0218
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries as possible, those who
have received a donation from Archive CD Books USA are not eligible for
another for 90 days. Interested parties should please write to
bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list).
These books and thousands of others have been digitized by the Archive
CD Books Project and are available on CD-ROM. Public libraries and
qualified membership societies in the U.S. can get 33%-50% off every CD
title and a free on-site network license. For more information, see:

http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/libraries.htm
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com <http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/>
The Archive CD Books Project exists to
make digital reproductions of old books
available to the public, to donate original
publications to libraries and other institutions,
and to cooperate with these repositories to
preserve their existing collections for
future generations.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060606/091e4eda/
attachment.html
From bonjann at yahoo.com Tue Jun 6 19:23:18 2006
From: bonjann at yahoo.com (Bonnie Anderson)
Date: Tue Jun 6 19:23:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] West Palm Beach look ups
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B11C1@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <20060606232318.1081.qmail@web35615.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Thank you for providing valuable information.
Kristen Smith <ksmith@aapld.org> wrote:
Bonnie,
Have you tried Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness?
http://www.raogk.org/florida5.htm
It looks like there are lots of volunteers who will do lookups for the Palm Beach
County area.
Also, you can try contacting the Palm Beach County Library directly. It looks like
they have an email form for genealogical requests:
http://www.pbclibrary.org./genealogy.htm
Good luck with your research.
Kristen Newton Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Bonnie Anderson
Sent: Mon 6/5/2006 4:35 PM
To: Genealib
Cc:
Subject: [Genealib] West Palm Beach look ups

Pauline Veronica Beschle '
Died:August 18, 1988 -West Palm Beach, FL 33405
Son: George Ferguson
Daughter: Evelyn ( last name unknow )
Need a lookup of Newpaper and copy of Obituary.
bonjann@yahoo.com

_____
New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones from your PC and save big.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
--------------------------------Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously low rates.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060606/59eeb126/
attachment.html
From mgentis at munpl.org Wed Jun 7 11:05:30 2006
From: mgentis at munpl.org (Mary Lou Gentis)
Date: Wed Jun 7 11:05:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] software
Message-ID: <F4F5AB8DD4D5EE498C36D38DF809BEF6CA0A6E@exchange.munpl.org>
I am new to the list and was wondering what ideas everyone has for
offering family tree software to the public.
Do any of your libraries offer Family Tree Maker or some other software
customers could use to create their family trees?
Any ideas?
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Gentis
Adult Services Manager
Muncie Public Library
mgentis@munpl.org
(765)747-8203
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060607/3af3ca8f/
attachment.html
From cnegaard at ckls.org Wed Jun 7 11:51:21 2006
From: cnegaard at ckls.org (Cara Negaard)
Date: Wed Jun 7 11:53:14 2006

Subject: [Genealib] software
In-Reply-To: <F4F5AB8DD4D5EE498C36D38DF809BEF6CA0A6E@exchange.munpl.org>
Message-ID: <6.0.0.14.1.20060607105038.02e48670@mail.ckls.org>
Hi Mary Lou,
At Great Bend Public Library (Kansas) we do have Family Tree Maker on our
Genealogy computer. Patrons are welcome to come in and input, save (to a
personal floppy, flash drive, etc.) and print their family trees using this
software. We don't allow them to take the software home and use it on
their own computer. We have a several people over the years come in and
create their own trees - any time they need to update they just come bring
in their floppy and add the new information to the file.
We also have available on our Genealogy computer the Personal Ancestry File
(PAF) software which is a free download from familysearch.org. Many
genealogists like this version and it is free to anyone for downloading.
Hope this information has been helpful.
Sincerely,
Cara Negaard
Reference/Acquisition's Dept. Head
At 10:05 AM 6/7/2006, you wrote:
>content-class: urn:content-classes:message
>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C68A43.D136AA75"; x-avg-checked=avg-ok-EAD5DB3
>
>I am new to the list and was wondering what ideas everyone has for
>offering family tree software to the public.
>Do any of your libraries offer Family Tree Maker or some other software
>customers could use to create their family trees?
>
>Any ideas?
>
>Sincerely,
>Mary Lou Gentis
>Adult Services Manager
>Muncie Public Library
>mgentis@munpl.org
>(765)747-8203
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Cara Negaard
Reference/Acquisition's Dept. Head
cnegaard@ckls.org
Great Bend Public Library
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620) 792-2409
From lcarter at arlsmail.org

Wed Jun

7 15:10:55 2006

From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Jun 7 15:11:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] software
In-Reply-To: <F4F5AB8DD4D5EE498C36D38DF809BEF6CA0A6E@exchange.munpl.org>
References: <F4F5AB8DD4D5EE498C36D38DF809BEF6CA0A6E@exchange.munpl.org>
Message-ID: <448724BF.3040204@arlsmail.org>
Welcome to the list. One of the greatest resources on this list is the
archives which can be searched for past threads. I copied and pasted
from the web page the following.
How to search for and read previously archived messages
All messages previously contributed to the GENEALIB list since December
1, 1998, have been archived and are available for searching and reading
on the World Wide Web. Direct your web browser to:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/
I'm not trying to cut you off or limit discussion, just let you know
that this is available. It is a great 1st place to check for basic
information like this.
Laura
Mary Lou Gentis wrote:
> I am new to the list and was wondering what ideas everyone has for
> offering family tree software to the public.
> Do any of your libraries offer Family Tree Maker or some other
> software customers could use to create their family trees?
>
> Any ideas?
>
> Sincerely,
> Mary Lou Gentis
> Adult Services Manager
> Muncie Public Library
> mgentis@munpl.org
> (765)747-8203
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660

lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060607/98ec9435/
attachment.html
From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Wed Jun 7 15:15:52 2006
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Wed Jun 7 15:15:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy books for children
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151DDDF@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Is there anyone who could recommend good genealogy books for children in
elementary school through 8th grade?

Rhonda Konig
Wayne County Public Library
Goldsboro, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060607/
e64eb33f/attachment.html
From dockene at hotmail.com Wed Jun 7 15:34:14 2006
From: dockene at hotmail.com (david ockene)
Date: Wed Jun 7 15:34:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy books for children
In-Reply-To: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151DDDF@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <BAY101-F67B1F5B523B8C5138F28DA28A0@phx.gbl>
"Climbing your family tree" by Ira Wolfman.
David Ockene
>From: "Rhonda Konig" <Rhonda.Konig@waynegov.com>
>Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Subject: [Genealib] genealogy books for children
>Date: Wed, 7 Jun 2006 15:15:52 -0400
>
>Is there anyone who could recommend good genealogy books for children in
>elementary school through 8th grade?
>
>
>
>Rhonda Konig
>
>Wayne County Public Library
>
>Goldsboro, NC
>

>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Wed Jun 7 15:58:38 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Wed Jun 7 15:59:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy books for children
In-Reply-To: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151DDDF@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151DDDF@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200606071558.AA58380114@and.lib.in.us>
I love Rosemary Chorzempa' MY FAMILY TREE WORKBOOK. It's available from
Dover Press and costs less than $4 (or at least it used to.)
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Rhonda Konig" <Rhonda.Konig@waynegov.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 7 Jun 2006 15:15:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy books for children
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Is there anyone who could recommend good genealogy books for children
in
elementary school through 8th grade?

Rhonda Konig
Wayne County Public Library
Goldsboro, NC

From BeanyCecil at aol.com Wed Jun 7 17:59:24 2006
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil@aol.com)
Date: Wed Jun 7 17:59:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 7
Message-ID: <4c0.9e495c.31b8a63c@aol.com>
We have Personal Ancestral File (PAF) and Legacy Family Tree available on
our computers for our patrons to use. PAF is available as a free download from
the _www.FamilySearch.org_ (http://www.FamilySearch.org) site.
Legacy
Family Tree is available in both a free Standard version and a paid Deluxe
version from _www.lLegacyFamilyTree.com_ (http://www.lLegacyFamilyTree.com) . I
have personally used PAF, Legacy and Family Tree Maker. The are all user
friendly. I have my personal favorite, but it may not be appropriate to voice it

on this forum.
Deborah Bruno
Poway Family History Center
San Diego, CA
In a message dated 6/7/2006 9:01:00 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Date: Wed, 7 Jun 2006 11:05:30 -0400
From: "Mary Lou Gentis" _mgentis@munpl.org_ (mailto:mgentis@munpl.org)

I am new to the list and was wondering what ideas everyone has for
offering family tree software to the public.
Do any of your libraries offer Family Tree Maker or some other software
customers could use to create their family trees?
Any ideas?
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Gentis
Adult Services Manager
Muncie Public Library
mgentis@munpl.org
(765)747-8203
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060607/
c2310c20/attachment.html
From tomm at cclib.org Wed Jun 7 20:13:07 2006
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Wed Jun 7 20:13:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry LE Image Viewer?
In-Reply-To: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B536A43@MSDTC-RESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <006401c68a90$52188460$461e010a@LRREFIP70>

I'm hoping someone on this list can help with this.

>From our public computers, we get the following message when viewing an
image:
"Please contact your system administrator to install the Ancestry Image
Viewer.
To continue without installing the Ancestry Image Viewer, click here.
If you are a system administrator, please click here to proceed to the
Ancestry Image Viewer installation."

Our Sys Admin has installed the Viewer (after logging on with Admin rights),
and the viewer works fine while logged on as Admin.
When logged on for public access, we get the same message again; viewer does
not remain installed.
Admin has asked that I field the question concerning a workaround that will
allow the Viewer to remain installed when logged on as 'other than Admin'.
Are others having this problem? Any suggestions more than welcome.

Thank you for any help,

Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6366 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060607/6be1df3d/
winmail.bin
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Wed Jun 7 20:38:59 2006
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Wed Jun 7 20:39:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry LE Image Viewer?
In-Reply-To: <006401c68a90$52188460$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B536A43@MSDTC-RESOURCE.waynegov.local>
<006401c68a90$52188460$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Message-ID: <32c265400606071738j435c6110n45c80d9a8f5e850b@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our Sys Admin has installed the Viewer (after logging on with Admin rights),
and the viewer works fine while logged on as Admin.
When logged on for public access, we get the same message again; viewer does
not remain installed.

> Admin has asked that I field the question concerning a workaround that will
> allow the Viewer to remain installed when logged on as 'other than Admin'.
> Are others having this problem? Any suggestions more than welcome.
In many similar situations, giving the public account administrative
rights and calling up something which activates the viewer will get
everything set properly. Then you reset the public account to normal.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com Thu Jun 8 07:29:46 2006
From: kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com (kspeaks@leisuresportsinc.com)
Date: Thu Jun 8 07:29:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] software
In-Reply-To: <F4F5AB8DD4D5EE498C36D38DF809BEF6CA0A6E@exchange.munpl.org>
References: <F4F5AB8DD4D5EE498C36D38DF809BEF6CA0A6E@exchange.munpl.org>
Message-ID: <web-18966167@back2.mail.megapathdsl.net>
Hello,
Our local library in Pleasanton, CA provides two PCs designated for
genealogy research. One PC has Family Tree Maker software installed
for researcher use. There is a printer available also. The Friends of
the Library donated the PCs and printer. The local Livermore-Amador
Genealogical Society provides docents to assist researchers on
Wednesdays evenings and Saturdays. The library provides technical
support and supplies (paper and printer supplies). There is no fee to
user for the PCs or for printing. The partnership between the library,
the Friends of the Library, and the local genealogical society has
been wonderful and very successful.
Kay Speaks
Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
Livermore & Pleasanton - California
www.L-AGS.org
From llwhite at bccn.boone.in.us Thu Jun 8 09:12:37 2006
From: llwhite at bccn.boone.in.us (Linda L. White)
Date: Thu Jun 8 09:14:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 7
In-Reply-To: <4c0.9e495c.31b8a63c@aol.com>
References: <4c0.9e495c.31b8a63c@aol.com>
Message-ID: <44882245.3020303@bccn.boone.in.us>
We have Legacy on our public computers for patrons to use.
Linda L. White, Local History/Systems Librarian
Thorntown Public Library
124 N. Market St.
Thorntown, IN 46071
llwhite@bccn.boone.in.us
http://www.bccn.boone.in.us/tpl
Building our Future on the Foundation of the Past

BeanyCecil@aol.com wrote:
> We have Personal Ancestral File (PAF) and Legacy Family Tree available
> on our computers for our patrons to use. PAF is available as a free
> download from the www.FamilySearch.org
> <http://www.FamilySearch.org> site. Legacy Family Tree is available
> in both a free Standard version and a paid Deluxe version from
> www.lLegacyFamilyTree.com <http://www.lLegacyFamilyTree.com>. I have
> personally used PAF, Legacy and Family Tree Maker. The are all user
> friendly. I have my personal favorite, but it may not be appropriate
> to voice it on this forum.
>
> Deborah Bruno
> Poway Family History Center
> San Diego, CA
>
>
> In a message dated 6/7/2006 9:01:00 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
> genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
>
> Date: Wed, 7 Jun 2006 11:05:30 -0400
> From: "Mary Lou Gentis" mgentis@munpl.org <mailto:mgentis@munpl.org>
>
> I am new to the list and was wondering what ideas everyone has for
> offering family tree software to the public.
> Do any of your libraries offer Family Tree Maker or some other software
> customers could use to create their family trees?
>
> Any ideas?
>
> Sincerely,
> Mary Lou Gentis
> Adult Services Manager
> Muncie Public Library
> mgentis@munpl.org
> (765)747-8203
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From laurajs at pacbell.net Thu Jun 8 11:01:07 2006
From: laurajs at pacbell.net (Laura Spurrier)
Date: Thu Jun 8 11:01:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
Message-ID: <660930E5-E290-41B4-ADC4-C79BC116857C@pacbell.net>
Hi, all:
Dick Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter announced yesterday that
ProQuest will no longer permit genealogy societies to offer remote
access to Heritage Quest (after expiration of current contracts).
This is going to hurt genealogy societies nationwide a lot -offering HQ helps draw new members. The announced reason for doing
so seems specious: PQ says it is losing money on this highly popular
service. That just means they failed to price it correctly, and that
can be changed. In turn, gen. societies can raise their dues a bit.
Does anyone out there want to organize some sort of protest? At
least add your opinion to Dick's blog: http://blog.eogn.com/
eastmans_online_ genealogy/. Thanks.

Laura Spurrier
From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Jun 9 12:16:13 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Jun 9 12:16:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A243@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't
go away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Fri Jun 9 12:19:07 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Fri Jun 9 12:21:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
In-Reply-To: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A243@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <028a01c68be0$6ee870e0$140ba8c0@Director>
You might look at this website for some suggestions:
http://www.bookologist.com/cab/abu/y203/m10/bk0013/s03
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 12:16 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't go
away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith

Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ECole at oakville.ca Fri Jun 9 13:02:38 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Fri Jun 9 13:02:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF571FBD88.39961394-ON85257188.005DA042-85257188.005DA042@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
06/12/2006.

06/09/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From petras at mcdl.info Fri Jun 9 15:39:34 2006
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Fri Jun 9 15:39:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition
Message-ID: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F29250CF433@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
Hello All!!

A patron pointed out that AncestryLibraryEdition lists Ohio Deaths,
1908-1944 and 1958-2002 as part of their collection. But if you search
for any death record from the earlier period, 1908-1944, you get 0
results. Even if you are searching by common names like Smith and
Johnson.

Has anyone else any experience with this? Are they planning to add
the earlier death records and just haven't done it?? Is it temporarily
unavailable?

Of course, the Ohio Historical Society does have an online index for
the earlier deaths, and this patron was aware of that, but it is
convenient to not have to search in two separate online resources.

Kathy Petras

Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060609/
e3fb23d3/attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Jun 9 15:51:18 2006
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Jun 9 15:51:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
In-Reply-To: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A243@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
References: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A243@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <4489D136.3000804@arlsmail.org>
Cat litter - clean of course, ;-) - works well. Put book on a rack in a
closed container with kitty litter in the bottom of the container .
Spread the book open sitting up in a way that will not damage it and
allow the litter to pull out the smell. I have a large garbage can with
a lid that I use to do this for old books. It never has garbage in it,
but it is used for all kinds of other things like this. The site Dusty
mentions has good ideas also.
Laura

Cheryl Smith wrote:
>We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't
>go away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
>Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
>It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
>more chance to get rid of the smell.
>
>Thanks for any suggestions.
>Cheryl Smith
>Public Services Librarian Senior
>Harrington Library
>1501 18th St.
>Plano, TX 75074
>972-941-7175
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter

Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Fri Jun 9 17:38:07 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Jun 9 17:38:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Smelly books
Message-ID: <024801c68c0c$ff5ae140$6401a8c0@DELL>
Cheryl, you want to remove the cause of the smell. At
http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/mirrors/faq/loc/presfaq.html#four , it says
"How can I get rid of the smell of mildew in my books?
The smell comes from biological growth on books that are stored in damp, dark, cool
locations. Check for active or dormant mold. Remove the materials to a drier (but
still
cool) environment, and make sure that plenty of air is circulating around them.
These
conditions should render the biological growth dormant. If the mildewed materials
are
stored for an extended period under such coonditions, the smell will eventually
disappear
of its own accord. The same technique can be applied to dry books affected with
active
mold. If you can see mold growth, DO NOT attempt to clean it off under the
materials are
thoroughly dry. Premature clearning attempts will grind the mold into the covers or
paper
and cause stains that are often impossible to remove.
A short exposure to sunlight and circulating air outdoors also may help to rid the
books
of the mildew smell. Remember, though, that light damages paper-based materials.
Drying
materials in the sunlight may result in some darkening or fading of book materials
and
paper, so select this approach only with materials for which such damage is
considered
acceptable."
Don't let the book near anything else in your collection until the smell is gone.
Mildew
(and mold) are microscopic. If the smell won't go away, you might want to consider
getting
the book photocopied.
Joy Rich
[Genealib] Smelly books
Cheryl Smith cheryls at plano.gov
Fri Jun 9 12:16:13 EDT 2006
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't
go away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one

more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Fri Jun 9 18:40:05 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Jun 9 18:40:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Terminates Remote Access for Genealogy Societies
Message-ID: <028501c68c15$a7619570$6401a8c0@DELL>
On June 6th, Dick Eastman wrote this in Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter at
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2006/06/proquest_termin.html .
"ProQuest announced today that they will be eliminating one valuable genealogy
service.
The company will no longer offer remote, in-home access to the members of
genealogical and
historical societies."
I wasn't sure if that meant that ProQuest would be discontinuing in-home access to
the
historical newspapers and HeritageQuest Online both. The post below to the Godfrey
Memorial Library Help List seems to indicate that the answer might very well be
yes.
Presumably, ProQuest has already notified those of you who work at genealogical and
historical societies that you won't be allowed to offer in-home access after a
certain
date. If they haven't, you may want to check with them.
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------http://archiver.rootsweb.com/th/read/GODFREY-LIBRARY-HELP/2006-06/1149886682
"I am writing to you because our records show that you have used SABR's
subscription to
either ProQuest Historical Newspapers or Heritage Quest in the past six months.
Recently ProQuest sent SABR a letter explaining a new business decision to no
longer offer
remote access to genealogical or historical societies, beginning at the end of the
current
subscription year.
For SABR, that means beginning on January 1, 2007, SABR members will no longer have
remote
access to the various historical newspapers to which SABR subscribes, nor will we
have

access to the HeritageQuest databases.
SABR will continue to seek out and make available research assets and tools to
fulfill our
mission of helping people do baseball research. The money currently spent on these
subscriptions will either be used for such purposes or retained in our war chest
for
future uses.
ProQuest also points out that "a key component of the ProQuest mission is to
provide
public library users with historical newspaper and genealogy content, as well as
other
data, through their local public library, either on-site or remotely."
They continue that "[l]iterally millions of people are now enjoying free access to
ProQuest content through their local library." SABR will attempt to make members
aware of
which libraries make remote access available to library card holders. Already, we
know
that Cleveland Public Library and the Boston Public Library have some ProQuest
databases
available with remote access for current library card holders.
Thank you for your support of SABR!
Sincerely,
John Zajc
Executive Director
Society for American Baseball Research
812 Huron Rd E #719
Cleveland OH 44115
216-575-0500
From William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com Fri Jun 9 18:58:39 2006
From: William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Fri Jun 9 18:58:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition
References: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F29250CF433@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
Message-ID: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF27078B6BA5@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
Kathy,
I've been participating in the Natl Genealogical Society Conference (in Chicago)
and this is my first chance to reply. There may be a broken link in the Ohio data.
I'll investigate asap, but might not be able to get back to you until Saturday
morning. You may also contact ALE Tech Support directly:
Ancestry Library Edition Technical Support
1-800-509-3884
libraryedition@ancestry.com
Regards,
Bill Forsyth

William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kathy Petras
Sent: Fri 6/9/2006 1:39 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition

Hello All!!

A patron pointed out that AncestryLibraryEdition lists Ohio Deaths, 1908-1944 and
1958-2002 as part of their collection. But if you search for any death record from
the earlier period, 1908-1944, you get 0 results. Even if you are searching by
common names like Smith and Johnson.

Has anyone else any experience with this? Are they planning to add the earlier
death records and just haven't done it?? Is it temporarily unavailable?

Of course, the Ohio Historical Society does have an online index for the earlier
deaths, and this patron was aware of that, but it is convenient to not have to
search in two separate online resources.

Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

From bendigd at oclc.org Fri Jun 9 21:47:17 2006
From: bendigd at oclc.org (Bendig,Deb)
Date: Fri Jun 9 21:47:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ALA Annual Meeting, Sat,
1:30-3:30: WorldCat for Genealogical Research: Learning,
Teaching, Promoting, plus ArchiveGrid
Message-ID: <35A72025A61EE3488E4CF824C717F70E05E19821@OAEXCH1SERVER.oa.oclc.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 142000 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060609/4fa824bf/
attachment-0001.jpe
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sat Jun 10 14:38:00 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sat Jun 10 14:38:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ALA History Section: Fate of History Bibliographies in
the Online Environment
Message-ID: <b63c86520606101138w611ae15bmcc65f6aa7379aebf@mail.gmail.com>
Fate of History Bibliographies in the Online Environment
2006 ALA Annual Conference in New Orleans
Monday June 26, 10:30 am - 12 noon
Morial Convention Center Room 294
In today's era of online indexes and electronic bibliographic resources,
is the traditional subject bibliography in print going the way of the
dinosaur? These guides to the literature have been a mainstay in Reference
Collections, covering subjects from the arcane to current topics. Many
librarians have found them to be lifesavers in assisting students in a
busy reference environment. But are libraries still purchasing these
sources and are librarians still using them? It may be that subject
bibliographies, typically limited to 240-500 print runs, are no longer
profitable in today's world of electronic information. Are publishers
still interested in acquiring and selling these tools, even in electronic
format?
Come hear representatives from major history publishers chat about their
acquisition policies regarding subject bibliographies in print and/or in
electronic format. A representative from H-Net will offer perspectives
regarding other possible venues for these resources.
Join in the discussion on the current and future fate of bibliographic
resources.
Speakers
Wayne Smith, President, Greenwood Publishing
Ron Boehm, CEO and Academic Publisher, ABC-CLIO
Jim Niessen, Vice President for Research & Publications, H-Net
Jennalyn Tellman, Moderator, RUSA History Bibliography & Indexes Committee
Co-Sponsors
RUSA History Section, Bibliography & Indexes Committee
RUSA Codes
RUSA Marss
WESS SSH Discussion Group
http://www.ala.org/HISTORYmainTemplate.cfm?Section=historysection
Eric Novotny
Phone: 814-865-1014
Arts and Humanities Library
Fax: 814-863-7502
University Libraries
E-mail: ecn1@psu.edu
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802-1803
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/artshumanities/history/index.htm
IM: HistoryLibrarian
From mbrower at nccn.net Sat Jun 10 23:44:38 2006
From: mbrower at nccn.net (Maria Brower)
Date: Sat Jun 10 23:45:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] CA State Lib Foun Bulletin

Message-ID: <6.0.0.22.1.20060610203733.026d6b70@pop3.nccn.net>
Would anyone have a copy of the California State Library Foundation
Bulletin No. 83, 2006 that I could purchase? It features an article on
writer and early illustrator Mary Hallock Foote? The Foote family was an
important mining family here in Nevada County. I would like to obtain a
couple of copies for our history file.
Maria E. Brower, Library Tech &Mgr.
Doris Foley Library for Historical Research
211 N. Pine St.
Nevada City, CA 95959
530-265-4606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060610/6203993c/
attachment.html
From William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com Sun Jun 11 11:24:00 2006
From: William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Sun Jun 11 11:24:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition
Message-ID: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF2706F9DF0D@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
Kathy,
I spoke to MyFamily.com about the Ohio Deaths database in Ancestry
Library Edition. They, too, think there's a broken link in the earlier
data (1908-1944). However, they won't be able to investigate the
problem until Monday. I'll keep this at the top of my action list and
will follow-up with you by EOD Monday. In fact, it might be better if
we corresponded offline. If you agree, please send me your email
address in a private message. Once resolved, I'll also post an
announcement on Genelib.
Regards,
Bill
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
Phone: 801.298.5358 ext. 6732
Fax: 801.298.5468
Email: william.forsyth@il.proquest.com
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Forsyth,
William
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 4:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition
Kathy,
I've been participating in the Natl Genealogical Society Conference (in
Chicago) and this is my first chance to reply. There may be a broken
link in the Ohio data. I'll investigate asap, but might not be able to
get back to you until Saturday morning. You may also contact ALE Tech
Support directly:

Ancestry Library Edition Technical Support
1-800-509-3884
libraryedition@ancestry.com
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kathy Petras
Sent: Fri 6/9/2006 1:39 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition

Hello All!!

A patron pointed out that AncestryLibraryEdition lists Ohio Deaths,
1908-1944 and 1958-2002 as part of their collection. But if you search
for any death record from the earlier period, 1908-1944, you get 0
results. Even if you are searching by common names like Smith and
Johnson.

Has anyone else any experience with this? Are they planning to add
the earlier death records and just haven't done it?? Is it temporarily
unavailable?

Of course, the Ohio Historical Society does have an online index for
the earlier deaths, and this patron was aware of that, but it is
convenient to not have to search in two separate online resources.

Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From acushing at library.state.nh.us Mon Jun 12 08:20:32 2006
From: acushing at library.state.nh.us (Amber Cushing)
Date: Mon Jun 12 08:18:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 9 (smelly books)
Message-ID: <35E1518FDDB9EE45A215A3F56431C06CD7C97F@finch.nhsl.lib.nh.us>
Hi,
You might try searching the site of the Northeast Document Conservation
Center: http://nedcc.org . They are excellent and I think you might even be
able to email questions. Any advice they give would not harm the book.

Amber Cushing
Reference Librarian
New Hampshire State Library
20 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301
603-271-3302
http://www.nh.gov/nhsl/index.html

Message: 1
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 11:16:13 -0500
From: "Cheryl Smith" <cheryls@plano.gov>
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A243@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="US-ASCII"
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't go
away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175

-----Original Message----From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 9:48 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 9
Send genealib mailing list submissions to

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Smelly books (Cheryl Smith)
RE: Smelly books (Dusty Gres)
I am currently out of the office. (ECole@oakville.ca)
AncestryLibraryEdition (Kathy Petras)
Re: Smelly books (Laura Carter)
Re: Smelly books (Joy Rich)
ProQuest Terminates Remote Access for Genealogy Societies
(Joy Rich)
8. RE: AncestryLibraryEdition (Forsyth, William)
9. ALA Annual Meeting, Sat,
1:30-3:30: WorldCat for Genealogical
Research: Learning,
Teaching, Promoting, plus ArchiveGrid
(Bendig,Deb)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 11:16:13 -0500
From: "Cheryl Smith" <cheryls@plano.gov>
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A243@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="US-ASCII"
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't
go away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175

------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 12:19:07 -0400
From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Smelly books
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <028a01c68be0$6ee870e0$140ba8c0@Director>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii"
You might look at this website for some suggestions:
http://www.bookologist.com/cab/abu/y203/m10/bk0013/s03
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 12:16 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Smelly books
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't go
away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 13:02:38 -0400
From: ECole@oakville.ca

Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<OF571FBD88.39961394-ON85257188.005DA042-85257188.005DA042@oakville.ca>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
I will be out of the office starting
06/12/2006.

06/09/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 15:39:34 -0400
From: "Kathy Petras" <petras@mcdl.info>
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F29250CF433@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hello All!!

A patron pointed out that AncestryLibraryEdition lists Ohio Deaths,
1908-1944 and 1958-2002 as part of their collection. But if you search
for any death record from the earlier period, 1908-1944, you get 0
results. Even if you are searching by common names like Smith and
Johnson.

Has anyone else any experience with this? Are they planning to add
the earlier death records and just haven't done it?? Is it temporarily
unavailable?

Of course, the Ohio Historical Society does have an online index for
the earlier deaths, and this patron was aware of that, but it is
convenient to not have to search in two separate online resources.

Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060609/e3fb23d
3/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Fri, 09 Jun 2006 15:51:18 -0400
From: Laura Carter <lcarter@arlsmail.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Smelly books
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4489D136.3000804@arlsmail.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
Cat litter - clean of course, ;-) - works well. Put book on a rack in a
closed container with kitty litter in the bottom of the container .
Spread the book open sitting up in a way that will not damage it and
allow the litter to pull out the smell. I have a large garbage can with
a lid that I use to do this for old books. It never has garbage in it,
but it is used for all kinds of other things like this. The site Dusty
mentions has good ideas also.
Laura

Cheryl Smith wrote:
>We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't
>go away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
>Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
>It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
>more chance to get rid of the smell.
>
>Thanks for any suggestions.
>Cheryl Smith
>Public Services Librarian Senior
>Harrington Library
>1501 18th St.
>Plano, TX 75074
>972-941-7175
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter

Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org

-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 17:38:07 -0400
From: "Joy Rich" <joyrichny@earthlink.net>
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Smelly books
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <024801c68c0c$ff5ae140$6401a8c0@DELL>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Cheryl, you want to remove the cause of the smell. At
http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/mirrors/faq/loc/presfaq.html#four , it says
"How can I get rid of the smell of mildew in my books?
The smell comes from biological growth on books that are stored in damp,
dark, cool
locations. Check for active or dormant mold. Remove the materials to a drier
(but still
cool) environment, and make sure that plenty of air is circulating around
them. These
conditions should render the biological growth dormant. If the mildewed
materials are
stored for an extended period under such coonditions, the smell will
eventually disappear
of its own accord. The same technique can be applied to dry books affected
with active
mold. If you can see mold growth, DO NOT attempt to clean it off under the
materials are
thoroughly dry. Premature clearning attempts will grind the mold into the
covers or paper
and cause stains that are often impossible to remove.
A short exposure to sunlight and circulating air outdoors also may help to
rid the books
of the mildew smell. Remember, though, that light damages paper-based
materials. Drying
materials in the sunlight may result in some darkening or fading of book
materials and
paper, so select this approach only with materials for which such damage is
considered
acceptable."
Don't let the book near anything else in your collection until the smell is
gone. Mildew
(and mold) are microscopic. If the smell won't go away, you might want to
consider getting
the book photocopied.
Joy Rich

[Genealib] Smelly books
Cheryl Smith cheryls at plano.gov
Fri Jun 9 12:16:13 EDT 2006
We have a book that was donated that has the old musty smell. It won't
go away. We tried airing it out. I've heard of some ideas before here.
Do ya'll have some ideas? We've checked for mildew and there is none.
It's a worthwhile book to add to our collection. We want to give it one
more chance to get rid of the smell.
Thanks for any suggestions.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175

-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 18:40:05 -0400
From: "Joy Rich" <joyrichny@earthlink.net>
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Terminates Remote Access for Genealogy
Societies
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <028501c68c15$a7619570$6401a8c0@DELL>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
On June 6th, Dick Eastman wrote this in Eastman's Online Genealogy
Newsletter at
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2006/06/proquest_termin.html
.
"ProQuest announced today that they will be eliminating one valuable
genealogy service.
The company will no longer offer remote, in-home access to the members of
genealogical and
historical societies."
I wasn't sure if that meant that ProQuest would be discontinuing in-home
access to the
historical newspapers and HeritageQuest Online both. The post below to the
Godfrey
Memorial Library Help List seems to indicate that the answer might very well
be yes.
Presumably, ProQuest has already notified those of you who work at
genealogical and
historical societies that you won't be allowed to offer in-home access after
a certain
date. If they haven't, you may want to check with them.
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------http://archiver.rootsweb.com/th/read/GODFREY-LIBRARY-HELP/2006-06/1149886682
"I am writing to you because our records show that you have used SABR's
subscription to
either ProQuest Historical Newspapers or Heritage Quest in the past six
months.
Recently ProQuest sent SABR a letter explaining a new business decision to
no longer offer
remote access to genealogical or historical societies, beginning at the end
of the current
subscription year.
For SABR, that means beginning on January 1, 2007, SABR members will no
longer have remote
access to the various historical newspapers to which SABR subscribes, nor
will we have
access to the HeritageQuest databases.
SABR will continue to seek out and make available research assets and tools
to fulfill our
mission of helping people do baseball research. The money currently spent on
these
subscriptions will either be used for such purposes or retained in our war
chest for
future uses.
ProQuest also points out that "a key component of the ProQuest mission is to
provide
public library users with historical newspaper and genealogy content, as
well as other
data, through their local public library, either on-site or remotely."
They continue that "[l]iterally millions of people are now enjoying free
access to
ProQuest content through their local library." SABR will attempt to make
members aware of
which libraries make remote access available to library card holders.
Already, we know
that Cleveland Public Library and the Boston Public Library have some
ProQuest databases
available with remote access for current library card holders.
Thank you for your support of SABR!
Sincerely,
John Zajc
Executive Director
Society for American Baseball Research
812 Huron Rd E #719
Cleveland OH 44115
216-575-0500

------------------------------

Message: 8
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 18:58:39 -0400
From: "Forsyth, William" <William.Forsyth@il.proquest.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF27078B6BA5@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Kathy,
I've been participating in the Natl Genealogical Society Conference (in
Chicago) and this is my first chance to reply. There may be a broken link
in the Ohio data. I'll investigate asap, but might not be able to get back
to you until Saturday morning. You may also contact ALE Tech Support
directly:
Ancestry Library Edition Technical Support
1-800-509-3884
libraryedition@ancestry.com
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kathy Petras
Sent: Fri 6/9/2006 1:39 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibraryEdition

Hello All!!

A patron pointed out that AncestryLibraryEdition lists Ohio Deaths,
1908-1944 and 1958-2002 as part of their collection. But if you search for
any death record from the earlier period, 1908-1944, you get 0 results.
Even if you are searching by common names like Smith and Johnson.

Has anyone else any experience with this? Are they planning to add the
earlier death records and just haven't done it?? Is it temporarily
unavailable?

Of course, the Ohio Historical Society does have an online index for the
earlier deaths, and this patron was aware of that, but it is convenient to
not have to search in two separate online resources.

Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2006 21:47:17 -0400
From: "Bendig,Deb" <bendigd@oclc.org>
Subject: [Genealib] ALA Annual Meeting, Sat,
1:30-3:30: WorldCat for
Genealogical Research: Learning,
Teaching, Promoting, plus
ArchiveGrid
To: <FirstSearch-L@oclc.org>, <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
<publib@webjunction.org>
Message-ID:
<35A72025A61EE3488E4CF824C717F70E05E19821@OAEXCH1SERVER.oa.oclc.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 142000 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060609/4fa824b
f/attachment.jpe
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 9
***************************************
From laurajs at pacbell.net Wed Jun 7 22:49:36 2006
From: laurajs at pacbell.net (Laura Spurrier)
Date: Mon Jun 12 08:28:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
Message-ID: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
Hi, all:

Dick Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter announced today that
ProQuest will no longer permit genealogy societies to offer remote
access to Heritage Quest (after expiration of current contracts).
This is going to hurt genealogy societies nationwide a lot -offering HQ helps draw new members. The announced reason for doing
so seems specious: PQ says it is losing money on this highly popular
service. That just means they failed to price it correctly, and that
can be changed. In turn, gen. societies can raise their dues a bit.
Does anyone out there want to organize some sort of protest? At
least add your opinion to Dick's blog: http://blog.eogn.com/
eastmans_online_ genealogy/. Thanks.
Laura Spurrier
From peter.pehrson at writtenbyhand.com Thu Jun 8 15:20:28 2006
From: peter.pehrson at writtenbyhand.com (Written-by-Hand Manuscript Americana.)
Date: Mon Jun 12 08:28:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Available: Primary source genealogy materials
Message-ID: <20060608192028.B56C02EC003@smapp01.siteprotect.com>
Hello, Colleagues:
There are some fascinating and useful primary source genealogy materials on the
auction block at this respected site, along with printed books (the auction ends
June 15 and there is NO buyer's premium! Huzzah!):
www.auctionexplorerbooks.com
Peter Christian Pehrson, Director
Written-by-Hand: Manuscript Americana.
Yale Box 206581, New Haven, Conn. 06520 USA
Toll-free 877.395.2047
www.writtenbyhand.com
Primary sources in American regional & national history.
Specializing in scholarly, handwritten material.
Nothing printed.
"Elegance is a bar of soap."---Hubert de Givenchy.

From on.sarah at 4cls.org Mon Jun 12 09:47:47 2006
From: on.sarah at 4cls.org (Sarah Livingston)
Date: Mon Jun 12 09:54:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] *Free books* - taker pays shipping
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060612092709.029969d0@4cls.org>
Hi all,
Free books - taker pays shipping
Dutch Houses in The Hudson Valley Before 1776 by Helen Wilkinson
Reynolds "This Dover ed., first published in 1965....republication
of the work first published by Payson and Clarke, Ltd., ... in 1929."
Pioneer Irish of Onondaga by Theresa Bannan, M.D.

1911

Political and Governmental History of The State of New York by Willis
Fletcher Johnson and Ray B. Smith 1922 (six volumes)

New York's Part in History by Sherman Williams 1915
The Capital Region of New York State by Francis P. Kimball
(three volumes)

c1942

The Ulster Guard and The War of the Rebellion by Theodore B. Gates 1879
Sarah

Sincerely,

Sarah Livingston
Librarian
Huntington Memorial Library
62 Chestnut Street
Oneonta, NY 13820
on.sarah@4cls.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/
b86a6c3f/attachment.html
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Jun 12 09:55:48 2006
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Jun 12 10:02:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry LE Image Viewer?
References: <006401c68a90$52188460$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Message-ID: <007401c68e28$96c53360$ec00a8c0@lenawee.local>
Tom,
When I had to install that updated viewer to our 11public computers it required
disabling the security on them - following all the steps listed by Ancestry - then
restarting the computers and allowing the security to kick in. They worked fine
once I did all of those things -- to 11 computers!
I was not happy with them.
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Tom Mueller" <tomm@cclib.org>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2006 8:13 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry LE Image Viewer?
>

>
>
>
>
>
> I'm hoping someone on this list can help with this.
>
>
>
>>From our public computers, we get the following message when viewing an
> image:
>
> "Please contact your system administrator to install the Ancestry Image
> Viewer.
>
> To continue without installing the Ancestry Image Viewer, click here.
>
> If you are a system administrator, please click here to proceed to the
> Ancestry Image Viewer installation."
>
>
>
> Our Sys Admin has installed the Viewer (after logging on with Admin rights),
> and the viewer works fine while logged on as Admin.
>
> When logged on for public access, we get the same message again; viewer does
> not remain installed.
>
> Admin has asked that I field the question concerning a workaround that will
> allow the Viewer to remain installed when logged on as 'other than Admin'.
> Are others having this problem? Any suggestions more than welcome.
>
>
>
> Thank you for any help,
>
>
>
> Tom Mueller, Librarian I
>
> Lakes Region Library
>
> 1511 Druid Rd.
>
> Inverness, FL 34452
>
> ph: 352 726-2357
>
> fx: 352 726-2814
>
> http://www.cclib.org
>
>
>
>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/5f5b9273/
attachment.html
From on.sarah at 4cls.org Mon Jun 12 10:25:45 2006
From: on.sarah at 4cls.org (Sarah Livingston)
Date: Mon Jun 12 10:25:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Books taken - *Free books* - taker pays shipping
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060612102403.029961f8@4cls.org>
Books taken - thanks.
Dutch Houses in The Hudson Valley Before 1776 by Helen Wilkinson
Reynolds "This Dover ed., first published in 1965....republication
of the work first published by Payson and Clarke, Ltd., ... in 1929."
Pioneer Irish of Onondaga by Theresa Bannan, M.D.

1911

Political and Governmental History of The State of New York by Willis
Fletcher Johnson and Ray B. Smith 1922 (six volumes)
New York's Part in History by Sherman Williams 1915
The Capital Region of New York State by Francis P. Kimball
(three volumes)

c1942

The Ulster Guard and The War of the Rebellion by Theodore B. Gates 1879
Sarah

Sarah Livingston
Librarian
Huntington Memorial Library
62 Chestnut Street
Oneonta, NY 13820
on.sarah@4cls.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/
f0b9c2fb/attachment.html
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Mon Jun 12 11:04:47 2006
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Mon Jun 12 11:00:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Training staff /customers Ancestry library Edition and
Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA634@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
If you have conducted a training session for staff or customers on the features of

Ancestry Library Edition, Heritage Quest, or Samborn Maps would you please share
the lesson plan or tips with me. Thank you very much .
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Mon Jun 12 11:55:56 2006
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Mon Jun 12 11:56:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Laura;
As sympathetic as I am to the problems this is going to cause for Societies, I
doubt seriously if there are many societies that could pay the regular library rate
for remote access. As a medium- sized public library working through a state-wide
consortium (which gets us a substantial discount) we pay $6,000 a year to offer our
patrons remote access. And we are expecting an increase this year.
HeritageQuest's parent company ProQuest is in serious financial difficulties and
there has been talk of eliminating some of their offerings. Hopefully
HeritageQuest isn't one of those under threat but when I read Dick's blog I
wondered. Other ProQuest databases cost the library between 9-12 thousand per
year!
Heather McLeland-Wieser

>>> laurajs@pacbell.net 06/07/06 7:49 PM >>>
Hi, all:
Dick Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter announced today that
ProQuest will no longer permit genealogy societies to offer remote
access to Heritage Quest (after expiration of current contracts).
This is going to hurt genealogy societies nationwide a lot -offering HQ helps draw new members. The announced reason for doing
so seems specious: PQ says it is losing money on this highly popular
service. That just means they failed to price it correctly, and that
can be changed. In turn, gen. societies can raise their dues a bit.
Does anyone out there want to organize some sort of protest? At
least add your opinion to Dick's blog: http://blog.eogn.com/
eastmans_online_ genealogy/. Thanks.
Laura Spurrier
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/14c6697f/
attachment.html
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Jun 12 12:07:31 2006
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Jun 12 12:08:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Message-ID: <00b401c68e3a$5088d570$ec00a8c0@lenawee.local>
Ok, now I'm confused. At first it sounded like all remote access will be denied.
After reading the blog it sounds like remote access is still possible for
libraries. Which is it??
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: Heather McLeland-Wieser
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 11:55 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
Laura;
As sympathetic as I am to the problems this is going to cause for Societies, I
doubt seriously if there are many societies that could pay the regular library rate
for remote access. As a medium- sized public library working through a state-wide
consortium (which gets us a substantial discount) we pay $6,000 a year to offer our
patrons remote access. And we are expecting an increase this year.
HeritageQuest's parent company ProQuest is in serious financial difficulties and
there has been talk of eliminating some of their offerings. Hopefully
HeritageQuest isn't one of those under threat but when I read Dick's blog I
wondered. Other ProQuest databases cost the library between 9-12 thousand per
year!
Heather McLeland-Wieser

>>> laurajs@pacbell.net 06/07/06 7:49 PM >>>
Hi, all:
Dick Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter announced today that
ProQuest will no longer permit genealogy societies to offer remote
access to Heritage Quest (after expiration of current contracts).
This is going to hurt genealogy societies nationwide a lot -offering HQ helps draw new members. The announced reason for doing
so seems specious: PQ says it is losing money on this highly popular
service. That just means they failed to price it correctly, and that
can be changed. In turn, gen. societies can raise their dues a bit.
Does anyone out there want to organize some sort of protest? At
least add your opinion to Dick's blog: http://blog.eogn.com/

eastmans_online_ genealogy/. Thanks.
Laura Spurrier
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/223af120/
attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Jun 12 12:09:06 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Jun 12 12:09:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Message-ID: <b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
I think this would be a great time for all us public librarians to
make sure that the genealogical societies in our areas are aware of
the ease of which their members can get library cards, even at our own
systems or in the systems where they live, and therefore keep access
to HQ. I am often amazed at the traveling genealogists who come
through my room who didn't even know they could get to HQ from their
public libraries. We always check their systems for them and don't
think we have ever looked one up that did not have HQ. Mary
PS I will admit that I didn't even know that the societies could get
such subscriptions and I can see it being a pricing issue.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Jun 12 12:13:29 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Jun 12 12:13:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Alabama settlers
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060612121051.034578a0@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
--------------

No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.8.3/361 - Release Date: 6/11/2006
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Jun 12 12:44:03 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Jun 12 12:45:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <00b401c68e3a$5088d570$ec00a8c0@lenawee.local>
Message-ID: <001d01c68e3f$734d08b0$670fa8c0@Drew>
Phyllis,
There is no change to the access relating to libraries.
genealogical and historical societies.

Only to

Drew Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis Rickard
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 12:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
Ok, now I'm confused. At first it sounded like all remote access
will be denied. After reading the blog it sounds like remote access is still
possible for libraries. Which is it??
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us

/genealib

From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Mon Jun 12 12:47:50 2006
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Mon Jun 12 12:48:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
<b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <448D3846020000AF0000C84F@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Great idea Mary!
"I think this would be a great time for all us public librarians to
make sure that the genealogical societies in our areas are aware of
the ease of which their members can get library cards"

Heather
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/
c5f8156c/attachment.html
From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Jun 12 12:48:57 2006
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Jun 12 12:49:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: RE: HeritageQuest question
References: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF27072159BC@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
<448D3302.1974.0065.0@cslib.org>
Message-ID: <448D62B8.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
See the attached from Kevin Carroll of ProQuest which indicates that
remote access will still be available through libraries.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: "Lorraine Huddy" <LHuddy@cslib.org>
Subject: Fwd: RE: HeritageQuest question
Date: Mon, 12 Jun 2006 09:25:23 -0400
Size: 3615
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/6a2a3104/
attachment.mht
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Jun 12 13:16:18 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Jun 12 13:16:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Alabama settlers
In-Reply-To: <6.2.1.2.2.20060612121051.034578a0@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.c
om>
References: <6.2.1.2.2.20060612121051.034578a0@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060612131555.056af540@pop3.archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.8.3/361 - Release Date: 6/11/2006
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Mon Jun 12 16:14:45 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Mon Jun 12 16:14:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
References: <20060612160011.2D3BD3E6963@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <011301c68e5c$d95b1bc0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Quite a few genealogical societies have been offering remote access to ProQuest's
HeritageQuest Online databases and ProQuest's Historical Newspapers, resulting in

many new
members. ProQuest based a society's annual subscription fee on the number of users.
ProQuest's letter to those societies announcing the end of remote access to
HeritageQuest
Online and the historical newspapers says "After a review of 2005 usage statistics,
we
confirmed that genealogical and historical societies are the heaviest users of
ProQuest
databases. This usage is well beyond the assumptions under which the pricing was
initially
developed and before gaining the experience of working with these societies."
Godfrey Memorial Library paid $6,000 to ProQuest to provide Godfrey Scholars access
to The
New York Times. This year, ProQuest wanted asked Godfrey for $110,000 for it. Some
portion
of the increase can be attributed to a growth in Godfrey's membership and some to
ProQuest
learning what the market will bear.
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Mon, 12 Jun 2006 08:55:56 -0700
From: "Heather McLeland-Wieser" <Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Laura;
As sympathetic as I am to the problems this is going to cause for Societies, I
doubt
seriously if there are many societies that could pay the regular library rate for
remote
access. As a medium- sized public library working through a state-wide consortium
(which
gets us a substantial discount) we pay $6,000 a year to offer our patrons remote
access.
And we are expecting an increase this year. HeritageQuest's parent company
ProQuest is in
serious financial difficulties and there has been talk of eliminating some of their
offerings. Hopefully HeritageQuest isn't one of those under threat but when I read
Dick's
blog I wondered. Other ProQuest databases cost the library between 9-12 thousand
per
year!
Heather McLeland-Wieser
>>> laurajs@pacbell.net 06/07/06 7:49 PM >>>
Hi, all:
Dick Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter announced today that
ProQuest will no longer permit genealogy societies to offer remote
access to Heritage Quest (after expiration of current contracts).
This is going to hurt genealogy societies nationwide a lot --

offering HQ helps draw new members. The announced reason for doing
so seems specious: PQ says it is losing money on this highly popular
service. That just means they failed to price it correctly, and that
can be changed. In turn, gen. societies can raise their dues a bit.
Does anyone out there want to organize some sort of protest? At
least add your opinion to Dick's blog: http://blog.eogn.com/
eastmans_online_ genealogy/. Thanks.
Laura Spurrier
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Mon Jun 12 17:12:35 2006
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon Jun 12 17:12:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] new Pinckney, Michigan history book
Message-ID: <69A97C9A-DE61-4A53-983C-1B8C83F95FDE@yahoo.com>
Dear colleagues:
I read information about this book in the most recent issue of the
Livingston Co. (Michigan) Genealogical Society's newsletter. I have
not personally seen the book and was not involved it in any way but
thought some of you would be interested.
Claire Kluskens

A History of Pinckney, Michigan: RETURN TO MONTECUTE, in two volumes
by Milton E. Charboneau [historian of Putnam Township], 9040 Farley
Rd., Pinckney, MI 48169
This book contains the writings of Mrs. Caroline M. Kirkland,
America's first realist writer, found in her book "A New Home, Who
Will Follow" along with excerpts from "Forest Life and Western
Clearings" on her life in Pinckney village which was called Montecute
in her books. The reader will discover what her village was like
along with her thoughts on their behavior and character.
There is also a history of the Kirkland and Stansbury families, from
Langley C. Keyes, about the early life of William and Caroline M.
Kirkland. There are excerpts from many letters that Mrs. Kirkland
wrote to her children and relatives while in Pinckney and in New
York, up to the time of her death. It includes some history of her
children.
The author gives his own version of the early history of Pinckney,
Michigan. There are over 125 genealogical histories of pioneer
families, who lived in the Pinckney area while the Kirklands and
Stansbury families lived there.
The second volume contains information on the history of Pinckney and
Putnam from 1914 to 1985. Over 400 names are found in this volume.
Over 750 pages, perfect bound cover.
Cost, Vol. 1, $40; Vol. 2, $35. Both volumes, $70.
For more information or to order, contact:
Milton E. Charboneau, 9040 Farley Rd., Pinckney, MI 48169.
Telephone: (734) 878-3680
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060612/152411bd/
attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Jun 12 19:31:19 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Jun 12 19:31:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] HISTORY SECTION AT ALA, NEW ORLEANS
Message-ID: <b63c86520606121631j488b511dvf40adc85939b95bd@mail.gmail.com>
History Section at 2006 Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA, from June
22-28, 2006.
Please find following the History Section (a part of RUSA) committee
meetings and programs at June 2006 ALA Conference in New Orleans. All
committee meetings are open and participation by all is encouraged.
For further information about the History Section please go to
http://www.ala.org/HISTORYmainTemplate.cfm?Section=historysection.
Don't forget to also consult the "Our Section" link for information
about the Section's various committees. If you have any questions,
please contact Mary Mannix, History Section Chair, at
mkmannix@gmail.com.
Behind the Genealogy Reference Desk: A Tribute to New Orleans
Date: 6/23/2006 8:30 AM -- 4:30 PM
**** DOES REQUIRE SEPARATE REGISTRATION AND FEE *****
Location: Off Site - Arsenal and Cabildo
Meeting Type: Open
Description: Explore the genealogy resources of New Orleans with
expert genealogists. In addition, learn how to preserve and protect
your institutional and family genealogy and local history treasures
from disasters, catastrophic and ordinary. Disaster preparedness will
also be discussed.
Tickets: RUSA Member: $95, ALA Member: $140, Non-Members: $215,
Student/Retired Members: $57
Registration required. Registration is available using the online form.
Genealogy Preconference Planning Committee
Date: 6/23/2006 5:00 PM -- 6:00 PM
Location: Morial Convention Center room: Rm. 269
Meeting Type: Open
Bibliographies & Indexes - Program Planning
Date: 6/24/2006 10:30 AM -- 12:00 PM
Location: Hilton New Orleans Riverside room: Cambridge
Meeting Type: Open
Genealogy and Local History Discussion Group
Date: 6/24/2006 10:30 AM -- 12:00 PM
Location: Hilton Garden Inn room: Clementine Hunter
Meeting Type: Open
OCLC WorldCat for Genealogical Research: Learning, Teaching, Promoting
Date: 6/24/2006 1:30 PM -- 3:30 PM
Location: Hilton New Orleans Riverside room: Fountain Room
Meeting Type: Open
Description:
**** Not a History Section sponsored event, but includes a speaker
from History Section and may be of interest to History Section
members. ****

Genealogy Standards & Guidelines Subcommittee
Date: 6/24/2006 1:30 PM -- 3:30 PM
Location: Astor Crowne Plaza room: Toulouse
Meeting Type: Open
Description:
Genealogy and the Internet Basics for Reference Desk Personnel
Date: 6/24/2006 4:00 PM -- 5:30 PM
Location: Morial Convention Center room: Rm. 338-339
Meeting Type: Open
Description: This program will provide reference desk personnel, who
have no genealogy training, the ability to answer basic genealogy
questions and direct patrons to useful sources. The panel of speakers
will focus the discussion on Internet genealogy resources and
strategies, the Family Search website, and newspaper research. There
will be ample time for questions and answers. Cross-train in an
exciting ever-growing field!
Genealogy Committee
Date: 6/25/2006 10:30 AM -- 12:00 PM
Location: Loews New Orleans room: St. Landry
Meeting Type: Open
Instruction and Research Services Committee
Date: 6/25/2006 10:30 AM -- 12:00 PM
Location: Hotel Monteleone room: Royal
Local History Committee
Date: 6/26/2006 8:00 AM -- 10:00 AM
Location: Embassy Suites room: Lafitte BR II
Meeting Type: Open
Fate of History Bibliographies in the On-line Environment
-- MAJOR HISTORY SECTION PROGRAM -Date: 6/26/2006 10:30 AM -- 12:00 PM
Location: Morial Convention Center room: Rm. 294
Meeting Type: Open
Description: This program will focus on the future of history
bibliographies in the on-line environment. Representatives from
publishers of books and on-line bibliographies will discuss trends and
issues in the industry that are relevant.
RUSA Awards Ceremony & Reception
Date: 6/26/2006 4:00 PM -- 6:00 PM
Location: Hilton New Orleans Riverside room: Grand BR B
Meeting Type: Open
Description: Includes the awarding of the History Section's
Genealogical Publishing Company Award. This year's winner is Nancy
Huling, head, Reference and Research Services Division, University of
Washington Libraries (Seattle). The award consists of $1,500 and a
citation donated by The Genealogical Publishing Company, and is given
to encourage, recognize and commend professional achievement in
historical reference and research librarianship.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager

C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Jun 12 19:54:41 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Jun 12 19:54:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <011301c68e5c$d95b1bc0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Message-ID: <02db01c68e7b$92757290$670fa8c0@Drew>
Joy Rich wrote: "Godfrey Memorial Library paid $6,000 to ProQuest to provide
Godfrey Scholars access to The New York Times. This year, ProQuest wanted
asked Godfrey for $110,000 for it. Some portion of the increase can be
attributed to a growth in Godfrey's membership and some to ProQuest learning
what the market will bear."
>From my understanding (partial as it necessarily is) of what goes on behind
the scenes in order to offer and support online services, it isn't really a
matter of either membership growth or what the market will bear, but of the
cost of doing business. Some of us may remember what happened when
FamilySearch first went online, and how the demand went off the scale. It
can be very difficult to predict with any accuracy how much demand there is
going to be for online services. And those services are supported by tons
of expensive hardware, software, and personnel. I worked in university
computer centers for more than 25 years, and I saw firsthand how much has to
be done, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year, to keep
online systems going for the end users. It's mind-boggling.
Drew Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Tue Jun 13 03:20:50 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Tue Jun 13 03:20:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Researching street names?
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060613000851.023e8b78@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Dear colleagues,
I live in a small suburb (pop. appx. 24,000) incorporated about 1917. The
president of the local historical society has asked me to find out how the
street I live on came to be named. Knowing that my neighborhood was
developed in the early to mid 1920s, and believing the name to be a
surname, I've checked the 1920 census and have formed a working hypothesis,
and I hope to locate a living descendant of the family soon who might be
able to verify it. But during all this, I began to wonder, how is it that
researchers find out how, why, or for whom a particular street was
named? Is there a regular process for doing this? In other words, a short
cut?
Thanks for any help Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>

From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Tue Jun 13 08:02:42 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Tue Jun 13 07:56:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Researching street names?
References: <6.2.1.2.2.20060613000851.023e8b78@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Message-ID: <001d01c68ee1$465b4450$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Barbara, no shortcut that I know about and I've researched one or two
myself.
I can't answer for all areas of the country, but there are a several
things you might try. City and County.
Normally, when a new street is opened the developer must check with the city
and/or county to register and make sure there is not already another street
by that name. Some are better than others with files, of course.
Does your town council secretary keep records of this nature, or perhaps you
have a city preservation officer who would have files. Of course in some
undeveloped areas, roadways to some person's home were eventually developed
with other homes and the name of the first homeowner stuck, without the need
to check with anyone.
And check with you local historical museum and/or society (obviously
they don't since they are the ones asking you) ... vertical files. And I'm
sure you have checked your own vertical files ... I know that here in our
Texas & Local History dept. we have a vertical file folder marked "streets"
in which there are a number of newspaper articles when streets were opened
and name.
Was any kind of city or county directory ever published, or county
histories (sometimes I found just a mention of streets being named for
someone in some of the early, out of print histories).
All else failing, get some reporter to do an article asking people to
contact 'whoever' regarding street names - maybe you'd like to begin a
vertical file A fellow in my hometown has a website and he has begun to put this type
of information on it - http://www.ourbaytown.com/
If there is a site
devoted to this town, check it out and if not already doing so, perhaps they
can be enlisted to begin ... and again, a newspaper article stating that it
is being done would help bring the info in.
I hope some others will share ideas if they have done this type of
research.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: "Barbara Hill" <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 2:20 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Researching street names?
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear colleagues,
I live in a small suburb (pop. appx. 24,000) incorporated about 1917. The
president of the local historical society has asked me to find out how the
street I live on came to be named. Knowing that my neighborhood was
developed in the early to mid 1920s, and believing the name to be a

> surname, I've checked the 1920 census and have formed a working
hypothesis,
> and I hope to locate a living descendant of the family soon who might be
> able to verify it. But during all this, I began to wonder, how is it that
> researchers find out how, why, or for whom a particular street was
> named? Is there a regular process for doing this? In other words, a
short
> cut?
>
> Thanks for any help >
> Barbara Hill
> <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From stirkk at juno.com Tue Jun 13 08:20:02 2006
From: stirkk at juno.com (stirkk@juno.com)
Date: Tue Jun 13 08:22:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Researching street names?
Message-ID: <20060613.052043.9501.170420@webmail15.lax.untd.com>
I hope several folks will get inspired to compile this information for their area.
We moved three years ago and I'm very curious who the folks were that streets and
bridges were named for- in my old residence, I'd lived there long enough to "know"
the history.
Kate Stirk, Librarian
North Metro Technical College
Acworth, GA
StirkK@Juno.com
"...power without moral direction is the most dangerous force in the world." Oromis
in Eldest by Christopher Paolini, pg 273

________________________________________________________________________
Try Juno Platinum for Free! Then, only $9.95/month!
Unlimited Internet Access with 1GB of Email Storage.
Visit http://www.juno.com/value to sign up today!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060613/
d3de2f18/attachment.html
From ibolar at akronlibrary.org Tue Jun 13 09:45:15 2006
From: ibolar at akronlibrary.org (Bolar, Iris)
Date: Tue Jun 13 09:45:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry problem
Message-ID: <7A094037EA5B63409D6150C91F902DB80120B2B5@mailbox.akronlibrary.org>
After going through the 1870 census on Ancestry, I found that if you
search for "colored" people in Akron, Ohio you will not find any black
or mulatto people listed. Everyone in Akron in 1870 is white according

to Ancestry search results. For 1870, the searchable races in Ancestry
are "white" or "colored". However, if you look at the actual census
images and notice at the bottom of the page that the census taker kept
count of all "colored" males and females on each page, you then will see
that the transcribers for Ancestry mistook "m" (mulatto) for "w"
(white).

Also, in the actual census pages for Akron, all colored people are
listed as "mulatto". The census form provides for designation of white,
black, mulatto, Chinese, and Indian, but the census taker lumped all
non-whites as mulatto.

Iris Bolar
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 South High Street
Akron, Ohio 44326
ibolar@akronlibrary.org
330-643-9030
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From walters at alaweb.com Tue Jun 13 10:15:13 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Tue Jun 13 10:15:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Researching street names?
Message-ID: <380-2200662131415132@alaweb.com>
You might find clues by locating the sud-division plat where your
street first appeared. The person who created the sud-division quite
often picked the names of streets created therein. If that person had
no preferences, somtimes the surveyor of engineer
chose the names . the sub-dividers and the surveyor names will appear
on the plat. Many times they used names of family members or people
connected to themes or events that were of sigifiganace to t4hem
Daviwd
---- Original Message ---From: bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Researching street names?
Date: Tue, 13 Jun 2006 00:20:50 -0700
>Dear colleagues,

>
>I live in a small suburb (pop. appx. 24,000) incorporated about 1917.
> The
>president of the local historical society has asked me to find out
>how the
>street I live on came to be named. Knowing that my neighborhood was
>developed in the early to mid 1920s, and believing the name to be a
>surname, I've checked the 1920 census and have formed a working
>hypothesis,
>and I hope to locate a living descendant of the family soon who might
>be
>able to verify it. But during all this, I began to wonder, how is it
>that
>researchers find out how, why, or for whom a particular street was
>named? Is there a regular process for doing this? In other words, a
>short
>cut?
>
>Thanks for any help >
>Barbara Hill
><bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From pmcpatentlaw at IQmail.net Tue Jun 13 13:27:41 2006
From: pmcpatentlaw at IQmail.net (Pat Carpenter)
Date: Tue Jun 13 13:28:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Street Names
Message-ID: <20060613172805.037FC3E6886@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
In Englewood, Florida , the names of many of the streets originally platted
were taken "en masse" from the developer's (Ira Nichols and his brothers)
original home town of Englewood, IL. This may be a pattern that other
developer/pioneers used.

Pat M. Carpenter, MLS
Research Associate
Law Offices of John W. Carpenter, Esq.

This e-mail is confidential and is intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work product or
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this
message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately
notify the sender and delete this e-mail message from your computer.
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From genealogy at morleylibrary.org Tue Jun 13 13:32:12 2006
From: genealogy at morleylibrary.org (Genealogy)
Date: Tue Jun 13 13:36:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio newspaper microfilm reel
Message-ID: <448EF69C.20708@morleylibrary.org>
Does anyone know if the Painesville, Ohio, Geauga Gazette newspaper, on
a reel with issues occurring between August 19, 1828 and December 15,
1832, has been indexed with genealogists in mind? This is an Ohio
Historical Society microfilm. It would appear that nearly every issue
includes at least a marriage and perhaps a death mention. I may have a
volunteer interested in tackling this job.
Everyone was so helpful with my earlier request.

Thank you.

Sally Malone
Genealogy specialist
-genealogy@morleylibrary.org
Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville, Ohio 44077-3926
(440) 352-3383
www.morleylibrary.org
Queries and answers are placed in
publicly accessible Family Files
cabinets as a service to researchers

From William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com Tue Jun 13 14:27:26 2006
From: William.Forsyth at il.proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Tue Jun 13 14:27:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry problem (1870 Census - Akron, Ohio)
Message-ID: <AA29A27627F842409E1D18FB19CDCF2706F9DF26@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
Iris,
Thanks for reporting this error. I've forwarded your message to the
technical support team at Ancestry. If you have any additional census
errors to report -- or other questions/concerns about Ancestry Library
Edition -- I recommend that you contact them directly. Here's their
contact information:
Ancestry Library Edition Technical Support
1-800-509-3884
libraryedition@ancestry.com

Best regards,
Bill Forsyth
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest Information and Learning
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bolar, Iris
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 7:45 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry problem

After going through the 1870 census on Ancestry, I found that if you
search for "colored" people in Akron, Ohio you will not find any black
or mulatto people listed. Everyone in Akron in 1870 is white according
to Ancestry search results. For 1870, the searchable races in Ancestry
are "white" or "colored". However, if you look at the actual census
images and notice at the bottom of the page that the census taker kept
count of all "colored" males and females on each page, you then will see
that the transcribers for Ancestry mistook "m" (mulatto) for "w"
(white).

Also, in the actual census pages for Akron, all colored people are
listed as "mulatto". The census form provides for designation of white,
black, mulatto, Chinese, and Indian, but the census taker lumped all
non-whites as mulatto.

Iris Bolar
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 South High Street
Akron, Ohio 44326
ibolar@akronlibrary.org
330-643-9030
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 13 14:34:23 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 13 14:30:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Street Names
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224AB@mail.wvculture.local>
For older single streets, town and county histories will probably be
most helpful. For sections and subdivisions of towns that were laid out
all out once, sometimes looking at an overview of all of the names
reveals patterns. In one town where I lived, in the "flats" section of
town, all the streets running one way were named after U.S. presidents,
and all of the cross streets were named after trees. The town also
presents a "chicken or the egg" situation to anyone who is unfamiliar
with the town's history: School Street School is located on School
Street. There was a very early "academy" located on a rough roadway
that became known as School Street, probably after it was lengthened,
paved, and other homes and buildings grew along it. Long after the
academy faded away, an elementary school was built there and named after
the street location.
In my hometown of Lexington, KY, horse and racing themes predominate.
Subdivisions may have streets named after horse farms, jockeys, racing
and horse paraphenalia or terminology (stirrup, saddle, bridle, horse
shoe, winner's circle, trifecta, etc.) and/or race horses. When farm
owners succumb to the economic and development pressures to sell all or
part of their land, the subdivision (or shopping area combined with
offices and residences) will usually be named after the farm itself,
with the streets named after the famous horses bred, raced or at stud
from that farm. For example, that explains why Hamburg Place, a huge
commercial and residential park built on the grounds formerly part of
Hamburg Place Farm, has a Pink Pigeon Parkway. Pink Pigeon was a
broodmare on the farm, and is buried in the farm's horse cemetery with a
headstone.
If a street name is not in sync with its current surroundings,
investigate what used to be in that area. In downtown Charleston, West
Virginia, Capitol Street is blocks away from the current Capitol
building, but was the location of an earlier Capitol that burned and not
rebuilt in the same location. Some towns have streets with names such
as "Water Street" or "Town Branch Road" where there is no sign of water
today, but where the streets used to run alongside creeks that have long
since dried up, been diverted, or are out of sight running through
underground culverts. For names such as this, try to find old maps and
photos that will show the stream. Same holds true for "Lake" names.
Small artificial or natural recreational lakes used to be quite common
in some areas before the advent of swimming pools or the ability to
travel very far to larger resort areas. As the need for land suitable
for residential sites grew, the spring feeding a lake or pond was
capped, the basin filled in, and houses built on top of the former lake
bed. "Ferry" and "Mill" and "Furnace" and "Pike" abound in road and
street names, even though the structures or services themselves are long
gone for the most part. Gazetteers can be useful in learning about
these businesses, as well as railroad stops that became "Scott Depot" or
"Midway Station." "Station" also was a term used for a pioneer
settlement, and may indicate the site of an early community or small
fortification, not a former railroad stop.
"Johnson Road" may have been the road to the Johnson family's farm, and

retain the name even though no Johnsons live in the area now. The same
holds true for today in rural areas where 911 systems have led to the
formal naming of every road and alley, with the property owner allowed
to choose the name, with the result that many have been named after the
family or a member of the family that owns the land the road runs
through. Names like "Alfred Z. Brown Road" are not uncommon. Some
streets that one assumes were purposely named after founding fathers or
first families of a town actually may have been called that all along,
simply because that was the road to their property. Searches of maps
and deed or census records will probably show the connections.
This is just one more area of local history and genealogy that does not
have clearcut answers and ready resources for finding answers. It
requires research, intuition and often educated guesses, just like
everything else we do. But I love the hunt!
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pat
Carpenter
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 12:28 PM
To: 'GENEALIB'
Subject: [Genealib] Street Names

In Englewood, Florida , the names of many of the streets
originally platted were taken "en masse" from the developer's (Ira
Nichols and his brothers) original home town of Englewood, IL. This may
be a pattern that other developer/pioneers used.

Pat M. Carpenter, MLS
Research Associate
Law Offices of John W. Carpenter, Esq.

This e-mail is confidential and is intended only for the named
recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, attorney
work product or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you
have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s),
please immediately notify the sender and delete this e-mail message from
your computer.
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From apoore at ci.mooresville.nc.us Tue Jun 13 15:15:19 2006
From: apoore at ci.mooresville.nc.us (Andy Poore)
Date: Tue Jun 13 15:15:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Message-ID:
<C016C18EDF951248B22A65F6CBD426E60BFD54@tomexch10.townofmooresville.net>
Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII
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From tclibrary at psci.net Tue Jun 13 15:24:20 2006
From: tclibrary at psci.net (Larry Oathout)
Date: Tue Jun 13 15:24:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To:
<C016C18EDF951248B22A65F6CBD426E60BFD54@tomexch10.townofmooresville.net>
Message-ID: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGICEHLCIAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
Same price for 1 or 1,000 copies. This seems to make people mad, who want
copy in bulk, but they use the same amount of toner no matter how many they
copy.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Andy Poore
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 2:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a price
for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to copy
essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there was a way
to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street

Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII
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From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Jun 13 15:30:50 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Tue Jun 13 15:30:54 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Copying_question?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07A98@phosphorus>
Our regular copying machine, where patrons copy for themselves is 10
cents per page. If we have to copy for people, it is 25 cents per page
plus $5 service charge plus postage if we have to mail whatever we copy.
In reality, we only charge the service charge for more than 15 minutes
of our time. The only complaints we have ever had was from an able
bodied male that found several books in our collection that he needed
about 100 pages total copied. He didn't want to be bothered standing at
the copier himself. He expected one of us to just do it for him and he
would be back the next day. He wouldn't pay it and sent some relative
in the next day to do it for him.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Oathout
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 2:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

Same price for 1 or 1,000 copies. This seems to make people mad, who
want copy in bulk, but they use the same amount of toner no matter how
many they copy.

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Andy Poore
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 2:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from
the Local History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price
that is higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you
have a price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want
to copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if
there was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special
Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII
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From ill at citlib.org Tue Jun 13 16:34:32 2006
From: ill at citlib.org (ill@citlib.org)
Date: Tue Jun 13 16:34:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Message-ID: <20060613203446.1AACC228210@md5.pennswoods.net>
We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and those
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
mentality"(More is cheaper)
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library
On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
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>

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII

This message powered by PulseNET's PulseMAIL. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
From RPoray at plainfield.lib.in.us Tue Jun 13 16:35:27 2006
From: RPoray at plainfield.lib.in.us (Reann Poray)
Date: Tue Jun 13 16:35:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation
Message-ID: <924A7E3F59D8E144B0D0E3D3FC44F0C5958DEA@mail.plainfield.lib.in.us>
Does anyone know what religious denomination the abbreviation "Slim."
refers to?
One of our patrons has an ancestor whose denomination was listed as
"Slim." (1874 People's Guide to Hendricks County, IN.) All the other
denominations are standard-Baptist, Lutheran, Quaker, Methodist,
Presbyterian...and then there is Slim. The book has no reference to the
abbreviations.
Thanks,
Reann Poray
Librarian, Indiana Room
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 13 17:23:13 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 13 17:19:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224AD@mail.wvculture.local>
First off, don't forget about copyright:)
much you can copy of most items.

That in itself will limit how

We charge for the price of the copies only ($.25 per page, staff
required to make the copies, no self-service available) for the first
half-hour of copying. After that, we charge $20 per hour for staff time
spent on the order. If someone is not in a hurry, they can leave the
order and we will work on it as staff has time for no charge above the
copy costs, and the patron can pick up the order when it is done. This

could be later the same day, or could take several days, depending on
how busy we are and how big the copy order is. If a copy order is too
big to complete in a half hour's time, we usually have to call in an
additional staff member who is currently not on library desk duty to
assist. Sometimes the extra staff person takes the copy order to
another copy in the office, to avoid tieing up the library copier and
preventing other patrons from getting their copies in a timely fashion.
When we notice a patron is piling up books and copy orders on his table,
we suggest they start bringing them up with 3 requests at a time so they
don't place a strain on the staff to get the order completed by the time
the patron wants to leave. We also make this suggestion when we think
it is appropriate when patrons inquire about getting copies, etc.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Andy Poore
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 2:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from
the Local History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price
that is higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you
have a price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want
to copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if
there was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special
Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII
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From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Tue Jun 13 17:45:39 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Tue Jun 13 17:39:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation
References: <924A7E3F59D8E144B0D0E3D3FC44F0C5958DEA@mail.plainfield.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <002c01c68f32$b7c95680$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Could it be South London Industrial Mission .... SLIM ....
http://www.industrialmission.org/history/intro.html
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Reann Poray
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation
Does anyone know what religious denomination the abbreviation "Slim." refers to?
One of
People's
Baptist,
book has

our patrons has an ancestor whose denomination was listed as "Slim." (1874
Guide to Hendricks County, IN.) All the other denominations are standardLutheran, Quaker, Methodist, Presbyterian.and then there is Slim. The
no reference to the abbreviations.

Thanks,
Reann Poray
Librarian, Indiana Room
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From kweiss at aea16.k12.ia.us Tue Jun 13 18:05:05 2006
From: kweiss at aea16.k12.ia.us (Kay M. Weiss)
Date: Tue Jun 13 18:22:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation
In-Reply-To: <924A7E3F59D8E144B0D0E3D3FC44F0C5958DEA@mail.plainfield.lib
.in.us>
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20060613170021.00a81300@aea16.k12.ia.us>
Would a city directory listing of the area at the time give a clue?
Kay Weiss
Burlington Public Library
Burlington, Iowa 52601
At 04:35 PM 6/13/2006 -0400, you wrote:
>Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>
boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C68F28.E719D043"
>
>Does anyone know what religious denomination the abbreviation Slim. refers
>to?
>
>One of our patrons has an ancestor whose denomination was listed as Slim.
>(1874 People s Guide to Hendricks County, IN.) All the other
>denominations are standard Baptist, Lutheran, Quaker, Methodist,
>Presbyterian&and then there is Slim. The book has no reference to the
>abbreviations.
>
>Thanks,
>Reann Poray
>Librarian, Indiana Room
>Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
>Plainfield, Indiana
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dfiskehiker at yahoo.com Tue Jun 13 20:26:36 2006
From: dfiskehiker at yahoo.com (Dave Fiske)
Date: Tue Jun 13 20:26:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation
In-Reply-To: <924A7E3F59D8E144B0D0E3D3FC44F0C5958DEA@mail.plainfield.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <20060614002636.1134.qmail@web33104.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
A transcribed version of the "People's Guide" is
online
at http://www.rootsweb.com/~inhendri/data.html,
and the county volunteers who maintain this site

have included a search capability for the documents
they have online.
Searching "slim" finds only some documents that
reference people with the nickname "Slim" and
the "People's Guide" section for Center Township.
G.W. Arnold is the only person in the People's Guide
whose religion is listed as "Slim."
The Arnolds listed above and below G.W. are "Regular
Baptists."
I'm thinking this is either a typo, and was meant to
be something like "same," or that, if people were
queried as to their religion, that this person replied
"slim," meaning he (other documents at the site
would suggest that G.W. stands for George W.) wasn't
very religious.
At any rate, it would seem unlikely that there would
be a denomination with only one member in the whole
county.
David Fiske

dfiskehiker@yahoo.com

--- Reann Poray <RPoray@plainfield.lib.in.us> wrote:
> Does anyone know what religious denomination the
> abbreviation "Slim."
> refers to?
>
> One of our patrons has an ancestor whose
> denomination was listed as
> "Slim." (1874 People's Guide to Hendricks County,
> IN.) All the other
> denominations are standard-Baptist, Lutheran,
> Quaker, Methodist,
> Presbyterian...and then there is Slim. The book has
> no reference to the
> abbreviations.
>
> Thanks,
> Reann Poray
> Librarian, Indiana Room
> Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
> Plainfield, Indiana
>
> > _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Tue Jun 13 20:28:49 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Tue Jun 13 20:28:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation
In-Reply-To: <924A7E3F59D8E144B0D0E3D3FC44F0C5958DEA@mail.plainfield.lib.in.us>

Message-ID: <007e01c68f49$81a55b00$640fa8c0@Drew>
That must be G.W. Arnold of Center Township, the only person listed as
"Slim." in the entire directory, so far as I can tell. Another inhabitant
has their religion listed as "Slow.".
The full text of the book is online, with Center Township at
<http://www.rootsweb.com/~inhendri/directories/1874guide/centertwp.html>
http://www.rootsweb.com/~inhendri/directories/1874guide/centertwp.html
I think I found at least three in that directory with a religion of "Free
and easy". Unfortunately, browsing the entire directory didn't give any
additional clues as to the meaning of "Slim.". I suppose it's possible that
it isn't really an abbreviation, but merely a comment as to how much
religion the person actually has!
Drew Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Reann Poray
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 4:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Religious abbreviation

Does anyone know what religious denomination the abbreviation "Slim." refers
to?
One of our patrons has an ancestor whose denomination was listed as "Slim."
(1874 People's Guide to Hendricks County, IN.) All the other denominations
are standard-Baptist, Lutheran, Quaker, Methodist, Presbyterian.and then
there is Slim. The book has no reference to the abbreviations.
Thanks,
Reann Poray
Librarian, Indiana Room
Plainfield-Guilford Township Public Library
Plainfield, Indiana
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060613/
c48d69b1/attachment-0001.html
From gjhan at pacbell.net Wed Jun 14 01:58:37 2006
From: gjhan at pacbell.net (gjhan@pacbell.net)
Date: Wed Jun 14 01:58:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] New book published by the California Genealogical Society
Message-ID: <002201c68f77$97d55aa0$98d1e445@toshibauser>
The California Genealogical Society has published the following book that may be of
interest to some of you.

Raking the Ashes
Genealogical Strategies for Pre-1906 San Francisco Research
by Nancy Simons Peterson
June 2006, the California Genealogical Society, soft cover, 222 pages, 8?" x 11?,
ISBN 0967240980, $19.95. Available now!
The new Must-Have Handbook for San Francisco researchers
? Specifies which records were lost in San Francisco in 1906, which records
survived, and where to find them
? Suggests strategies for dealing with record losses wherever they occur
? Features clear evaluations of sources
? Shows how to overcome genealogical stumbling blocks and avoid common
pitfalls
? Costs less than a single hour of professional research assistance
What the experts say about this book:
?Help has arrived?
??I?m sorry. Those records burned.? That reply to a genealogist?s
question makes my researcher?s heart sink. For those, however,
working in early northern California, help has arrived in the form of
Raking the Ashes. . . . This is a better gold mine for genealogists
than the one discovered in 1849 at Sutter?s Mill.?
? Marsha Hoffman Rising, CG, FASG
Author, The Family Tree Problem-Solver:
Proven Methods for Scaling the Inevitable Brick Wall
?A book of strategies?
?Well researched and clearly written, this work is literally
packed with meaningful data, from the poignant title and rich
illustrations to the descriptive contents pages and margin text
boxes. . . . Organization and presentation of the material in this
book enhance the researcher?s ability to locate and comprehend
the massive amount of information detailed in its pages. . . .
Peterson?s Raking the Ashes is truly a book of details and a
book of strategies.? ? Curt Witcher
Historical Genealogy Department Manager
Allen County Public Library
Rev. 12 June 2006
?Best book available?
?Raking the Ashes is the best book available today on
searching for elusive ancestors who may have lived in
San Francisco before 1906. . . . Because of the emphasis
Peterson places on casting a wider net and consulting sources
not ordinarily used in traditional research, any genealogist
would benefit from a close study of Part III, regardless of
whether or not he/she had ancestors living in pre-1906 San
Francisco.? ? Ralph J. Crandall
Executive Director Emeritus
New England Historic Genealogical Society
Raking the Ashes: Genealogical Strategies for Pre?1906 San Francisco Research
Please make checks payable to California Genealogical Society; send order form with
payment to
California Genealogical Society, 1611 Telegraph Ave., Suite 100, Oakland, CA 94612?
2154
___________________________________________________________________________
$_________ $19.95 each
(name)
___________________________________________________________________________ x
_________ no. copies
(street)
___________________________________________________________________________ =
_________ subtotal

(city, state, zip)
CGS members subtract 25% discount ($5 per book) ? _________
= _________ subtotal
California residents add 8.75% sales tax
($1.75 per book on $19.95; $1.31 on $14.95) = _________ sales tax
Shipping: $4 for one book; $1.50 each additional = _________
Payment enclosed $_________ TOTAL
Gloria J. Hanson
E-mail: gjhan@pacbell.net
Phone: (650) 756-1060
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060613/
bbb85b4d/attachment.html
From ECole at oakville.ca Wed Jun 14 04:01:21 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Wed Jun 14 04:01:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office.
Message-ID: <OFB8D3975C.D6EFB151-ON8525718D.002C11F4-8525718D.002C11F4@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
06/19/2006.

06/14/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Wed Jun 14 04:03:48 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Wed Jun 14 04:03:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] THANK YOU for street name suggestions
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060614005024.0244cd88@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Dear Everyone,
Thank you all so much for the great variety of excellent ideas regarding
finding the origins of street names. I have forwarded them all to the
president of the local historical society and hope he can make full use of
them.
I was especially pleased by the statement that sometimes the ENGINEER of a
subdivision got to choose the names, because that was the very hypothesis I
had come up with; my chief suspect was a "civil engineer" in the "Real
Estate" industry in the 1920 census. I now have the names of two of his
grandsons who were still living (in other states) as of 1998, but before
trying to contact either of them, I will get my suspect's obituary from the
newspaper. I also found out that his urn is buried in a cemetery less than
a mile from my house. I do hope he was responsible for the name of my
modest little street because it seems so fitting.
Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>

From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 14 11:22:39 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jun 14 11:21:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGICEHLCIAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
Message-ID: <02f801c68fc6$65aeaa00$3102060a@rpl.org>
Of course, there's always the "I don't have any money, and I am entitled to
free copies because I am a taxpayer", or my favorite, "I put all my money
into the copier and none of the copies are acceptable (Of course, nothing
was said to us until this point), and I need bus fare".

Harumph.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060614/68603777/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 14 11:25:07 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jun 14 11:24:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To:
<C016C18EDF951248B22A65F6CBD426E60BFD54@tomexch10.townofmooresville.net>
Message-ID: <02fd01c68fc6$b7e89f10$3102060a@rpl.org>
>>>>I have a few patrons who want to copy essentially the amount of a whole
book and was wondering if there was a way to keep this from becoming a major
headache.<<<

Have a written policy that you can adhere to, and make the suits override
you to say no to any unreasonable requests. Of course, this one only works
if you are NOT the suit in question. I have learned from experience that no
good deed goes unpunished.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060614/1be6bf53/
attachment.html
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Wed Jun 14 11:37:41 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Wed Jun 14 11:38:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To: <02fd01c68fc6$b7e89f10$3102060a@rpl.org>
References:
<C016C18EDF951248B22A65F6CBD426E60BFD54@tomexch10.townofmooresville.net>
<02fd01c68fc6$b7e89f10$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200606141137.AA37410546@and.lib.in.us>
How big is the book?
Usually we tell people that we don't have the staff to do it and provide

them with a list of local for-pay researchers.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 11:25:07 -0400
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>>>I have a few patrons who want to copy essentially the amount of a
whole
book and was wondering if there was a way to keep this from becoming a
major
headache.<<<

Have a written policy that you can adhere to, and make the suits
override
you to say no to any unreasonable requests. Of course, this one only
works
if you are NOT the suit in question. I have learned from experience
that no
good deed goes unpunished.

From bamsdp at bellsouth.net Wed Jun 14 12:42:52 2006
From: bamsdp at bellsouth.net (bamsdp@bellsouth.net)
Date: Wed Jun 14 12:42:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Message-ID: <20060614164252.IUDP29559.ibm61aec.bellsouth.net@mail.bellsouth.net>
Hello everyone,
I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we have lost our
library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one we must pack-up everything
for storage.
We have many questions with one which we need to answer before Saturday. It is
pressing and I thought someone might be able to help us so that we can start
packing.
We have been told and read about all different rules for packing books wityh
everyone sure their way is the only way. We are very limited financially and have
been offered a very large number of free boxes from our local Liquor store. They
are perfect in size and appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained
food are taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs that
food containers do?
Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Barbara DiPetrillo
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 14 13:35:06 2006
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Wed Jun 14 13:36:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200606141137.AA37410546@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <001e01c68fd8$e1995c70$af28a8c0@genealogy>

Our sign specifies
"If the machine is at fault, we will fix it and give you 'One
Free Copy' or take you to another machine if this one can not be fixed."
Just to be clear, we add "Do not continue to put money into the
machine if it did not work properly the first time."
With a posted sign that has been approved by all levels in a library,
even volunteers are able to effectively, and positively, assist
customers. Our sign insures that all are treated equally. This last
point is where I feel disgruntled patrons are coming from.
Wally
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Oljace
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:38 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
How big is the book?
Usually we tell people that we don't have the staff to do it and provide
them with a list of local for-pay researchers.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 11:25:07 -0400
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>>>I have a few patrons who want to copy essentially the amount of a
whole
book and was wondering if there was a way to keep this from becoming a
major
headache.<<<

Have a written policy that you can adhere to, and make the suits

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

override
you to say no to any unreasonable requests. Of course, this one only
works
if you are NOT the suit in question. I have learned from experience
that no
good deed goes unpunished.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jochem at main.morris.org Wed Jun 14 13:39:19 2006
From: jochem at main.morris.org (Chrys Jochem)
Date: Wed Jun 14 14:04:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
In-Reply-To: <20060614164252.IUDP29559.ibm61aec.bellsouth.net@mail.bellsouth.net>
Message-ID: <001001c68fd9$7a680370$9f16a8c0@JFPL.ORG>
Dear Barbara:
Food & drink boxes are always a concern when packing library or archival
material, but of equal importance is the cardboard used to construct those
liquor boxes. Those boxes are undoubtedly made of the cheapest material so
will be highly acidic. The acids in the paper (cardboard) will migrate to
your books or documents. Storing your library or archival material even for
a short time (a few months) in boxes like those will contribute to their
deterioration. I urge you to reconsider the cost of good quality archival
storage boxes.
To defray some of the cost, you might try contacting professional library
movers to see if they have any used boxes, but of archival quality, that you
could have/borrow for the short term. I recommend this because my
department is moving into our new library addition this spring/summer. The
rare books and manuscript collections were relocated to off-site storage
during construction. This material was packed in Paige archival boxes which
will be discarded once the material returns from storage.
Christine Jochem
Local History Department
The Morristown & Morris Township Library
Morristown, NJ

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
bamsdp@bellsouth.net
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 12:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Hello everyone,
I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we have
lost our library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one we must

pack-up everything for storage. We have many questions with one which we
need to answer before Saturday. It is pressing and I thought someone might
be able to help us so that we can start packing. We have been told and read
about all different rules for packing books wityh everyone sure their way is
the only way. We are very limited financially and have been offered a very
large number of free boxes from our local Liquor store. They are perfect in
size and appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained food
are taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs that
food containers do? Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you, Barbara DiPetrillo
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 14 14:09:32 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 14 14:09:34 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Packing_Library?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07A9A@phosphorus>
The acid content of the boxes is a concern, but archival boxes are
expensive. If the material will only be stored for a short time I would
buy yards of cheap cloth, wash the cloth and rinse it several times, and
wrap the items so that the cardboard of the boxes do not touch your
items. Plastic bags are NOT recommended for wrapping books, documents,
etc.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Chrys
Jochem
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 12:39 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Packing Library
Dear Barbara:
Food & drink boxes are always a concern when packing library or archival
material, but of equal importance is the cardboard used to construct
those
liquor boxes. Those boxes are undoubtedly made of the cheapest material
so
will be highly acidic. The acids in the paper (cardboard) will migrate
to
your books or documents. Storing your library or archival material even
for
a short time (a few months) in boxes like those will contribute to their
deterioration. I urge you to reconsider the cost of good quality

archival
storage boxes.
To defray some of the cost, you might try contacting professional
library
movers to see if they have any used boxes, but of archival quality, that
you
could have/borrow for the short term. I recommend this because my
department is moving into our new library addition this spring/summer.
The
rare books and manuscript collections were relocated to off-site storage
during construction. This material was packed in Paige archival boxes
which
will be discarded once the material returns from storage.
Christine Jochem
Local History Department
The Morristown & Morris Township Library
Morristown, NJ

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
bamsdp@bellsouth.net
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 12:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Hello everyone,
I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we
have
lost our library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one we must
pack-up everything for storage. We have many questions with one which we
need to answer before Saturday. It is pressing and I thought someone
might
be able to help us so that we can start packing. We have been told and
read
about all different rules for packing books wityh everyone sure their
way is
the only way. We are very limited financially and have been offered a
very
large number of free boxes from our local Liquor store. They are
perfect in
size and appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained
food
are taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs
that
food containers do? Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you, Barbara DiPetrillo
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Wed Jun 14 14:20:20 2006
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Wed Jun 14 14:20:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Copying question
In-Reply-To: <20060614160014.39FD13E6A19@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20060614182020.35637.qmail@web84103.mail.dcn.yahoo.com>
Don't neglect the possibility that the book has been scanned
online at Google Books:
http://books.google.com/
--- genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 11:22:39 -0400
From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <02f801c68fc6$65aeaa00$3102060a@rpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Of course, there's always the "I don't have any money, and I
am entitled to
free copies because I am a taxpayer", or my favorite, "I put
all my money
into the copier and none of the copies are acceptable (Of
course, nothing
was said to us until this point), and I need bus fare".

Harumph.

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr., May 4, 2004
From walters at alaweb.com Wed Jun 14 15:29:26 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Wed Jun 14 15:29:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Message-ID: <380-22006631419292612@alaweb.com>
The last time I moved I foundw that the sturdiest, clean boxes whwere

found at paint stores and harware stores.
David
---- Original Message ---From: bamsdp@bellsouth.net
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Packing Library
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 12:42:52 -0400
>Hello everyone,
>I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we
>have lost our library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one
>we must pack-up everything for storage.
>We have many questions with one which we need to answer before
>Saturday. It is pressing and I thought someone might be able to help
>us so that we can start packing.
>We have been told and read about all different rules for packing
>books wityh everyone sure their way is the only way. We are very
>limited financially and have been offered a very large number of free
>boxes from our local Liquor store. They are perfect in size and
>appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained food are
>taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs
>that food containers do?
>Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
>Thank you,
>Barbara DiPetrillo
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From walters at alaweb.com Wed Jun 14 15:29:26 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Wed Jun 14 15:29:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Message-ID: <380-220066314192926496@alaweb.com>
The last time I moved I foundw that the sturdiest, clean boxes whwere
found at paint stores and harware stores.
David
---- Original Message ---From: bamsdp@bellsouth.net
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Packing Library
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 12:42:52 -0400
>Hello everyone,
>I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we
>have lost our library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one
>we must pack-up everything for storage.
>We have many questions with one which we need to answer before
>Saturday. It is pressing and I thought someone might be able to help
>us so that we can start packing.
>We have been told and read about all different rules for packing

>books wityh everyone sure their way is the only way. We are very
>limited financially and have been offered a very large number of free
>boxes from our local Liquor store. They are perfect in size and
>appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained food are
>taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs
>that food containers do?
>Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
>Thank you,
>Barbara DiPetrillo
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From walters at alaweb.com Wed Jun 14 15:29:27 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Wed Jun 14 15:29:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Message-ID: <380-220066314192927699@alaweb.com>
The last time I moved I foundw that the sturdiest, clean boxes whwere
found at paint stores and harware stores.
David
---- Original Message ---From: bamsdp@bellsouth.net
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Packing Library
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 12:42:52 -0400
>Hello everyone,
>I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we
>have lost our library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one
>we must pack-up everything for storage.
>We have many questions with one which we need to answer before
>Saturday. It is pressing and I thought someone might be able to help
>us so that we can start packing.
>We have been told and read about all different rules for packing
>books wityh everyone sure their way is the only way. We are very
>limited financially and have been offered a very large number of free
>boxes from our local Liquor store. They are perfect in size and
>appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained food are
>taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs
>that food containers do?
>Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
>Thank you,
>Barbara DiPetrillo
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From tomm at cclib.org Wed Jun 14 17:03:26 2006
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)

Date: Wed Jun 14 17:03:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
In-Reply-To: <380-220066314192926496@alaweb.com>
Message-ID: <000001c68ff5$fc174220$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
I would also suggest checking with your local library.
We almost always have a surplus of boxes in which we've received shipments
of books from various vendors.
Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of David Walters
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 3:29 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Packing Library
The last time I moved I foundw that the sturdiest, clean boxes whwere
found at paint stores and harware stores.
David
---- Original Message ---From: bamsdp@bellsouth.net
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Packing Library
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2006 12:42:52 -0400
>Hello everyone,
>I am the President of the Broward County Genealogical Society and we
>have lost our library lease. Since we have not yet found a new one
>we must pack-up everything for storage.
>We have many questions with one which we need to answer before
>Saturday. It is pressing and I thought someone might be able to help
>us so that we can start packing.
>We have been told and read about all different rules for packing
>books wityh everyone sure their way is the only way. We are very
>limited financially and have been offered a very large number of free
>boxes from our local Liquor store. They are perfect in size and
>appear extremely clean. We know that boxes which contained food are
>taboo but what about liquor boxes? Do they carry the risk of bugs
>that food containers do?
>Any help on this matter will be greatly appreciated.
>Thank you,
>Barbara DiPetrillo
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Dlunow at aol.com Wed Jun 14 17:38:44 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Wed Jun 14 17:38:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Packing Library
Message-ID: <229.b475f68.31c1dbe4@aol.com>
Office depot and Office Max are great about giving us 1/2 case size boxes
(the box that 1/2 case of paper come in).
It is sturdy, and PERFECT for lifting and stacking. Just remember to MARK the
outside with contents.... Like state, general reference ... etc.
Having the box contents marked will make the move back in easier. By the way.
Each box holds about 18" to 20" of books. So you can estimate about how many
shelves you need for each subject.
As to storage, if these might be stored where there will be insects. TAPE all
openings. Tape is cheap compared to books.
Try NOT to store the boxes on a concrete floor. Pallets are good... Concrete
holds humidity and might mold the books.
Remember the most important thing is DON'T stress.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research.
Wimberley, Texas
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060614/016ba759/
attachment.html
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Thu Jun 15 03:26:06 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Thu Jun 15 03:26:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] THANK YOU for street name suggestions
In-Reply-To: <6.2.1.2.2.20060614005024.0244cd88@calmail.berkeley.edu>
References: <6.2.1.2.2.20060614005024.0244cd88@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060615000644.023dc990@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Dear Colleagues,
And now I'd like to extend another thank you, from the president of the
historical society, for the suggestions you sent for researching street
names. There were some very "meaty" responses and several ideas he had not
heard of before.
The comments on naming patterns were right on target, too - several of the
naming conventions are represented in our town, including streets named for
early settlers or their farms. A nearby subdivision, in an unincorporated
area, has a lot of streets named for famous universities - Harvard, Yale,
Amherst, etc. Our town has several streets named after counties, which I

have noticed is quite typical in many California cities; for example,
Tulare, Modoc, Humboldt, etc. There are also some streets with
British-sounding names, like Westminster and Devonshire. Another group of
streets was given women's first names - Roberta, Ramona, Edna, etc. - their
namesakes may be particularly hard to identify, if they weren't simply
picked out of the air.
Thanks again to everyone for some very thorough answers to my question.
Barbara Hill
At 01:03 AM 6/14/2006, you wrote:
>Dear Everyone,
>
>Thank you all so much for the great variety of excellent ideas regarding
>finding the origins of street names. I have forwarded them all to the
>president of the local historical society and hope he can make full use of
>them.
>
>I was especially pleased by the statement that sometimes the ENGINEER of a
>subdivision got to choose the names, because that was the very hypothesis
>I had come up with; my chief suspect was a "civil engineer" in the "Real
>Estate" industry in the 1920 census. I now have the names of two of his
>grandsons who were still living (in other states) as of 1998, but before
>trying to contact either of them, I will get my suspect's obituary from
>the newspaper. I also found out that his urn is buried in a cemetery less
>than a mile from my house. I do hope he was responsible for the name of
>my modest little street because it seems so fitting.
>
>Barbara Hill
><bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060615/0e3bfbcd/
attachment.html
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Thu Jun 15 09:52:55 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Thu Jun 15 10:08:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] THANK YOU for street name
suggestions
Message-ID: <20060615095255.CMA48464@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
Another one was contests to name the streets. When I was living at 29
Palms Marine Corp Base, CA in the 70's they built a new base housing area.
There was a contest to name the streets (which ended up with desert flora
names).
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library

Pontiac MI
---- Original message --->Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2006 00:26:06 -0700
>From: Barbara Hill <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] THANK YOU for street name suggestions
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
Dear Colleagues,
>
>
And now I'd like to extend another thank you, from the president
>
of the historical society, for the suggestions you sent for
>
researching street names. There were some very "meaty" responses
>
and several ideas he had not heard of before.
>
>
The comments on naming patterns were right on target, too >
several of the naming conventions are represented in our town,
>
including streets named for early settlers or their farms. A
>
nearby subdivision, in an unincorporated area, has a lot of
>
streets named for famous universities - Harvard, Yale, Amherst,
>
etc. Our town has several streets named after counties, which I
>
have noticed is quite typical in many California cities; for
>
example, Tulare, Modoc, Humboldt, etc. There are also some
>
streets with British-sounding names, like Westminster and
>
Devonshire. Another group of streets was given women's first
>
names - Roberta, Ramona, Edna, etc. - their namesakes may be
>
particularly hard to identify, if they weren't simply picked out
>
of the air.
>
>
Thanks again to everyone for some very thorough answers to my
>
question.
>
>
Barbara Hill
>
>
At 01:03 AM 6/14/2006, you wrote:
>
>
Dear Everyone,
>
>
Thank you all so much for the great variety of excellent ideas
>
regarding finding the origins of street names. I have
>
forwarded them all to the president of the local historical
>
society and hope he can make full use of them.
>
>
I was especially pleased by the statement that sometimes the
>
ENGINEER of a subdivision got to choose the names, because that
>
was the very hypothesis I had come up with; my chief suspect
>
was a "civil engineer" in the "Real Estate" industry in the
>
1920 census. I now have the names of two of his grandsons who
>
were still living (in other states) as of 1998, but before
>
trying to contact either of them, I will get my suspect's
>
obituary from the newspaper. I also found out that his urn is
>
buried in a cemetery less than a mile from my house. I do hope
>
he was responsible for the name of my modest little street
>
because it seems so fitting.
>
>
Barbara Hill
>
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>
>
_______________________________________________

>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bendigd at oclc.org Thu Jun 15 11:17:16 2006
From: bendigd at oclc.org (Bendig,Deb)
Date: Thu Jun 15 11:18:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] REMINDER: ALA Annual Meeting, Sat, June 24,
1:30-3:30: WorldCat for Genealogical Research: Learning,
Teaching, Promoting, plus ArchiveGrid
Message-ID: <35A72025A61EE3488E4CF824C717F70E05E19DDB@OAEXCH1SERVER.oa.oclc.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 142000 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060615/37a53f84/
attachment-0001.jpe
From francojan at hotmail.com Thu Jun 15 11:50:53 2006
From: francojan at hotmail.com (Jan Franco)
Date: Thu Jun 15 11:51:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] new Meriden, CT history book
Message-ID: <BAY115-F369DF30AC087F7B00DAEF6BD820@phx.gbl>
The Meriden Public Library under the direction of Meriden's Bicentennial
Committee has just published a 180 page hardbound history of Meriden, CT.
Entitled "Meriden at 200: A half-century of change." It covers the last 50
years of Meriden's history. (includes 40+ photos- mostly of present day
Meriden) It is available for a $24 donation (add $5 for shipping).

Janis L. Franco
Local History Librarian
Meriden Public Library
105 Miller St., P.O. Box 868
Meriden, CT 06450
Tel: 203-238-2346
Fax: 203-238-3647
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Thu Jun 15 17:29:45 2006
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Thu Jun 15 17:25:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
References: <20060613203446.1AACC228210@md5.pennswoods.net>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA643@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print articles from the
NY Times and local newspaper.

He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing toner
cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are other libraries
charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of making copies to offset the
cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and those
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
mentality"(More is cheaper)
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library
On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII

This message powered by PulseNET's PulseMAIL. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
<http://www.pulsenet.com/>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Dave.Schroeder at kentonlibrary.org Thu Jun 15 17:29:13 2006
From: Dave.Schroeder at kentonlibrary.org (Dave Schroeder)
Date: Thu Jun 15 17:29:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Message-ID: <20060615212913363e0f36ca@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
We charge .10 per copy. Recently, we purchased a microfilm machine that will scan
images to a disk or a USB drive (we charge nothing for this service - no toner or
paper involved).
Dave Schroeder
kenton Co. Public Library
On Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:29 PM, Wanda Hunter wrote:
>
>Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2006 17:29:45 -0400
>From: Wanda Hunter
>To: <ill@citlib.org>,
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
>
>
>We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print articles from
the NY Times and local newspaper.
>He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing toner
cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are other libraries
charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of making copies to offset the
cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
>
>
>Wanda Hunter
>Local & State History Manager
>Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
>300 Maiden Ln

>Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
>910-483-7727, ext. 309
>
>________________________________
>
>From: genealib-bounce@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
>Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
>To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question
>
>
>
>
We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
>copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and those
>things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
>mentality"(More is cheaper)
>
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
>
Ella Ann Hatfield
>
Citizens Library
>
>On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
>
>> Good afternoon,
>>
>>
>>
>> I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
>> History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
>> higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
>> price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
>> copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
>> was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.
>>
>>
>>
>> Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.
>>
>>
>>
>> Andy Poore
>>
>> Special Collections
>>
>> Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books
>>
>>
>>
>> Mooresville Public Library
>>
>> 304 South Main Street
>>
>> Mooresville, North Carolina 28115
>>
>>
>>
>> Phone: 704-664-2927 ext. 1212
Fax:704-663-2871
>>
>>
>>

>> See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
>>
>>
-Pope John XXIII
>>
>>
>>
>
>This message powered by Pulsenet's's Pulsemail. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
<http://www.pulsenet.com/>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Dave Schroeder
Kentucky History Librarian
Kenton County Public Library
502 Scott Blvd.
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 962-4085
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 15 17:53:46 2006
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Thu Jun 15 17:50:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA643@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <003f01c690c6$2e35f410$af28a8c0@genealogy>
We charge $0.25 for letter size and $0.50 for ledger size.
We subsidize our photocopier by charging $0.10 for letter and legal
sizes.
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda
Hunter
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 4:30 PM
To: ill@citlib.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists

Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print
articles from the NY Times and local newspaper.
He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing
toner cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are
other libraries charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of
making copies to offset the cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and
those
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
mentality"(More is cheaper)
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library
On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
> Good afternoon,
>
>
>
> I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the
Local
> History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
> higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
> price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
> copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
> was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.
>
>
>
> Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special
Collections.
>
>
>
> Andy Poore

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII

This message powered by PulseNET's PulseMAIL. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
<http://www.pulsenet.com/>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Fri Jun 16 09:21:10 2006
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dottie Demarest)
Date: Fri Jun 16 09:18:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA643@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <20060616131829.AC4656BC11F@libmail.georgialibraries.org>
We charge $.25 per copy for the microfilm printer due to our increased
costs.
Dottie Demarest
demarestd@ecgrl.org
Genealogy/Local History
East Central Georgia Public Library
902 Greeene Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706.821.2600 Fax 706.821.2629
-----Original Message-----

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda Hunter
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:30 PM
To: ill@citlib.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print articles
from the NY Times and local newspaper.
He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing toner
cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are other
libraries charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of making
copies to offset the cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and those
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
mentality"(More is cheaper)
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library
On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII

This message powered by PulseNET's PulseMAIL. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
<http://www.pulsenet.com/>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Fri Jun 16 09:32:39 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Fri Jun 16 09:27:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
In-Reply-To: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA643@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <003001c69149$5720df10$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
We charge 25 cents per page for all copies. However I think it is
justifiable to charge more for microfilm prints because of the toner use.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org

-----Original Message----From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@cumberland.lib.nc.us]
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:30 PM
To: ill@citlib.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print articles
from the NY Times and local newspaper.
He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing toner
cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are other
libraries charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of making
copies to offset the cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and those
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
mentality"(More is cheaper)
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library
On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII

This message powered by PulseNET's PulseMAIL. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
<http://www.pulsenet.com/>
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3384 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060616/
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Jun 16 10:16:56 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Jun 16 10:13:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224B2@mail.wvculture.local>
We charge $.25 per copy for 8 1/2 x 11, and $.50 per copy for 11 x 17.
We replace copies for free when the machine fails to automatically
reverse negative to positive or incorrectly reverses positive to
negative (happens often with newspaper pages with large areas of

photographs), or if the copy is poor due to toner running out, etc.
We do not charge other state agencies for copies, but on the rare
occasion when another agency has a large project, we ask them to at
least bring their own paper, or to donate a toner cartridge if they can.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Marge
Bardeen
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006 8:33 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'; ill@citlib.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
We charge 25 cents per page for all copies. However I think it is
justifiable to charge more for microfilm prints because of the toner
use.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@cumberland.lib.nc.us]
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:30 PM
To: ill@citlib.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print
articles from the NY Times and local newspaper.
He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing
toner cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are
other libraries charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of
making copies to offset the cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln

Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We
copy.
those
"mega
We

charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the
mentality"(More is cheaper)
aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library

On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the
Local History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price
that is higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do
you have a price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons
who want to copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was
wondering if there was a way to keep this from becoming a major
headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special
Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

>
>
> See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
>
>
-Pope John XXIII
>
>
>
This message powered by PulseNET's PulseMAIL. -- http://www.PulseNET.com
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From Susan.Kaufman at cityofhouston.net Fri Jun 16 12:00:39 2006
From: Susan.Kaufman at cityofhouston.net (Kaufman, Susan - HPL)
Date: Fri Jun 16 12:00:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FGS Conference Early Registration
Message-ID: <0BD1505F7EB5114B9956F32D699303C9112DE16F@611wex03.cityofhouston.net>
FGS Early Registration Discount Fast Approaching

Hello -

This is a reminder that the early fee deadline for registering for the
Federation of Genealogical Societies / New England Historic Genealogical
Society conference in Boston MA Aug 30 - Sept 2, 2006 is fast approaching!!

July 1st, 2006 is the deadline. Register before that date and receive $30
off the regular registration fee. This conference promises to be full of
educational, networking and exhibit perusing opportunities.

Please join us in Aug 30 - Sept 2, 2006 in Boston, the "Birthplace of
American Genealogy" for this exciting conference. Remember register before
July 1st and get $30 off the regular registration fee.

For more information, a conference schedule and to register on line, visit
FGS (http://www.fgs.org <http://www.fgs.org/> ) and click on the conferences
tab.
CONFERENCE BLOG

Keep up-to-date on the new detailis by regularly logging on to the FREE
conference blog at (http://www.fgsconference.blogspot.com
<http://www.fgsconference.blogspot.com/> ) to see the weekly updates
provided by the conference committee, area record custodians, speakers,
seasoned conference goers, lovers of Boston (http://www.bostonusa.com
<http://www.bostonusa.com/> ) and New England
(http://www.visitinewengland.com <http://www.vistinewengland.com/> ), and
many others. FGS (http://www.fgs.org <http://www.fgs.org/> ) NEHGS
(http://www.newenglandancestors.org <http://www.newenglandancestors.org/> ),
and the many conference volunteers look forward to seeing you on the blog
and at the conference.
See you in Bean town!!

Sue Kaufman
National Conference Co-Chair
FGS/NEHGS "Birthplace of American Genealogy"
A Conference for the Nations Genealogists
Boston, MA
Aug 3 - Sept 2, 2006

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060616/
e5176e05/attachment.html
From poconnor at marysvillelib.org Fri Jun 16 13:13:48 2006
From: poconnor at marysvillelib.org (Patty O'Connor)
Date: Fri Jun 16 13:13:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] copying costs
Message-ID: <001201c69168$3b2eb1a0$6c11a8c0@MPLASV24D03>
$165.00 divided by .10 is 1650. If you're not getting 1650 copies out of the
toner cartridge, then you aren't making enough to cover the cost of the
toner, much less the wear and tear on the machine, electricity to run it,
paper, etc.
Work up the numbers and then you'll have the proof to show the patron when
s/he complains about a raise in price.
Patty O'Connor
Head of Adult Services & Reference
Marysville Public Library
231 S. Plum Street
Marysville, OH 43040
937-642-1876, ext. 32
poconnor@marysvillelib.org
From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov

Fri Jun 16 16:03:31 2006

From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Fri Jun 16 16:03:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying Question
Message-ID: <6B9D332749FE1947B16E19B16C49E98401C45E55@MAIL2.leesburg.gov>
We charge 10 cents for regular copies and 25 cents for copies from the microfilm
reader/printer. Patrons use the coin-op machines attached to the copiers, and
there is no price break for multiple copies.
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
204 N. 5th Street
Leesburg, Florida 34748
352-728-9790
Carol.Anderson@Leesburgflorida.gov
From deb.keener at wayne.lib.oh.us Fri Jun 16 16:58:08 2006
From: deb.keener at wayne.lib.oh.us (Deb Keener)
Date: Fri Jun 16 16:58:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] unsubscribe
Message-ID: <002f01c69187$92370690$4505410a@wcpl.clevnet.org>
Unsubscribe
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060616/7de483dd/
attachment.html
From laurajs at pacbell.net Fri Jun 16 23:47:07 2006
From: laurajs at pacbell.net (Laura Spurrier)
Date: Fri Jun 16 23:47:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
<b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B57E80FD-9C16-4C93-92C2-0CD21BFF3A4B@pacbell.net>
Dick Eastman's blog implied that all public libraries in Calif. offer
access to Heritage Quest. I checked the link he offered to a list of
such libraries and found it covered perhaps 25% of the state. The
rest of us are out of luck. My local public library certainly
doesn't offer it. Perhaps coverage is better back east?
Laura Spurrier
On Jun 12, 2006, at 9:09 AM, Mary K. Mannix wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I think this would be a great time for all us public librarians to
make sure that the genealogical societies in our areas are aware of
the ease of which their members can get library cards, even at our own
systems or in the systems where they live, and therefore keep access
to HQ. I am often amazed at the traveling genealogists who come
through my room who didn't even know they could get to HQ from their
public libraries. We always check their systems for them and don't

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

think we have ever looked one up that did not have HQ. Mary
PS I will admit that I didn't even know that the societies could get
such subscriptions and I can see it being a pricing issue.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
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From rklittle at wisc.edu Sat Jun 17 08:31:38 2006
From: rklittle at wisc.edu (Rollie Littlewood)
Date: Sat Jun 17 08:37:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <B57E80FD-9C16-4C93-92C2-0CD21BFF3A4B@pacbell.net>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
<b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
<B57E80FD-9C16-4C93-92C2-0CD21BFF3A4B@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060617071826.0ab82a70@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
At 08:47 PM on 6/16/2006 Laura Spurrier wrote:
>Dick Eastman's blog implied that all public libraries in Calif. offer
access to Heritage Quest. I checked the link he offered to a list of
such libraries and found it covered perhaps 25% of the state. The rest
of us are out of luck. My local public library certainly doesn't offer
it. Perhaps coverage is better back east?
Two comments:
1) If one goes strictly from the list on
<http://www.eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline>, it would be technically
correct that all residents of California can get free in-home access to
HeritageQuest Online. However, as I scan that list, all of the
California library systems mentioned require an onsite visit to get a
library card.
2) Much more important, however, is recognition that the list on
<http://www.eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline> of library systems offering
this access is far from complete. This list is a "wiki," not something
maintained by Dick himself. There is no claim anywhere that it is
complete. Rather, the list consists ONLY of items submitted by
registered viewers of the Encyclopedia of Genealogy. How do I know
that? I noticed a few days ago that the public library system which
serves my home area and which has offered in-home access to
HeritageQuest Online for several years is not in the list. Trying to be
a good netizen, I sent a message to Dick Eastman asking him to add "my"
library. His response was to clue me in about how the Encyclopedia works.
The bottom lines here:
1) Recognize that this list in question is far from complete
2) If your library system provides such access but is not on this list,

consider adding it yourself.
Rollie
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060617/5b7aede8/
attachment.html
From kstanley at flash.net Sat Jun 17 09:28:47 2006
From: kstanley at flash.net (Karen Stanley)
Date: Sat Jun 17 09:28:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <6.2.1.2.2.20060617071826.0ab82a70@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
Message-ID: <20060617132847.11150.qmail@web80204.mail.yahoo.com>
The situation in Texas is similar to California. All public libraries have access
to HQ through the state library's TexShare system; however, some smaller library
systems lack the technical infrastructure to support home access to their
databases. The big city library systems have waived their non-resident library
card fees for Texas residents, but they do require an in-person visit with a photo
ID in order to issue a library card to anyone.
Local genealogy societies can always sponsor efforts to raise money to enable
their local library system to provide HQ access, but in the meantime surely folks
can spread the word about the city libraries. Even folks who live in rural areas
get to visit their nearest city at least once a year - for shopping or to catch a
plane or something. Maybe folks can organize a genealogy field trip - combine a
visit to a major genealogy library or archive with an opportunity to get a library
card.
Karen Stanley
Houston, TX
Rollie Littlewood <rklittle@wisc.edu> wrote:
At 08:47 PM on 6/16/2006 Laura Spurrier wrote:
>Dick Eastman's blog implied that all public libraries in Calif. offer access to
Heritage Quest. I checked the link he offered to a list of such libraries and
found it covered perhaps 25% of the state. The rest of us are out of luck. My
local public library certainly doesn't offer it. Perhaps coverage is better back
east?
Two comments:
1) If one goes strictly from the list on <
http://www.eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline>, it would be technically correct that all
residents of California can get free in-home access to HeritageQuest Online.
However, as I scan that list, all of the California library systems mentioned
require an onsite visit to get a library card.
2) Much more important, however, is recognition that the list on <
http://www.eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline> of library systems offering this access
is far from complete. This list is a "wiki," not something maintained by Dick
himself. There is no claim anywhere that it is complete. Rather, the list consists
ONLY of items submitted by registered viewers of the Encyclopedia of Genealogy. How
do I know that? I noticed a few days ago that the public library system which
serves my home area and which has offered in-home access to HeritageQuest Online
for several years is not in the list. Trying to be a good netizen, I sent a message
to Dick Eastman asking him to add "my" library. His response was to clue me in

about how the Encyclopedia works.
The bottom lines here:
1) Recognize that this list in question is far from complete
2) If your library system provides such access but is not on this list, consider
adding it yourself.
Rollie
_______________________________________________
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URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060617/
f2a24c8a/attachment.html
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Sat Jun 17 11:28:02 2006
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Sat Jun 17 11:23:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying Question
References: <6B9D332749FE1947B16E19B16C49E98401C45E55@MAIL2.leesburg.gov>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA645@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
thanks
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Carol Anderson
Sent: Fri 6/16/2006 4:03 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Copying Question

We charge 10 cents for regular copies and 25 cents for copies from the microfilm
reader/printer. Patrons use the coin-op machines attached to the copiers, and
there is no price break for multiple copies.
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
204 N. 5th Street
Leesburg, Florida 34748
352-728-9790
Carol.Anderson@Leesburgflorida.gov
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available

Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3780 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
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From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Sat Jun 17 11:38:58 2006
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Sat Jun 17 11:34:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] copying costs
References: <001201c69168$3b2eb1a0$6c11a8c0@MPLASV24D03>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA647@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
thanks
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Patty O'Connor
Sent: Fri 6/16/2006 1:13 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] copying costs

$165.00 divided by .10 is 1650. If you're not getting 1650 copies out of the
toner cartridge, then you aren't making enough to cover the cost of the
toner, much less the wear and tear on the machine, electricity to run it,
paper, etc.
Work up the numbers and then you'll have the proof to show the patron when
s/he complains about a raise in price.
Patty O'Connor
Head of Adult Services & Reference
Marysville Public Library
231 S. Plum Street
Marysville, OH 43040
937-642-1876, ext. 32
poconnor@marysvillelib.org
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3905 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060617/
a252a41e/attachment.bin
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Sat Jun 17 11:40:01 2006
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Sat Jun 17 11:35:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question

References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224B2@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA648@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
thanks
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Susan Scouras
Sent: Fri 6/16/2006 10:16 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge $.25 per copy for 8 1/2 x 11, and $.50 per copy for 11 x 17.
We replace copies for free when the machine fails to automatically
reverse negative to positive or incorrectly reverses positive to
negative (happens often with newspaper pages with large areas of
photographs), or if the copy is poor due to toner running out, etc.
We do not charge other state agencies for copies, but on the rare
occasion when another agency has a large project, we ask them to at
least bring their own paper, or to donate a toner cartridge if they can.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Marge
Bardeen
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006 8:33 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'; ill@citlib.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question
We charge 25 cents per page for all copies. However I think it is
justifiable to charge more for microfilm prints because of the toner
use.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@cumberland.lib.nc.us]
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:30 PM

To: ill@citlib.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print
articles from the NY Times and local newspaper.
He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing
toner cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are
other libraries charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of
making copies to offset the cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We
copy.
those
"mega
We

charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the
mentality"(More is cheaper)
aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library

On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the
Local History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price
that is higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do
you have a price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons
who want to copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was
wondering if there was a way to keep this from becoming a major
headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special
Collections.
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Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII
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From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Sat Jun 17 11:40:28 2006
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Sat Jun 17 11:36:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Copying question

References: <003001c69149$5720df10$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD248CA649@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
thanks
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Marge Bardeen
Sent: Fri 6/16/2006 9:32 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'; ill@citlib.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge 25 cents per page for all copies. However I think it is justifiable to
charge more for microfilm prints because of the toner use.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@cumberland.lib.nc.us]
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:30 PM
To: ill@citlib.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Copying question

We have a customer who uses our microfilm reader/printer to print articles from the
NY Times and local newspaper.
He prints hundreds of copies and has caused our cost for purchasing toner
cartridges to triple. We currently charge .10 per copy. What are other libraries
charging?
We are considering increasing the cost of making copies to offset the
cost of the toner ($165. per cartridge).

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of ill@citlib.org
Sent: Tue 6/13/2006 4:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Copying question

We charge the same .20/page regardless of the number of pages they
copy. Paper,toner and electricity go into our equation for cost and those
things don't change based on number of copies. I think it's the "mega
mentality"(More is cheaper)
We aren't Sam's Club or Costco where more is supposed to be cheaper.
Ella Ann Hatfield
Citizens Library
On Tue, 13 Jun 2006 15:15:19 -0400 "Andy Poore" wrote:
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Good afternoon,

I have a question regarding photocopying items by patrons from the Local
History room. I was wondering does anyone give a special price that is
higher or lower than the normal price for the Library or do you have a
price for copying large quantities? I have a few patrons who want to
copy essentially the amount of a whole book and was wondering if there
was a way to keep this from becoming a major headache.

Thank you for using the Mooresville Public Library Special Collections.

Andy Poore
Special Collections
Archives/Genealogy/Local History/Rare Books

Mooresville Public Library
304 South Main Street
Mooresville, North Carolina 28115

Phone: 704-664-2927

ext. 1212

Fax:704-663-2871

See Everything, Overlook much, Correct a little.
-Pope John XXIII
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Sat Jun 17 16:21:14 2006
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Sat Jun 17 16:21:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (June 2006)
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F1601742878@chinn1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
June 2006

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History,
Prince William Public Library System,
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
Email: relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
To read the latest lists of new materials in RELIC (through the end of
May) go to www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
and click on New Acquisitions
RELIC PRESENTS -

UPCOMING PROGRAMS

Following are upcoming programs at Bull Run Regional Library related to
local history and genealogy. Regular times for monthly programs are the
fourth Tuesday of each month (except December) at 7:30 p.m. Group
programs are held in the Library's community room. Sign language
interpretation of library programs is available if requested three weeks
in advance. Funding for RELIC programs is supported by grants from the
Friends of the Central and Bull Run Libraries.
Tuesday, June 27 - Interlibrary Loan Sources for Genealogists.
Tuesday, July 25 - Organizational Skills for Genealogists.
Tuesday, August 22 - Preserving Your Cherished Memories.

Tuesday, September 26 - Building a Family History Web Page with
Wikipedia.com.
The Genealogy Doctor is In -

First and third Thursday of each month.

(For details, see below.)
Tuesday, June 27, 7:30 p.m.
INTERLIBRARY LOAN SOURCES FOR GENEALOGISTS
Your local library can provide access to a wide range of published and
microfilm materials from around the world. RELIC staff will show how to
identify and request records from elsewhere that you need for your
family research. This program will be presented on Tuesday, May 23, at
7:30 p.m. at the Bull Run Regional Library community room.
To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
Tuesday, July 25, 7:30 p.m.
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS FOR GENEALOGISTS
Having trouble finding particular documents or people in your files?
Want to be able to quickly tell what research you need to do next?
Local genealogist Diane Nesmeyer will show you what to do with all that
information you are collecting. She will provide suggestions for
developing an organized approach to genealogical research and dealing
with the volumes of paper that research produces.
This program will
be presented on Tuesday, July 25, at 7:30 p.m. at the Bull Run Regional
Library community room.
To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
Tuesday, August 22, 7:30 p.m.
PRESERVING YOUR CHERISHED MEMORIES.
CARING FOR OLD PAPERS, FAMILY DOCUMENTS, AND PHOTOS

Family history often begins with the mementos that have been saved by
your relatives. The old family Bible, photo albums, letters, and legal
papers all can be important for documenting your heritage. How best to
preserve and protect those precious keepsakes? Roxana Adams, Curator of
the Manassas Museum, will describe techniques and materials you can use
for caring for important paper documents in a free program at Bull Run
Regional Library.
To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
Tuesday, September 26, 7:30 p.m.
BUILDING A FAMILY HISTORY WEB PAGE

WITH WIKIPEDIA.COM
One way of sharing what you've discovered, as well as attracting
contacts with other family members, is to set up a family web page.
One researcher has found that with Wikipedia.com it's easy, quick and
cheap to do. Mary LeCompte will demonstrate how it can be done on
Tuesday, September 26, at Bull Run Regional Library, beginning at 7:30
p.m.
To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
THE GENEALOGY DOCTOR IS IN

Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson for tips on
starting your own research or to discuss and analyze an historical or
genealogical problem that has stumped you. First and Third Thursdays of
each month, 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon.

Upcoming available dates:
Choice of times:

July 6 and 20, 2006

10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment.

#
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From bamsdp at bellsouth.net Sat Jun 17 16:49:07 2006
From: bamsdp at bellsouth.net (bamsdp@bellsouth.net)
Date: Sat Jun 17 16:49:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Packing up our Library
Message-ID: <20060617204907.DDZJ15153.ibm68aec.bellsouth.net@mail.bellsouth.net>
To this great group - genealib,
I want to thank all of you who have been so very kind as to send me answers to my
packing and moving problem. I received many replies and would like to include in
my thanks: Chrys Jochem, Brannan, Joyce A., David Walters, Tom Mueller, Laurie
Mahaffey, Diane Lunow, Julie Bartlett.
I want to thank Joseph Sheppard of North Carolina who actually recommended a friend
of his, who is a local College Library Director. I most certainly will follow-up
as it is a good lead to investigate.
All of your help is greatly appreciated. Now that we are packing we will
concentrate on our efforts to find a new home.
Thank you all,

Barbara DiPetrillo
President of the Genealogical Society of Broeard County
From richard at eastman.net Sat Jun 17 19:18:56 2006
From: richard at eastman.net (Dick Eastman)
Date: Sat Jun 17 19:19:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <B57E80FD-9C16-4C93-92C2-0CD21BFF3A4B@pacbell.net>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
<b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
<B57E80FD-9C16-4C93-92C2-0CD21BFF3A4B@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <44948DE0.7020709@eastman.net>
ALL California residents may obtain free access to HeritageQuest Online
from their homes.
You need a library card from one of the participating libraries that
offers library cards to all California residents. HOWEVER, obtaining
that library card might not be convenient: in most cases, you must go to
the participating library in person to obtain your library card. For
many Californians, the nearest participating library might be a long
ways away.
According to the information entered by users of the Encyclopedia of
Genealogy at http://www.eogen.com, the following libraries offer remote
access to HeritageQuest Online to ALL California residents: Alameda
County Library, County of Los Angeles Public Library, Long Beach Public
Library and the Placentia Library District. I suspect there are more.
(If you do know of more, please enter that information into the
Encyclopedia of Genealogy's pages at http://eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline.)
One library in California is unique in that it gives library cards to
residents of ALL states. Technically, ALL Americans may obtain free
in-home access to HeritageQuest Online through the Los Angeles Public
Library. The problem is traveling to that library one time to obtain a
library card in person. That requirement obviously will stop most people.
By coincidence, I will be in Los Angeles in a few months for another
reason and hope to test this for myself. I plan to stop by a branch of
the Los Angeles Public Library and obtain my own library card. (I live
in Massachusetts.) That should give me an additional method of accessing
HeritageQuest Online from home.
Thanks.
- Dick Eastman
Laura Spurrier wrote:
> Dick Eastman's blog implied that all public libraries in Calif. offer
> access to Heritage Quest. I checked the link he offered to a list of
> such libraries and found it covered perhaps 25% of the state. The
> rest of us are out of luck. My local public library certainly doesn't
> offer it. Perhaps coverage is better back east?
>
Laura Spurrier
>
> On Jun 12, 2006, at 9:09 AM, Mary K. Mannix wrote:

>
>> I think this would be a great time for all us public librarians to
>> make sure that the genealogical societies in our areas are aware of
>> the ease of which their members can get library cards, even at our own
>> systems or in the systems where they live, and therefore keep access
>> to HQ. I am often amazed at the traveling genealogists who come
>> through my room who didn't even know they could get to HQ from their
>> public libraries. We always check their systems for them and don't
>> think we have ever looked one up that did not have HQ. Mary
>>
>> PS I will admit that I didn't even know that the societies could get
>> such subscriptions and I can see it being a pricing issue.
>>
>>
>> --Mary K. Mannix
>> Maryland Room Manager
>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>> Frederick, MD
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-+--------------------------------------------------------|
Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter
|
New articles are now posted daily!
|
|
Check it out at: http://www.eogn.com
+--------------------------------------------------------From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Mon Jun 19 10:39:57 2006
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Mon Jun 19 10:38:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <44948DE0.7020709@eastman.net>
Message-ID: <04a301c693ae$3d03f560$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
Hi--<<One library in California is unique in that it gives library cards to
residents of ALL states. Technically, ALL Americans may obtain free in-home
access to HeritageQuest Online through the Los Angeles Public Library. The
problem is traveling to that library one time to obtain a library card in
person.>>
Most library cards need to be periodically renewed or re-activated.
So you may get to visit LA more than once :-)

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Mon Jun 19 12:38:18 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Mon Jun 19 12:36:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical reference materials
Message-ID: <000901c693be$c4f1fb60$140ba8c0@Director>
Quite a few libraries have the volumes edited by Emilie Hartz and/or Fred
Hartz (Most recent c2000) that are bibliographies/listings/indexes of the
Ladson Genealogical Library in Vidalia, GA.
(www.ohoopeelibrary.org/ladson.htm)
When the Ladson Library moved to its new location in 2003, and an inventory
was done of the collection, it was discovered many volumes were missing.
Therefore, the Hartz indexes are now extremely inaccurate.
We have had many patrons come into the Ladson with citations from those
indexes, and we are unfortunately unable to assist them.
If you are looking for an up-to-date, and as accurate as we can keep it,
index of the collection, please use our online catalog at:
http://pines.public.lib.ga.us (Select OHOOP-Ladson Genealogical Library from
the dropdown location menu.)
Thank you.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

From Bgrego at mpl.org Mon Jun 19 14:09:41 2006
From: Bgrego at mpl.org (Barbara Gregory)
Date: Mon Jun 19 14:10:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Remember When a new digital collection at the Milwaukee
Public Library
Message-ID: <4496A215.1EB0.007C.0@mpl.org>
The Milwaukee Public Library has just launched its first digital
collection, called "Remember When..." The site is based on a feature
that ran in the Milwaukee Journal daily newspaper from 1963-1994, and
includes images and fully searchable text highlighting Milwaukee history

from the 1870's to the 1950's.
Although the CONTENTdm software and commentary gives the site a
contemporary feel, all text is itself historic, a "look back at looking
back," so to speak.
Genealogists and local historians will enjoy the ability to quickly
find names and places which were previously hidden because of lack of
indexing. Records may easily be printed, but high quality images may
also be purchased, along with permissions for work to be published or
exhibited.
For more information and to see the site visit:
http://www.mpl.org/File/digital_remember_index.htm
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From RPOLLITT at columbuslibrary.org Mon Jun 19 14:40:32 2006
From: RPOLLITT at columbuslibrary.org (Russ Pollitt)
Date: Mon Jun 19 14:41:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Networking MICROFILM Machines
Message-ID: <4496B7600200003C000066BD@mail.cml.lib.oh.us>
Our library is considering networking microfilm machines to a single
printer or at the least fewer printers.
Has anyone done this?
What equipment are you using?
What were the pro's/cons for consideration?
What would you consider successes/benefits after implementation?
If you have the machines networked is there anything you would have
re-considered before purchase and implementation?
Lastly do you have any recommendations for vendors?
Thanks
Russ Pollitt
Librarian
Columbus Metropolitan Library
Biography, History, & Travel Division
96 S. Grant Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215
rpollitt@columbuslibrary.org
Phone: 614-849-1242
Fax: 614-849-1351
Our Mission: "We promote reading and guide learning in the pursuit of
information, knowledge, and wisdom".
Our Values: "Respect, Excellence, Access, Flexibility, Service,
Trust"

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Jun 19 16:24:55 2006
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Jun 19 16:24:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NGS Announces Eric Grundsett wins 2006 Filby Award for
Gen Librarianship
Message-ID: <45c595dc0606191324r59e17708w958e56eb715d964a@mail.gmail.com>
Eric Grundsett 2006 Filby Award Winner
Eric Grundsett, Library Director, NSDAR, Washington, DC, is
the recipient of the 2006 annual Filby Award for Genealogical Librarianship.
The Filby Award is named for the late P. William Filby, formerly the
Director of the Maryland Historical Society and the author of many of the
core genealogical reference tools that genealogists have relied on for
decades. The Award was created and first presented at the annual 1999 NGS
Conference in the States by Scholarly Resources, Inc. It was awarded by the
Godfrey Memorial Library the past two years and is now sponsored by
ProQuest.
The 2006 Filby Award was presented to Eric Grundsett, MLS, Library
Director, Daughters of the American Revolution Library. Eric joined the
staff of NSDAR as Library Director in 1983 and has worked to make the
library more user friendly and the patron experience an enjoyable and
profitable one. An avid genealogist, he has published eleven books
including /Research in Virginia/ for the National Genealogical Society,
/African American and American Indian Patriots of the Revolutionary War/
(2001) and with Steven B. Rhodes /Genealogical Research at the DAR,
Washington, D.C., 2^nd edition /(2004).
A former board member and vice president of the National Genealogical
Society, he has also served as a board member and president of the
Virginia Genealogical Society, and as program chair of the 1990 and 1993
National Genealogical Society's Conference in the States. His efforts to
expand and improve the collection at the DAR library have helped make it
one of the premier family history research institutions in the East and
enabled numerous family history researchers to expand their family history.
...................................................................................
.......................
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Director, Genealogy Products
NewsBank Inc.
www.NewsBank.com <http://www.newsbank.com/>
TKemp@NewsBank.com
860.218.5479
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Jun 19 16:29:16 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)

Date: Mon Jun 19 16:29:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NGS Announces Eric Grundsett wins 2006 Filby Award for
Gen Librarianship
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0606191324r59e17708w958e56eb715d964a@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0606191324r59e17708w958e56eb715d964a@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b63c86520606191329y64171852o1c6d1f3bf5513b05@mail.gmail.com>
How exciting!!!!! Congrats to Eric!!!!!!!!!!!

Mary Mannix

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Jun 19 16:52:36 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Jun 19 16:49:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Networking MICROFILM Machines
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224B6@mail.wvculture.local>
Never network all of your microfilm reader/printers to a single printer.
If you have a printer problem or run out of toner (I'm sure we've all
had the experience of having one cartridge left, only to find that last
cartridge is defective), then all of your microfilm machines are down as
well as far as printing is concerned. It's bad enough to lose the use
of a machine the day before a holiday (we're open regular hours on the
minor holidays) or a Saturday (we're open and usually busy on Saturdays)
when there is no chance of a quick response for a service call. Make
that all or most of your machines because they're all connected to a
single printer, and you lose all your potential revenue and a lot of
patron goodwill.
Of our four machines, we have two Minolta Micro SP 2000 microfilm
reader/printers that are networked to a single Minolta Micro SP 3000
laser printer. The laser printer makes a better quality copy of
standard and lighter images through digitizing, but by the same token
too often "fills in" shadows and scratches on darker images, making
copies that are not readable across the entire page, in the corners in
particular. Our standard microfilm printers work better on darker,
blurry, poorly lit or shadowed images on newspaper photos; and on
newspapers that were yellowed when they were filmed. The toner
cartridges are expensive, so you have to be sure to charge enough per
copy to cover your cost. We can print 8 1/2 x 11, or 11 x 17, but have
to manually change the paper in the paper tray. Our machines print
quickly. The printer holds more paper than two individual machines
combined and seems to malfunction less. The 11 x 17 option is not
available on our other reader/printers.
We also have a Konica Minolta MS 6000, MKII hooked up to print through a
PC to a photocopier/printer for staff use. It is an excruciatingly slow
process to make a single copy, and although I think part of the problem
is that ours is not correctly set up, I think it would still be far
slower than regular printers. Networking several microfilm
reader/printers to it and trying to use it as a photocopier as well
would be a nightmare.
Susan Scouras
Librarian

WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Russ
Pollitt
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 1:41 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Networking MICROFILM Machines
Our library is considering networking microfilm machines to a single
printer or at the least fewer printers.
Has anyone done this?
What equipment are you using?
What were the pro's/cons for consideration?
What would you consider successes/benefits after implementation?
If you have the machines networked is there anything you would have
re-considered before purchase and implementation?
Lastly do you have any recommendations for vendors?
Thanks
Russ Pollitt
Librarian
Columbus Metropolitan Library
Biography, History, & Travel Division
96 S. Grant Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215
rpollitt@columbuslibrary.org
Phone: 614-849-1242
Fax: 614-849-1351
Our Mission: "We promote reading and guide learning in the pursuit of
information, knowledge, and wisdom". Our Values: "Respect, Excellence,
Access, Flexibility, Service, Trust"
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Jun 19 16:55:36 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Jun 19 16:55:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] History Section Dinner at ALA New Orleans
Message-ID: <b63c86520606191355w5c3f0ee5me1d9d044e4acaae7@mail.gmail.com>

Going to ALA Annual? Consider joining the History Section for our
traditional Sunday night dinner. You don't have to be an "active"
member of the Section or even a member at all. Attending the History
Section dinner is actually a good way to introduce yourself to the
section, for the Section to introduce its self to you, and a way to
get a feel for our goings on. All are welcome and don't hesitate to
bring a guest. In New Orleans we will be meeting on Sunday, June 25,
2006 at 6:30 pm. at Mulate's, located conveniently across from the
Convention Center, at 201 Julia St. Further information about Mulate's
can be found at http://www.mulates.com. One should be able to order
dinner for around $20.00 or less. Some entrees are over $20.00 but
not by much. The cuisine is Cajun. I have found that it is hard to
find any ethnic or regional restaurants that appear very vegetarian
friendly, but hopefully the seafood, salads, and sides will work for
our meatless colleagues. I understand from a co-worker that used to
live in Louisiana Mulate's has a very strong ambiance, although it is
not quiet. We will not be able to have individual tabs, but we will
be able to have five group checks, which will hopefully cut down on
some of the confusion. Please try to plan for this and bring a
variety of cash to make check paying as easy as possible. If you plan
to attend please e-mail me at mkmannix@gmail.com. If you forget to
rsvp or suddenly find yourself dateless on Sunday night don't hesitate
to join us!! The reservation is under ALA, History Section. Hope to
see
many of you there.
Mary Mannix
History Section Chair, 2005-2007
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Jun 19 16:57:58 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon Jun 19 16:58:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NGS Announces Eric Grundsett wins 2006 Filby Award
forGen Librarianship
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74017917C0@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
That's Eric Grundset with 1 t! Congratulations Eric.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 4:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] NGS Announces Eric Grundsett wins 2006 Filby Award
forGen Librarianship
Eric Grundsett 2006 Filby Award Winner
Eric Grundsett, Library Director, NSDAR, Washington, DC, is

the recipient of the 2006 annual Filby Award for Genealogical
Librarianship.
The Filby Award is named for the late P. William Filby, formerly the
Director of the Maryland Historical Society and the author of many of
the core genealogical reference tools that genealogists have relied on
for decades. The Award was created and first presented at the annual
1999 NGS Conference in the States by Scholarly Resources, Inc. It was
awarded by the Godfrey Memorial Library the past two years and is now
sponsored by ProQuest.
The 2006 Filby Award was presented to Eric Grundsett, MLS, Library
Director, Daughters of the American Revolution Library. Eric joined the
staff of NSDAR as Library Director in 1983 and has worked to make the
library more user friendly and the patron experience an enjoyable and
profitable one. An avid genealogist, he has published eleven books
including /Research in Virginia/ for the National Genealogical Society,
/African American and American Indian Patriots of the Revolutionary War/
(2001) and with Steven B. Rhodes /Genealogical Research at the DAR,
Washington, D.C., 2^nd edition /(2004).
A former
Society,
Virginia
National

board member and vice president of the National Genealogical
he has also served as a board member and president of the
Genealogical Society, and as program chair of the 1990 and 1993
Genealogical Society's Conference in the States. His efforts to

expand and improve the collection at the DAR library have helped make it
one of the premier family history research institutions in the East and
enabled numerous family history researchers to expand their family
history.
........................................................................
..................................
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Director, Genealogy Products
NewsBank Inc.
www.NewsBank.com <http://www.newsbank.com/>
TKemp@NewsBank.com <mailto:TKemp@NewsBank.com>
860.218.5479

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060619/
dc883013/attachment.html
From MrArchive at aol.com Mon Jun 19 17:10:32 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jun 19 17:10:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NGS Announces Eric Grundsett wins 2006 Filby Award
forGen Libr...
Message-ID: <50e.7e4318.31c86cc8@aol.com>

Friends:
If any of you have had the privilege to use and look around the DAR
Library
you would know exactly why Eric is getting His due.. Theirs should set the
standard for all others you can actually use the Library and find what you
want amazing.. simply amazing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060619/96ee5b60/
attachment.html
From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Mon Jun 19 17:48:11 2006
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Mon Jun 19 17:48:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] position announcement, Goldsboro, NC
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151E145@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Title: Reference Librarian - Potential genealogy/local history
specialist

Salary: $32, 461 minimum starting pay. Salary commensurate with
qualifications and experience.

Qualifications: A commitment to customer service excellence; the ability
to adapt to changing information needs in the community; excellent
interpersonal and communication skills; enthusiasm for working with a
diverse population; competency in the use of the internet and online
resources; the ability to work both independently and as a team member;
and the ability to multi-task.

Education Requirements: A Master's degree in Library Science, current
enrollment in an MLS program, or a four-year degree and at least one
year of library reference service experience.

Preferred: An MLS from an ALA accredited library school. Experience with
or an interest in local history and genealogy.

Duties: Provides reference and readers' advisory services at the Adult
Services desk. Other duties include collection development; promoting
library resources through subject pathfinders, classes and
presentations; representing the library on special committees; and
special projects as assigned.

Available: Immediately

Apply By: July 15, 2006.

To Apply: Send resume and cover letter referring to position number 619
to: Rhonda Konig, Reference Department Head, Wayne County Public
Library, 1001 E. Ash St., Goldsboro, NC 27530.

For Additional Information: Contact Rhonda Konig at (919)-735-1824 ext.
4 or email at rhonda.konig@waynegov.com.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060619/
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From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Tue Jun 20 09:52:35 2006
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Tue Jun 20 09:53:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <4497B753.3605.2DE43A@localhost>
I have three duplicate books which are free for the taking:
"Liberty-Clay County (MO) Sesquicentennial (1822-1972) Souvenire
Program"
"Polk's Kansas City (KS) Directory, 1993"
"The Hatchet, 1927" [Washington University, Saint Louis]
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From krzepczynski at michigan.gov Tue Jun 20 09:56:53 2006
From: krzepczynski at michigan.gov (Kris Rzepczynski)
Date: Tue Jun 20 09:57:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <s497c674.001@som1msgt4.michigan.gov>
If still available, the Library of Michigan would be interested in the
Liberty-Clay County title.
Kris

Kris Rzepczynski
Michigan/Genealogy Coordinator
Library of Michigan
517.373.9456
krzepczynski@michigan.gov

>>> ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us 6/20/2006 9:52 AM >>>
I have three duplicate books which are free for the taking:
"Liberty-Clay County (MO) Sesquicentennial (1822-1972) Souvenire
Program"
"Polk's Kansas City (KS) Directory, 1993"
"The Hatchet, 1927" [Washington University, Saint Louis]
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Tue Jun 20 12:45:50 2006
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Tue Jun 20 12:46:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] titles taken
Message-ID: <4497DFEE.5711.CC7FBE@localhost>
The free books have been taken.
Janice
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Tue Jun 20 14:57:38 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Tue Jun 20 15:00:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060620145708.04e774e0@pop3.whollygenes.com>
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.
I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less elaborate
"library" bindings.
Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
--

No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.1/369 - Release Date: 6/19/2006
From egrundset at dar.org Tue Jun 20 15:20:54 2006
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue Jun 20 15:20:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
Message-ID: <efc886a6ede6d6a522fb934d964517db44984a84@mail.dar.org>
There used to be/still is? a Shenandoah Valley Bindery [email: svbind@shentel.net],
somewhere near Winchester, Virginia. We have used Heckman Bindery in W. Manchester,
Indiana, for decades -- they pick up and deliver monthly -- www.heckmanbindery.com.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 2:58 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.
I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less elaborate
"library" bindings.
Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.1/369 - Release Date: 6/19/2006
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From THORSENC at stjohns.edu Tue Jun 20 16:43:44 2006
From: THORSENC at stjohns.edu (Connie Kuntz-Thorsen)
Date: Tue Jun 20 16:43:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID:
<FDD2D4D57D38EF4DB7E196780954D20705D0694D@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/
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From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Tue Jun 20 16:53:50 2006
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Tue Jun 20 16:54:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
In-Reply-To: <44948DE0.7020709@eastman.net>
References: <95B3CC9E-420F-4A09-AE7C-7272AA191054@pacbell.net>
<448D2C1C020000AF0000C807@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
<b63c86520606120909n3cce3794g10b677202329f1b3@mail.gmail.com>
<B57E80FD9C16-4C93-92C2-0CD21BFF3A4B@pacbell.net>
<44948DE0.7020709@eastman.net>
Message-ID: <4498605E.9040909@sbcglobal.net>
UC San Diego has available online "HeritageQuest main page.
Restricted to UCSD IP addresses."
http://melvyl.cdlib.org/F/XJ2UBUG2VPIQYSBBJ4UN11C735RAHMES5MQG8KJYBQ4FTKEGPN-08168?
func=file&file_name=find-b&local_base=CONLIN
The California Libraries Catalog is at:
http://www.calcat.org/

Anyone can view the holdings of all the participating public
libraries in California. People who have a California address
may enter that address to gain access to the "All Libraries"
view which shows the holding of all the libraries worldwide
that participate in this shared catalog. In California
the "All Libraries" view includes academic, law libraries
and special libraries.
http://academic-genealogy.com/californiastateinformation.htm#library
Someone on this list may wish to try the above site and report
their findings, (as to connecting with "HeritageQuest"), using the
California Libraries Catalog URL, noted above.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
{both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-----------------------------------------------------------Dick Eastman wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

ALL California residents may obtain free access to HeritageQuest
Online from their homes.
You need a library card from one of the participating libraries that
offers library cards to all California residents. HOWEVER, obtaining
that library card might not be convenient: in most cases, you must go
to the participating library in person to obtain your library card.
For many Californians, the nearest participating library might be a
long ways away.
According to the information entered by users of the Encyclopedia of
Genealogy at http://www.eogen.com, the following libraries offer
remote access to HeritageQuest Online to ALL California residents:
Alameda County Library, County of Los Angeles Public Library, Long
Beach Public Library and the Placentia Library District. I suspect
there are more. (If you do know of more, please enter that information
into the Encyclopedia of Genealogy's pages at
http://eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline.)
One library in California is unique in that it gives library cards to
residents of ALL states. Technically, ALL Americans may obtain free
in-home access to HeritageQuest Online through the Los Angeles Public
Library. The problem is traveling to that library one time to obtain a
library card in person. That requirement obviously will stop most people.
By coincidence, I will be in Los Angeles in a few months for another
reason and hope to test this for myself. I plan to stop by a branch of
the Los Angeles Public Library and obtain my own library card. (I live
in Massachusetts.) That should give me an additional method of
accessing HeritageQuest Online from home.
Thanks.
- Dick Eastman

>
>
> Laura Spurrier wrote:
>
>> Dick Eastman's blog implied that all public libraries in Calif. offer
>> access to Heritage Quest. I checked the link he offered to a list of
>> such libraries and found it covered perhaps 25% of the state. The
>> rest of us are out of luck. My local public library certainly
>> doesn't offer it. Perhaps coverage is better back east?
>>
Laura Spurrier
>>
>> On Jun 12, 2006, at 9:09 AM, Mary K. Mannix wrote:
>>
>>> I think this would be a great time for all us public librarians to
>>> make sure that the genealogical societies in our areas are aware of
>>> the ease of which their members can get library cards, even at our own
>>> systems or in the systems where they live, and therefore keep access
>>> to HQ. I am often amazed at the traveling genealogists who come
>>> through my room who didn't even know they could get to HQ from their
>>> public libraries. We always check their systems for them and don't
>>> think we have ever looked one up that did not have HQ. Mary
>>>
>>> PS I will admit that I didn't even know that the societies could get
>>> such subscriptions and I can see it being a pricing issue.
>>>
>>>
>>> --Mary K. Mannix
>>> Maryland Room Manager
>>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>>> Frederick, MD
>>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Jun 20 17:01:52 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Jun 20 17:01:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B05FAA508@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
We did a program on this at our state library conference this year. I'll
send you (off list) the top ten questions/issues gathered, including
ones from members of this list.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069

tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 3:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From eclemons at hcplibrary.org Tue Jun 20 17:24:19 2006
From: eclemons at hcplibrary.org (Elizabeth Clemons)
Date: Tue Jun 20 17:29:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <7062151B8C985C4AA81890AD1516437608C849@hcpl-ex.hancockpub.lib.in.us>
Dear Connie,
I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library has a local
history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff the room. As such, we
often get genealogy questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one
of the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of questions we
can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most mundane question (in our opinion),
when answered can make someone's day.
I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons want to know
how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print as well. We also get
requests for obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer the
patrons to the county health department for information about vital records.
Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and Ancestry Library Edition. We
offer training for both of these online genealogical resources.
Hope this information helped you.
Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a duplicate post)
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your expertise. I
am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and since I am not in the
field can only give the students the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would
you be able to share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any
obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they
may be faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any
suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen

Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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Size: 6107 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/
c6c15589/attachment.bin
From Dlunow at aol.com Tue Jun 20 18:30:40 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Tue Jun 20 18:30:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.
Message-ID: <239.bb8cfed.31c9d110@aol.com>
I am sure one of you knows, how long a copyright on a book is good.
So, how long?
What has to be done to get a copyright?
What has to be done to keep it in effect?
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Tue Jun 20 20:20:07 2006
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Tue Jun 20 20:20:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
References: <7062151B8C985C4AA81890AD1516437608C849@hcpl-ex.hancockpub.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640C8A09@carrch23.carrollton.com>
My library has a genealogy room, but no dedicated staff for it, either. Patrons
ask the reference desk staff all kinds of things pertaining to genealogy.
Please remind your students (and we should remember this ourselves) genealogy is
not a secret society or anything obscure. One should treat these questions as they
do any questions--listen, deteremine exactly what patrons is asking, search the
library's catalog, and go from there.
thanks,
Lynette
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor

Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Dear Connie,
I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library has a local
history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff the room. As such, we
often get genealogy questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one
of the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of questions we
can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most mundane question (in our opinion),
when answered can make someone's day.
I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons want to know
how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print as well. We also get
requests for obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer the
patrons to the county health department for information about vital records.
Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and Ancestry Library Edition. We
offer training for both of these online genealogical resources.
Hope this information helped you.
Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a duplicate post)
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your expertise. I
am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and since I am not in the
field can only give the students the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would
you be able to share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any
obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they
may be faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any
suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Jun 20 21:10:05 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Jun 20 21:10:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B05FAA66B@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Try this web site for answers to these and other FAQs.

http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ1.html

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 5:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.

I am sure one of you knows, how long a copyright on a book is good.

So, how long?
What has to be done to get a copyright?
What has to be done to keep it in effect?
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/5bf12dd1/
attachment.html
From NMiller at vbgov.com Wed Jun 21 08:30:29 2006
From: NMiller at vbgov.com (Nancy Miller)
Date: Wed Jun 21 08:30:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
Message-ID: <C3F77B303ED07149843F0A41E65EC20BE49DAA@vbms004.vbgov.com>
Virginia Beach Public Library uses Long's Roullet Bookbinders, Inc. in
Norfolk, VA. They are reasonable, pick up, and deliver.
Long's Roullet
2800 Monticello Ave.
Norfolk, VA 23405
757-623-4244
www.longs-roullet.com
Nancy
Nancy M. Miller, MSLS
Collection Development Librarian
Virginia Beach Public Library
4100 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23452-1767
757-385-0163
757-431-3741 FAX
nmiller@vbgov.com
vbgov.com/libraries
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset,

Eric
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 3:21 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rebinding
There used to be/still is? a Shenandoah Valley Bindery [email:
svbind@shentel.net], somewhere near Winchester, Virginia. We have used
Heckman Bindery in W. Manchester, Indiana, for decades -- they pick up
and deliver monthly -- www.heckmanbindery.com.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 2:58 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.
I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less
elaborate
"library" bindings.
Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.1/369 - Release Date: 6/19/2006
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From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 21 09:07:55 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:08:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <1fc0afb1fc0f3d.1fc0f3d1fc0afb@onenet.net>
Hello once again, everyone.
One of the most difficult things to remember about carrying out
genealogy reference at a "straight" reference desk is that many times,
those staff do not have complete specialized training in the field. All
reference librarians and reference staff should be able to answer a
core set of reference questions concerning the general nature of
genealogy and the particular resources located at your institution.
They should also, as a rule of thumb, have the contact information for
your local genealogy society or historical society in their "fast dial"
numbers, just like they do the county courthouse or whatever other
contact information customers typically ask for. As well as at least
passing familiarity with the top 10 non-computerized genealogy
resources you offer.
Even though genealogy is a specialized field by definition, there is
still a lot of latitude in dealing with how to integrate a more
generalized reference librarian into an understanding of key points
that their customers will ask about.
As far as key questions and resources, there are both universal and
area-specific resources, of course. Training on commonly used websites
such as Ancestry and HeritageQuest is a given. Genealogy, for both good
and bad, is increasingly computer oriented. Your customers will expect
and demand that there is a certain level of technical sophistication on
the part of your reference staff, in things such as printing census
images, knowing how to search databases, etc.
In the same way, proficiency on computer searching in general becomes
important. Being able to help customers successfully locate genealogy
society websites, free online resources, and other referral points will
put the customers at ease as well.
The biggest and most important thing I think a good librarian who
handles genealogy reference needs is perspective. Family is very
important to these customers, or they wouldn't be attempting to do
research. There needs to be a sensitivity to the issues that customers
may be dealing with in their searches. For example, a person might be
trying to find a long lost brother, a favorite aunt that went missing,
etc. Genealogy reference shares a lot, in spirit, with the help funeral
directors give. They help you make plans for the recently departed, and
serve as a gateway into that process. A good genealogy reference helper
will assist you (normally) with the not so recently departed.
I hope these thoughts and my perspective help you frame your
understanding of what you will be teaching your class. As a former
genealogy librarian who maintains an active interest in the field, I am
heartened that you are doing what you can do to justice to the
complexities of genealogy reference in your teaching.
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS

Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones@cityofcarrollton.com>
Date: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 7:20 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> My library has a genealogy room, but no dedicated staff for it,
> either. Patrons ask the reference desk staff all kinds of things
> pertaining to genealogy.
>
> Please remind your students (and we should remember this
> ourselves) genealogy is not a secret society or anything obscure.
> One should treat these questions as they do any questions--listen,
> deteremine exactly what patrons is asking, search the library's
> catalog, and go from there.
>
> thanks,
> Lynette
>
> Lynette V. Jones
> Information Services Supervisor
> Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
> Carrollton, TX 75006
> 972-466-4814
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of
> Elizabeth Clemons
> Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 4:24 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
> desk
>
> Dear Connie,
>
> I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
> library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
> librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
> questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
> the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
> questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
> mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
> someone's day.
>
> I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
> patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and usually
> want to print as well. We also get requests for obituaries, vital
> records (birth, marriage and death). I refer the patrons to the
> county health department for information about vital records.

> Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and Ancestry Library
> Edition. We offer training for both of these online genealogical
> resources.
>
> Hope this information helped you.
>
> Take care,
> Elizabeth Clemons
> Reference Librarian
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
> Kuntz-Thorsen
> Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
>
>
> Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
> duplicate post) >
> Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
> your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
> summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
> the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
> share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
> desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
> recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions to
> help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
> librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions you
> could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>
> Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
> Connie Thorsen
>
> Associate Professor
>
> St. John's University
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------_______________________________________________
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes

Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
edbf1eee/directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 21 09:17:13 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:16:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To:
<FDD2D4D57D38EF4DB7E196780954D20705D0694D@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Message-ID: <00b801c69535$027b5400$3102060a@rpl.org>
As we do have a separate genealogy room, we have our specific sites. They
would be Ancestry.com and Heritage Quest on our 4 dedicated computers. This
is because we do not allow internet access in the genealogy room - right now
we are having a major problem (police here every day) with myspace and the
police being called to deal with obstreperous young people.

As "free sites" that patrons can access from home we suggest
Familysearch.org (with the caveat that it is contributed and unverified
data), ditto for Rootsweb, the GenWeb sites, Cyndislist (I am partial to it
because I met Cyndi when she had 400 links). Obscure sources? Well, depends
what a patron is seeking. Sites in foreign languages specific to their
interest (http://www.genealogienetz.de/genealogy.html is one that I think is
good), as is googling the towns that they are looking for (which means that
if that town is online, they can write to it). One patron found a small
German church that was online, write and received a response with
information. We also use Google Earth to see where places are and
essentially to see if their grandpa's house is still there!

The sites are whatever you can find that is appropriate to their search
other than the collective sites. One thing to be aware of is that there are
sites out there which are advertising themselves as far more than they
really are. What you get for your money isn't really worth it. I also advise
them to seek out and read comments on sites like
(http://www.genealogyblog.com/). There I read about a proposed project, and
eventually wound up writing a chapter for the book. And this last site had
good references to interesting items. Lastly (and I realize tat this is
getting long and starting to sound like paid adverts, which they are not),
patrons can subscribe to online newsletter for free (like the ones from
Ancestor) or others with modest amounts of cost, like Genweekly.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/5e878989/
attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 21 09:26:02 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:26:05 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Question_about_copyright.?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AA7@phosphorus>
http://www.copyright.gov <http://www.copyright.gov/>

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 5:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.

I am sure one of you knows, how long a copyright on a book is good.
So, how long?
What has to be done to get a copyright?
What has to be done to keep it in effect?
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/200a2956/
attachment.html
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Jun 21 09:31:12 2006
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:29:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry announcement
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98B@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1
Ancestry is celebrating the completion of the 1930 census index and
offering a free 3 day trial of the 1930 database through July. Nice
article on abcnews.com about ancestors of several famous people.
Rhonda Stoffer

Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/8ae468f3/
attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 21 09:47:37 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:47:40 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Genealogy_questions_asked_at_the_ref?=
=?us-ascii?Q?erence_desk?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AA8@phosphorus>
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org <http://www.familysearch.org/>
A common
mistake people - they will say something to the effect, "my family isn't
Mormon so the church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL
records of any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not
to be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map drawn by
a cub scout. But there is much more available from the Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu <http://261.byu.edu/> .

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/> .

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your records. Why
can't I get into the archives? (Our website clearly states that
appointments are recommended because a librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies.
especially uncatalogued materials.

Joyce A. Brannan

2.

Local library archives,

Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth
Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library
has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff
the room. As such, we often get genealogy questions at the reference
desk. Be sure to mention that one of the most interesting aspects of
reference work is the variety of questions we can answer for patrons.
Sometimes even the most mundane question (in our opinion), when answered
can make someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons
want to know how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print
as well. We also get requests for obituaries, vital records (birth,
marriage and death). I refer the patrons to the county health
department for information about vital records. Patrons are also
curious about HeritageQuest and Ancestry Library Edition. We offer
training for both of these online genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian

________________________________

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
b6f63403/attachment-0001.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Jun 21 09:52:25 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:50:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry announcement
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668990@magneto.wals.local>
The article makes it sound too easy, as if finding them in the 1930
census will automatically connect you to all earlier listings of the
individual (carefully checked for named duplications at that). Oh well,
this isn't the first time we've had that problem.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 8:31 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry announcement

<http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1>
http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1
Ancestry is celebrating the completion of the 1930 census index and
offering a free 3 day trial of the 1930 database through July. Nice
article on abcnews.com about ancestors of several famous people.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/8ff0682e/
attachment.html
From wblohm at gailborden.info Wed Jun 21 09:50:56 2006
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:50:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To:
<FDD2D4D57D38EF4DB7E196780954D20705D0694D@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
References:
<FDD2D4D57D38EF4DB7E196780954D20705D0694D@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Message-ID: <44994EC0.4040108@gailborden.info>
Connie Kuntz-Thorsen wrote:
> Would you be able to share questions commonly asked about genealogy at
> the reference desk?
>
The most common I receive are:
When and where was my ancestor born/married/buried?
Where did my ancestor live (meaning street address or farm property)?
Where did my ancestor go when he/she disappeared?
> Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend?
>
The Librarians Serving Genealogists website has a good basic collection
of books:
http://nosferatu.cas.usf.edu/lis/genealib/reference.html
although the list has not been updated in two years, and a number of the
titles have newer editions now.
I also recommend:
Croom, Emily Anne. Unpuzzling Your Past. (Cincinnati, Ohio: Betterway
Books, 2001) and

Renick, Barbara. Genealogy 101: How to Trace Your Family's History and
Heritage. (Nashville: Rutledge Hill Press, 2003) as the best beginner's
books.
For websites, see our library's genealogy portal:
http://gailb2000/local/resources/refhistory.html#genealogy
Also, access to digitized or microfilm of local newspapers as far back
as they exist is almost essential.
> Any obscure sources? I?d like to give them questions to help them
> discover what they may be faced with as reference librarians dealing
> with genealogy.
>
Obscure sources tend to be best for answering obscure genealogy
questions, i.e. more advanced questions.
I like to recommend bibliographies of local history and military unit
history. County plat maps, topographic maps, and current and historic
maps of Europe are also useful. BTW, I like to recommend www.mappy.com
for finding existing European villages; it's rather similar to Mapquest.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District, 270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 21 09:53:45 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:53:47 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Genealogy_questions_asked_at_the_ref?=
=?us-ascii?Q?erence_desk?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AA9@phosphorus>
Your library web address doesn't seem to be working.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of William
Blohm
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 8:51 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Connie Kuntz-Thorsen wrote:
> Would you be able to share questions commonly asked about genealogy at
> the reference desk?
>
The most common I receive are:
When and where was my ancestor born/married/buried?
Where did my ancestor live (meaning street address or farm property)?
Where did my ancestor go when he/she disappeared?

> Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend?
>
The Librarians Serving Genealogists website has a good basic collection
of books:
http://nosferatu.cas.usf.edu/lis/genealib/reference.html
although the list has not been updated in two years, and a number of the
titles have newer editions now.
I also recommend:
Croom, Emily Anne. Unpuzzling Your Past. (Cincinnati, Ohio: Betterway
Books, 2001) and
Renick, Barbara. Genealogy 101: How to Trace Your Family's History and
Heritage. (Nashville: Rutledge Hill Press, 2003) as the best beginner's
books.
For websites, see our library's genealogy portal:
http://gailb2000/local/resources/refhistory.html#genealogy
Also, access to digitized or microfilm of local newspapers as far back
as they exist is almost essential.
> Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions to help them
> discover what they may be faced with as reference librarians dealing
> with genealogy.
>
Obscure sources tend to be best for answering obscure genealogy
questions, i.e. more advanced questions.
I like to recommend bibliographies of local history and military unit
history. County plat maps, topographic maps, and current and historic
maps of Europe are also useful. BTW, I like to recommend www.mappy.com
for finding existing European villages; it's rather similar to Mapquest.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District, 270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
_______________________________________________
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From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 21 09:54:38 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:54:41 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Genealogy_questions_asked_at_the_ref?=
=?us-ascii?Q?erence_desk?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AAA@phosphorus>
I'd be interested in seeing your list also, please.

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama

Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

We did a program on this at our state library conference this year. I'll
send you (off list) the top ten questions/issues gathered, including
ones from members of this list.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 3:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have

any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
f6507b43/attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Jun 21 10:01:48 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed Jun 21 09:59:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668998@magneto.wals.local>
As the Sesame Street folks sang, you need to know "Who are the people in
your neighborhood?" There's more referral in genealogy reference than
in the homework help, consumer information, etc. questions we get at our
public library. Every public library should have a list of its own
resources for genealogists-- county histories, plat maps, cemetery
transcriptions, newspapers, the uncataloged 3 x 5 card indexes,
whatever. Then you need to swap lists with local and regional societies
etc.

Somebody-maybe even abcnews-will tell folks about the census.

It's the

locally generated sources which are unpredictable.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 3:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/347703a3/
attachment.html
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Jun 21 10:28:44 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)

Date: Wed Jun 21 10:28:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AA8@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <00c901c6953f$003b91a0$140ba8c0@Director>
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here) -Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
Patron: It's your job to find out.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org <http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org/>

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Brannan, Joyce
A.
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org <http://www.familysearch.org/>
A common
mistake people - they will say something to the effect, "my family isn't
Mormon so the church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records
of any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to be
relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map drawn by a cub
scout. But there is much more available from the Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu <http://261.byu.edu/> .

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/> .

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death, marriage,
probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I find them?

2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your records. Why
can't I get into the archives? (Our website clearly states that
appointments are recommended because a librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies.
especially uncatalogued materials.

2.

Local library archives,

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth
Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library has
a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff the
room. As such, we often get genealogy questions at the reference desk. Be
sure to mention that one of the most interesting aspects of reference work
is the variety of questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the
most mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make someone's
day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons want to
know how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print as well.
We also get requests for obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and
death). I refer the patrons to the county health department for information

about vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these online
genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a duplicate
post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and since
I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic" view of
genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions commonly asked
about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc.
that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them
questions to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions you could
offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
d46d30e6/attachment.html
From acushing at library.state.nh.us Wed Jun 21 10:34:45 2006
From: acushing at library.state.nh.us (Amber Cushing)

Date: Wed Jun 21 10:31:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <35E1518FDDB9EE45A215A3F56431C06CDC9B49@finch.nhsl.lib.nh.us>
Hi,
I have handled genealogy questions at an archival repository and libraries.
This article might be of use: Seeking information, seeking connections,
seeking meaning: genealogists and family historians by Elizabeth Yakel
http://informationr.net/ir/10-1/paper205.html
I find one of the most important concepts to grasp is how genealogists think
differently than traditional academic users. If you're used to academics,
it can be hard at first to understand that many genealogists have an
entirely different idea about how to find something.
As far as websites, there are many, but its important to distinguish between
websites that have information, or ideas about how to find information (ie a
family tree on a personal site versus how to find a birth record in a
specific county.) http://stevemorse.org/ has a helpful ed finder when
working with the census and can help bridge information sources together
that I've often used in the past.

Amber Cushing
Reference Librarian
New Hampshire State Library
20 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301
603-271-3302
http://www.nh.gov/nhsl/index.html
-----Original Message----From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 22
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. titles taken (Janice Schultz)

2. Rebinding (Bob Velke)
3. RE: Rebinding (Grundset, Eric)
4. Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
(Connie Kuntz-Thorsen)
5. Re: No more remote access to HQ (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
6. RE: Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
(Tracy Luscombe)
7. RE: Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
(Elizabeth Clemons)
8. Question about copyright. (Dlunow@aol.com)
9. RE: Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
(Lynette Jones)
10. RE: Question about copyright. (Tracy Luscombe)
11. RE: Rebinding (Nancy Miller)
12. Re: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
13. RE: Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (Larry Naukam)
14. RE: Question about copyright. (Brannan, Joyce A.)
15. Ancestry announcement (Rhonda Stoffer)
16. RE: Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
(Brannan, Joyce A.)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 11:45:50 -0500
From: "Janice Schultz" <ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Subject: [Genealib] titles taken
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <4497DFEE.5711.CC7FBE@localhost>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
The free books have been taken.
Janice
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 14:57:38 -0400
From: Bob Velke <bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060620145708.04e774e0@pop3.whollygenes.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed;
x-avg-checked=avg-ok-21DA6350
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.

I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less elaborate
"library" bindings.
Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.1/369 - Release Date: 6/19/2006

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 15:20:54 -0400
From: "Grundset, Eric" <egrundset@dar.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rebinding
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <efc886a6ede6d6a522fb934d964517db44984a84@mail.dar.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
There used to be/still is? a Shenandoah Valley Bindery [email:
svbind@shentel.net], somewhere near Winchester, Virginia. We have used
Heckman Bindery in W. Manchester, Indiana, for decades -- they pick up and
deliver monthly -- www.heckmanbindery.com.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 2:58 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.
I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less elaborate

"library" bindings.
Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.1/369 - Release Date: 6/19/2006
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 16:43:44 -0400
From: "Connie Kuntz-Thorsen" <THORSENC@stjohns.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<FDD2D4D57D38EF4DB7E196780954D20705D0694D@SQNEWMAIL.admin.ads.stjohns.edu>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor

St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/d9077ca
d/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 13:53:50 -0700
From: "Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr." <vctinney@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] No more remote access to HQ
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4498605E.9040909@sbcglobal.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
UC San Diego has available online "HeritageQuest main page.
Restricted to UCSD IP addresses."
http://melvyl.cdlib.org/F/XJ2UBUG2VPIQYSBBJ4UN11C735RAHMES5MQG8KJYBQ4FTKEGPN
-08168?func=file&file_name=find-b&local_base=CONLIN
The California Libraries Catalog is at:
http://www.calcat.org/
Anyone can view the holdings of all the participating public
libraries in California. People who have a California address
may enter that address to gain access to the "All Libraries"
view which shows the holding of all the libraries worldwide
that participate in this shared catalog. In California
the "All Libraries" view includes academic, law libraries
and special libraries.
http://academic-genealogy.com/californiastateinformation.htm#library
Someone on this list may wish to try the above site and report
their findings, (as to connecting with "HeritageQuest"), using the
California Libraries Catalog URL, noted above.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
{both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-----------------------------------------------------------Dick Eastman wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

ALL California residents may obtain free access to HeritageQuest
Online from their homes.
You need a library card from one of the participating libraries that
offers library cards to all California residents. HOWEVER, obtaining
that library card might not be convenient: in most cases, you must go

> to the participating library in person to obtain your library card.
> For many Californians, the nearest participating library might be a
> long ways away.
>
> According to the information entered by users of the Encyclopedia of
> Genealogy at http://www.eogen.com, the following libraries offer
> remote access to HeritageQuest Online to ALL California residents:
> Alameda County Library, County of Los Angeles Public Library, Long
> Beach Public Library and the Placentia Library District. I suspect
> there are more. (If you do know of more, please enter that information
> into the Encyclopedia of Genealogy's pages at
> http://eogen.com/HeritageQuestOnline.)
>
> One library in California is unique in that it gives library cards to
> residents of ALL states. Technically, ALL Americans may obtain free
> in-home access to HeritageQuest Online through the Los Angeles Public
> Library. The problem is traveling to that library one time to obtain a
> library card in person. That requirement obviously will stop most people.
>
> By coincidence, I will be in Los Angeles in a few months for another
> reason and hope to test this for myself. I plan to stop by a branch of
> the Los Angeles Public Library and obtain my own library card. (I live
> in Massachusetts.) That should give me an additional method of
> accessing HeritageQuest Online from home.
>
> Thanks.
>
> - Dick Eastman
>
>
> Laura Spurrier wrote:
>
>> Dick Eastman's blog implied that all public libraries in Calif. offer
>> access to Heritage Quest. I checked the link he offered to a list of
>> such libraries and found it covered perhaps 25% of the state. The
>> rest of us are out of luck. My local public library certainly
>> doesn't offer it. Perhaps coverage is better back east?
>>
Laura Spurrier
>>
>> On Jun 12, 2006, at 9:09 AM, Mary K. Mannix wrote:
>>
>>> I think this would be a great time for all us public librarians to
>>> make sure that the genealogical societies in our areas are aware of
>>> the ease of which their members can get library cards, even at our own
>>> systems or in the systems where they live, and therefore keep access
>>> to HQ. I am often amazed at the traveling genealogists who come
>>> through my room who didn't even know they could get to HQ from their
>>> public libraries. We always check their systems for them and don't
>>> think we have ever looked one up that did not have HQ. Mary
>>>
>>> PS I will admit that I didn't even know that the societies could get
>>> such subscriptions and I can see it being a pricing issue.
>>>
>>>
>>> --Mary K. Mannix
>>> Maryland Room Manager
>>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>>> Frederick, MD

>>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/1b4b1d7
2/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 16:01:52 -0500
From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B05FAA508@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We did a program on this at our state library conference this year. I'll
send you (off list) the top ten questions/issues gathered, including
ones from members of this list.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 3:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions

commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not
the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank
You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/914a504
3/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 17:24:19 -0400
From: "Elizabeth Clemons" <eclemons@hcplibrary.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<7062151B8C985C4AA81890AD1516437608C849@hcpl-ex.hancockpub.lib.in.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Dear Connie,
I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library has
a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff the
room. As such, we often get genealogy questions at the reference desk. Be
sure to mention that one of the most interesting aspects of reference work
is the variety of questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the
most mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make someone's
day.
I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons want to
know how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print as well.
We also get requests for obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and
death). I refer the patrons to the county health department for information
about vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these online
genealogical resources.
Hope this information helped you.
Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a duplicate
post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and since
I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic" view of
genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions commonly asked
about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc.
that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them
questions to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions you could
offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6107 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/c6c1558
9/attachment-0001.bin
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 18:30:40 EDT
From: Dlunow@aol.com
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <239.bb8cfed.31c9d110@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I am sure one of you knows, how long a copyright on a book is good.
So, how long?
What has to be done to get a copyright?
What has to be done to keep it in effect?
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060620/4e5a98c
4/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 19:20:07 -0500
From: "Lynette Jones" <Lynette.Jones@cityofcarrollton.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640C8A09@carrch23.carrollton.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
My library has a genealogy room, but no dedicated staff for it, either.
Patrons ask the reference desk staff all kinds of things pertaining to
genealogy.

Please remind your
genealogy is not a
these questions as
patrons is asking,

students (and we should remember this ourselves)
secret society or anything obscure. One should treat
they do any questions--listen, deteremine exactly what
search the library's catalog, and go from there.

thanks,
Lynette
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Dear Connie,
I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library has
a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff the
room. As such, we often get genealogy questions at the reference desk. Be
sure to mention that one of the most interesting aspects of reference work
is the variety of questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the
most mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make someone's
day.
I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons want to
know how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print as well.
We also get requests for obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and
death). I refer the patrons to the county health department for information
about vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these online
genealogical resources.
Hope this information helped you.
Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a duplicate
post) -

Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and since
I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic" view of
genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions commonly asked
about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc.
that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them
questions to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions you could
offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 7643 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
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-----------------------------Message: 10
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 20:10:05 -0500
From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Question about copyright.
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B05FAA66B@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Try this web site for answers to these and other FAQs.

http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ1.html

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library

101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 5:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.

I am sure one of you knows, how long a copyright on a book is good.
So, how long?
What has to be done to get a copyright?
What has to be done to keep it in effect?
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not
the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank
You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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-----------------------------Message: 11
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 08:30:29 -0400
From: "Nancy Miller" <NMiller@vbgov.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rebinding
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C3F77B303ED07149843F0A41E65EC20BE49DAA@vbms004.vbgov.com>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii"
Virginia Beach Public Library uses Long's Roullet Bookbinders, Inc. in
Norfolk, VA. They are reasonable, pick up, and deliver.
Long's Roullet
2800 Monticello Ave.
Norfolk, VA 23405
757-623-4244
www.longs-roullet.com
Nancy
Nancy M. Miller, MSLS
Collection Development Librarian
Virginia Beach Public Library
4100 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23452-1767
757-385-0163
757-431-3741 FAX
nmiller@vbgov.com
vbgov.com/libraries
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset,
Eric
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 3:21 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rebinding
There used to be/still is? a Shenandoah Valley Bindery [email:
svbind@shentel.net], somewhere near Winchester, Virginia. We have used
Heckman Bindery in W. Manchester, Indiana, for decades -- they pick up
and deliver monthly -- www.heckmanbindery.com.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 2:58 PM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.
I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less
elaborate
"library" bindings.
Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.1/369 - Release Date: 6/19/2006
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 12
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 08:07:55 -0500
From: director@perry.lib.ok.us
Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <1fc0afb1fc0f3d.1fc0f3d1fc0afb@onenet.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hello once again, everyone.
One of the most difficult things to remember about carrying out
genealogy reference at a "straight" reference desk is that many times,
those staff do not have complete specialized training in the field. All
reference librarians and reference staff should be able to answer a
core set of reference questions concerning the general nature of
genealogy and the particular resources located at your institution.
They should also, as a rule of thumb, have the contact information for
your local genealogy society or historical society in their "fast dial"

numbers, just like they do the county courthouse or whatever other
contact information customers typically ask for. As well as at least
passing familiarity with the top 10 non-computerized genealogy
resources you offer.
Even though genealogy is a specialized field by definition, there is
still a lot of latitude in dealing with how to integrate a more
generalized reference librarian into an understanding of key points
that their customers will ask about.
As far as key questions and resources, there are both universal and
area-specific resources, of course. Training on commonly used websites
such as Ancestry and HeritageQuest is a given. Genealogy, for both good
and bad, is increasingly computer oriented. Your customers will expect
and demand that there is a certain level of technical sophistication on
the part of your reference staff, in things such as printing census
images, knowing how to search databases, etc.
In the same way, proficiency on computer searching in general becomes
important. Being able to help customers successfully locate genealogy
society websites, free online resources, and other referral points will
put the customers at ease as well.
The biggest and most important thing I think a good librarian who
handles genealogy reference needs is perspective. Family is very
important to these customers, or they wouldn't be attempting to do
research. There needs to be a sensitivity to the issues that customers
may be dealing with in their searches. For example, a person might be
trying to find a long lost brother, a favorite aunt that went missing,
etc. Genealogy reference shares a lot, in spirit, with the help funeral
directors give. They help you make plans for the recently departed, and
serve as a gateway into that process. A good genealogy reference helper
will assist you (normally) with the not so recently departed.
I hope these thoughts and my perspective help you frame your
understanding of what you will be teaching your class. As a former
genealogy librarian who maintains an active interest in the field, I am
heartened that you are doing what you can do to justice to the
complexities of genealogy reference in your teaching.
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones@cityofcarrollton.com>
Date: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 7:20 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> My library has a genealogy room, but no dedicated staff for it,
> either. Patrons ask the reference desk staff all kinds of things
> pertaining to genealogy.
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>

Please remind your students (and we should remember this
ourselves) genealogy is not a secret society or anything obscure.
One should treat these questions as they do any questions--listen,
deteremine exactly what patrons is asking, search the library's
catalog, and go from there.
thanks,
Lynette
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
Dear Connie,
I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.
I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and usually
want to print as well. We also get requests for obituaries, vital
records (birth, marriage and death). I refer the patrons to the
county health department for information about vital records.
Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and Ancestry Library
Edition. We offer training for both of these online genealogical
resources.
Hope this information helped you.
Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

>
>
> Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
> duplicate post) >
> Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
> your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
> summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
> the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
> share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
> desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
> recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions to
> help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
> librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions you
> could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>
> Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
> Connie Thorsen
>
> Associate Professor
>
> St. John's University
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------_______________________________________________
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-----------------------------Message: 13
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 09:17:13 -0400
From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00b801c69535$027b5400$3102060a@rpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
As we do have a separate genealogy room, we have our specific sites. They

would be Ancestry.com and Heritage Quest on our 4 dedicated computers. This
is because we do not allow internet access in the genealogy room - right now
we are having a major problem (police here every day) with myspace and the
police being called to deal with obstreperous young people.

As "free sites" that patrons can access from home we suggest
Familysearch.org (with the caveat that it is contributed and unverified
data), ditto for Rootsweb, the GenWeb sites, Cyndislist (I am partial to it
because I met Cyndi when she had 400 links). Obscure sources? Well, depends
what a patron is seeking. Sites in foreign languages specific to their
interest (http://www.genealogienetz.de/genealogy.html is one that I think is
good), as is googling the towns that they are looking for (which means that
if that town is online, they can write to it). One patron found a small
German church that was online, write and received a response with
information. We also use Google Earth to see where places are and
essentially to see if their grandpa's house is still there!

The sites are whatever you can find that is appropriate to their search
other than the collective sites. One thing to be aware of is that there are
sites out there which are advertising themselves as far more than they
really are. What you get for your money isn't really worth it. I also advise
them to seek out and read comments on sites like
(http://www.genealogyblog.com/). There I read about a proposed project, and
eventually wound up writing a chapter for the book. And this last site had
good references to interesting items. Lastly (and I realize tat this is
getting long and starting to sound like paid adverts, which they are not),
patrons can subscribe to online newsletter for free (like the ones from
Ancestor) or others with modest amounts of cost, like Genweekly.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 14
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 08:26:02 -0500
From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Question about copyright.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AA7@phosphorus>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
http://www.copyright.gov <http://www.copyright.gov/>

Joyce A. Brannan

Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 5:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Question about copyright.

I am sure one of you knows, how long a copyright on a book is good.
So, how long?
What has to be done to get a copyright?
What has to be done to keep it in effect?
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 15
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 09:31:12 -0400
From: "Rhonda Stoffer" <rstoffer@marion.lib.in.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry announcement
To: <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98B@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1
Ancestry is celebrating the completion of the 1930 census index and
offering a free 3 day trial of the 1930 database through July. Nice
article on abcnews.com about ancestors of several famous people.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services

Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 16
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 08:47:37 -0500
From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AA8@phosphorus>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org <http://www.familysearch.org/>
A common
mistake people - they will say something to the effect, "my family isn't
Mormon so the church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL
records of any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not
to be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map drawn by
a cub scout. But there is much more available from the Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu <http://261.byu.edu/> .

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/> .

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your records. Why
can't I get into the archives? (Our website clearly states that
appointments are recommended because a librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies.
especially uncatalogued materials.

2.

Local library archives,

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth
Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our library
has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time librarian who staff
the room. As such, we often get genealogy questions at the reference
desk. Be sure to mention that one of the most interesting aspects of
reference work is the variety of questions we can answer for patrons.
Sometimes even the most mundane question (in our opinion), when answered
can make someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example, patrons
want to know how to use the microfilm machines and usually want to print
as well. We also get requests for obituaries, vital records (birth,
marriage and death). I refer the patrons to the county health
department for information about vital records. Patrons are also
curious about HeritageQuest and Ancestry Library Edition. We offer
training for both of these online genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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End of genealib Digest, Vol 33, Issue 22
****************************************
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Jun 21 11:34:01 2006
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:32:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98C@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>

Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to access
it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading completely, we
do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search. Tech support sent
some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open, everything seems
to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it maybe an
Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or are we just
the lucky ones? Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
cdae59a1/attachment.html
From cheryls at plano.gov Wed Jun 21 11:35:32 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:35:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A28E@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
We're getting the same problem.

Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:34 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to access
it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading completely, we
do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search. Tech support sent
some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open, everything seems
to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it maybe an
Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or are we just
the lucky ones? Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
ad3d3e1e/attachment-0002.html
From cheryls at plano.gov Wed Jun 21 11:35:32 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:35:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A28E@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
We're getting the same problem.

Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:34 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to access
it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading completely, we
do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search. Tech support sent
some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open, everything seems
to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it maybe an
Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or are we just
the lucky ones? Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
ad3d3e1e/attachment-0003.html
From cellard at nygbs.org Wed Jun 21 11:47:06 2006
From: cellard at nygbs.org (Catherine M. Ellard)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:47:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <F6DD65A52A5EC54D866AF193A16DA37C029A4F@mail.nygbs.org>
As are we.
Catherine M. Ellard, MLS

Librarian
New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 East 58th Street
New York, NY 10022
(212) 755-8532
fax: (212) 754 4218
cellard@nygbs.org
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl
Smith
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists;
genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

We're getting the same problem.

Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:34 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to
access it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading
completely, we do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search.
Tech support sent some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open,
everything seems to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it
maybe an Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or
are we just the lucky ones? Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/532b2f86/
attachment.html
From agometz at rhus.com Wed Jun 21 11:48:02 2006
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:48:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry problems
In-Reply-To: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98B@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
References: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98B@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <13745.208.61.250.254.1150904882.squirrel@webmail.alastria.net>
We're down too here in North Carolina -- not getting anything at all.
Perhaps too many people are trying to search the 1930 census?
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
>
>
>
>
>
>

http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1
Ancestry is celebrating the completion of the 1930 census index and
offering a free 3 day trial of the 1930 database through July. Nice
article on abcnews.com about ancestors of several famous people.

From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 21 11:51:44 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:51:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <1fde6e91fe470b.1fe470b1fde6e9@onenet.net>
As are we. It was fine yesterday, but today the URL seems to be dead.
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Cheryl Smith <cheryls@plano.gov>
Date: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:35 am
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf

Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
e4fcb337/directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 21 11:51:44 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Wed Jun 21 11:51:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <1fde6e91fe470b.1fe470b1fde6e9@onenet.net>
As are we. It was fine yesterday, but today the URL seems to be dead.
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Cheryl Smith <cheryls@plano.gov>
Date: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:35 am
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
e4fcb337/directorperry.lib.ok.us-0001.vcf
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Wed Jun 21 12:04:07 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Wed Jun 21 12:00:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710B8@mail.wvculture.local>
As of noon, we are not having a problem.
over the past few days either.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300

I am not aware of any problems

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:34 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to
access it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading
completely, we do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search.
Tech support sent some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open,
everything seems to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it
maybe an Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or
are we just the lucky ones? Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
fe9058d6/attachment.html
From bstriker at bcpl.org Wed Jun 21 11:59:24 2006
From: bstriker at bcpl.org (Bridget Striker)
Date: Wed Jun 21 12:02:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <200606211159.AA5963922@webmail.bcpl.org>
Boone County, Kentucky is up and running as well.
Bridget B. Striker
Local History Librarian
Boone County Public Library
Scheben Branch
859 384-5550

---------- Original Message ---------------------------------From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 12:04:07 -0400
>As of noon, we are not having a problem.
>over the past few days either.
>
>
>Susan Scouras
>Librarian
>WV Archives and History Library
>The Cultural Center

I am not aware of any problems

>1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
>Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
>
>
-----Original Message---->
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
>Stoffer
>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 10:34 AM
>
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
>
>
>
>
Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to
>access it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading
>completely, we do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search.
>Tech support sent some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open,
>everything seems to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it
>maybe an Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or
>are we just the lucky ones? Thanks!
>
>
Rhonda Stoffer
>
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
>
Marion Public Library
>
>
>
>

From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Wed Jun 21 12:50:43 2006
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Wed Jun 21 12:50:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151E1D2@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
It will be important to familiarize them with the types of records that
genealogists use particularly: birth/death/marriage records,
wills/estate records, deeds, information that can be found in
newspapers, census records, passenger lists, family history books and
genealogy abstract/transcription books. Two good handbooks to learn
about these resources are: The Source: A Guidebook of American Genealogy
by Szucs and The Researcher's Guide to American Genealogy by Greenwood.

A key reference book that I would recommend is Ancestry's Red Book. This
is important in finding dates and availability of vital records in
particular as well as other records. It also gives a chart showing
county formation dates with parent counties.

The most common question asked is simply "I want to research my family
can you help me do that?" The next most common question is "I can find
my family up until a certain date and then they disappear. What do I do
next?"

The most important things to ask a patron when asked these questions
are:
1.
For the first question: What type of information do you want to
find out about your family? - You may find out here that they have one
simple question versus wanting to do serious in-depth research.
2.
Where did they live?
3.
What time period did they live?
4.
For the second question, asking them if they've looked in
specific types of records/sources yet is usually helpful.

With these questions answered you can get them to the right resources.

Websites that they should know about are:
www.familysearch.org <http://www.familysearch.org/>

- Mormon church

www.rootsweb.com <http://www.rootsweb.com/>
www.cyndislist.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>
directory
http://ssdi.rootsweb.com/

- a comprehensive

- Social Security Death Index

http://www.archives.gov/ - National Archives
www.usgenweb.com <http://www.usgenweb.com/>
project

- Volunteer genealogy

I would also recommend them being familiar with the subscription
databases: Ancestry Library Edition and HeritageQuest.

Rhonda Konig
Wayne County Public Library
Goldsboro, NC

________________________________

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a
duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your
expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and
since I am not in the field can only give the students the "academic"
view of genealogy research. Would you be able to share questions
commonly asked about genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any obscure sources?
I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they may be
faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have
any suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/7104f042/
attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Wed Jun 21 12:55:31 2006
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed Jun 21 12:55:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98C@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
References: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98C@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <44997A03.1010407@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
No problems in Grapevine...
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way

Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

Rhonda Stoffer wrote:
>
> Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to access
> it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading completely,
> we do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search. Tech support
> sent some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open, everything
> seems to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it maybe an
> Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or are we
> just the lucky ones? Thanks!
>
> Rhonda Stoffer
> Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
> Marion Public Library
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From cheryls at plano.gov Wed Jun 21 12:57:01 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Wed Jun 21 12:57:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A293@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
I think it's coming back. Because it's working now for us. I do wonder
if it did "overload" with heavy use because of the new announcement.
Cheryl
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:56 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
No problems in Grapevine...
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library

1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

Rhonda Stoffer wrote:
>
> Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to access
> it for several days. The page does not seem to be loading completely,
> we do not see the search boxes, and are unable to search. Tech support
> sent some IP addresses for our tech to make sure were open, everything
> seems to be ok on our end so far. My computer person says it maybe an
> Ameritech/SBC problem. Is anyone else having this problem or are we
> just the lucky ones? Thanks!
>
> Rhonda Stoffer
> Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
> Marion Public Library
>
>
----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From RyanH at liveoakpl.org Wed Jun 21 13:03:19 2006
From: RyanH at liveoakpl.org (Ryan, Honey)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:03:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0151E1D2@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <31A7F9F606B6314581B5B07CE40666689D6D3C@mail3.cel.local>
Two things that, to my knowledge, have not yet been mentioned:
1. Unless someone has already done the work, you will not have it finished in time
to give to your mother for her birthday in two weeks.
2. Gather as much information as you can at home and from living family members
before beginning your research at the library. Then, start with what you know
(yourself) and work backwards one generation at a time.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian

Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org <mailto:ryanh@liveoakpl.org>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Rhonda Konig
Sent: Wed 6/21/2006 12:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

It will be important to familiarize them with the types of records that
genealogists use particularly: birth/death/marriage records, wills/estate records,
deeds, information that can be found in newspapers, census records, passenger
lists, family history books and genealogy abstract/transcription books. Two good
handbooks to learn about these resources are: The Source: A Guidebook of American
Genealogy by Szucs and The Researcher's Guide to American Genealogy by Greenwood.

A key reference book that I would recommend is Ancestry's Red Book. This is
important in finding dates and availability of vital records in particular as well
as other records. It also gives a chart showing county formation dates with parent
counties.

The most common question asked is simply "I want to research my family can you help
me do that?" The next most common question is "I can find my family up until a
certain date and then they disappear. What do I do next?"

The most important things to ask a patron when asked these questions are:
1.
For the first question: What type of information do you want to find out
about your family? - You may find out here that they have one simple question
versus wanting to do serious in-depth research.
2.
Where did they live?
3.
What time period did they live?
4.
For the second question, asking them if they've looked in specific types of
records/sources yet is usually helpful.

With these questions answered you can get them to the right resources.

Websites that they should know about are:
www.familysearch.org <http://www.familysearch.org/>

- Mormon church

www.rootsweb.com <http://www.rootsweb.com/>
www.cyndislist.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>
http://ssdi.rootsweb.com/

- a comprehensive directory

- Social Security Death Index

http://www.archives.gov/ - National Archives
www.usgenweb.com <http://www.usgenweb.com/>

- Volunteer genealogy project

I would also recommend them being familiar with the subscription databases:
Ancestry Library Edition and HeritageQuest.

Rhonda Konig
Wayne County Public Library
Goldsboro, NC

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Connie Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't a duplicate post)
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share your expertise. I
am teaching a genealogy reference course this summer and since I am not in the
field can only give the students the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would
you be able to share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend? Any
obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions to help them discover what they
may be faced with as reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any
suggestions you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
Thanks for your help.

Connie Thorsen
Associate Professor
St. John's University

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/92ef4435/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 21 13:21:15 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:20:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <1fde6e91fe470b.1fe470b1fde6e9@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <013401c69557$1a1eb030$3102060a@rpl.org>
Rochester NY has had trouble too.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/38c3a8e5/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 21 13:21:15 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:20:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <1fde6e91fe470b.1fe470b1fde6e9@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <013401c69557$1a1eb030$3102060a@rpl.org>
Rochester NY has had trouble too.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/38c3a8e5/
attachment-0001.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Wed Jun 21 13:20:19 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:20:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry announcement
In-Reply-To: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98B@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <002d01c69556$f915a830$670fa8c0@Drew>
Actually, I believe that the celebration is for the completion of the 1910
census index.
Drew Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:31 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry announcement

<http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1>
http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/WolfFiles/story?id=236498&page=1
Ancestry is celebrating the completion of the 1930 census index and offering
a free 3 day trial of the 1930 database through July. Nice article on
abcnews.com about ancestors of several famous people.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
abb05beb/attachment.html
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Wed Jun 21 13:39:56 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:43:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked
at the reference desk
Message-ID: <20060621133956.CMC65075@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or family
history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the reference desk.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
>From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
>
->
>
Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
>
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
>
Patron: It's your job to find out.
>
>
>
Dusty Gres, Director
>
Ohoopee Regional Library System
>
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
>
610 Jackson Street
>
Vidalia, GA 30474
>
PH: (912) 537-9283
>
FAX: (912) 537-3735
>
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
>
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
>
>
>
>
>
------------------------------------------------------------>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Brannan, Joyce A.
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470

Local library
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205 652-3677

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
online genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen

>
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>
desk
>
>
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
>
a duplicate post) >
>
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
>
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
>
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
>
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
>
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
>
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
>
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
>
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
>
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>
>
Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
>
Connie Thorsen
>
>
Associate Professor
>
>
St. John's University
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 21 13:54:16 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:53:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <20060621133956.CMC65075@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
Message-ID: <015001c6955b$b6ecc290$3102060a@rpl.org>
In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick it
up on the way to the reunion?

Or

I'm double parked. I need it right away.
From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Wed Jun 21 13:58:44 2006
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Wed Jun 21 13:58:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

In-Reply-To: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702EA98C@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <003a01c6955c$56847910$6e04a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
We have been unable to search ALE for over a week. The home page (with
search boxes) appears to load fully, and we can drill down to images (for
example, link to 1880 census, link to Georgia, link to Lumpkin Co., link to
Auraria Dist.), but we cannot perform name searches from the general search
or within specific databases except Family World Tree, which can be searched
(?).

Tech services staff from our end, the state (who makes ALE available for
us), and Ancestry haven't been able to resolve the issue yet.

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda Stoffer
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:34 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Has anyone been having trouble with ALE? We have been unable to access it
for several days. The page does not seem to be loading completely, we do not
see the search boxes, and are unable to search. Tech support sent some IP
addresses for our tech to make sure were open, everything seems to be ok on
our end so far. My computer person says it maybe an Ameritech/SBC problem.
Is anyone else having this problem or are we just the lucky ones? Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
e6464926/attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Wed Jun 21 14:07:24 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:03:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710BA@mail.wvculture.local>
Twice I've had someone tell me "My relative got our family history here
at the Archives and she won't give me a copy, so I need you to make a
copy for me."
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick
it up on the way to the reunion?

Or

I'm double parked. I need it right away.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 21 14:06:14 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:06:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <1ff8bd91ff4425.1ff44251ff8bd9@onenet.net>
Another one to watch is people who research famous surnames. For
example, your last name is Lee. Robert E. Lee was a famous general. So
you research Robert E. Lee's family, figuring all Lees must be
directly related.
There's a lot of that kind of confusion among the new and learning.
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library

302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
Date: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:39 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or
> family
> history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the
> reference desk.
>
> Linda Sutton
> Oakland County Research Library
>
> ---- Original message ---> >Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
> >From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
> >Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
> reference desk
> >To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> >
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
> >
-> >
> >
Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
> >
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
> >
Patron: It's your job to find out.
> >
> >
> >
Dusty Gres, Director
> >
Ohoopee Regional Library System
> >
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
> >
610 Jackson Street
> >
Vidalia, GA 30474
> >
PH: (912) 537-9283
> >
FAX: (912) 537-3735
> >
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
> >
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
------------------------------------------------------------> >
> >
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
> >
Brannan, Joyce A.
> >
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
> >
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> >
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
> >
reference desk
> >
> >
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
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>
>
->
>

http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Local library

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

--------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
online genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian

--------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
a duplicate post) -

> >
> >
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
> >
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
> >
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
> >
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
> >
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
> >
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
> >
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
> >
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
> >
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
> >
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
> >
> >
Thanks for your help.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
Connie Thorsen
> >
> >
Associate Professor
> >
> >
St. John's University
> >
> >
> >________________
> >_______________________________________________
> >genealib mailing list
> >genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/6d8a2c21/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Wed Jun 21 14:07:02 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:07:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <20060621133956.CMC65075@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
References: <20060621133956.CMC65075@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200606211407.AA07021929@and.lib.in.us>
My favorite is the question we get (in some form) about once every month
or so. It's some variation of "Do you have a book that tells who died
in my house" or "How can I tell who died in my house?"
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana room Librarian
Anderson (Ind.) Public Library

-----Original Message----From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, Librarians Serving Genealogists
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc:
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 13:39:56 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
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My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or family
history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the reference
desk.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
>From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
>
->
>
Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
>
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
>
Patron: It's your job to find out.
>
>
>
Dusty Gres, Director
>
Ohoopee Regional Library System
>
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
>
610 Jackson Street
>
Vidalia, GA 30474
>
PH: (912) 537-9283
>
FAX: (912) 537-3735
>
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
>
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
>
>
>
>
>
------------------------------------------------------------>
>
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
>
Brannan, Joyce A.
>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
>
reference desk
>
>
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
>
http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
>
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
>
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
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any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Local library

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
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Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
online genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons
Reference Librarian

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
Kuntz-Thorsen
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
a duplicate post) Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
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>
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
>
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
>
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
>
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
>
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>
>
Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
>
Connie Thorsen
>
>
Associate Professor
>
>
St. John's University
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 21 14:15:38 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:15:40 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Genealogy_questions_asked_at_the_ref?=
=?us-ascii?Q?erence_desk?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB0@phosphorus>
Just recently we had a woman come in and say her family reunion is in a
month. She can only come at four on Fridays (when we close at 5). She
had a reasonably good tree back to 1880, but wanted to go back at least
before the civil war. I found the family on the 1870 census and told
her that the gggrandmother's name had to be wrong unless she started
having children when she was only 9. We found the family again in the
1860 census with a different mother. When we couldn't find any vital or
church records, I she search the local cemeteries to try to find a
headstone for the correct gggrandmother.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam

Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick
it
up on the way to the reunion?

Or

I'm double parked. I need it right away.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kgaitken at gmail.com Wed Jun 21 14:29:15 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:29:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB0@phosphorus>
References: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB0@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50606211129x7acd9869u1852cfb7924145ec@mail.gmail.com>
The most common genealogy questions I handled were not the silly ones, but
GEOGRAPHIC ones.
What county is Havre Montana in now? Was that the same one in 1880?
Where in Europe is Banat?
Then come the address questiions like
What's the address for the Clerk of the Court in Lumpkin County?
Then record questions like
Is there an 1885 state cenus for Minnesota? Which counties does it cover.
How can I access this?
And some others like
Why are your county cemetery records in 929.5 and the histoies is 974...?
There are lots of analysis questions like:
I cannot find my family in the 1880 census on FamilySearch. What do I do
now?
Does that help?

On 6/21/06, Brannan, Joyce A. <jbrannan@uwa.edu> wrote:
>
> Just recently we had a woman come in and say her family reunion is in a
> month. She can only come at four on Fridays (when we close at 5). She
> had a reasonably good tree back to 1880, but wanted to go back at least
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before the civil war. I found the family on the 1870 census and told
her that the gggrandmother's name had to be wrong unless she started
having children when she was only 9. We found the family again in the
1860 census with a different mother. When we couldn't find any vital or
church records, I she search the local cemeteries to try to find a
headstone for the correct gggrandmother.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick
it
up on the way to the reunion?

Or

I'm double parked. I need it right away.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/45a6f26e/
attachment.html

From librarian at schist.org Wed Jun 21 14:35:00 2006
From: librarian at schist.org (Virginia Bolen)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:35:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Schenectady Reprint
Message-ID: <44999154.2040703@schist.org>
Hello, Everyone--The Schenectady County Historical Society has recently
had the book "Schenectady: Changing With the Times" by city and county
historian Larry Hart, republished. It is hardcover and was originally
published in 1988. You can obtain a copy, which sells for $34.95, from
the Society at 32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305 or order
online at office@schist.org.
Anyone responding to this order will not
be charged for shipping but please be sure to mention genealib to get
your free shipping. You may get a peek at the cover on our website
www.schist.org
Virginia Bolen
Archivist/librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/
f5dd23a6/attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Jun 21 14:44:42 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Jun 21 14:44:45 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Genealogy_questions_asked_at_the_ref?=
=?us-ascii?Q?erence_desk?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB1@phosphorus>
Geography questions

Learn to use gazetteers. I like http://www.topozone.com/default.asp
even though only the basic searches are free.

This summer we had someone come in, all hot and sweaty from a futile
search in the woods. They asked, "Do you know where blah blah cemetery
is? I know it is somewhere in this county. It is a private cemetery
not used for the last 50 years." I used topozone and had it
immediately.

You should have seen the look I got when I told a woman that there is a
town called West New York in New Jersey. She had been researching her
family in western New York ( I forget why). I suggested we try West New
York, New Jersey. I just happened to have the vital records microfilm
roll on permanent loan at the Mormon family history center. It took
less than 10 minutes to find her family.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12

University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth
Aitken
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 1:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

The most common genealogy questions I handled were not the silly ones,
but GEOGRAPHIC ones.
What county is Havre Montana in now? Was that the same one in 1880?
Where in Europe is Banat?
Then come the address questiions like
What's the address for the Clerk of the Court in Lumpkin County?
Then record questions like
Is there an 1885 state cenus for Minnesota? Which counties does it
cover. How can I access this?
And some others like
Why are your county cemetery records in 929.5 and the histoies is
974...?
There are lots of analysis questions like:
I cannot find my family in the 1880 census on FamilySearch. What do I do
now?
Does that help?

On 6/21/06, Brannan, Joyce A. <jbrannan@uwa.edu> wrote:
Just recently we had a woman come in and say her family reunion is in a
month. She can only come at four on Fridays (when we close at 5). She
had a reasonably good tree back to 1880, but wanted to go back at least
before the civil war. I found the family on the 1870 census and told
her that the gggrandmother's name had to be wrong unless she started
having children when she was only 9. We found the family again in the
1860 census with a different mother. When we couldn't find any vital or
church records, I she search the local cemeteries to try to find a
headstone for the correct gggrandmother.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick
it
up on the way to the reunion?

Or

I'm double parked. I need it right away.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/0a4a389e/
attachment-0001.html
From skienbaum at marysvillelib.org Wed Jun 21 15:25:15 2006
From: skienbaum at marysvillelib.org (Sue Kienbaum)
Date: Wed Jun 21 15:25:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryLibrary question
Message-ID: <20060621192528.52DDD3E6A02@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Does anyone know why the database for Ohio Deaths 1908-1944 is no longer on
Ancestry? I know there were issues as mentioned in earlier postings but was
wondering if it was ever coming back.

Sue Kienbaum
Reference Assistant
Marysville Public Library
937.642.1876 x 32
skienbaum@marysvillelib.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/3934a98b/
attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Wed Jun 21 15:25:44 2006
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed Jun 21 15:25:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB1@phosphorus>
References: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB1@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <44999D38.8010509@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Joyce, the "West New York, NJ" story would be a perfect fit in Hank
Jones's /Psychic Roots: Serendipity and Intuition in Genealogy/ and
/More Psychic Roots/ books. I'm sure he could have published LOTS of
volumes on the subject!
Thanks for sharing.
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

Brannan, Joyce A. wrote:
>
> Geography questions
>
> Learn to use gazetteers. I like http://www.topozone.com/default.asp
> even though only the basic searches are free.
>
> This summer we had someone come in, all hot and sweaty from a futile
> search in the woods. They asked, ?Do you know where blah blah cemetery
> is? I know it is somewhere in this county. It is a private cemetery
> not used for the last 50 years.? I used topozone and had it immediately.
>
> You should have seen the look I got when I told a woman that there is
> a town called West New York in New Jersey. She had been researching
> her family in western New York ( I forget why). I suggested we try
> West New York, New Jersey. I just happened to have the vital records
> microfilm roll on permanent loan at the Mormon family history center.
> It took less than 10 minutes to find her family.
>
> Joyce Adams Brannan
>
> Technical Services Librarian
>
> Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
>
> University of West Alabama
>
> (205) 652-3677
>
> jbrannan@uwa.edu
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> *From:* genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kenneth
> Aitken
> *Sent:* Wednesday, June 21, 2006 1:29 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
> The most common genealogy questions I handled were not the silly ones,
> but GEOGRAPHIC ones.
>
> What county is Havre Montana in now? Was that the same one in 1880?
>
> Where in Europe is Banat?
>
> Then come the address questiions like
> What's the address for the Clerk of the Court in Lumpkin County?
>
> Then record questions like
> Is there an 1885 state cenus for Minnesota? Which counties does it
> cover. How can I access this?
>
> And some others like
> Why are your county cemetery records in 929.5 and the histoies is 974...?
>
>
> There are lots of analysis questions like:
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>
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>
>
>
>
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>
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>
>
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>
>

I cannot find my family in the 1880 census on FamilySearch. What do I
do now?
Does that help?
On 6/21/06, *Brannan, Joyce A.* <jbrannan@uwa.edu
<mailto:jbrannan@uwa.edu>> wrote:
Just recently we had a woman come in and say her family reunion is in a
month. She can only come at four on Fridays (when we close at 5). She
had a reasonably good tree back to 1880, but wanted to go back at least
before the civil war. I found the family on the 1870 census and told
her that the gggrandmother's name had to be wrong unless she started
having children when she was only 9. We found the family again in the
1860 census with a different mother. When we couldn't find any vital or
church records, I she search the local cemeteries to try to find a
headstone for the correct gggrandmother.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu <mailto:jbrannan@uwa.edu>
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick
it
up on the way to the reunion?

Or

I'm double parked. I need it right away.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
>
> -> Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
> Family History Education Services
> Regina, SK Canada
> kgaitken@gmail.com <mailto:kgaitken@gmail.com>
>
> Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
> <http://www.genealogy-education.com>
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Jun 21 16:14:30 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed Jun 21 16:12:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Modern obit indexes
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668A27@magneto.wals.local>

Just have to share my story of the two boys who came today with their
step-mother. They want to do a family tree of their biological mother
for a gift to her. This limits the asking for info to start with, but
then they said grandma was dead anyway, and grandpa was not doing so
well. Fortunately it was a distinctive (around here, anyway) last name.
We hit the obit index. Found grandma and her brother in law, so we got
all the names for the next generation back and then did two of those
obits (so we're back to 1905 births) all in under half an hour, and ran
Ancestry 1930 for one side as well.
OK, that may have given then too
easy a start, but by golly they're hooked :-).

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/3899cdb1/
attachment.html
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Wed Jun 21 16:35:50 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed Jun 21 16:35:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710BA@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <MAILRUR9tzRpyF0la3q0000075b@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>

Or "Can you print out my family tree? My wife is waiting in the [HOT] car."
Meanwhile, staff is checking to make sure the wife is not dead from the
heat.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Jun 21 16:35:53 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Jun 21 16:35:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I'm looking for it
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B05FEA056@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I promised to post those top 10 questions at the reference desk and now
I can't find my electronic copy. I'll get with another member of our TLA
Genealogy Round Table and post is as soon as I can get my hands on it.
Cheryl Smith - do you have your copy handy?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/1ed6d7a6/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Wed Jun 21 17:23:22 2006

From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Wed Jun 21 17:19:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Modern obit indexes
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224BB@mail.wvculture.local>
Those are the successes that make our days. I'm a sucker for the ones
that cry when you find something important to them. Also, I'll never
forget the West Coast woman who was the only child of only children who
were estranged from their West Virginia families and not only had been
out of contact with them, but never talked about them to their daughter.
Her parents were now dead, and she kept repeating that she wanted to
trace her ancestry because she had no one in the world now. We helped
her trace several generations and locate living cousins. She stood in
front of my desk, hands full of photocopies, tears streaming down her
cheeks, but smiling and declaring happily "Now I have family!!"
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 3:15 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Modern obit indexes

Just have to share my story of the two boys who came today with
their step-mother. They want to do a family tree of their biological
mother for a gift to her. This limits the asking for info to start
with, but then they said grandma was dead anyway, and grandpa was not
doing so well. Fortunately it was a distinctive (around here, anyway)
last name. We hit the obit index. Found grandma and her brother in
law, so we got all the names for the next generation back and then did
two of those obits (so we're back to 1905 births) all in under half an
hour, and ran Ancestry 1930 for one side as well.
OK, that may have
given then too easy a start, but by golly they're hooked :-).

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060621/179d794b/
attachment.html
From jlyles at cvrls.net Wed Jun 21 17:48:41 2006
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Wed Jun 21 17:45:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free materials........
Message-ID: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911662D9@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
District Number Seven Westborough, Mass: Scenes from an old Neighborhood by Everett
Nichols, 1969
Anoka County Newspapers (Minnesota) Marriage records 1863-1870, Death records 18631870
Index to Crawford County, Wisconsin Marriages 1816-1866
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Columbus Public Library
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
jlyles@cvrls.net
From jlyles at cvrls.net Wed Jun 21 18:26:16 2006
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Wed Jun 21 18:23:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Free materials........
Message-ID: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911662DB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Materials have been claimed thanks
John
> -----Original Message----> From:
Lyles, John
> Sent:
Wednesday, June 21, 2006 5:49 PM
> To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
> Subject: Free materials........
>
> District Number Seven Westborough, Mass: Scenes from an old Neighborhood by
Everett Nichols, 1969
>
> Anoka County Newspapers (Minnesota) Marriage records 1863-1870, Death records
1863-1870
>
> Index to Crawford County, Wisconsin Marriages 1816-1866
>
> thanks
> John Lyles
> Archivist
> Columbus Public Library
> 3000 Macon Road
> Columbus, GA 31906

> 706-243-2681
> jlyles@cvrls.net
>
>
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Jun 21 21:17:28 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed Jun 21 21:17:33 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Rebinding
References: <20060621134742.B24663E6AC0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <060b01c69599$a0d052e0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Bob, I'd second Eric's suggestion about Heckman for library binding. They've been
in
existence forever, their work is good, their pickup and delivery schedule is
reliable, and
any errors that are theirs are cheerfully corrected (incorrectly spelling words on
the
spine, for example).
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 15:20:54 -0400
From: "Grundset, Eric" <egrundset@dar.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rebinding
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <efc886a6ede6d6a522fb934d964517db44984a84@mail.dar.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
There used to be/still is? a Shenandoah Valley Bindery [email: svbind@shentel.net],
somewhere near Winchester, Virginia. We have used Heckman Bindery in W. Manchester,
Indiana, for decades -- they pick up and deliver monthly -- www.heckmanbindery.com.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 2:58 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Rebinding
I wonder if anyone has a suggestion for a bindery that provides good
service at a reasonable price? The East Coast would be better and
Balt/D.C. area better still.
I use a good service for leather bindings but I need one for less elaborate
"library" bindings.

Do any large libraries have a bindery in-house?
Thanks.
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Jun 21 21:31:07 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed Jun 21 21:31:11 2006
Subject: Reimbursement - RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <061701c6959b$893306d0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Ancestry should extend your subscription at no cost for the amount of time ALE has
been
inaccessible at your library (in my opinion but necessarily in Ancestry's)!
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-----------------------------Message: 12
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 13:58:44 -0400
From: "Debra Capponi" <dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003a01c6955c$56847910$6e04a8c0@chestateelibrary.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We have been unable to search ALE for over a week. The home page (with
search boxes) appears to load fully, and we can drill down to images (for
example, link to 1880 census, link to Georgia, link to Lumpkin Co., link to
Auraria Dist.), but we cannot perform name searches from the general search
or within specific databases except Family World Tree, which can be searched
(?).
Tech services staff from our end, the state (who makes ALE available for
us), and Ancestry haven't been able to resolve the issue yet.
Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org
From RSR126 at aol.com Thu Jun 22 00:33:53 2006
From: RSR126 at aol.com (RSR126@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jun 22 00:33:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <38b.4cc18cb.31cb77b1@aol.com>
couldn/t get this to work For websites, see our library's genealogy

portal:

http://gailb2000/local/resources/refhistory.html#genealogy
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/7cfe24d9/
attachment.html
From melewis at umd.edu Thu Jun 22 06:45:44 2006
From: melewis at umd.edu (megan lewis)
Date: Thu Jun 22 06:45:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked
at the reference desk
Message-ID: <caed017a.cc5579fb.81bb000@po1.mail.umd.edu>
Questions about surnames, either "Is my last name Jewish/Slovenian/Irish/etc.?"
or "What does my surname mean?"
I second everything anyone has said about maps and geography.
If you can arrange it, I think inviting someone who is a genealogical librarian to
come talk to your class or even better yet a field trip to a LDS Family History
Center or local institution with a large genealogical collection would be helpful
to your students. The International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies
is having their annual convention in Manhattan August 13-18; this is just a wild
suggestion but maybe they'll let your students to have access to the dealers
room and the resource room for an afternoon so they can see the wide variety of
products available?
I think a list of local institutions outside of libraries and courthouses that have
family & local history information (and how to contact them) would be helpful to
patrons.
As for obscure websites, I have found that when a local group hosts the national
convention, they'll put information about local resources on the convention
website to help out-of-towners plan their trip. The convention websites often
stay up for a while.
Can I say I'm jealous? I'm 11/12 done with my MLS, and a genealogy course
would be greatly useful to me. However, neither UMaryland or Catholic
University offer a course, despite all the genealogical resources in the DC area.
Of course, this is partially my fault, as I've been meaning to suggest such a thing
to Maryland's library school curriculum committee for a year now and just
haven't gotten around to it....
Good luck with the class.
Megan Lewis
MLS student, University of Maryland
Program Assistant, Registry of Holocaust Survivors, United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum
---- Original message --->Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 16:43:44 -0400
>From: "Connie Kuntz-Thorsen" <THORSENC@stjohns.edu>
>Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
(hope this isn't a duplicate post) -

>
>
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be
>
able to share your expertise. I am teaching a
>
genealogy reference course this summer and since I
>
am not in the field can only give the students the
>
"academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be
>
able to share questions commonly asked about
>
genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
>
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend?
>
Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>
to help them discover what they may be faced with as
>
reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you
>
have any suggestions you could offer I would greatly
>
appreciate it.
>
>
Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
>
Connie Thorsen
>
>
Associate Professor
>
>
St. John's University
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ECole at oakville.ca Thu Jun 22 08:27:51 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Thu Jun 22 08:28:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF1FC1E268.734A3B77-ON85257195.004477F9-85257195.004477F9@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
06/26/2006.

06/22/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Jun 22 08:38:43 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Jun 22 08:35:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224BC@mail.wvculture.local>
The mention of names brings up another point non-genealogists and
non-historians may not think about on their own: researchers must be
open to variations in spelling of both given and surnames, as well as
aware of use of nicknames, abreviations ("Jas." for James, "Jno." for
John, etc.), naming patterns of geographic regions and ethnic groups,

Americanization of non-English names, etc. They need to know that
spelling and a recognized need to spell a name correctly and
consistently was not common until well into the 20th century. How a
name was spelled was filtered through the accent of the person speaking
and the person hearing, with the census taker or clerk's literacy level
affecting what letters where chosen to spell a name. Handwriting
intrepretation influences names as well. A capital "L" can look like an
"S" to modern eyes, or capital "M's" and "W's" can be almost identical
for example.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 22 09:57:52 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 22 09:57:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
Message-ID: <MAILpibwgnOsjdxyscX000007d8@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
I know several libraries have the ST-200 Digital Film Scanner by Anacomp
that came out in 2004. http://www.stimaging.com/

Does anyone know of a similar (more improved) product that may have come out
since 2004?

If not, what is your opinion of the ST-200 and is it being used by your
patrons?

Thanks as always for your valuable thoughts.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066

Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/4df1d943/
attachment.html
From wblohm at gailborden.info Thu Jun 22 10:04:25 2006
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Thu Jun 22 10:04:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <38b.4cc18cb.31cb77b1@aol.com>
References: <38b.4cc18cb.31cb77b1@aol.com>
Message-ID: <449AA369.7020901@gailborden.info>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/40f4b59d/
attachment.html
From bhill at rbhayes.org Thu Jun 22 10:09:38 2006
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Thu Jun 22 10:06:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Obituary look-up stats
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520606211356g51bf16bal78ff896fff7e59a7@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <004501c69605$7f76c1d0$8701a8c0@President.Local>
Here at the Hayes Presidential Center, we have the online Obituary Index
http://index.rbhayes.org/hayes/index/, with an online shopping cart that
people can charge their order to. We now have 800,000 records on the web
site, but that also includes all of our 37 library partners' materials. The
orders for their obits go directly to them and not to us, so the numbers
below are just for the Hayes Library's requests.
2006- Jan. - Apr. - 1475 obituary look-ups completed and mailed or emailed;
took in $3687.50 ($2.50 per obit)
2005 - Jan. - Dec. - 3640 look-ups; $9100 income
2004-

3576;

2003- 4548;
2002 -

$8940
$11,370

5196; $12,990

2001 - 2040; $5100

(no online shopping cart until late in the year)

When the site went up there was a big surge when genealogists found our site
and ordered all of their ancestors (2002-03). Although we keep adding new
indexing and keep getting new customers, many of the old customers have done
the majority of their ordering, so the numbers have gone down accordingly.

I have stats on the hits on our Obituary web site if you are interested in
them, probably from 2001, also. 2005- we had 7,859,110 hits!
Becky
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
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-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Mary K.
Mannix
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 12:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Obituary look-up stats
Something a little different ... I would love to get any stats that
you all who deal with big obit orders, have obit collections, etc.
have compiled for the last year or two. Any numbers at all would be
of interest to me. I know many of us probably track different things
and our collections are different, as is how we interact with the
collections and our patrons and different in how we service them, but,
nonetheless this sort of info would be of use to me. :)
Much thanks, Mary
PS For example, my preliminary stats for the last fiscal year have us
finding 5110 obits, for 280 researchers and we copied them onto 1954
pieces of paper. (We generally copy more than one person per sheet,
obviously). We don't track how many obits we looked for and did not
find, but that number is included in the 280 reserachers and not every
obit pulled gets copied. :)

--

Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From JMorrow at gcpl.lib.oh.us Thu Jun 22 10:17:37 2006
From: JMorrow at gcpl.lib.oh.us (Morrow, Jennifer)
Date: Thu Jun 22 10:12:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <7C10821B2302D54FABBD648C6C50DF83E298DB@mail.gcpl.lib.oh.us>
Susan brings up more very good points. Names and naming patterns are
always important clues and should be discussed with the researcher.
Because of misspellings and naming variations it's important for
reference professionals to understand the Soundex. Even if you're not
asked about it, you may want to know about it and bring it to the
researcher's attention.
As for handwriting, many colleges will teach a course in deciphering old
script and I think it's one that anyone who will be assisting history or
genealogy researchers should take. We who work in this field forget
that not every one knows that even in the 19th century a double s would
often look like a cursive "fs" instead of "ss".
Jennifer Morrow
Greene County Room
Greene County Public Library
Xenia OH 45385
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 7:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
The mention of names brings up another point non-genealogists and
non-historians may not think about on their own: researchers must be
open to variations in spelling of both given and surnames, as well as
aware of use of nicknames, abreviations ("Jas." for James, "Jno." for
John, etc.), naming patterns of geographic regions and ethnic groups,
Americanization of non-English names, etc. They need to know that
spelling and a recognized need to spell a name correctly and
consistently was not common until well into the 20th century. How a
name was spelled was filtered through the accent of the person speaking
and the person hearing, with the census taker or clerk's literacy level
affecting what letters where chosen to spell a name. Handwriting
intrepretation influences names as well. A capital "L" can look like an
"S" to modern eyes, or capital "M's" and "W's" can be almost identical
for example.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 22 12:54:49 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 22 12:54:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Dups for the cost of postage
Message-ID: <MAILrSClxnp3yd6eiCd000007f1@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
I will send these to the first person who will pay for the shipping costs.

NEXUS 1987-1999 Vol. 4-16

NEHGS
Vol. 157 Oct
Vol. 157 - 160 multiple copies

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/

edd4646d/attachment.html
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 22 13:09:55 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 22 13:10:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Dups for Postage #2
Message-ID: <MAILn32AMZhdMYmzMLA000007f2@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Periodicals for the cost of postage.

PLEASE - REPLY OFF LIST TO MY EMAIL BELOW. Thanks. Pam

Maryland Historical Magazine
Vol. 97 #3 2002
Vol. 98 #2,3,4 2003
Vol. 99 #1-4 2004
Vol. 100 #1 2005

Mayflower Quarterly #71

No. 1,3,4 2005

Keyhole (Gen Soc of Southwestern Pennsylvania)
Vol. 21 #1-4 1993
Vol. 22 # 1-4 1994
Vol. 23 # 1-4 1995
Vol. 24 #1-4 1996
Vol. 25 # 2-4 1997

Rhode Island Roots
Vol. 19 #1-4 1993
Vol. 20 #1,2,4 1994
Vol. 21 #2-4 1995
Vol. 22 #1-4 1996
Vol. 23 #2-3 1997
Vol. 24 #1-2 1998

Vol. 25 #1,2,4 1999
Vol. 26 #1-4 2000
Vol. 27 #1 2001

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/8a85d741/
attachment.html
From jholland at ccml.org Thu Jun 22 13:50:06 2006
From: jholland at ccml.org (Jim Holland)
Date: Thu Jun 22 13:51:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the
local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not
have many resources for this job, and I may be the only person available
to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with
the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion
that beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they
are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including
tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to know if an
obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial
Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of
agency.

my

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/870e7d7d/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jun 22 13:57:40 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jun 22 13:57:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B06022FDF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
We've had an obituary indexing project going on at this library since
long before I came on board. Volunteers take care of it with my
supervision. A volunteer is assigned a particular year and given a form
to use. The volunteer has a file folder to keep their forms in until
they complete the year they are working on, or cease to be a volunteer.
The volunteer just loads up the microfilm of the newspaper for that year
and goes through it page by page and writes down any death notices or
obituaries in an index format. Name of individual, Title if any, maiden
name if given, date of newspaper, page number. Another volunteer types
them year by year in an excel document. When a decade is complete I
check them for errors. Then we sort alphabetically and have a local
printer print and bind copies.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 12:50 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the
local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not
have many resources for this job, and I may be the only person available
to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with
the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion
that beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they
are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including
tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to know if an
obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial
Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of
agency.

my

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the

intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Leslie.Couture at cityofdenton.com Thu Jun 22 14:46:04 2006
From: Leslie.Couture at cityofdenton.com (Leslie Couture)
Date: Thu Jun 22 14:46:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <s49a9f2d.067@mail.cityofdenton.com>
Jim,
Our paper is indexed from 1909 to the current year. I was not here when it was
begun, but a lone volunteer did the majority of the looking up. She is a retired
woman, now in her eighties. She started 20 years ago. She went through all of the
microfilm and wrote down each birth, death and marriage announcement she found on
note cards. She wrote down the the full names of the individuals, where they were
from, the date, page number and column. The column isn't necessarily important in
later papers, but in the earlier papers it is. This is because the announcements
are all over the page and hard to find.
Another person would enter the names into
an Excel file, they are then proofread by a librarian.
We print them out after a
year's accumulation and bind by the decade.
We keep an extra unbound hard copy of each decade in a box for safe keeping - you
never know what will happen in the future. Those copies were printed out on good
paper.
When I came on nine years ago, our computers were upgraded with Windows 95. It was
my job to convert the original documents stored on floppies to the new version of
Word. The original documents had been created on an old computer using Word
Perfect and someone had chosen an odd font. The conversin didn't work because the
font became corrupt and we had nothing but decadees worth of heiroglyphics that
were useless. We had to redo them all. This is just something to think about.
Over time, you will need to remember to upgrade your original documents.
The information in Excel can easily be transferred into an Access file, which can
then be put into a searchable database for the Internet. There's probably a better
program to use, but this is what we went with (we had to use what we had).
I would say, that to avoid doing triple work and to give you a better idea of just
how much work that this will encompass, begin indexing from the beginning (the
earliest). Start with page one and do everything: births, marriages and
obituaries. Be thorough and take your time. If you can, break it up during the
daying so you don't get burned out. I've been doing this for eight years and I
have a love/hate relationship with this paper.
Leslie Couture
Denton Public Library System
Emily Fowler Central Library
Genealogy/Special Collections
Denton, TX

940-349-8713
Leslie.Couture@cityofdenton.com
>>> jholland@ccml.org 6/22/2006 12:50 PM >>>
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the
local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not
have many resources for this job, and I may be the only person available
to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with
the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion
that beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they
are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including
tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to know if an
obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial
Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of
agency.

my

From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Thu Jun 22 14:53:50 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Thu Jun 22 14:47:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
Message-ID: <003401c6962d$35101920$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Jim, my personal opinion is that you will be doing a tremendous good deed for
genealogical researchers!
The term Newspaper Abstracting is more in line with what I *think* you are

planning.
I would suggest keeping newspaper abstracts separate from tombstone inscriptions,
etc., keeping the Newspaper Abstracts uncorrupted by other data -It would be good if you could make good use of your volunteers by abstracting all
genealogy data at one time ... even if you do not publish them until later. The
volunteer is already there. Decide what you want to do.
Obituaries - marriage notices - birth notices - keep it to something with dates.
But, of course, you could also abstract anything that has a name (personal columns,
gossip columns, etc.) ...
You might want to take a look at some published works to determine just what
you want to do and in what content and format.
Good luck with the project!
Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Jim Holland
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 12:50 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local
paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources
for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of

my agency.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From daysa at oplin.org Thu Jun 22 14:54:36 2006
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Jun 22 14:55:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
Message-ID: <002201c6962d$4e7e90d0$6f01a8c0@Ohio>
Jim
There are of course several ways to compile indexes of obituaries.
Our library has had great success with 2 different concepts.
We have available staff that works on this but if you don't have that you can
perhaps get volunteers from the local community such as the local genealogy
society.
We started several years ago preparing an index of obituaries beginning with the
earliest date of our local paper which is 1806. We are now up to 1874. We list:
name of deceased
date death appeared in the paper
We also have our microfilm boxes numbered (i.e. A1, A2 etc) so we list those film
box numbers on the record including page number of the paper.
For more recent obituary indexes, we have printed indexes of obits that cover 1997current. Once our newspaper is on microfilm we retain the actual paper and I go
thru each day's paper and extract any death that pertains to a resident of our
county. Either they died here, previously lived here, were born here or are buried
here. All others I do not collect so our obits are county specific. These indexes
are invaluable.
If you want more specifics please contact me off list.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Jim Holland
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 1:50 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local

paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources
for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of

my agency.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/
dc1c30d1/attachment.html
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 22 15:14:31 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Thu Jun 22 15:14:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <208b1f7208c4c6.208c4c6208b1f7@onenet.net>
Jim:

Are you planning on making a computerized index of these references, or
do you have some other format in mind?
I would like to hear more about the kinds of ideas you have. How many
years of newspapers are you talking about, etc.?
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Jim Holland <jholland@ccml.org>
Date: Thursday, June 22, 2006 12:50 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/
b7c6e479/directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Jun 22 15:26:53 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Jun 22 15:28:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200606221526.AA26532236@and.lib.in.us>
Our newspaper indexing situation is very complicated. We've had about 4
different projects, all done by different people. Here's what we've done:
1) We had a volunteer go through all of our pre-1900 microfilm and pull
out all the obituaries. She then created book indexes of these. (She
also pulled out birth notices and we are working on designing some sort
of project with them.)
2) In 1968, a volunteer began going through the newspaper, cutting out
the obituaries, creating a book volume of the obits and indexing it. In
2000, we lost our volunteers and this became a staff project. We have
book collections of our obituaries from 1968 to early 2006. (We are
working on a digitization of the indexes to make that available on the
Internet.)

3) Concurrent with the above project, the same volunteer also began
indexing the newspapers from 1921 on. This eventually became a staff
project. About five years ago, we finished indexing the newspapers from
1921-1967. As most of the indexing had been done in machine readable
form, we had volunteers enter the few that weren't and we now have an
index for that time period on our webpage. (We are now working on
indexing the papers between 1900 and 1920.)
4) For years we clipped newspaper articles. In 1995, we bought the
Dynix newspaper index module and began indexing the local newspaper,
which staff does.
I realize this is a very crazy quilt approach. You are in the position
of being able to decide how you want to do your project. Whoever told
you to figure out what you need most and then go after that was on the
right track. Also, find a good indexing program. I was at the Heritage
Quest pre-conference in Chicago and the woman who talked about designing
webpages quoted some advice Cyndi Howells gave her, which was to view any
indexing project you do as something you might be able to make available
on the Internet and think accordingly.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 22 15:35:48 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 22 15:35:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: magazines for postage
In-Reply-To: <dutch$71.124.120.30$.449AE269.8030301@bright.net>
Message-ID: <MAILXzNbrDYsnU1UOJq00000815@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Sorry to reply to list, but I need to respond to Linda Houyouse because her
email bounced back. Just letting her know I am mailing the Maryland
Magazine. All others have been taken on this list.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
-----Original Message----From: Linda Houyouse [mailto:dutch@bright.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:33 PM
To: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
Subject: magazines for postage
The Carroll County Genealogical Society Library would be interested in
the following magazines for postage if still available. Thanks. Linda
Houyouse

Carroll Co. Genealogical Society Library
PO Box 36
24 2nd St. NE
Carrollton,OH 44615

Maryland Historical Magazine
Vol. 97 #3 2002
Vol. 98 #2,3,4 2003
Vol. 99 #1-4 2004
Vol. 100 #1 2005

Mayflower Quarterly #71

No. 1,3,4 2005

Keyhole (Gen Soc of Southwestern Pennsylvania)
Vol. 21 #1-4 1993
Vol. 22 # 1-4 1994
Vol. 23 # 1-4 1995
Vol. 24 #1-4 1996
Vol. 25 # 2-4 1997

Rhode Island Roots
Vol. 19 #1-4 1993
Vol. 20 #1,2,4 1994
Vol. 21 #2-4 1995
Vol. 22 #1-4 1996
Vol. 23 #2-3 1997
Vol. 24 #1-2 1998
Vol. 25 #1,2,4 1999
Vol. 26 #1-4 2000
Vol. 27 #1 2001

From parpart at missoula.lib.mt.us Thu Jun 22 15:35:58 2006
From: parpart at missoula.lib.mt.us (Paulette Parpart)
Date: Thu Jun 22 15:36:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
Message-ID: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB60E96D3@hera.missoulalib.local>
Dear Jim,
We have been indexing our newspapers since 1980, both current and old
issues. We tried to use the method you are anticipating using ... just
the obits, then the marriages. We found that doing both at the same time
has worked better. Our problem (because we are a minimum 8-page daily)
was finding someone to read the papers more than once. We selected the
items we wanted indexed and made a list. These items were then indexed
simultaneously. We currently index about 15 vital records from our
papers: death, birth, divorce, marriages (including bridal showers,
pictures, anniversaries, etc.), name changes (legals), military service,
generation photographs, class reunion (photos), family reunion (photos),
and some others that may not appear in other papers.
Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.
We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and
updated it when it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone who
was interested. It can be adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The needs
are different.
Hope this helps ...
Paulette from Montana
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the
local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not
have many resources for this job, and I may be the only person available
to work on this.
What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with
the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion
that beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they
are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including
tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to know if an
obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for it.
Thanks!
Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial

Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org
Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of
agency.

my

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/
c5749181/attachment.html
From jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us Thu Jun 22 15:52:13 2006
From: jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us (jmcman)
Date: Thu Jun 22 15:52:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB60E96D3@hera.missoulalib.local>
Message-ID: <001a01c69635$5b5a3770$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Paulette,
Would we be able to obtain a copy of the guide? I am considering an indexing
project myself.
Thanks,
John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020
FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us
----- Original Message ----From: Paulette Parpart
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and updated it when
it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone who was interested. It can be
adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The needs are different.

Hope this helps .

Paulette from Montana
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local
paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources
for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of

my agency.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/7fb12699/
attachment-0001.html
From Dave.Schroeder at kentonlibrary.org Thu Jun 22 16:17:41 2006
From: Dave.Schroeder at kentonlibrary.org (Dave Schroeder)
Date: Thu Jun 22 16:17:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexes
Message-ID: <20060622201741534f06c46a@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
We have been indexing newspapers at the Kenton County Public Library since 1977.
Currently, our online index contains more than 800,000 entries. We try to index
all articles dealing with Northern Kentucky (14 counties)including obits, news
stories, sports, etc. At the moment, our index covers 1835-1932 and 1984-present.
We use a product developed by the same company that provides our online catalog.
Each article is catalogued using a modified MARC record. The index can be searched
by subject, keyword, date, etc.
We have also attached digital images of older
newspapers to some of the entries (mostly from the 1840s, 50s and 60s). The
newspaper index can be found at:
www.kentonlibrary.org/genealogy/
Click on the
link marked "Northern Kentucky Newspaper Index."
Dave Schroeder

Dave Schroeder
Kentucky History Librarian
Kenton County Public Library
502 Scott Blvd.
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 962-4085
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Thu Jun 22 16:25:53 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Thu Jun 22 16:19:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB60E96D3@hera.missoulalib.local>
Message-ID: <002701c6963a$10c71570$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Paulette, possibility of receiving a copy of your instruction book? Scanned copy
would be acceptable for me at treviawbeverly@houston.rr.com or I'll be happy to
reimburse if it needs to be mailed.
thanks!
----- Original Message ----From: Paulette Parpart
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Dear Jim,

We have been indexing our newspapers since 1980, both current and old issues. We
tried to use the method you are anticipating using . just the obits, then the
marriages. We found that doing both at the same time has worked better. Our problem
(because we are a minimum 8-page daily) was finding someone to read the papers more
than once. We selected the items we wanted indexed and made a list. These items
were then indexed simultaneously. We currently index about 15 vital records from
our papers: death, birth, divorce, marriages (including bridal showers, pictures,
anniversaries, etc.), name changes (legals), military service, generation
photographs, class reunion (photos), family reunion (photos), and some others that
may not appear in other papers.

Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and updated it when
it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone who was interested. It can be
adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The needs are different.

Hope this helps .

Paulette from Montana
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local
paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources
for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of

my agency.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/30562f43/
attachment.html
From donna.dinberg at lac-bac.gc.ca Thu Jun 22 15:21:40 2006
From: donna.dinberg at lac-bac.gc.ca (Dinberg Donna)
Date: Thu Jun 22 16:25:26 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <920DE368B74EEF4C98BA9D3FDE6598C3072B692A@exchange8b>
Jennifer Morrow wrote:
>
>
>
>

Because of misspellings and naming variations it's important
for reference professionals to understand the Soundex. Even
if you're not asked about it, you may want to know about it
and bring it to the researcher's attention.

This is excellent advice. I would add that genealogy desk staff should also
know there is more than one Soundex scheme. Using an appropriate Soundex to
find name variants can be illuminating.
Three Soundex schemes are described here
http://www.avotaynu.com/soundex.html with full detail given on the
Daitch-Mokotoff Soundex. Jewish researchers with Eastern European ancestry,
in particular, are best served by being able to search nominal databases
using the D-M Soundex; but the D-M Soundex is useful generally for anyone

researching Eastern European names.
To see an example of the variant names the D-M Soundex can retrieve, try
searching a name like Meyerowitz or Kapransky in the Consolidated Jewish
Surname Index http://www.avotaynu.com/csi/csi-home.html . Make sure you
view subsequent pages to see the full range of variants found. (This
address seems to resolve faster in IE than in Firefox, so try IE first.)
Cheers.
Din.
Donna Dinberg
Librarian, Jewish Genealogy Society of Ottawa
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca
The above is a personal observation, not an official statement from Library
and Archives Canada.
From cclibrary at gmail.com Thu Jun 22 16:33:16 2006
From: cclibrary at gmail.com (Alice Soles)
Date: Thu Jun 22 16:33:19 2006
Subject: Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <fa9ea48c0606221333x68c86871od35aefe5774abb6@mail.gmail.com>
We have been indexing the local newspaper since the late 70's starting with
a card index. Since then we have had several variations on the theme
since. Look at my website: http://home.earthlink.net/~columbusgenealogy and
see the formats for the different dates. I have now simplified it to the
versions originally done on Excel for 1992 & 1993.
Here is a recent newspaper article about it (although not exactly correct only the index is on the internet).
http://www.whiteville.com/pages/2006WEBPAGES/JUNE2006/6.12.06/news5mon.html
Best wishes on your project
-Alice Soles, Interlibrary Loan & Local History Librarian
Columbus County Public Library
407 N. Powell Blvd.
Whiteville, NC 28472
910-641-3979/3976
http://home.earthlink.net/~columbusgenealogy
CCLibrary@gmail.com
The opinions in this message may not necessarily be that of this agency.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/08d5f709/
attachment.html
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 22 16:41:48 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Thu Jun 22 16:41:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <209dabd209eb19.209eb19209dabd@onenet.net>
I agree wholeheartedly. A working understanding of Soundex is essential.

Though, if any of you have looked at the transcriptions of the new full
name 1910 index on Ancestry, the spelling and transcription is so
atrocious that even Soundex may not be any help at all. :)
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Dinberg Donna <donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca>
Date: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:21 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> Jennifer Morrow wrote:
>
> > Because of misspellings and naming variations it's important
> > for reference professionals to understand the Soundex. Even
> > if you're not asked about it, you may want to know about it
> > and bring it to the researcher's attention.
>
> This is excellent advice. I would add that genealogy desk staff
> should also
> know there is more than one Soundex scheme. Using an appropriate
> Soundex to
> find name variants can be illuminating.
>
> Three Soundex schemes are described here
> http://www.avotaynu.com/soundex.html with full detail given on the
> Daitch-Mokotoff Soundex. Jewish researchers with Eastern European
> ancestry,in particular, are best served by being able to search
> nominal databases
> using the D-M Soundex; but the D-M Soundex is useful generally for
> anyoneresearching Eastern European names.
>
> To see an example of the variant names the D-M Soundex can
> retrieve, try
> searching a name like Meyerowitz or Kapransky in the Consolidated
> JewishSurname Index http://www.avotaynu.com/csi/csi-home.html .
> Make sure you
> view subsequent pages to see the full range of variants found. (This
> address seems to resolve faster in IE than in Firefox, so try IE
> first.)
>
> Cheers.
> Din.
>
> Donna Dinberg
> Librarian, Jewish Genealogy Society of Ottawa
> Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
> donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca

>
> The above is a personal observation, not an official statement
> from Library
> and Archives Canada.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/94391bae/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From wblohm at gailborden.info Thu Jun 22 16:44:32 2006
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Thu Jun 22 16:44:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
References: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
Message-ID: <449B0130.600@gailborden.info>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060622/
bd506f4a/attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Jun 22 17:03:51 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Jun 22 17:00:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710C8@mail.wvculture.local>
Please don't tell it is even worse than the 1930? In West Virginia I
swear there are whole counties, mostly ones with many immigrants who
came to work in the coal mines, where the majority of the names are
intelligible.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
director@perry.lib.ok.us
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference

desk
Importance: Low
I agree wholeheartedly. A working understanding of Soundex is essential.
Though, if any of you have looked at the transcriptions of the new full
name 1910 index on Ancestry, the spelling and transcription is so
atrocious that even Soundex may not be any help at all. :)
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Dinberg Donna <donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca>
Date: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:21 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> Jennifer Morrow wrote:
>
> > Because of misspellings and naming variations it's important
> > for reference professionals to understand the Soundex. Even
> > if you're not asked about it, you may want to know about it
> > and bring it to the researcher's attention.
>
> This is excellent advice. I would add that genealogy desk staff
> should also
> know there is more than one Soundex scheme. Using an appropriate
> Soundex to
> find name variants can be illuminating.
>
> Three Soundex schemes are described here
> http://www.avotaynu.com/soundex.html with full detail given on the
> Daitch-Mokotoff Soundex. Jewish researchers with Eastern European
> ancestry,in particular, are best served by being able to search
> nominal databases using the D-M Soundex; but the D-M Soundex is useful
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

generally for anyoneresearching Eastern European names.
To see an example of the variant names the D-M Soundex can
retrieve, try
searching a name like Meyerowitz or Kapransky in the Consolidated
JewishSurname Index http://www.avotaynu.com/csi/csi-home.html .
Make sure you
view subsequent pages to see the full range of variants found. (This
address seems to resolve faster in IE than in Firefox, so try IE
first.)
Cheers.

> Din.
>
> Donna Dinberg
> Librarian, Jewish Genealogy Society of Ottawa
> Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
> donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca
>
> The above is a personal observation, not an official statement
> from Library
> and Archives Canada.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Thu Jun 22 16:59:43 2006
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Thu Jun 22 17:00:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <001a01c69635$5b5a3770$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Message-ID: <449ACC7F.31616.44A20C9@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
We began indexing our three local papers (one bi-weekly and two weeklies) in
1999. We created a FileMaker Pro database to store the information and make it
searchable over the web. One library staff member volunteers her own time to do
the indexing. (She began with us as a volunteer and was later hired for other
duties, but continues to do her indexing.) As she has time she has gone back
wards from 1999 with one of the three papers for which we still have paper
copies, and is now working on 1994. The indexes are to all news pertaining to
our town (Hampton, NH), while news from other towns is ignored. We do, however,
index all of the obituaries, adding dates and places of death and maiden names.
We have other volunteers who are working on gathering information from much
older papers from the 19th and early 20th centuries. In these cases they are
not indexed or abstracted, but are fully digitized into HTML format and placed
on our website where they are searchable like the rest of our website. Most of
the local news in these older papers is not conducive to indexing as it
consists of long columns of one or two-sentence paragraphs of local goings-on.
Items such as "Mrs. So and So was visited by her uncle Such and Such from
Peoria over the holiday weekend" make up the majority of these articles. If we
ever get to the mid-1900s we will likely have to just index them like the newer
papers because there is too much content.
We have the permission of all of our local papers to copy whatever we want from
any year of their papers and place it on our website. We scan each new paper as
it comes out and select stories are soon digitized by a volunteer and placed in
an appropriate section of our website. This includes news stories on local
businesses, stories of historical interest, news pertaining to old buildings in
town, the police department, fire department, library (of course), storms and
other major events and some biographical information and obituaries of wellknown locals. At present we do not have a cross reference connecting these
items in our newspaper index with their full-text versions on our website, but
that is planned for the future.
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.

Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
From cringel at webrary.org Thu Jun 22 17:01:03 2006
From: cringel at webrary.org (Colleen Ringel)
Date: Thu Jun 22 17:01:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <001a01c69635$5b5a3770$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
References: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB60E96D3@hera.missoulalib.local>
<001a01c69635$5b5a3770$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Message-ID: <90140B25-533C-420E-84C8-6F2503911AC4@webrary.org>
I was at the NGS Librarians' Program sponsored by Proquest and one of
the speakers was Charles Sherrill. His program was on "Indexing and
Abstracting Projects for Libraries". It was very informative and you
might want to try and contact him for a copy of his handout. His
email address is sherrill@brentwood-tn.org
Colleen Ringel
Reference/Electronic Resources Librarian
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL 60053
Direct: (847) 929-5116
Main: (847) 965-4220
FAX: (847) 965-7903
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect official Library policy.
On Jun 22, 2006, at 2:52 PM, jmcman wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Paulette,
Would we be able to obtain a copy of the guide? I am considering an
indexing project myself.
Thanks,
John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020
FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us
----- Original Message ----From: Paulette Parpart
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
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>
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Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and
updated it when it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone
who was interested. It can be adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The
needs are different.

Hope this helps ?

Paulette from Montana
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before.
Even the local paper office sends people here to look up
obituaries. We do not have many resources for this job, and I may
be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin
with the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get
the opinion that beginning with the older issues would be the most
helpful as they are the hardest to find. We can find death dates
several way including tombstone information, but it would be most
helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time
searching for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County
Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of
my agency.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From Dlunow at aol.com Thu Jun 22 17:12:58 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jun 22 17:13:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <50a.134c991.31cc61da@aol.com>
I would like to know which, if any, of the indexes you are discussing are in
PRINT and/or available for other libraries to purchase?
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From agometz at rhus.com Thu Jun 22 17:28:42 2006
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Thu Jun 22 17:28:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B06022FDF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B06022FDF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <58079.208.61.250.254.1151011722.squirrel@webmail.alastria.net>
Jim,
I think of our current backfile work as the "Dead People Project". We
index any mention of a death including obits, news articles, legal
notices, etc. Murders are very popular. We started with our oldest
newspaper and are hoping to do at least those years proceeding the
start of official death records in North Carolina. Once we get to the
era of vital records, we can use those to lead us to an obituary if
one exists, but we've never been able to do much for deaths on an
unknown date before that.
This helps a lot even if it just tells us
that there isn't anything there.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
p.s. One intern with a sense of humor showed up one day for her stint with
the Dead People in full Goth rig. It made my day.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with
the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion
that beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they
are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including
tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to know if an
obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for it.

From deckpl at yahoo.com Thu Jun 22 17:47:00 2006
From: deckpl at yahoo.com (Kathy W.)
Date: Thu Jun 22 17:47:02 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Can not seem to post to the list
Message-ID: <20060622214700.16856.qmail@web30312.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hello,
I receive emails but my post never show up. I am listed under deckpl@globali.us
for some reason Outlook Express would not send this message to your email address
said it wasn't an valid email address. So I used my Yahoo email. This sounds so
complicated hope you can understand all of this. :)
Thanks,
Kathy Wedyke
Library Director
Deckerville Public Library
Kathy >^..^
--------------------------------Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously low rates.
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From KGFrontier at aol.com Thu Jun 22 21:17:24 2006
From: KGFrontier at aol.com (KGFrontier@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jun 22 21:17:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FGS Conference in Boston!
Message-ID: <26e.b7d7175.31cc9b24@aol.com>

Please share this message with other genealogists in your
Thank you!

address book.

FGS/NEHGS 2006 Genealogy Conference in Boston: Early Discount Deadline July
1st!
Are your calendars marked for this coming August 30 to September 2, 2006 for
a visit to historic Boston? An awesome genealogical event of a lifetime will
be taking place in The Birthplace of American Genealogy. The Federation of
Genealogical Societies and the New England Historic Genealogical Society are
hosting a spectacular genealogical conference. It is just over two months away
and the registration and excitement levels are tremendous. You don?t need to

have a connection to either FGS or NEHGS to register for this conference.
Everyone is welcome.
Something for all of you
Whether you have ancestry in Canada, England, Ireland, Scotland, New York,
California, Connecticut, Missouri, or just about any other locality, there is
something for you to learn at this conference. In just one building you will
be able to listen to speakers from a multitude of countries and states.
Almost 350 sessions of interest to family historians, writers, editors,
professional genealogists, lecturers, librarians, archivists, historians,
columnists, booksellers, and others are being offered. For one conference fee you
can attend sessions for four days straight. Many of the sessions deal with
online research and on top of that, a significant number deal with evaluating
data found online, finding more details in a wide variety of records, learning
more about specific records, and more about the libraries, courthouses, and
archives where millions of records are housed in the U.S., Canada, England,
Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, Scotland, and beyond.
A special cost savings
If you register by July 1st (postmark date or securely online at
_www.FGS.org_ (http://www.fgs.org/)
) you save $30.00 ($155.00 fee vs. $185.00 after that date and at the door).
That fee pays for four full days of genealogical and historical education.
Single day registration is also available.
Exhibit Hall
A huge Exhibit Hall will be filled with booth after booth of vendors and
exhibitors of genealogical software, books (new, old, rare), charts, maps, CDs,
DVDs, gadgets, and more. The exhibitors will be from the U.S., Canada,
England, Ireland, and Scotland. Representatives of historical societies,
genealogical societies, libraries, archives, and other places will have booths in
the
exhibit hall.
Special Meal Events
Luncheons and dinners are another important part of these conferences and for
a reasonable extra fee, anyone can attend these. (It?s a good way to be sure
you have a plan and a seat for lunch!) The website supplies more about each
conference day?s meal events. These do require an extra fee per meal and
seasoned conference goers know they need to register for several of these meals
to enhance the conference experience.
Online Registration
It is easy to join in on this event by checking out the program, meals, and
other events on the FGS website at _www.FGS.org_ (http://www.fgs.org/) .
Secure online registration makes it fast and easy for you. The site includes
lists of speakers and lecture titles, including on which day each is presented.
It also includes details on the conference hotel, travel agent, and other
helpful information. This is also the spot to view the long list of vendors and
organizations already signed up for the Exhibit Hall.
For additional conference details, go to the conference blog at
_www.FGSConference.blogspot.com_ (http://www.fgsconference.blogspot.com/) to see
the
frequent updates provided by the conference committee, area record custodians,
speakers, seasoned conference goers, lovers of Boston and New England, and other
contributors. The blog has covered the hotel, travel agent, local
transportation, convention center, tourism links, extended info on lecturers and
their
topics, and meal events. This is the place to check for additional info,
last minute details, and so much more.
The Conference Committee looks forward to welcoming you to this event. Why
not join the fantastic numbers of genealogists, historians, archivists,
librarians, editors, volunteers, and others from a variety of states and countries

who have already registered? Don?t forget: save $30.00 if you register by or
on July 1st.
If you have any questions, please contact:
Paula Stuart-Warren,
FGS/NEHGS Conference National Publicity Chair
_PSWResearch@comcast.net_ (mailto:PSWResearch@comcast.net)
or the FGS Office at _fgs-office@fgs.org_ (mailto:fgs-office@fgs.org)
Do you want to share the word about his conference? Please feel free to add
live links to these on your websites:
_www.FGS.org_ (http://www.fgs.org/)
_www.FGSConference.blogspot.com_ (http://www.fgsconference.blogspot.com/)
_http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org_ (http://www.newenglandancestors.org/)
A link to the conference logo if you wish to include it on your website or in
print:
_http://www.fgs.org/2006conf/images/FGS_logo_final.jpg_
(http://www.fgs.org/2006conf/images/FGS_logo_final.jpg)
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From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Jun 22 23:23:04 2006
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Jun 22 23:23:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
In-Reply-To: <006401c69607$384e9790$4300a8c0@staffpc>
References: <006401c69607$384e9790$4300a8c0@staffpc>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0606222023j54114a0bqcb806d9238fd875f@mail.gmail.com>
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Michelle Bradley <MBradley@accs.net>
Date: Jun 22, 2006 10:21 AM
Subject: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
To: publib@webjunction.org
For those of you who have genealogy departments, do you allow your
genealogy staff to perform independent genealogy research for hire at the
library on their own time? Do you allow them to perform non-paid research
for others on their own time---even if it is the same service that they
provide as an employee? We are drafting an outside employment policy which
may address this, however this specifically keeps coming up over the years
in our genealogy department. We are in the process of consulting library
counsel regarding this issue, but I am fairly certain that other libraries
have dealt with this issue as well, and would like to hear how you have
handled it.
Thanks
Michelle Bradley
Assistant Director
Frankfort Community Public Library
Clinton County Contractual Public Libraries
208 W. Clinton St.
Frankfort, IN 46041
_______________________________________________
Publib mailing list
Publib@webjunction.org
http://lists.webjunction.org/mailman/listinfo/publib
-------------- next part --------------
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From kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com Fri Jun 23 00:09:56 2006
From: kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com (kspeaks@leisuresportsinc.com)
Date: Fri Jun 23 00:10:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <caed017a.cc5579fb.81bb000@po1.mail.umd.edu>
References: <caed017a.cc5579fb.81bb000@po1.mail.umd.edu>
Message-ID: <web-19144686@back2.mail.megapathdsl.net>
Hello,
I'm with a very active genealogical society in the
Livermore-Pleasanton area near San Francisco. How could I local a
genealogy librarian to speak at my Study Group session? Is there a
published list of library that have librarians specializing in
genealogy research? Thank you!
Kay Speaks
Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
www.L-AGS.org
On Thu, 22 Jun 2006 06:45:44 -0400
megan lewis <melewis@umd.edu> wrote:
> Questions about surnames, either "Is my last name
>Jewish/Slovenian/Irish/etc.?"
> or "What does my surname mean?"
>
> I second everything anyone has said about maps and geography.
>
> If you can arrange it, I think inviting someone who is a
>genealogical librarian to
> come talk to your class or even better yet a field trip to a LDS
>Family History
> Center or local institution with a large genealogical collection
>would be helpful
> to your students. The International Association of Jewish
>Genealogical Societies
> is having their annual convention in Manhattan August 13-18; this
>is just a wild
> suggestion but maybe they'll let your students to have access to the
>dealers
> room and the resource room for an afternoon so they can see the wide
>variety of
> products available?
>
> I think a list of local institutions outside of libraries and
>courthouses that have
> family & local history information (and how to contact them) would
>be helpful to
> patrons.
>
> As for obscure websites, I have found that when a local group hosts
>the national
> convention, they'll put information about local resources on the
>convention
> website to help out-of-towners plan their trip. The convention

>websites often
> stay up for a while.
>
> Can I say I'm jealous? I'm 11/12 done with my MLS, and a genealogy
>course
> would be greatly useful to me. However, neither UMaryland or
>Catholic
> University offer a course, despite all the genealogical resources in
>the DC area.
> Of course, this is partially my fault, as I've been meaning to
>suggest such a thing
> to Maryland's library school curriculum committee for a year now and
>just
> haven't gotten around to it....
>
> Good luck with the class.
>
> Megan Lewis
> MLS student, University of Maryland
> Program Assistant, Registry of Holocaust Survivors, United States
>Holocaust
> Memorial Museum
>
> ---- Original message --->>Date: Tue, 20 Jun 2006 16:43:44 -0400
>>From: "Connie Kuntz-Thorsen" <THORSENC@stjohns.edu>
>>Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>>
>>
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>>
(hope this isn't a duplicate post) >>
>>
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be
>>
able to share your expertise. I am teaching a
>>
genealogy reference course this summer and since I
>>
am not in the field can only give the students the
>>
"academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be
>>
able to share questions commonly asked about
>>
genealogy at the reference desk? Do you have any
>>
books/websites/etc. that you constantly recommend?
>>
Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>>
to help them discover what they may be faced with as
>>
reference librarians dealing with genealogy. If you
>>
have any suggestions you could offer I would greatly
>>
appreciate it.
>>
>>
Thanks for your help.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
Connie Thorsen
>>
>>
Associate Professor
>>
>>
St. John's University
>>
>>

>>________________
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Fri Jun 23 05:10:34 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Fri Jun 23 05:11:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.lo cal>
References: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060623011228.0235ece8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
To anyone contemplating doing a newspaper index, I'd recommend making
absolutely sure that there is no indexing already being done, as follows
(in no particular order):
1. Contact all your local genealogical societies and historical societies;
ask if they know of any partial indexes to the local newspapers, or any
individuals who may be in the process of doing an index. (When they learn
of your plans, they may offer to help.)
2. Examine your county's U.S. GenWeb site to see whether any kind of index
has been put online. Contact the website administrator and ask if he/she
knows of anyone who is preparing such an index. Individuals do sometimes
create various kinds of indexes and offer them to GenWeb volunteers to
include on county pages, or as a link.
3. Check the "Obituary Daily Times" online at www.rootsweb.com/~obituary/
and click on "Publications List" to see whether a volunteer is presently
submitting obituaries from your local newspaper(s) to this searchable
database. You can use the "Find" function on your browser to look for the
name of the city or town(s) of publication. Submitters are identified by
"taglines" - initials or short versions of their names. If you can
identify a submitter, contact the person to determine the date he/she
started, in hopes of avoiding duplication of effort. Start dates vary and
there may be gaps in coverage, but some volunteers began as far back as
1998. (I did see a tagline listed after the name of the Shelby, NC
newspaper.)
4. If you know of any regional libraries, societies, or websites which
include genealogical information from a multi-county area including your
own county, contact those as well, with the same questions.
Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
At 10:50 AM 6/22/2006:
>
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the
> local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not
> have many resources for this job, and I may be the only person available
> to work on this.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with
the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion
that beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they
are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including
tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to know if an
obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for it.
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From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Fri Jun 23 09:10:49 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Fri Jun 23 09:10:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked
at the reference desk
Message-ID: <20060623091049.CMD41906@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
I agree. I have yet to find my grandfather on the Ancestry's 1910 Census,
with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his
brother in 1911.
Can't find my grandfather on the 1930 either but he shows up where he
should on the 1920. Fustrating.
I need to find time to go through both locations via the microfilm. And
then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
relatives as well.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Thu, 22 Jun 2006 15:41:48 -0500
>From: director@perry.lib.ok.us
>Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Cc: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>I agree wholeheartedly. A working understanding of Soundex is essential.
>
>Though, if any of you have looked at the transcriptions of the new full
>name 1910 index on Ancestry, the spelling and transcription is so
>atrocious that even Soundex may not be any help at all. :)
>
>->
>Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
>Head Librarian
>
>Perry Carnegie Library
>302 N. 7th Street
>Perry, OK, 73077
>
>E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>

>Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
>Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
>
>
>----- Original Message ---->From: Dinberg Donna <donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca>
>Date: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:21 pm
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>> Jennifer Morrow wrote:
>>
>> > Because of misspellings and naming variations it's important
>> > for reference professionals to understand the Soundex. Even
>> > if you're not asked about it, you may want to know about it
>> > and bring it to the researcher's attention.
>>
>> This is excellent advice. I would add that genealogy desk staff
>> should also
>> know there is more than one Soundex scheme. Using an appropriate
>> Soundex to
>> find name variants can be illuminating.
>>
>> Three Soundex schemes are described here
>> http://www.avotaynu.com/soundex.html with full detail given on the
>> Daitch-Mokotoff Soundex. Jewish researchers with Eastern European
>> ancestry,in particular, are best served by being able to search
>> nominal databases
>> using the D-M Soundex; but the D-M Soundex is useful generally for
>> anyoneresearching Eastern European names.
>>
>> To see an example of the variant names the D-M Soundex can
>> retrieve, try
>> searching a name like Meyerowitz or Kapransky in the Consolidated
>> JewishSurname Index http://www.avotaynu.com/csi/csi-home.html .
>> Make sure you
>> view subsequent pages to see the full range of variants found. (This
>> address seems to resolve faster in IE than in Firefox, so try IE
>> first.)
>>
>> Cheers.
>> Din.
>>
>> Donna Dinberg
>> Librarian, Jewish Genealogy Society of Ottawa
>> Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
>> donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca
>>
>> The above is a personal observation, not an official statement
>> from Library
>> and Archives Canada.
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>________________
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list

>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Fri Jun 23 09:41:12 2006
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Fri Jun 23 09:42:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B0DADBA@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
<6.2.1.2.2.20060623011228.0235ece8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Message-ID: <008701c696ca$d1c92b60$6400a8c0@WillowBendBooks.local>
Although I don't disagree with Barbara's comments of knowing what others are doing
in regards to any project (newspaper or otherwise) she leaves me with the
impression if someone else is doing it, you shouldn't.
I disagree. Markets in genealogy are very diverse and each market (although there
are overlaps between markets) focuses on different input medias. In looking towards
the future I foresee based on existing technology that every book will be available
in paperback, hardback, CD-ROM and e-book formats. At least that is the direction
that we are heading. Print on demand technologies with just-in-time inventory
practices will eventually be the only way that genealogical publishers will be able
to survive.
What does that have to do with a newspaper index? Well, just because it is on the
internet is not a reason not to go forward. I don't know about you, but I still
like to have a book. Now if the local genealogy society or historical society is
doing a book on the subject, you as the librarian should already know about it.
Shouldn't you? I have always found that two books on the same subject are much
better than just one. If a person purchases one book on a subject they are likely
to purchase another. There is also the quality issue. Some people just do a much
better job at it than others. We all know examples of poor transcriptions that have
been replaced by better transcriptions.
To my mind there are four different kinds of newspaper books:
There are indexes, which are nothing more than finding aids to the newspapers which
require that you have access to the newspaper to learn anything other than this
person is in this paper on this date on this page. As marketable titles they are
poor. As finding aids in a local library with the newspapers they are grand. But
their utility is diminished as a function of distance from the originals.
There are vital record abstracts which provide sufficient information to make an
informed decision about an event. Marriages and Deaths usually. These sell well
because they normally cover a range of years. The greater the range the better the
market.
There are event abstracts which provide the same, but about other events in
addition to vital records. Lost cows, runaway slaves, divorce notices, murder,
visiting relatives, good stuff. I like these books better but they do not sell as
well (except to libraries) and they usually cover one year. A good example of these
is June Dixon's National Intelligencer series. They are my personal preference.
There are complete transcriptions which transcribe the newspaper, including the
ads. They mean that you can have your own set of newspapers on your bookshelf. A
good example is Wes Pippenger and Jim Munson's Alexandria Virginia newspaper
series. The market for these is limited, but those who use them love them and wish
there were more.
C.

Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
(fax) 410 871-2674
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
Subscribe to Heritage Books eNews http://www.HeritageBooks.com/hbsignup.htm
----- Original Message ----From: Barbara Hill
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 5:10 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
To anyone contemplating doing a newspaper index, I'd recommend making absolutely
sure that there is no indexing already being done, as follows (in no particular
order):
1. Contact all your local genealogical societies and historical societies; ask
if they know of any partial indexes to the local newspapers, or any individuals who
may be in the process of doing an index. (When they learn of your plans, they may
offer to help.)
2. Examine your county's U.S. GenWeb site to see whether any kind of index has
been put online. Contact the website administrator and ask if he/she knows of
anyone who is preparing such an index. Individuals do sometimes create various
kinds of indexes and offer them to GenWeb volunteers to include on county pages, or
as a link.
3. Check the "Obituary Daily Times" online at www.rootsweb.com/~obituary/ and
click on "Publications List" to see whether a volunteer is presently submitting
obituaries from your local newspaper(s) to this searchable database. You can use
the "Find" function on your browser to look for the name of the city or town(s) of
publication. Submitters are identified by "taglines" - initials or short versions
of their names. If you can identify a submitter, contact the person to determine
the date he/she started, in hopes of avoiding duplication of effort. Start dates
vary and there may be gaps in coverage, but some volunteers began as far back as
1998. (I did see a tagline listed after the name of the Shelby, NC newspaper.)
4. If you know of any regional libraries, societies, or websites which include
genealogical information from a multi-county area including your own county,
contact those as well, with the same questions.
Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
At 10:50 AM 6/22/2006:
No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local
paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources

for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.
What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/
dcf10b28/attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Jun 23 09:49:00 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Jun 23 09:47:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0606222023j54114a0bqcb806d9238fd875f@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <028701c696cb$c7f57e80$3102060a@rpl.org>
I would personally have no problem with it, as long as it does not violate
city codes regarding performing work or accepting gratuities. That's not
allowed. But plenty of librarians have outside jobs, whether related to
their subject matter or not. And long as they kept clear of any conflict of
interest or never used work time for it, there should not be a problem. The
question poses itself because they likely would have to be on premises, in
the collection (although not necessarily) to do the work. Why wouldn't a
business librarian be allowed to work in the financial services field, and
use the business collection at the library to do so (I am friends with a man
who does exactly that, and he has always be assiduous about keeping things
separate.)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/2e27e4ab/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Jun 23 10:02:24 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Jun 23 10:01:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk/1910
Ancestry index
In-Reply-To: <920DE368B74EEF4C98BA9D3FDE6598C3072B692A@exchange8b>
Message-ID: <029201c696cd$a929f880$3102060a@rpl.org>
Of course, the Ancestry index is helpful, but one of the classic things that
NO index and NO commercial site can fix is things that are flat out wrong.

I use a variation of this to show how I found a man I knew was in the 1910
census, by searching for native born Pennsylvanian, of a certain age with a
certain first name.
The census has the man where he actually lived according to a street
directory, but:
1. he's living with the in laws
2. he's listed as married, which he is, but the wife isn't listed with him
3. the wife is listed under her maiden name.
4. the maiden name is not correct and even that is misspelled
5. her mother is on a 2nd marriage so the in laws name is different.
6. she (the man's wife) is a step child to the man listed as the head of
household
7. while she is married to (William), there is no listing of a child, which
they did have at the time of the census (I had gotten the actual data from a
family member and was interested to see how difficult it would be for a
civilian to verify).
8. the census has his name wrong - it's actually EYDLER, and clearly appears
written as IDLET in the census.
--they did get his gender correct, though.
With things like that, I wouldn't hold anything against the indexers and
commercial database producers, since the underlying data is SO incorrect and
confusing. That's why it is important to get everything you can from a
living member of the family; but it would not be possible to take the time
to do this for a patron at the desk. I did this investigation at home on my
own time, and I use it in talks that I give to illustrate what people can
run up against.
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Fri Jun 23 10:29:41 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Fri Jun 23 10:29:43 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Genealogy_questions_asked_at_the?=
=?us-ascii?Q?_reference_desk_-_names_on_the_census?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB8@phosphorus>
We really do have to remember that not everyone is on the censuses. I
was not counted in 2000, 1990, or 1980. It is especially frustrating
because I had already started doing genealogy by then so I knew the
importance of having my name and family on the census, so I contacted
the census board and still was never contacted for information.
That is just my experience. Some people were afraid of what a census
could be used for and so avoid giving information. That is still
sometimes true.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of

suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 8:11 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
I agree. I have yet to find my grandfather on the Ancestry's 1910
Census,
with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his
brother in 1911.
Can't find my grandfather on the 1930 either but he shows up where he
should on the 1920. Fustrating.
I need to find time to go through both locations via the microfilm. And
then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
relatives as well.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
From SKirby at boelter-yates.com Fri Jun 23 11:17:51 2006
From: SKirby at boelter-yates.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri Jun 23 11:18:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Readex Completes Early American Newspapers, Series I
Message-ID: <77FB5F1F51C21C44A690DCCE990B670401149F7E@mercury.boelter-yates.com>
I thought this announcement from the GOVDOC-L list might be of interest
to you.
Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:58:50 -0500
From: Readex <dloiterstein@readex.com>
Subject: Readex Completes Early American Newspapers, Series I
To view this mail in a browser, copy
http://sdm3.rm04.net/servlet/MailView?ms=NTQ1MjY2S0&r=MzEzNTk4MDYyNAS2&j
=MTc5NzI0NzgS1&mt=1
<http://sdm3.rm04.net/servlet/MailView?ms=NTQ1MjY2S0&r=MzEzNTk4MDYyNAS2&
j=MTc5NzI0NzgS1&mt=1> into your browser.

Readex Announces Completion of Digital Early American Newspapers, Series
I, 1690-1876
Digital Edition Provides Fully Searchable Facsimiles of More Than 700
18th- and 19th-Century American Newspapers
NAPLES, Fla./Wednesday, June 21, 2006 - Readex, a leading publisher of
online historical collections, announced today the completion of Early
American Newspapers, Series I, 1690-1876. An integral part of Readex's
acclaimed Web-based Archive of Americana, this digital edition offers
fully searchable, cover-to-cover reproductions of nearly 350,000 issues
from over 700 historical American newspapers, totaling more than 1.5
million pages. Digitized primarily from the extensive historical
newspaper holdings of the American Antiquarian Society (AAS), and
published in cooperation with the AAS, Early American Newspapers, Series
I is a collection of great significance for historical researchers at

all levels.
Early American Newspapers, Series I provides unprecedented access to
America's past by documenting daily life, popular issues and events and
both majority and minority views in hundreds of communities. Focusing
largely on the 18th century and offering titles from 23 states and the
District of Columbia, this comprehensive resource is based on Clarence
S. Brigham's "History and Bibliography of American Newspapers,
1690-1820" and other authoritative bibliographies. Users can easily
view, magnify, print and save items and limit searches to items that
fall into such categories as news/opinion, election returns, letters,
poetry, legislative acts or legal proceedings, prices, advertisements,
matrimony notices and death notices.
"The joint effort of Readex and the American Antiquarian Society has led
to the creation of a digital historical newspaper collection of
unparalleled breadth and depth," said Ellen S. Dunlap, President of the
American Antiquarian Society. "We are pleased to see our vast newspaper
holdings serve to further contribute to fresh understandings of our
nation's past."
"Now, Web-based access to one of the most valuable sources for 18th- and
19th-century historical research is enabling students and scholars at
hundreds of institutions worldwide to explore nearly every aspect of
early America," said Remmel Nunn, Readex Vice President of New Product
Development.
Benjamin Reiss, Associate Professor of English at Tulane University,
said, "How jealous I am of the students who will be able to use this
wonderful resource! The digital version of Early American Newspapers
gives them an unfair advantage over all previous generations of scholars
who had to spend months or even years seeking-and perhaps never
finding-what can now be found with a few keystrokes."
As part of the America's Historical Newspapers collection, Early
American Newspapers, Series I, 1690-1876 shares a common interface with
Early American Newspapers, Series II, 1758-1900 and Early American
Newspapers, Series III, 1829-1922.
For more information on the digital edition of Early American
Newspapers, Series I, 1690-1876, the Archive of Americana or other
Readex products, visit www.readex.com <outbind://16/www.readex.com> .
About the American Antiquarian Society
Founded in 1812 as the country's first national historical organization,
the American Antiquarian Society is both a learned society and a major
independent research library. The AAS library today houses the largest
and most accessible collection of books, pamphlets, broadsides,
newspapers, periodicals, sheet music, and graphic arts material printed
through 1876 in what is now the United States, as well as manuscripts
and a substantial collection of secondary works, bibliographies, and
other reference works related to all aspects of American history and
culture before the twentieth century. The Society sponsors a broad range
of programs-visiting research fellowships, research, education,
publications, lectures, and concerts-for constituencies ranging from
school children and their teachers through undergraduate and graduate
students, postdoctoral scholars, creative and performing artists and
writers, and the general public.

About Readex
For more than 50 years, the Readex name has been synonymous with
research in historical printed materials and government documents.
Recognized by librarians, students and scholars for its efforts to
transform academic research, Readex offers a wealth of Web-based,
primary source materials in the humanities and social sciences. Today,
Readex, a division of NewsBank, inc., has established a leadership
position among publishers by creating the digital Archive of Americana,
a family of online collections that provides unprecedented access to the
history, culture and daily life of the United States over more than
three centuries.
# # #
For more information or to speak with a Readex expert, contact Readex
Marketing Manager David Loiterstein by calling 1.203.421.0152 or
emailing dloiterstein@readex.com.
If you no longer wish to receive news releases from Readex, click below.
http://sdm3.rm04.net/servlet/OneClickOptOutServlet?m=545266&r=MzEzNTk4MD
YyNAS2&b=0&j=MTc5NzI0NzgS1&mt=1
<http://sdm3.rm04.net/servlet/OneClickOptOutServlet?m=545266&r=MzEzNTk4M
DYyNAS2&b=0&j=MTc5NzI0NzgS1&mt=1>
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Corporate Librarian
skirby@boelter-yates.com
(847) 685-9284
(267) 295-7384 (fax)
From jhcook at alltel.net Fri Jun 23 11:35:02 2006
From: jhcook at alltel.net (Joyce Cook)
Date: Fri Jun 23 11:35:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing
Message-ID: <449C0A26.2060501@alltel.net>
Craig Scott is definitely looking at the future of indexing. But he did
miss one thing. Right now in my county a local person is scanning area
newspapers, as far back as possible, then using an OCR program to make
them all-word searchable, thus no index needed. This is not a perfect
system because the OCR picks up blots, splotches, and other weird things
on the page, so there are odd-looking words and spellings. However, it
is online and is quite useful in local history/genealogy research. I'm
going to be indexing a genealogical society's journal this year and I'm
wondering if we shouldn't just scan pages, convert to OCR, and put it on
a CD-ROM for our members. No index!
Joyce Cook, genealogist and retired librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/0ebe3c4f/
attachment.html
From phinkel at pacbell.net Fri Jun 23 11:57:29 2006
From: phinkel at pacbell.net (Paula Hinkel)

Date: Fri Jun 23 11:57:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Announcement: Naturalization Index Published for Los
Angeles County
Message-ID: <048c01c696dd$bbabdfe0$6401a8c0@Paula>
The Southern California Genealogical Society is proud to announce the
publication of a new three-volume series: The Naturalization Index of the
Superior Court for Los Angeles County, California 1852-1915.
The index includes mention of every "naturalization transaction"
(Declaration of Intent, Final Papers, denials, etc.) for each alien that
occured in Los Angeles County Superior court. The index includes more than
40,000 entries, with close to 27,000 unique names and more than 350
countries or combinations of countries or origin, i.e., Hungary-Canada-Great
Britain. The three volumes are available for purchase separately or as a
three-volume set. The publication can be ordered through the SCGS website
shopping cart at www.scgsgenealogy.com/catalog.
This series is the first tangible output of SCGS's 1890 Project. The goal
of the 1890 Project is to account for all of the individuals -- fathers,
mothers, children, lodgers, residents and visitors -- who would have been
enumerated on the 1890 U.S. census for Los Angeles County. This project is a
legacy for all future genealogists and historians of the Los Angeles area.
Read more about the 1890 Project at
http://www.scgsgenealogy.com/1890project.htm
The Southern California Genealogical Society, founded in 1964, is
headquartered in Burbank and staffed entirely by volunteers. The society's
30,000-volume library is open to the public free of charge. SCGS publishes a
respected quarterly journal and a newsletter for its members; provides
numerous lectures and seminars for all levels of researchers; sponsors a
number of special interest groups; and hosts the yearly Genealogy Jamboree,
which attracts visitors from all over the United States. The 38th Annual
Genealogy Jamboree will be held June 8-10, 2007.
For more information:
Southern California Genealogical Society
417 Irving Drive
Burbank, CA 91504
818-843-7247
scgs@scgsgenealogy.com
www.scgsgenealogy.com
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Fri Jun 23 11:59:02 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Fri Jun 23 11:59:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing
In-Reply-To: <449C0A26.2060501@alltel.net>
Message-ID: <000c01c696dd$f342d4e0$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
I wondered when someone would bring up digitization! Although not perfect,
digitized newspapers are a wonderful way to search newspapers. On our web
site we have the digitized version of the Columbia, PA newspaper, the
Columbia Spy (1830-1899).
Locally we have formed a county wide digitization group
http://library.fandm.edu/lcdp and we have plans to digitize other county

newspapers.
I wonder if the effort to "hand" index newspapers is worth the time? Of
course, you do miss things in the digitized versions as Joyce relates.
Still at least in Pennsylvania, this is the path that is being taken, led by
Penn State University http://www.libraries.psu.edu/digital/newspapers/ .
Check out the Columbia Spy available on our web site
www.lancasterhistory.org
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Joyce Cook [mailto:jhcook@alltel.net]
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 11:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing
Craig Scott is definitely looking at the future of indexing. But he did
miss one thing. Right now in my county a local person is scanning area
newspapers, as far back as possible, then using an OCR program to make them
all-word searchable, thus no index needed. This is not a perfect system
because the OCR picks up blots, splotches, and other weird things on the
page, so there are odd-looking words and spellings. However, it is online
and is quite useful in local history/genealogy research. I'm going to be
indexing a genealogical society's journal this year and I'm wondering if we
shouldn't just scan pages, convert to OCR, and put it on a CD-ROM for our
members. No index!
Joyce Cook, genealogist and retired librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/7a08755f/
attachment.html
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Fri Jun 23 11:47:08 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Fri Jun 23 12:03:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked
at the reference desk - names on the census
Message-ID: <20060623114708.CMD50497@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
I think in my case at least for the 1910 census they were either missed or
the surname was spelled incorrectly (I have tried the standard variations
of the name.) or it was indexed incorrectly.
With the 1930 Census they might have been moving around to much what with
the economic depression and being from the dust bowl area. I just don't
know where they were.
Without online indexes I will not be easy to locate as I lived in
different states for the years 1950, 1960, 1970 (had three different
surnames as well) and for 1980, 1990, and 2000 I lived in different

counties within a single state. (wow I giving my approximate age away) My
descendents will have fun. It is a good thing that I do genealogy and have
noted these locations down for them.
Linda Sutton
---- Original message --->Date: Fri, 23 Jun 2006 09:29:41 -0500
>From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
>Subject: RE: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk - names on the census
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>We really do have to remember that not everyone is on the censuses. I
>was not counted in 2000, 1990, or 1980. It is especially frustrating
>because I had already started doing genealogy by then so I knew the
>importance of having my name and family on the census, so I contacted
>the census board and still was never contacted for information.
>
>That is just my experience. Some people were afraid of what a census
>could be used for and so avoid giving information. That is still
>sometimes true.
>
>Joyce Adams Brannan
>Technical Services Librarian
>Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
>University of West Alabama
>(205) 652-3677
>jbrannan@uwa.edu
>
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
>suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
>Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 8:11 AM
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>desk
>
>I agree. I have yet to find my grandfather on the Ancestry's 1910
>Census,
>with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his
>brother in 1911.
>
>Can't find my grandfather on the 1930 either but he shows up where he
>should on the 1920. Fustrating.
>
>I need to find time to go through both locations via the microfilm. And
>then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
>relatives as well.
>
>Linda Sutton
>Oakland County Research Library
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From kakmiller at yahoo.com Fri Jun 23 12:21:17 2006
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Fri Jun 23 12:21:19 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing
In-Reply-To: <000c01c696dd$f342d4e0$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
Message-ID: <20060623162117.3408.qmail@web52213.mail.yahoo.com>
I'm a BELIEVER in indexing unless you've got software
such as Ancestry's ranked search that picks up the
Billys, Williams, Wm.s, Bills, Billy-Bobs etc. We use
the software designed by Walter Lewis, a genius, at
the Halinet consortium in Ontario, Canada. Their
approach combines digitization, full text searching,
and indexing in an ingenious way. Our local paper
takes a dim view of digitization or even presenting
full text of ANYTHING on line, so we have to make do
with just the indexing part. Makes my mouth water to
see what that program can do. The link to the general
Halinet page is http://www.halinet.on.ca/ Play with
the databases in the drop down box. It handles images
and historical archives in addition to newspapers.
Halinet consortium has been very generous with their
software and support.
You can play with our Wilmette Newspaper Index at
http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
--- Marge Bardeen
<marjorie.bardeen@lancasterhistory.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I wondered when someone would bring up digitization!
Although not perfect,
digitized newspapers are a wonderful way to search
newspapers. On our web
site we have the digitized version of the Columbia,
PA newspaper, the
Columbia Spy (1830-1899).
Locally we have formed a county wide digitization
group
http://library.fandm.edu/lcdp and we have plans to
digitize other county
newspapers.
I wonder if the effort to "hand" index newspapers is
worth the time? Of
course, you do miss things in the digitized versions
as Joyce relates.
Still at least in Pennsylvania, this is the path
that is being taken, led by
Penn State University
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/digital/newspapers/ .
Check out the Columbia Spy available on our web
site
www.lancasterhistory.org

> Marjorie R. Bardeen
> Assistant Librarian
> Lancaster County Historical Society
> 230 N. President Ave.
> Lancaster, PA 17603
> (717) 392-4633 ex. 108
> www.lancasterhistory.org
>
>
-----Original Message---->
From: Joyce Cook [mailto:jhcook@alltel.net]
>
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 11:35 AM
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing
>
>
>
Craig Scott is definitely looking at the future of
> indexing. But he did
> miss one thing. Right now in my county a local
> person is scanning area
> newspapers, as far back as possible, then using an
> OCR program to make them
> all-word searchable, thus no index needed. This is
> not a perfect system
> because the OCR picks up blots, splotches, and other
> weird things on the
> page, so there are odd-looking words and spellings.
> However, it is online
> and is quite useful in local history/genealogy
> research. I'm going to be
> indexing a genealogical society's journal this year
> and I'm wondering if we
> shouldn't just scan pages, convert to OCR, and put
> it on a CD-ROM for our
> members. No index!
>
>
Joyce Cook, genealogist and retired librarian
> > _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Fri Jun 23 12:47:32 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Fri Jun 23 12:47:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
Message-ID: <2e4c0288fe.288fe2e4c0@onenet.net>
In my opinion, it's a conflict of interest to train your staff and then
have your staff use that knowledge and information for their own
personal gain. While I would have no trouble with my staff helping
people informally on their offtime, I think that opening a paid
research service would not be proper.

Jeffrey
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
Date: Friday, June 23, 2006 8:49 am
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/14b4c4d5/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Fri Jun 23 12:59:46 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Fri Jun 23 12:59:48 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Fwd:_=5BPublib=5D_Genealogy--Out?=
=?us-ascii?Q?side_employment?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07ABA@phosphorus>
Actually, I think it might be a lawsuit waiting to happen.
are several legal and ethical issues involved.

There really

There is no reason why a person cannot use any training gained anywhere
in any field as they wish, UNLESS written restrictions applied to the
training. It might seem unethical to be trained to do something and
then quit and set up your own business, but people do it all the time.
That is the reason businesses have new hires sign contracts with various
restrictions such as non-competition clauses, must receive permission to
earn outside income, all work/discoveries/creations etc. made while
working for a company belong to the company.
Our university does not provide research service. If we have time, we
will help someone with local genealogy research charging only for
copies. If they want to hire someone to do the research for them, we
certainly will allow that. If I want to start my own business
researching our archives, I would need to get permission to do so. It

would only be ethical for me to point out that a university librarian
might be able to help them for free as time permits (not me - my main
duty is the catalog). The university could not legally deny me access
to the same materials that they allow other researchers to use.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
director@perry.lib.ok.us
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 11:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
In my opinion, it's a conflict of interest to train your staff and then
have your staff use that knowledge and information for their own
personal gain. While I would have no trouble with my staff helping
people informally on their offtime, I think that opening a paid
research service would not be proper.
Jeffrey
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
Date: Friday, June 23, 2006 8:49 am
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Fri Jun 23 13:53:00 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Fri Jun 23 13:53:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
Message-ID: <338672ed76.2ed7633867@onenet.net>
True. As well, there's the simple fact that the public may get confused
and believe you are doing your normal job, and attempt to hold your

main employer liable for dissatisfaction with service, etc, etc.
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
Date: Friday, June 23, 2006 11:59 am
Subject: RE: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
> Actually, I think it might be a lawsuit waiting to happen. There
> reallyare several legal and ethical issues involved.
>
> There is no reason why a person cannot use any training gained
> anywherein any field as they wish, UNLESS written restrictions
> applied to the
> training. It might seem unethical to be trained to do something and
> then quit and set up your own business, but people do it all the time.
> That is the reason businesses have new hires sign contracts with
> variousrestrictions such as non-competition clauses, must receive
> permission to
> earn outside income, all work/discoveries/creations etc. made while
> working for a company belong to the company.
>
> Our university does not provide research service. If we have
> time, we
> will help someone with local genealogy research charging only for
> copies. If they want to hire someone to do the research for them, we
> certainly will allow that. If I want to start my own business
> researching our archives, I would need to get permission to do so.
> It
> would only be ethical for me to point out that a university librarian
> might be able to help them for free as time permits (not me - my main
> duty is the catalog). The university could not legally deny me access
> to the same materials that they allow other researchers to use.
>
> Joyce Adams Brannan
> Technical Services Librarian
> Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
> University of West Alabama
> (205) 652-3677
> jbrannan@uwa.edu
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
> director@perry.lib.ok.us
> Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 11:48 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

> Cc: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> Subject: Re: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside
> employment
> In my opinion, it's a conflict of interest to train your staff and
> then
> have your staff use that knowledge and information for their own
> personal gain. While I would have no trouble with my staff helping
> people informally on their offtime, I think that opening a paid
> research service would not be proper.
>
> Jeffrey
>
> ->
> Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
> Head Librarian
>
> Perry Carnegie Library
> 302 N. 7th Street
> Perry, OK, 73077
>
> E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
> Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
> Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
>
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
> Date: Friday, June 23, 2006 8:49 am
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/
e824afad/directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From kgaitken at gmail.com Fri Jun 23 15:53:33 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Fri Jun 23 15:53:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
In-Reply-To: <338672ed76.2ed7633867@onenet.net>
References: <338672ed76.2ed7633867@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50606231253k68addb6au7cc55494f3ea95b@mail.gmail.com>
I have followed this with interest.
I do not think it is unethical for genealogy librarian working on her own
time to take on clients either as a consultant or as a reseacher.

I do find it unethical that such a librarian would solicit work, or
recommend themselves to library clients.
When I worked 22 years as a genealogy librarian I did not appear on the
of potential researchers my library shared with clients. And thousands
dollars worth of business were passed on to my delighted colleagues who
professional genealogists. I think I got a bowl of french onion soup as
thank you from one of them. My own clients came from my own advertising
promotion.

list
of
were
a
and

As for the training issue, most practicing genealogy librarians with and MLS
ior MLIS paid for their own professional training. And inservice training in
genealogy reference and collection development is largely self directed
experiential or partially paid for by the librarian.
All this considered, it is definitely an issue for careful consideration.
When people who see you in the library working for your own client, ask for
help, I find it simple to direct them to the reference desk and explain that
I am working for a private client at the moment-- the same explanation our
business librarian uses. Of coure, we remove our library id tag!
Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Penticton, British Columbia, Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/
a49dc8c3/attachment.html
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Fri Jun 23 17:18:05 2006
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Fri Jun 23 17:16:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
In-Reply-To: <20060623091049.CMD41906@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
Message-ID: <009101c6970a$85725e90$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
hi--<<I agree. I have yet to find my grandfather on the Ancestry's 1910 Census,
with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his
brother in 1911.>>
A wild card search finds some people....type in the first 3 letters followed
by asterisk
<<Can't find my grandfather on the 1930 either but he shows up where he
should on the 1920. Fustrating.>>
My grandfather did not show up in the 1910 until I looked for his
brother-in-law...turned out my grandfather was his boarder....but they
enumerator and indexer had mutilated their names so terribly, I only found
him by browsing.

<<I need to find time to go through both locations via the microfilm. And
then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
relatives as well.>>
You can browse the ancestry censuses, same as microfilm....that is how I
found those guys: keep on clicking the arrow to "turn the page."
Deena
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Fri Jun 23 17:28:53 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Fri Jun 23 17:28:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Message-ID: <4b32d48b0d.48b0d4b32d@onenet.net>
I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my training, I
have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in New Orleans
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the family that she
should be with is also not findable in those years, though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.
Just goes to show that no matter how much training we have, we are also
our best customers. :)
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Deena Butta <dbutta@glenviewpl.org>
Date: Friday, June 23, 2006 4:18 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
> hi-->
> <<I agree. I have yet to find my grandfather on the Ancestry's
> 1910 Census,
> with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his

> brother in 1911.>>
>
> A wild card search finds some people....type in the first 3
> letters followed
> by asterisk
>
> <<Can't find my grandfather on the 1930 either but he shows up
> where he
> should on the 1920. Fustrating.>>
>
> My grandfather did not show up in the 1910 until I looked for his
> brother-in-law...turned out my grandfather was his boarder....but they
> enumerator and indexer had mutilated their names so terribly, I
> only found
> him by browsing.
>
> <<I need to find time to go through both locations via the
> microfilm. And
> then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
> relatives as well.>>
>
> You can browse the ancestry censuses, same as microfilm....that is
> how I
> found those guys: keep on clicking the arrow to "turn the page."
>
> Deena
>
> *:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
> Deena Hartray Butta
> Reference Librarian
> Genealogy Specialist
> Glenview Public Library
> 1930 Glenview Rd.
> Glenview IL 60025
> (847) 729 7500 x152
> www.glenviewpl.org
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/
e77c320f/directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us Fri Jun 23 18:51:33 2006
From: bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Bruce Bumbalough)
Date: Fri Jun 23 18:51:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
In-Reply-To: <2e4c0288fe.288fe2e4c0@onenet.net>
References: <2e4c0288fe.288fe2e4c0@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <449C7075.2070608@grapevine.lib.tx.us>

That argument fails to hold even a drop of water. Unless the employee
signs a non compete clause, he or she can use the skills gained through
current work in any way seen fit. We don't pay them enough to demand
that restraint.
Libraries aren't competing with anybody else -- they'd lose if they did.
Libraries have a government granted monopoly on providing free and low
costs information services to the people who are compelled to pay the
taxes that support them.
To me, salaries and benefits for people in our business are so low that
anything we can do to help the staff get ahead is a benefit.
The opinion is mine -- not the library's.
director@perry.lib.ok.us wrote:
>In my opinion, it's a conflict of interest to train your staff and then
>have your staff use that knowledge and information for their own
>personal gain. While I would have no trouble with my staff helping
>people informally on their offtime, I think that opening a paid
>research service would not be proper.
>
>Jeffrey
>
>->
>Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
>Head Librarian
>
>Perry Carnegie Library
>302 N. 7th Street
>Perry, OK, 73077
>
>E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
>Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
>Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
>
>
>----- Original Message ---->From: Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
>Date: Friday, June 23, 2006 8:49 am
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy--Outside employment
>
>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> I would personally have no problem with it, as long as it does not
>> violate city codes regarding performing work or accepting gratuities.
>> That?s not allowed. But plenty of librarians have outside jobs,
>> whether related to their subject matter or not. And long as they kept

>> clear of any conflict of interest or never used work time for it,
>> there should not be a problem. The question poses itself because they
>> likely would have to be on premises, in the collection (although not
>> necessarily) to do the work. Why wouldn?t a business librarian be
>> allowed to work in the financial services field, and use the business
>> collection at the library to do so (I am friends with a man who does
>> exactly that, and he has always be assiduous about keeping things
>> separate.)
>>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
-Bruce L. Bumbalough
Reference Librarian
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, Texas 76051
Voice: (817) 410-3404
Fax:
(817) 410-3084
email: bbumbalough@grapevine.lib.tx.us
The opinions are mine.
From kstanley at flash.net Fri Jun 23 23:00:32 2006
From: kstanley at flash.net (Karen Stanley)
Date: Fri Jun 23 23:00:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
In-Reply-To: <009101c6970a$85725e90$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <20060624030032.48502.qmail@web80207.mail.yahoo.com>
For 1880 through 1920, don't forget the good old microfilmed Soundex cards - the
only census index that was compiled from the original schedules and not from
microfilm. Not all states are covered for 1910, and not all households were
covered for 1880, but it's a great index once you get the hang of it. And for some
censuses where the microfilm is unreadable, it may be the only surviving legible
information on your ancestor's household.
So if you can, check the Soundex film. Some libraries who own the microfilm will
do lookups if you can provide the name of the head of household and a reasonable
amount of info about the family you're looking for (such as the names of one or two
kids).
If that's not an option, however, don't give up on the online indexes. Try
leaving the name fields blank and search on age range, place of birth, etc. Play
with both Ancestry and Heritage Quest - two different indexes, produced by
different people, with different search options. And study the results carefully
with typos, nicknames, and misread letters in mind - maybe Cordelia is listed as
Delia, or Norris mistakenly transcribed as Morris, or James T. parted his name on
the side and is going by Thomas. Or maybe that funky-looking name at the top of
the results list that looks like "??mt" is actually your elusive Grandpa Burt in
disguise!
Karen Stanley

Houston, TX
Deena Butta <dbutta@glenviewpl.org> wrote:
hi--<with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his
brother in 1911.>>
A wild card search finds some people....type in the first 3 letters followed
by asterisk
<should on the 1920. Fustrating.>>
My grandfather did not show up in the 1910 until I looked for his
brother-in-law...turned out my grandfather was his boarder....but they
enumerator and indexer had mutilated their names so terribly, I only found
him by browsing.
<then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
relatives as well.>>
You can browse the ancestry censuses, same as microfilm....that is how I
found those guys: keep on clicking the arrow to "turn the page."
Deena
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060623/1468a973/
attachment.html
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Sat Jun 24 03:19:50 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Sat Jun 24 03:20:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
In-Reply-To: <4b32d48b0d.48b0d4b32d@onenet.net>
References: <4b32d48b0d.48b0d4b32d@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060624000941.02403838@calmail.berkeley.edu>
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:
>I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my training, I
>have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in New Orleans
>from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have only been able to

>locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the family that she
>should be with is also not findable in those years, though I know with
>absolute certainty they lived there.
I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst one ever taken in the South
and it seems to be true, as I've read an entire East Texas county and
several families were missing from it even though they were definitely
living there. Apparently the problem was that the former Confederates were
in no mood to comply with the Federal census.
(Of course this doesn't account for the above case being missing in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060624/60bdfcf3/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Sat Jun 24 11:50:29 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Sat Jun 24 11:46:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710CF@mail.wvculture.local>
This brings to mind a quirk in the 1870 census regarding West Virginia
given as a birthplace. The state was formed from Virginia in 1863, with
whole counties becoming part of West Virginia, meaning that the dividing
line between Virginia and West Virginia was clearcut from the beginning
in terms of records, etc. We always advise researchers to follow the
county, and "ignore" the state for the most part.
The 1870 census was the first following West Virginia statehood, and
people who had been born in a Virginia county which became part of West
Virginia were unsure of how to answer the birthplace questions.
Naturally, their county of birth had been in Virginia at the time of
their birth, so if you were born in one of the Virginia counties that
became part of West Virginia, did you answer "West Virginia" or
"Virginia?"
West Virginia had plenty of Confederate veterans and
sympathizers living within its borders, and many of them answered
Virginia. Others thought that Virginia was the logical answer, while
others were proud to call themselves native West Virginians from the
start. By 1880, the dust had settled, and except for a few diehard
Confederates, if Virginia appears in a West Virginia census as place of
birth, it means the person was born in a Virginia county that remained
part of "old" Virginia, and not a county that became part of West
Virginia.
Keep this in mind when you see people living in other states in 1870 who
list Virginia or West Virginia as a birthplace. I am sure they had the
same confusion over how to answer.
Susan Scouras

Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara
Hill
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Importance: Low
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:
I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my
training, I

have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in

New Orleans

from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have
only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the
family that she
should be with is also not findable in those years,
though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.

I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst one ever taken in
the South and it seems to be true, as I've read an entire East Texas
county and several families were missing from it even though they were
definitely living there. Apparently the problem was that the former
Confederates were in no mood to comply with the Federal census.
(Of course this doesn't account for the above case being missing
in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060624/3812474c/
attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Sat Jun 24 13:05:28 2006

From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Sat Jun 24 13:03:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing: digitization isn't perfect!
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668BD0@magneto.wals.local>
Digitization is grand, but indexing is a value-added tool. Searching a
pastor in hopes of finding his 50th anniversary of ordination, I got
essentially a list of every funeral and wedding he officiated.
An
in-house index would list just his arrival, anniversaries, departure,
etc.
The articles of substance.

And this assumes you have quality OCR. Newspaper archive.com covers
time periods we have no indexing for, and sometimes we are so-o-o-o
grateful for it. It helps us find individual names when we'd have only
indexed the event, for instance. But it is also maddening, when we KNOW
the article is there and cannot bring it up.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce Cook
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 10:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper indexing

Craig Scott is definitely looking at the future of indexing. But he did
miss one thing. Right now in my county a local person is scanning area
newspapers, as far back as possible, then using an OCR program to make
them all-word searchable, thus no index needed. This is not a perfect
system because the OCR picks up blots, splotches, and other weird things
on the page, so there are odd-looking words and spellings. However, it
is online and is quite useful in local history/genealogy research. I'm
going to be indexing a genealogical society's journal this year and I'm
wondering if we shouldn't just scan pages, convert to OCR, and put it on
a CD-ROM for our members. No index!
Joyce Cook, genealogist and retired librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060624/
b843380b/attachment.html
From shivelpa at oplin.org Sat Jun 24 15:20:38 2006

From: shivelpa at oplin.org (Patsy Shiveley)
Date: Sat Jun 24 15:20:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB60E96D3@hera.missoulalib.local>
Message-ID: <00cf01c697c3$46bb1340$af09a8c0@CCPL.CC>
Paulette,
Could you share your instruction handbook with me as well?
email would be fine.

By mail or attaching to

Thank you so much.
Patsy Shiveley
Genealogy Services
Clermont County Public LIbrary
180 S Third Street
Batavia, OH 45153
513-732-2128
----- Original Message ----From: Paulette Parpart
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Dear Jim,

We have been indexing our newspapers since 1980, both current and old issues. We
tried to use the method you are anticipating using . just the obits, then the
marriages. We found that doing both at the same time has worked better. Our problem
(because we are a minimum 8-page daily) was finding someone to read the papers more
than once. We selected the items we wanted indexed and made a list. These items
were then indexed simultaneously. We currently index about 15 vital records from
our papers: death, birth, divorce, marriages (including bridal showers, pictures,
anniversaries, etc.), name changes (legals), military service, generation
photographs, class reunion (photos), family reunion (photos), and some others that
may not appear in other papers.

Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and updated it when
it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone who was interested. It can be
adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The needs are different.

Hope this helps .

Paulette from Montana

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local
paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources
for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of

my agency.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060624/60d920da/
attachment.html
From laurajs at pacbell.net Sat Jun 24 18:03:31 2006
From: laurajs at pacbell.net (Laura Spurrier)
Date: Sat Jun 24 18:03:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Outside employment
Message-ID: <9EBDED41-691C-44FF-9CA3-C979CEBA9B57@pacbell.net>
Re those employment contracts mentioned by someone else: my
husband, a consultant, gets asked regularly to sign them and almost
always refuses. His reason: he always learns something new on an
assignment, and the cumulative effect of all those constraints would
make it impossible for him to work in his field. I would argue that
with perhaps two exceptions, how to do genealogy is something one
learns by doing, not in school. Therefore a public library or
university would be on weak ground if it tried to prohibit an
employee from later utilizing what he or she learned while on the
job. The real issue is whether an employee can be prohibited from
doing genealogy for pay while still employed.
I think the answer ought to be No. Reasons: 1) you can't prohibit
employees from having second jobs (when's the last time library
employees were well paid?), 2) employees who need extra income will
want -- and ethically should be allowed -- to do what pays the most
($25-40./hr is the going rate in my area), and 3) there will always
be patrons who want to absorb hours and hours of an individual
genealogy librarian's time and should properly be told to hire
professional help. I don't think it's unethical for an employee to
add his/her name to a list of professionals for hire. I do agree it
would be unethical for that person to promote his/her services while
at work. My analogy is to university professors who do research as
part of their jobs and also hire themselves out as consultants in the
same field. If they can do it, why not librarians? There's also an
ultimate benefit to the employer: people who are good enough to
become professional genealogists bring enhanced skills back to the job.
Laura Spurrier, M.A., M.L.S.
From Lphobbs at aol.com Sat Jun 24 23:02:23 2006
From: Lphobbs at aol.com (Lphobbs@aol.com)
Date: Sat Jun 24 23:02:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
Message-ID: <524.18e7383.31cf56bf@aol.com>
Christa, I hope this scanner at the hyperlink is as good as indicated. Leo
In a message dated 6/22/2006 7:58:41 AM Mountain Daylight Time,
pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us writes:
I know several libraries have the ST-200 Digital Film Scanner by Anacomp that
came out in 2004. http://www.stimaging.com/
Does anyone know of a similar (more improved) product that may have come out
since 2004?
If not, what is your opinion of the ST-200 and is it being used by your
patrons?
Thanks as always for your valuable thoughts.

Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060624/
ec1a36ce/attachment.html
From egrundset at dar.org Sun Jun 25 10:08:44 2006
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Sun Jun 25 10:08:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Message-ID: <e29178d9a504092d35567fec5b5e54fe449e98e8@mail.dar.org>
This sort of birthplace confusion for VA/WVA is not limited to the 1870 census. One
of my great grandmothers was born in West Virginia in 1862 and lists Virginia has
her birthplace through the 1910 census (living in Maryland by the 1880s) and only
West Virginia in 1920 and 1930! The dust had apparently not settled by 1880 for
everyone living outside of West Virginia! I'm sure there were plenty of others who
did the same thing. We always recommend to people to check for the family in both
states just to be sure.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Susan Scouras
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 11:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
This brings to mind a quirk in the 1870 census regarding West Virginia given as a
birthplace. The state was formed from Virginia in 1863, with whole counties
becoming part of West Virginia, meaning that the dividing line between Virginia and
West Virginia was clearcut from the beginning in terms of records, etc. We always
advise researchers to follow the county, and "ignore" the state for the most part.
The 1870 census was the first following West Virginia statehood, and people who had
been born in a Virginia county which became part of West Virginia were unsure of
how to answer the birthplace questions. Naturally, their county of birth had been
in Virginia at the time of their birth, so if you were born in one of the Virginia
counties that became part of West Virginia, did you answer "West Virginia" or
"Virginia?"
West Virginia had plenty of Confederate veterans and sympathizers
living within its borders, and many of them answered Virginia. Others thought that
Virginia was the logical answer, while others were proud to call themselves native

West Virginians from the start. By 1880, the dust had settled, and except for a
few diehard Confederates, if Virginia appears in a West Virginia census as place of
birth, it means the person was born in a Virginia county that remained part of
"old" Virginia, and not a county that became part of West Virginia.
Keep this in mind when you see people living in other states in 1870 who list
Virginia or West Virginia as a birthplace. I am sure they had the same confusion
over how to answer.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara Hill
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Importance: Low
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:
I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my training, I
have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in New Orleans
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the family that she
should be with is also not findable in those years, though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.

I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst one ever taken in the South and it
seems to be true, as I've read an entire East Texas county and several families
were missing from it even though they were definitely living there. Apparently the
problem was that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with the Federal
census.
(Of course this doesn't account for the above case being missing in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060625/
f16de8e4/attachment.html
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Sun Jun 25 13:02:00 2006
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Sun Jun 25 13:02:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
In-Reply-To: <524.18e7383.31cf56bf@aol.com>
References: <524.18e7383.31cf56bf@aol.com>
Message-ID: <449E5F18020000AF0000D3A0@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Chiming in late on this one. We have several ST scanners and have had them for 2+
years. The patrons using them for Census and other handwritten material love them.
They do a beautiful job on this type of image. The patrons who use them for
newspapers complain constantly that the images are "pixilated" when printed and too
large to read comfortably. We have had so many complaints from the newspaper folks
that we purchased some Minolta scanners for use with newspapers.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092
>>> Lphobbs@aol.com 06/24/06 8:02 PM >>>
Christa, I hope this scanner at the hyperlink is as good as indicated. Leo
In a message dated 6/22/2006 7:58:41 AM Mountain Daylight Time, pcooper@indianriver.lib.fl.us writes:
I know several libraries have the ST-200 Digital Film Scanner by Anacomp that came
out in 2004. http://www.stimaging.com/ Does anyone know of a similar (more
improved) product that may have come out since 2004? If not, what is your opinion
of the ST-200 and is it being used by your patrons? Thanks as always for your
valuable thoughts. Pam Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor Archive Center & Genealogy
DepartmentIndian River County Main Library1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060625/0e72e381/
attachment.html
From fgutman at suffolk.lib.ny.us Sun Jun 25 20:55:39 2006
From: fgutman at suffolk.lib.ny.us (fgutman@suffolk.lib.ny.us)
Date: Sun Jun 25 20:55:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy at the Reference Desk
Message-ID: <twig.1151283339.75881@suffolk.lib.ny.us>
Interesting question since my genealogy training has not be academic in
any way and I am not longer at the local history desk I found you question
interesting.
Many questions that I got at the reference desk dealing with genealogy
were quite advanced. I got requests for materials that were only available
or easiest to obtain through the public library: Historical Newspaper
microfilm from the Library of Congress,

Local newspaper files,
Census microfilm from the National Archives of Canada,
other inter library loan and photocopies.

I also did quite a bit of I & R to vital records repositories and
websites.
Since it was local history as well as genealogy, I used the local maps a
lot. Don't neglect maps as a valuable tool, geographic questions were
common.
Fern Gutman

From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Jun 26 08:39:32 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Jun 26 08:35:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710D2@mail.wvculture.local>
I would imagine people still residing in WV were more conscious of the
question, and the censustakers may have had either instructions or their
own ideas about what to record. Again, we emphasize the county name, so
if anyone has a town or county associated with the person in question,
that is the best clue.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset,
Eric
Sent: Sunday, June 25, 2006 9:09 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Importance: Low
This sort of birthplace confusion for VA/WVA is not limited to
the 1870 census. One of my great grandmothers was born in West Virginia
in 1862 and lists Virginia has her birthplace through the 1910 census

(living in Maryland by the 1880s) and only West Virginia in 1920 and
1930! The dust had apparently not settled by 1880 for everyone living
outside of West Virginia! I'm sure there were plenty of others who did
the same thing. We always recommend to people to check for the family in
both states just to be sure.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 11:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in
ancestry
This brings to mind a quirk in the 1870 census regarding
West Virginia given as a birthplace. The state was formed from Virginia
in 1863, with whole counties becoming part of West Virginia, meaning
that the dividing line between Virginia and West Virginia was clearcut
from the beginning in terms of records, etc. We always advise
researchers to follow the county, and "ignore" the state for the most
part.
The 1870 census was the first following West Virginia
statehood, and people who had been born in a Virginia county which
became part of West Virginia were unsure of how to answer the birthplace
questions. Naturally, their county of birth had been in Virginia at the
time of their birth, so if you were born in one of the Virginia counties
that became part of West Virginia, did you answer "West Virginia" or
"Virginia?"
West Virginia had plenty of Confederate veterans and
sympathizers living within its borders, and many of them answered
Virginia. Others thought that Virginia was the logical answer, while
others were proud to call themselves native West Virginians from the
start. By 1880, the dust had settled, and except for a few diehard
Confederates, if Virginia appears in a West Virginia census as place of
birth, it means the person was born in a Virginia county that remained
part of "old" Virginia, and not a county that became part of West
Virginia.
Keep this in mind when you see people living in other
states in 1870 who list Virginia or West Virginia as a birthplace.
sure they had the same confusion over how to answer.
Susan Scouras

I am

Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara
Hill
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people
in ancestry
Importance: Low
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:
I think we all have Census brickwalls.
Even with all my training, I
have a 3rd great-grandmother who,
although she lived in New Orleans
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she
died, I have only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The
rest of the family that she
should be with is also not findable in
those years, though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.

I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst
one ever taken in the South and it seems to be true, as I've read an
entire East Texas county and several families were missing from it even
though they were definitely living there. Apparently the problem was
that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with the Federal
census.
(Of course this doesn't account for the above
case being missing in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/
c76a02d6/attachment.html

From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Mon Jun 26 08:51:07 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Mon Jun 26 08:51:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in
ancestry
Message-ID: <20060626085107.CME07870@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
This is getting to be an interesting thread. Thanks to Drew Smith emailing
me for more details he was able to find me a possible hit for my missing
1910 ancestors. They were living in an area of Oklahoma that I had never
connected them with before. The name had been truncated and while I
usually check for the truncated name, I somehow missed this family
possibly because they were where I did not expect them to be.
Again Drew thanks.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Sat, 24 Jun 2006 00:19:50 -0700
>From: Barbara Hill <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:
>
>
I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my
>
training, I
>
have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in New
>
Orleans
>
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have only been
>
able to
>
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the family that
>
she
>
should be with is also not findable in those years, though I
>
know with
>
absolute certainty they lived there.
>
>
I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst one ever taken in
>
the South and it seems to be true, as I've read an entire East
>
Texas county and several families were missing from it even
>
though they were definitely living there. Apparently the problem
>
was that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with
>
the Federal census.
>
>
(Of course this doesn't account for the above case being missing
>
in 1900 also.)
>
>
Barbara Hill
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library

1200 N Telegraph
Dept. 453
Pontiac MI 48341-0453
suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
From traptis at suffolk.lib.ny.us Mon Jun 26 08:59:56 2006
From: traptis at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Toni Raptis)
Date: Mon Jun 26 09:00:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
References: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB60E96D3@hera.missoulalib.local>
<00cf01c697c3$46bb1340$af09a8c0@CCPL.CC>
Message-ID: <004c01c69920$6cc43900$4703010a@pml.com>
Paulette,
I too would love a copy of your instruction handbook.
Thanks in advance,
Toni Raptis
Patchogue-Medford Library
54-60 E. Main Street
Patchogue, New York 11772
traptis@suffolk.lib.ny.us

----- Original Message ----From: Patsy Shiveley
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 3:20 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Paulette,
Could you share your instruction handbook with me as well?
to email would be fine.

By mail or attaching

Thank you so much.
Patsy Shiveley
Genealogy Services
Clermont County Public LIbrary
180 S Third Street
Batavia, OH 45153
513-732-2128
----- Original Message ----From: Paulette Parpart
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Dear Jim,

We have been indexing our newspapers since 1980, both current and old issues.
We tried to use the method you are anticipating using . just the obits, then the
marriages. We found that doing both at the same time has worked better. Our problem
(because we are a minimum 8-page daily) was finding someone to read the papers more

than once. We selected the items we wanted indexed and made a list. These items
were then indexed simultaneously. We currently index about 15 vital records from
our papers: death, birth, divorce, marriages (including bridal showers, pictures,
anniversaries, etc.), name changes (legals), military service, generation
photographs, class reunion (photos), family reunion (photos), and some others that
may not appear in other papers.

Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and updated it
when it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone who was interested. It can
be adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The needs are different.

Hope this helps .

Paulette from Montana
---------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the local
paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have many resources
for this job, and I may be the only person available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that beginning
with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the hardest to find. We
can find death dates several way including tombstone information, but it would be
most helpful to know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching
for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library

104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of

my agency.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From FamRSearch at aol.com Mon Jun 26 09:09:29 2006
From: FamRSearch at aol.com (FamRSearch@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jun 26 09:09:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Congratulaions of Filby Award
Message-ID: <30c.77ca709.31d13689@aol.com>
Eric
I could not thing of a person who better deserved this award.
Congratulations.
Julia Coldren-Walker
DAR Member
Seimes Volunteer
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/5ec379e1/
attachment.html
From egrundset at dar.org Mon Jun 26 09:13:50 2006

From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Mon Jun 26 09:13:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Congratulaions of Filby Award
Message-ID: <db83c7f4ee097de5f7d6baf1ca6db714449fdd81@mail.dar.org>
Thank you.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of FamRSearch@aol.com
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 9:09 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Congratulaions of Filby Award

Eric
I could not thing of a person who better deserved this award.

Congratulations.

Julia Coldren-Walker
DAR Member
Seimes Volunteer
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/78264c46/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Jun 26 09:18:42 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Jun 26 09:17:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <fa9ea48c0606221333x68c86871od35aefe5774abb6@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>
We received notification that the last paper issue of the "Genealogical
Computing: A Quarterly Journal" was received for the April/May & June 2006
issue which is v.25 #4.
Starting with v.26 the issues will be on-line
only.

The we above means my library. Has anyone else received this notification?
The serials catalogers want to know who will be able to get the information
regarding the magazine online. They want to know how to word it when they
put the information in Serials. They are not sure, and neither am I, if
only the staff will be able to get the information online and not the

patrons. That information was not given to me from "Genealogical
Computing."
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jbrannan at uwa.edu Mon Jun 26 09:20:44 2006
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Mon Jun 26 09:20:52 2006
Subject: =?us-ascii?Q?RE:_=5BGenealib=5D_Finding_missing_people_in_ancestry?=
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07ABC@phosphorus>
A person born in 1862 in an area now part of West Virginia was born in
Virginia. I'm sure Eric is aware that West Virginia only broke off from
Virginia and became a separate state in 1863. I have helped several
people not aware of that. One woman had been looking near Berkeley
plantation in Charles county, VA with no luck. She KNEW that her
ancestors had settled near Berkeley Virginia in the 1700s. I explained
about the state's splitting during the Civil War and we looked near
Berkeley Springs, WV. We found her ancestors there.

It is vital to consult a gazetteer.
wrong.

What we think we know is so often

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 7:40 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry

I would imagine people still residing in WV were more conscious of the
question, and the censustakers may have had either instructions or their
own ideas about what to record. Again, we emphasize the county name, so
if anyone has a town or county associated with the person in question,
that is the best clue.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset,
Eric
Sent: Sunday, June 25, 2006 9:09 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Importance: Low
This sort of birthplace confusion for VA/WVA is not limited to
the 1870 census. One of my great grandmothers was born in West Virginia
in 1862 and lists Virginia has her birthplace through the 1910 census
(living in Maryland by the 1880s) and only West Virginia in 1920 and
1930! The dust had apparently not settled by 1880 for everyone living
outside of West Virginia! I'm sure there were plenty of others who did
the same thing. We always recommend to people to check for the family in
both states just to be sure.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras

ancestry

Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 11:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in

This brings to mind a quirk in the 1870 census regarding
West Virginia given as a birthplace. The state was formed from Virginia
in 1863, with whole counties becoming part of West Virginia, meaning
that the dividing line between Virginia and West Virginia was clearcut
from the beginning in terms of records, etc. We always advise
researchers to follow the county, and "ignore" the state for the most
part.

The 1870 census was the first following West Virginia
statehood, and people who had been born in a Virginia county which
became part of West Virginia were unsure of how to answer the birthplace
questions. Naturally, their county of birth had been in Virginia at the
time of their birth, so if you were born in one of the Virginia counties
that became part of West Virginia, did you answer "West Virginia" or
"Virginia?"
West Virginia had plenty of Confederate veterans and
sympathizers living within its borders, and many of them answered
Virginia. Others thought that Virginia was the logical answer, while
others were proud to call themselves native West Virginians from the
start. By 1880, the dust had settled, and except for a few diehard
Confederates, if Virginia appears in a West Virginia census as place of
birth, it means the person was born in a Virginia county that remained
part of "old" Virginia, and not a county that became part of West
Virginia.

Keep this in mind when you see people living in other
states in 1870 who list Virginia or West Virginia as a birthplace.
sure they had the same confusion over how to answer.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

I am

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara
Hill
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people
in ancestry
Importance: Low
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:

I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with
all my training, I
have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she
lived in New Orleans
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I
have only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of
the family that she
should be with is also not findable in those
years, though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.
I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst
one ever taken in the South and it seems to be true, as I've read an
entire East Texas county and several families were missing from it even
though they were definitely living there. Apparently the problem was
that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with the Federal
census.
(Of course this doesn't account for the above
case being missing in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From egrundset at dar.org Mon Jun 26 09:53:29 2006
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Mon Jun 26 09:53:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Message-ID: <d678e17a0592d94aceed962da20b0fe0449fe6cc@mail.dar.org>
Yes, I've been aware that West Virginia was formed in 1863 since I was about 5.
Clearly, you missed my point.
Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Brannan, Joyce A.
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 9:21 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry

A person born in 1862 in an area now part of West Virginia was born in Virginia.
I'm sure Eric is aware that West Virginia only broke off from Virginia and became a
separate state in 1863. I have helped several people not aware of that. One woman
had been looking near Berkeley plantation in Charles county, VA with no luck. She
KNEW that her ancestors had settled near Berkeley Virginia in the 1700s. I
explained about the state's splitting during the Civil War and we looked near
Berkeley Springs, WV. We found her ancestors there.

It is vital to consult a gazetteer.

What we think we know is so often wrong.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan Scouras
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 7:40 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry

I would imagine people still residing in WV were more conscious of the question,
and the censustakers may have had either instructions or their own ideas about what
to record. Again, we emphasize the county name, so if anyone has a town or county
associated with the person in question, that is the best clue.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset, Eric
Sent: Sunday, June 25, 2006 9:09 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Importance: Low
This sort of birthplace confusion for VA/WVA is not limited to the 1870 census. One
of my great grandmothers was born in West Virginia in 1862 and lists Virginia has
her birthplace through the 1910 census (living in Maryland by the 1880s) and only
West Virginia in 1920 and 1930! The dust had apparently not settled by 1880 for
everyone living outside of West Virginia! I'm sure there were plenty of others who
did the same thing. We always recommend to people to check for the family in both
states just to be sure.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-

bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Susan Scouras
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 11:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
This brings to mind a quirk in the 1870 census regarding West Virginia given as a
birthplace. The state was formed from Virginia in 1863, with whole counties
becoming part of West Virginia, meaning that the dividing line between Virginia and
West Virginia was clearcut from the beginning in terms of records, etc. We always
advise researchers to follow the county, and "ignore" the state for the most part.

The 1870 census was the first following West Virginia statehood, and people who had
been born in a Virginia county which became part of West Virginia were unsure of
how to answer the birthplace questions. Naturally, their county of birth had been
in Virginia at the time of their birth, so if you were born in one of the Virginia
counties that became part of West Virginia, did you answer "West Virginia" or
"Virginia?"
West Virginia had plenty of Confederate veterans and sympathizers
living within its borders, and many of them answered Virginia. Others thought that
Virginia was the logical answer, while others were proud to call themselves native
West Virginians from the start. By 1880, the dust had settled, and except for a
few diehard Confederates, if Virginia appears in a West Virginia census as place of
birth, it means the person was born in a Virginia county that remained part of
"old" Virginia, and not a county that became part of West Virginia.

Keep this in mind when you see people living in other states in 1870 who list
Virginia or West Virginia as a birthplace. I am sure they had the same confusion
over how to answer.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara Hill
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
Importance: Low

At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:

I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my training, I
have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in New Orleans
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the family that she
should be with is also not findable in those years, though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.
I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst one ever taken in the South and it
seems to be true, as I've read an entire East Texas county and several families
were missing from it even though they were definitely living there. Apparently the
problem was that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with the Federal
census.
(Of course this doesn't account for the above case being missing in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill
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From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Jun 26 10:20:12 2006
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Jun 26 10:20:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closed Tues. July 4
Message-ID: <449FB4DB.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
All Connecticut State Library facilities will be closed on Tuesday, July
4.
The Library and Museum WILL BE OPEN ON Saturday, July 1 and Monday,
July 3 during their regular hours.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Jun 26 10:25:58 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Jun 26 10:22:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] More on Virginia/West Virginia

Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224C4@mail.wvculture.local>
The person born in 1862 was born in what was Virginia at the time, but
the records resided with the county and survived the war for the most
part in the county courthouses, while the birth/death/marriage records
for counties that became West Virginia held in Richmond are gone or
heavily damaged (and the available microfilm is mostly unreadable). You
will have to search for this person in the Virginia census up through
1860, but for any birth, death, marriage, will, deed or other records
kept at the county level pre-1863, the researcher has to determine if
the person lived in a county that became part of West Virginia in 1863,
and again, when dealing with Virginia/West Virginia, follow the county
name to locate records. You may find West Virginia Place Names,
http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvplacenames.html, helpful in
determining if a community is in a West Virginia county. Some of the
resources used in compiling this list were official lists of post
offices as far back as 1798. A map of West Virginia counties, with date
of formation and the "parent" county or counties is posted at
http://www.wvculture.org/history/wvcounties.html. Click on the county
name and you will go to a page of resources for that county, including
another link leading to records on microfilm for that county.
Also, statehood was achieved June 20, 1863, so records for the first
half of the year will still say Virginia. By the way, we just
"unveiled" a major addition to our Website regarding statehood: "West
Virginia--A State of Convenience." Anyone wanting to learn more about
the movement for statehood and the people involved will find an On-Line
Exhibit at http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood.html.
[I don't think these will work as links, but you can see the subjects
covered.]
CONTENTS:
Introduction <http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood.html>
Chapter One: East vs. West
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood01.html>
Chapter Two: Election of 1860
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood02.html>
Chapter Three: Richmond Convention
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood03.html>
Chapter Four: Clarksburg Convention
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood04.html>
Chapter Five: First Wheeling Convention
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood05.html>
Chapter Six: Ratification of the Ordinance of Secession
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood06.html>
Chapter Seven: First Session of the Second Wheeling Convention
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood07.html>
Chapter Eight: Legislature of the Reorganized Government of Virginia
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood08.html>
Chapter Nine: Second Session of the Second Wheeling Convention
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood09.html>
Chapter Ten: Statehood Referendum
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood10.html>
Chapter Eleven: Constitutional Convention
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood11.html>
Chapter Twelve: Reorganized Government of Virginia Approves Separation
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood12.html>
Chapter Thirteen: Congressional Debate on the Admission of West Virginia

<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood13.html>
Chapter Fourteen: Lincoln's Dilemma
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood14.html>
Chapter Fifteen: West Virginians Approve the Willey Amendment
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood15.html>
Chapter Sixteen: The New State of West Virginia
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/statehood16.html>
Primary Documents
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/primarydocuments.html>
Images <http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/images.html>
Other Sources
<http://www.wvculture.org/history/statehood/othersources.html>
Many days I think my work life would be much simpler if they had chosen
one of the other names considered for the new state, such as Vandalia,
or Kanawha.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Brannan,
Joyce A.
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 8:21 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry

A person born in 1862 in an area now part of West Virginia was
born in Virginia. I'm sure Eric is aware that West Virginia only broke
off from Virginia and became a separate state in 1863. I have helped
several people not aware of that. One woman had been looking near
Berkeley plantation in Charles county, VA with no luck. She KNEW that
her ancestors had settled near Berkeley Virginia in the 1700s. I
explained about the state's splitting during the Civil War and we looked
near Berkeley Springs, WV. We found her ancestors there.

It is vital to consult a gazetteer.
often wrong.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12

What we think we know is so

University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 7:40 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry

I would imagine people still residing in WV were more conscious
of the question, and the censustakers may have had either instructions
or their own ideas about what to record. Again, we emphasize the county
name, so if anyone has a town or county associated with the person in
question, that is the best clue.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset,
Eric
Sent: Sunday, June 25, 2006 9:09 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people in
ancestry
Importance: Low
This sort of birthplace confusion for VA/WVA is not
limited to the 1870 census. One of my great grandmothers was born in

West Virginia in 1862 and lists Virginia has her birthplace through the
1910 census (living in Maryland by the 1880s) and only West Virginia in
1920 and 1930! The dust had apparently not settled by 1880 for everyone
living outside of West Virginia! I'm sure there were plenty of others
who did the same thing. We always recommend to people to check for the
family in both states just to be sure.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 11:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Finding missing people
in ancestry
This brings to mind a quirk in the 1870 census
regarding West Virginia given as a birthplace. The state was formed
from Virginia in 1863, with whole counties becoming part of West
Virginia, meaning that the dividing line between Virginia and West
Virginia was clearcut from the beginning in terms of records, etc. We
always advise researchers to follow the county, and "ignore" the state
for the most part.

The 1870 census was the first following West
Virginia statehood, and people who had been born in a Virginia county
which became part of West Virginia were unsure of how to answer the
birthplace questions. Naturally, their county of birth had been in
Virginia at the time of their birth, so if you were born in one of the
Virginia counties that became part of West Virginia, did you answer
"West Virginia" or "Virginia?"
West Virginia had plenty of Confederate
veterans and sympathizers living within its borders, and many of them
answered Virginia. Others thought that Virginia was the logical answer,
while others were proud to call themselves native West Virginians from
the start. By 1880, the dust had settled, and except for a few diehard
Confederates, if Virginia appears in a West Virginia census as place of
birth, it means the person was born in a Virginia county that remained
part of "old" Virginia, and not a county that became part of West
Virginia.

Keep this in mind when you see people living in
other states in 1870 who list Virginia or West Virginia as a birthplace.
I am sure they had the same confusion over how to answer.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara
Hill
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing
people in ancestry
Importance: Low
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:

I think we all have Census brickwalls.
Even with all my training, I
have a 3rd great-grandmother who,
although she lived in New Orleans
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she
died, I have only been able to
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The
rest of the family that she
should be with is also not findable in
those years, though I know with
absolute certainty they lived there.
I've heard that the 1870 census was the
worst one ever taken in the South and it seems to be true, as I've read
an entire East Texas county and several families were missing from it
even though they were definitely living there. Apparently the problem
was that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with the
Federal census.

(Of course this doesn't account for the
above case being missing in 1900 also.)
Barbara Hill

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Jun 26 10:29:40 2006
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Jun 26 10:32:53 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
References: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E07AB1@phosphorus>
<44999D38.8010509@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <00dd01c6992d$463dc870$ec00a8c0@lenawee.local>
A few years ago there was a book published which got lots of publicity and
won some awards: "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers". I was astonished that anyone
had actually published a book on Pioneer, Ohio's newspapers. While I was
delighted, who would believe there would be enough people intersted in
Pioneer's newspapers to do an entire book on that subject! I was all set to
find lots of info on my relatives as Pioneer, Ohio is very close to where
many of them lived - and still do. I was severely annoyed to discover that
the book was not about "Pioneer, Ohio newspapers but about newspapers in
Ohio from the pioneer era! I thought someone should have spent more time
researching their title.
Recently I saw a notice of a novel set in the "fictional town of Eden,
Ohio". Aggg! Here we go again. "Eden", Ohio might be fictional, but "Edon",
Ohio is a real place.
Research, please!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Nancy Maxwell" <nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 3:25 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
>
>
>

Joyce, the "West New York, NJ" story would be a perfect fit in Hank
Jones's /Psychic Roots: Serendipity and Intuition in Genealogy/ and /More
Psychic Roots/ books. I'm sure he could have published LOTS of volumes on
the subject!

>
> Thanks for sharing.
>
> Nancy
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>
> Grapevine Public Library
>
> 1201 Municipal Way
>
> Grapevine, TX 76051
>
> Voice: 817-410-3429
>
> Fax: 817-410-3084
>
> E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>
>
>
> Brannan, Joyce A. wrote:
>>
>> Geography questions
>>
>> Learn to use gazetteers. I like http://www.topozone.com/default.asp even
>> though only the basic searches are free.
>>
>> This summer we had someone come in, all hot and sweaty from a futile
>> search in the woods. They asked, ?Do you know where blah blah cemetery
>> is? I know it is somewhere in this county. It is a private cemetery not
>> used for the last 50 years.? I used topozone and had it immediately.
>>
>> You should have seen the look I got when I told a woman that there is a
>> town called West New York in New Jersey. She had been researching her
>> family in western New York ( I forget why). I suggested we try West New
>> York, New Jersey. I just happened to have the vital records microfilm
>> roll on permanent loan at the Mormon family history center. It took less
>> than 10 minutes to find her family.
>>
>> Joyce Adams Brannan
>>
>> Technical Services Librarian
>>
>> Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
>>
>> University of West Alabama
>>
>> (205) 652-3677
>>
>> jbrannan@uwa.edu
>>
>> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kenneth
>> Aitken
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*Sent:* Wednesday, June 21, 2006 1:29 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
The most common genealogy questions I handled were not the silly ones,
but GEOGRAPHIC ones.
What county is Havre Montana in now? Was that the same one in 1880?
Where in Europe is Banat?
Then come the address questiions like
What's the address for the Clerk of the Court in Lumpkin County?
Then record questions like
Is there an 1885 state cenus for Minnesota? Which counties does it cover.
How can I access this?
And some others like
Why are your county cemetery records in 929.5 and the histoies is 974...?
There are lots of analysis questions like:
I cannot find my family in the 1880 census on FamilySearch. What do I do
now?
Does that help?
On 6/21/06, *Brannan, Joyce A.* <jbrannan@uwa.edu
<mailto:jbrannan@uwa.edu>> wrote:
Just recently we had a woman come in and say her family reunion is in a
month. She can only come at four on Fridays (when we close at 5). She
had a reasonably good tree back to 1880, but wanted to go back at least
before the civil war. I found the family on the 1870 census and told
her that the gggrandmother's name had to be wrong unless she started
having children when she was only 9. We found the family again in the
1860 census with a different mother. When we couldn't find any vital or
church records, I she search the local cemeteries to try to find a
headstone for the correct gggrandmother.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu <mailto:jbrannan@uwa.edu>
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk

>>
>> In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and pick
>> it
>> up on the way to the reunion?
>>
>>
>>
>> Or
>>
>>
>>
>> I'm double parked. I need it right away.
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ->> Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
>> Family History Education Services
>> Regina, SK Canada
>> kgaitken@gmail.com <mailto:kgaitken@gmail.com>
>>
>> Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
>> <http://www.genealogy-education.com>
>>
>> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Jun 26 10:22:41 2006
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Jun 26 10:32:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
References: <20060621133956.CMC65075@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
<WorldClient-F200606211407.AA07021929@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <00dc01c6992d$4617a2d0$ec00a8c0@lenawee.local>
In the last week I have had two of these.
The first wanted a "history of my house". After an explanation of the steps

involved in tracing the history of a house and how difficult that is to
do....turns out she has seen a ghost and wants to know who has died there. A
house that was probably built in the 1880s.
The second wanted to look at death records. Turns out he really wanted to
know (from the library!) if there was anyone buried in his yard because he
had some digging to do and didn't want to hit anyone!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 2:07 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> My favorite is the question we get (in some form) about once every month
> or so. It's some variation of "Do you have a book that tells who died
> in my house" or "How can I tell who died in my house?"
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Indiana room Librarian
> Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
>
> -----Original Message----> From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
> To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, Librarians Serving Genealogists
> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Cc:
> Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 13:39:56 -0400 (EDT)
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
>> My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or family
>> history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the reference
>> desk.
>>
>> Linda Sutton
>> Oakland County Research Library
>>
>> ---- Original message --->> >Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
>> >From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
>> >Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>> desk
>> >To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> >
>> >
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
>> >
->> >
>> >
Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
>> >
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
>> >
Patron: It's your job to find out.
>> >
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>>
>>
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Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Brannan, Joyce A.
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)
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Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Local library

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
online genealogical resources.

>> >
Hope this information helped you.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
Take care,
>> >
>> >
Elizabeth Clemons
>> >
>> >
Reference Librarian
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
---------------------------------------------------------------->> >
>> >
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
>> >
Kuntz-Thorsen
>> >
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
>> >
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> >
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>> >
desk
>> >
>> >
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
>> >
a duplicate post) >> >
>> >
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
>> >
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
>> >
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
>> >
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
>> >
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
>> >
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
>> >
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>> >
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
>> >
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
>> >
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>> >
>> >
Thanks for your help.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
Connie Thorsen
>> >
>> >
Associate Professor
>> >
>> >
St. John's University
>> >
>> >
>> >________________
>> >_______________________________________________
>> >genealib mailing list
>> >genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> >http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Mon Jun 26 11:36:21 2006
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Mon Jun 26 11:36:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
Message-ID: <s49faaae.001@lclsonline.org>
We have an ST-200 and it works very well for most microfilm. I have a couple of
genealogists who regularily scan 40-50 images, burn them on CDs, email them to
clients, etc. But when images (and print) are smaller than normal microfilm sizes
the scans and print outs are not as good (such as on microfiche and newspapers on
microfilm). The company is working to make it better but for right now a wouldn't
recommend it as your only way to make copies from microfilm.
Elaine Jones Hayes
Special Collections Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561
"To read a book for the first time is to make an acquaintance with a new friend;
to read it for a second time is to meet an old one."
* Anonymous, Chinese saying

>>> Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org 6/25/2006 11:02 AM >>>
Chiming in late on this one. We have several ST scanners and have had them for 2+
years. The patrons using them for Census and other handwritten material love them.
They do a beautiful job on this type of image. The patrons who use them for
newspapers complain constantly that the images are "pixilated" when printed and too
large to read comfortably. We have had so many complaints from the newspaper folks
that we purchased some Minolta scanners for use with newspapers.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092
>>> Lphobbs@aol.com 06/24/06 8:02 PM >>>
Christa, I hope this scanner at the hyperlink is as good as indicated. Leo
In a message dated 6/22/2006 7:58:41 AM Mountain Daylight Time, pcooper@indianriver.lib.fl.us writes:
I know several libraries have the ST-200 Digital Film Scanner by Anacomp that came

out in 2004. http://www.stimaging.com/ Does anyone know of a similar (more
improved) product that may have come out since 2004? If not, what is your opinion
of the ST-200 and is it being used by your patrons? Thanks as always for your
valuable thoughts. Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/2ec0e134/
attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Jun 26 11:49:12 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon Jun 26 11:46:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668C00@magneto.wals.local>
Of course, most of us read "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers" as meaning early
papers, but you do have a point. In the next county over from me, there
is a town named Rural. Fictional dialogue: "Where are you from?"
"Rural, Wisconsin." "Which town?" "Rural, Wisconsin."
. . . on into
a "who's on first" routine. Similarly, "My ancestors lived in Pioneer,
Ohio." "Really? What town?"
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis
Rickard
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
A few years ago there was a book published which got lots of publicity
and
won some awards: "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers". I was astonished that
anyone
had actually published a book on Pioneer, Ohio's newspapers. While I was
delighted, who would believe there would be enough people intersted in
Pioneer's newspapers to do an entire book on that subject! I was all set
to
find lots of info on my relatives as Pioneer, Ohio is very close to
where
many of them lived - and still do. I was severely annoyed to discover
that
the book was not about "Pioneer, Ohio newspapers but about newspapers in

Ohio from the pioneer era! I thought someone should have spent more time
researching their title.
Recently I saw a notice of a novel set in the "fictional town of Eden,
Ohio". Aggg! Here we go again. "Eden", Ohio might be fictional, but
"Edon",
Ohio is a real place.
Research, please!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Nancy Maxwell" <nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 3:25 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> Joyce, the "West New York, NJ" story would be a perfect fit in Hank
> Jones's /Psychic Roots: Serendipity and Intuition in Genealogy/ and
/More
> Psychic Roots/ books. I'm sure he could have published LOTS of volumes
on
> the subject!
>
> Thanks for sharing.
>
> Nancy
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>
> Grapevine Public Library
>
> 1201 Municipal Way
>
> Grapevine, TX 76051
>
> Voice: 817-410-3429
>
> Fax: 817-410-3084
>
> E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
>
>
>
> Brannan, Joyce A. wrote:
>>
>> Geography questions
>>
>> Learn to use gazetteers. I like http://www.topozone.com/default.asp
even

>> though only the basic searches are free.
>>
>> This summer we had someone come in, all hot and sweaty from a futile
>> search in the woods. They asked, "Do you know where blah blah
cemetery
>> is? I know it is somewhere in this county. It is a private cemetery
not
>> used for the last 50 years." I used topozone and had it immediately.
>>
>> You should have seen the look I got when I told a woman that there is
a
>> town called West New York in New Jersey. She had been researching her
>> family in western New York ( I forget why). I suggested we try West
New
>> York, New Jersey. I just happened to have the vital records microfilm
>> roll on permanent loan at the Mormon family history center. It took
less
>> than 10 minutes to find her family.
>>
>> Joyce Adams Brannan
>>
>> Technical Services Librarian
>>
>> Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
>>
>> University of West Alabama
>>
>> (205) 652-3677
>>
>> jbrannan@uwa.edu
>>
>>
----------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of
*Kenneth
>> Aitken
>> *Sent:* Wednesday, June 21, 2006 1:29 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
>> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
>>
>> The most common genealogy questions I handled were not the silly
ones,
>> but GEOGRAPHIC ones.
>>
>> What county is Havre Montana in now? Was that the same one in 1880?
>>
>> Where in Europe is Banat?
>>
>> Then come the address questiions like
>> What's the address for the Clerk of the Court in Lumpkin County?
>>
>> Then record questions like
>> Is there an 1885 state cenus for Minnesota? Which counties does it
cover.

>> How can I access this?
>>
>> And some others like
>> Why are your county cemetery records in 929.5 and the histoies is
974...?
>>
>>
>> There are lots of analysis questions like:
>> I cannot find my family in the 1880 census on FamilySearch. What do I
do
>> now?
>>
>> Does that help?
>>
>>
>> On 6/21/06, *Brannan, Joyce A.* <jbrannan@uwa.edu
>> <mailto:jbrannan@uwa.edu>> wrote:
>>
>> Just recently we had a woman come in and say her family reunion is in
a
>> month. She can only come at four on Fridays (when we close at 5). She
>> had a reasonably good tree back to 1880, but wanted to go back at
least
>> before the civil war. I found the family on the 1870 census and told
>> her that the gggrandmother's name had to be wrong unless she started
>> having children when she was only 9. We found the family again in the
>> 1860 census with a different mother. When we couldn't find any vital
or
>> church records, I she search the local cemeteries to try to find a
>> headstone for the correct gggrandmother.
>>
>> Joyce Adams Brannan
>> Technical Services Librarian
>> Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
>> University of West Alabama
>> (205) 652-3677
>> jbrannan@uwa.edu <mailto:jbrannan@uwa.edu>
>>
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> <mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> <mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of Larry
>> Naukam
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 12:54 PM
>> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
>> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
>>
>> In a light hearted vein, one of my favorites is: can I swing by and
pick
>> it
>> up on the way to the reunion?
>>
>>
>>
>> Or
>>

>>
>>
>> I'm double parked. I need it right away.
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ->> Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
>> Family History Education Services
>> Regina, SK Canada
>> kgaitken@gmail.com <mailto:kgaitken@gmail.com>
>>
>> Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
>> <http://www.genealogy-education.com>
>>
>>
----------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From gen at calcasieu.lib.la.us Mon Jun 26 12:26:21 2006
From: gen at calcasieu.lib.la.us (Genealogy Library)
Date: Mon Jun 26 12:26:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
Message-ID: <A3D37F20E39A4C49AD7EFC6098135B719267AA@grok.calcasieu.lib.la.us>
Is this anything you would want to read? If not, just delete it.
-----Original Message----From: Elaine Hayes [mailto:ehayes@lclsonline.org]
Sent: Mon 6/26/2006 10:36 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:

Jeanne

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
We have an ST-200 and it works very well for most microfilm. I have a couple
of genealogists who regularily scan 40-50 images, burn them on CDs, email them to
clients, etc. But when images (and print) are smaller than normal microfilm sizes
the scans and print outs are not as good (such as on microfiche and newspapers on
microfilm). The company is working to make it better but for right now a wouldn't
recommend it as your only way to make copies from microfilm.
Elaine Jones Hayes
Special Collections Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561
"To read a book for the first time is to make an acquaintance with a new
friend;
to read it for a second time is to meet an old one."
? Anonymous, Chinese saying

>>> Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org 6/25/2006 11:02 AM >>>
Chiming in late on this one. We have several ST scanners and have had them
for 2+ years. The patrons using them for Census and other handwritten material
love them. They do a beautiful job on this type of image. The patrons who use them
for newspapers complain constantly that the images are "pixilated" when printed and
too large to read comfortably. We have had so many complaints from the newspaper
folks that we purchased some Minolta scanners for use with newspapers.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092
>>> Lphobbs@aol.com 06/24/06 8:02 PM >>>
Christa, I hope this scanner at the hyperlink is as good as indicated. Leo
In a message dated 6/22/2006 7:58:41 AM Mountain Daylight Time,
pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us writes:
I know several libraries have the ST-200 Digital Film Scanner by
Anacomp that came out in 2004. http://www.stimaging.com/

Does anyone know of a similar (more improved) product that may have
come out since 2004?

If not, what is your opinion of the ST-200 and is it being used by your
patrons?

Thanks as always for your valuable thoughts.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6826 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/
e4179246/attachment.bin
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Mon Jun 26 14:01:37 2006
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Mon Jun 26 14:01:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <fa9ea48c0606221333x68c86871od35aefe5774abb6@mail.gmail.com>
<007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <449FBE91020000AF0000D4F5@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Larry;
We haven't heard this yet but sometimes the bureaucracy grinds slow around here.
This worries me a tad since we typically don't subscribe to online stand-alone
journals.
On a similar note, have you added Internet Genealogy to your serials?
patrons think?
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092

What do your

>>> lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us 06/26/06 6:18 AM >>>
We received notification that the last paper issue of the "Genealogical

Computing: A Quarterly Journal" was received for the April/May & June 2006
issue which is v.25 #4.
Starting with v.26 the issues will be on-line
only.

The we above means my library. Has anyone else received this notification?
The serials catalogers want to know who will be able to get the information
regarding the magazine online. They want to know how to word it when they
put the information in Serials. They are not sure, and neither am I, if
only the staff will be able to get the information online and not the
patrons. That information was not given to me from "Genealogical
Computing."
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Jun 26 16:17:23 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Jun 26 16:17:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <fa9ea48c0606221333x68c86871od35aefe5774abb6@mail.gmail.com>
<007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <4939.131.247.206.239.1151353043.squirrel@mailbox3.acomp.usf.edu>
Larry,
I just got off the phone with Liz Kerstens, the GC editor, and she
confirmed what I already believed to be true: The last issue of
Genealogical Computing will be the July/August/September 2006 issue,
volume 26 #1. GC will not exist in any format after that. Subscribers
with issues left on their subscriptions will receive a letter with that
last issue notifying them of their options.
As the regular "Cybrarian" columnist for GC, I submitted my final article
a few months ago, which will appear in that final issue. It's a look back
at all the topics I covered during the years I wrote the column.
Drew Smith
-Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida
4202 E Fowler Ave, CIS1040
Tampa, FL 33620-7800
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: 813.974.6849 cell: 813.263.2028
On Mon, June 26, 2006 9:18 am, Larry Naukam wrote:
> We received notification that the last paper issue of the "Genealogical
> Computing: A Quarterly Journal" was received for the April/May & June 2006
> issue which is v.25 #4.
Starting with v.26 the issues will be on-line
> only.
>
>
>
> The we above means my library. Has anyone else received this notification?
> The serials catalogers want to know who will be able to get the

>
>
>
>
>
>

information
regarding the magazine online. They want to know how to word it when they
put the information in Serials. They are not sure, and neither am I, if
only the staff will be able to get the information online and not the
patrons. That information was not given to me from "Genealogical
Computing."

From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Jun 26 16:46:24 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Jun 26 16:45:26 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <4939.131.247.206.239.1151353043.squirrel@mailbox3.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000e01c69961$9690b060$3102060a@rpl.org>
Thank you!!!!!!
LN
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 4:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
Larry,
I just got off the phone with Liz Kerstens, the GC editor, and she
confirmed what I already believed to be true: The last issue of
Genealogical Computing will be the July/August/September 2006 issue,
volume 26 #1. GC will not exist in any format after that. Subscribers
with issues left on their subscriptions will receive a letter with that
last issue notifying them of their options.
As the regular "Cybrarian" columnist for GC, I submitted my final article
a few months ago, which will appear in that final issue. It's a look back
at all the topics I covered during the years I wrote the column.
Drew Smith
-Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida
4202 E Fowler Ave, CIS1040
Tampa, FL 33620-7800
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: 813.974.6849 cell: 813.263.2028
On Mon, June 26, 2006 9:18 am, Larry Naukam wrote:
> We received notification that the last paper issue of the "Genealogical
> Computing: A Quarterly Journal" was received for the April/May & June 2006
> issue which is v.25 #4.
Starting with v.26 the issues will be on-line
> only.
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The we above means my library. Has anyone else received this notification?
The serials catalogers want to know who will be able to get the
information
regarding the magazine online. They want to know how to word it when they
put the information in Serials. They are not sure, and neither am I, if
only the staff will be able to get the information online and not the
patrons. That information was not given to me from "Genealogical
Computing."

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jalleyne at hotmail.com Mon Jun 26 17:33:09 2006
From: jalleyne at hotmail.com (Jennifer Alleyne)
Date: Mon Jun 26 17:33:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <4939.131.247.206.239.1151353043.squirrel@mailbox3.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <BAY101-F40B0541A3496FC221BD0DFD3790@phx.gbl>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/
faf45ff1/attachment.html
From ienj43 at xmission.com Mon Jun 26 17:49:59 2006
From: ienj43 at xmission.com (Irene Johnson)
Date: Mon Jun 26 17:50:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Passengers leaving US
In-Reply-To: <20060625160009.A62573E6D28@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E1Fuyy3-0004mu-5a@mgr1.xmission.com>
In the various newspaper indexing projects people have been involved in, has
anyone encountered references to ship passengers LEAVING the USA? If so,
when and where (as in society columns and did it last long ... ) and if so,
does anyone know of any compilations of such lists?
Thanks for your help!
Irene Johnson
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Mon Jun 26 18:07:16 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Mon Jun 26 18:07:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Passengers leaving US
Message-ID: <9fcb39c835.9c8359fcb3@onenet.net>
I haven't come across that much. However, also remember that the
Government never retained outgoing passenger lists in their records.
After 1820, the only thing mandated was incoming lists. So that makes
it twice as hard to trace people.
Society listings do serve that function, as well, sometimes.
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS

Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Irene Johnson <ienj43@xmission.com>
Date: Monday, June 26, 2006 4:49 pm
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Passengers leaving US
>
> In the various newspaper indexing projects people have been
> involved in, has
> anyone encountered references to ship passengers LEAVING the USA?
> If so,
> when and where (as in society columns and did it last long ... )
> and if so,
> does anyone know of any compilations of such lists?
>
> Thanks for your help!
>
> Irene Johnson
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/2a728f32/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Jun 26 18:31:09 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Jun 26 18:31:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Passengers leaving US
In-Reply-To: <E1Fuyy3-0004mu-5a@mgr1.xmission.com>
Message-ID: <00ba01c69970$3927bbd0$640fa8c0@Drew>
The New York Times ran a column frequently entitled "On the Atlantic
Highway" that appeared from at least April 14, 1908 to at least September 2,
1913, listing both arriving and departing passengers (if they were well
known). Similar lists appeared before and after those dates, but used other
headlines, such as "Departures for Europe", "Passengers for Europe", "Off
for Europe", and "Ocean Travelers", one appearing as early as October 27,
1877, and one appearing as late as December 6, 1941.
Drew Smith

Instructor
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Irene Johnson
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 5:50 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Passengers leaving US
In the various newspaper indexing projects people have been involved in, has
anyone encountered references to ship passengers LEAVING the USA? If so,
when and where (as in society columns and did it last long ... ) and if so,
does anyone know of any compilations of such lists?
Thanks for your help!
Irene Johnson
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Tue Jun 27 01:59:06 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Tue Jun 27 01:59:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668C00@magneto.wals.local>
References: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94668C00@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060626225517.02365948@calmail.berkeley.edu>
That reminds me of the story about Plano, Texas which is pronounced
PLAIN-oh. A resident of Plano ordered an item over the phone to be shipped
to her home and gave the shipping address. The person on the other end
asked her how to spell Plano and she said "Just like it sounds." Several
days later she received a package addressed to Plain Old, Texas.
Barbara Hill
At 08:49 AM 6/26/2006:
>Of course, most of us read "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers" as meaning early
>papers, but you do have a point. In the next county over from me, there
>is a town named Rural. Fictional dialogue: "Where are you from?"
>"Rural, Wisconsin." "Which town?" "Rural, Wisconsin."
. . . on into
>a "who's on first" routine. Similarly, "My ancestors lived in Pioneer,
>Ohio." "Really? What town?"
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060626/0aa3f068/
attachment.html
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Tue Jun 27 03:28:06 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Tue Jun 27 03:28:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <449FBE91020000AF0000D4F5@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
References: <fa9ea48c0606221333x68c86871od35aefe5774abb6@mail.gmail.com>
<007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>

<449FBE91020000AF0000D4F5@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060627002634.0231c4a0@calmail.berkeley.edu>
I've seen a copy of it and think it's pretty good.
and isn't overly technical.

Emphasis is on websites

Barbara Hill
At 11:01 AM 6/26/2006, you wrote:
>On a similar note, have you added Internet Genealogy to your
>serials? What do your patrons think?
>
>Heather McLeland-Wieser
>Manager
>History Travel & Maps
>Seattle Public Library
>206-386-4092
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060627/
e60d97ec/attachment.html
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Tue Jun 27 09:39:25 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Tue Jun 27 09:39:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in
ancestry
Message-ID: <20060627093925.CME57438@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
I want to thank all the people who have sent suggestions for searches
through the list. Some I use regularly; others I had forgotten about; and
some were new to me. Just goes to show that when looking for that elusive
ancestor you need to think outside the box and even those of us that have
been doing it for years can learn new ways to do something.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Fri, 23 Jun 2006 16:18:05 -0500
>From: "Deena Butta" <dbutta@glenviewpl.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> hi-->
><<I agree. I have yet to find my grandfather on the Ancestry's 1910
Census,
>with or without Soundex, and I know where he was born in 1909 and his
>brother in 1911.>>
>
>A wild card search finds some people....type in the first 3 letters
followed
>by asterisk
>
><<Can't find my grandfather on the 1930 either but he shows up where he
>should on the 1920. Fustrating.>>

>
>My grandfather did not show up in the 1910 until I looked for his
>brother-in-law...turned out my grandfather was his boarder....but they
>enumerator and indexer had mutilated their names so terribly, I only found
>him by browsing.
>
><<I need to find time to go through both locations via the microfilm. And
>then I expect that I will have to check the locations of other known
>relatives as well.>>
>
>You can browse the ancestry censuses, same as microfilm....that is how I
>found those guys: keep on clicking the arrow to "turn the page."
>
>Deena
>
>*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
>Deena Hartray Butta
>Reference Librarian
>Genealogy Specialist
>Glenview Public Library
>1930 Glenview Rd.
>Glenview IL 60025
>(847) 729 7500 x152
>www.glenviewpl.org
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 27 10:23:20 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 27 10:19:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224C7@mail.wvculture.local>
How about if someone told you there were from the "Ugly area of Lincoln
County, West Virginia," and when you asked them to be more specific,
they said "along the Big Ugly Creek?" Ugly isn't an actual community
name, but it identifies a very rural area without specific communities.
Would you take offense if they said they lived "along Hell for Certain,"
a stream in Pocahontas County? Or for a real "Who's on First" type
conversation, if you asked if there was a creek in their area of
McDowell County and they said, "Well, there's No Name."
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Barbara
Hill

Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 12:59 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Importance: Low
That reminds me of the story about Plano, Texas which is
pronounced PLAIN-oh. A resident of Plano ordered an item over the phone
to be shipped to her home and gave the shipping address. The person on
the other end asked her how to spell Plano and she said "Just like it
sounds." Several days later she received a package addressed to Plain
Old, Texas.
Barbara Hill
At 08:49 AM 6/26/2006:
Of course, most of us read "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers" as
meaning early
papers, but you do have a point. In the next county
over from me, there
is a town named Rural. Fictional dialogue: "Where are
you from?"
"Rural, Wisconsin." "Which town?" "Rural, Wisconsin."
. . . on into
a "who's on first" routine. Similarly, "My ancestors
lived in Pioneer,
Ohio." "Really? What town?"

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060627/62d7669b/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Jun 27 10:51:24 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Jun 27 10:50:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224C7@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <005001c699f9$29129d30$3102060a@rpl.org>
Then of course, in Newfoundland, you have Joe Batt's Arm, Blow Me Down, and
Jerry's Nose. In New Brunswick, Dark Tickle, Tickle Beach and Timble Tickle.
Alberta, meanwhile, is home to Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump. Saskatchewan
has towns named Love, located east of Prince Albert, and Climax, located
about 75 kilometers southwest of Swift Current. Nova Scotia has a beautiful
little bay called Malignant Cove. Not to be topped, Quebec has a place
called St-Louis-du-Ha! Ha!

I have been to the last named. And yes, they do have the exclamation points
on the signs.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060627/4fd991c9/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 27 11:20:48 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 27 11:17:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710E7@mail.wvculture.local>
I still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 9:51 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

Then of course, in Newfoundland, you have Joe Batt's
Arm, Blow Me Down, and Jerry's Nose. In New Brunswick, Dark Tickle,
Tickle Beach and Timble Tickle. Alberta, meanwhile, is home to
Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump. Saskatchewan has towns named Love, located
east of Prince Albert, and Climax, located about 75 kilometers southwest
of Swift Current. Nova Scotia has a beautiful little bay called
Malignant Cove. Not to be topped, Quebec has a place called
St-Louis-du-Ha! Ha!

I have been to the last named. And yes, they do have the
exclamation points on the signs.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060627/166b5882/
attachment.html
From MVanHorn at chplnj.org Tue Jun 27 11:33:37 2006
From: MVanHorn at chplnj.org (Miranda Van Horn)
Date: Tue Jun 27 11:35:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710E7@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <4AE4C2E5C721B54DB6931B9C922B52E73B572A@CHTEXCHANGE1.chtdomain.org>

I lived near a town in Indiana called Gnaw Bone or Gnawbone.
got eaten up.
Miranda Van Horn

Always wondered who

________________________________
From: Susan Scouras [mailto:Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org]
Sent: Tue 6/27/2006 11:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
I still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry Naukam
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 9:51 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

Then of course, in Newfoundland, you have Joe Batt's Arm, Blow Me Down,
and Jerry's Nose. In New Brunswick, Dark Tickle, Tickle Beach and Timble Tickle.
Alberta, meanwhile, is home to Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump. Saskatchewan has towns
named Love, located east of Prince Albert, and Climax, located about 75 kilometers
southwest of Swift Current. Nova Scotia has a beautiful little bay called Malignant
Cove. Not to be topped, Quebec has a place called St-Louis-du-Ha! Ha!

I have been to the last named. And yes, they do have the exclamation
points on the signs.

Miranda Van Horn
Librarian Sr
Cherry Hill Public Library
1100 Kings Hwy
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Work: (856) 667-0300
Fax: (856) 903-1219
www.chplnj.org
Cherry Hill Township provides a secure environment for all information concerning

our residents and all other business concerns. The information contained in this
email is intended only for Librarians Serving Genealogists and may contain
privileged and/or confidential information that is exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. View our privacy policy here.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060627/1d999287/
attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Tue Jun 27 11:38:04 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Tue Jun 27 11:38:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Mount Zion Cemetery Searches, Queens, NY
Message-ID: <004201c699ff$ae38dc30$6401a8c0@DELL>
Mount Zion Cemetery in Maspeth, Queens, New York, now has a burial database on its
website
at http://www.mountzioncemetery.com/ . The first burial occurred on May 5, 1893.
The more
than 210,000 burials in this Jewish cemetery include people from Queens, Manhattan,
and
Brooklyn.
Yesterday, Steve Morse added Mount Zion to his One-Step search form for Mount
Carmel
Cemetery in Ridgewood, Queens, New York, and Mount Hebron Cemetery in Flushing,
Queens,
New York. Go to Steve's home page at www.stevemorse.org , scroll down to "Births,
Deaths,
and other Vital Records," and click on "Cemeteries" to get to the search screen.
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Tue Jun 27 11:43:58 2006
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Tue Jun 27 11:44:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Computing magazine going online?
In-Reply-To: <6.2.1.2.2.20060627002634.0231c4a0@calmail.berkeley.edu>
References: <fa9ea48c0606221333x68c86871od35aefe5774abb6@mail.gmail.com>
<007801c69923$0f813970$3102060a@rpl.org>
<449FBE91020000AF0000D4F5@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
<6.2.1.2.2.20060627002634.0231c4a0@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Message-ID: <44A0EFCE020000AF0000D5ED@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Thanks, we'll want something to replace GC.
Heather
>>> bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu 06/27/06 12:28 AM >>>
I've seen a copy of it and think it's pretty good. Emphasis is on websites and
isn't overly technical.
Barbara Hill
At 11:01 AM 6/26/2006, you wrote:
On a similar note, have you added Internet Genealogy to your serials?
patrons think?

What do your

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060627/9c31ca56/
attachment.html
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Tue Jun 27 11:45:59 2006
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Tue Jun 27 11:46:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710E7@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710E7@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <44A0F047020000AF0000D5F2@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Here in Washington we are rather fond of George.
Washington.
Heather

A small town in eastern

>>> Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org 06/27/06 8:20 AM >>>
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still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry Naukam
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 9:51 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Then of course, in Newfoundland, you have Joe Batt's Arm, Blow Me Down, and Jerry's
Nose. In New Brunswick, Dark Tickle, Tickle Beach and Timble Tickle. Alberta,

meanwhile, is home to Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump. Saskatchewan has towns named
Love, located east of Prince Albert, and Climax, located about 75 kilometers
southwest of Swift Current. Nova Scotia has a beautiful little bay called Malignant
Cove. Not to be topped, Quebec has a place called St-Louis-du-Ha! Ha! I have been
to the last named. And yes, they do have the exclamation points on the signs.
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From daysa at oplin.org Tue Jun 27 12:17:58 2006
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue Jun 27 12:18:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
References: <20060626085107.CME07870@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
Message-ID: <01c201c69a05$415a51b0$6f01a8c0@Ohio>
Hi
I just had an interesting case that I researched Ancestry Library Edition
seeking the surname D'AURORA in Jefferson Co Ohio. I searched 1900-1920
Jefferson Co Ohio and found nothing even when I did a search without listing
a county. Then when we tried a seperate tactic of searching for another
surname connected to the family in Jefferson County we found the first
family with the following misspelling-DEROVA. This spelling did not come up
with Soundex search either. This second search showed the person as a
boarder with the DEROVA family and was exactly what the patron was seeking.
Just goes to prove that there is no exact science here!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 8:51 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
> This is getting to be an interesting thread. Thanks to Drew Smith emailing
> me for more details he was able to find me a possible hit for my missing
> 1910 ancestors. They were living in an area of Oklahoma that I had never
> connected them with before. The name had been truncated and while I
> usually check for the truncated name, I somehow missed this family
> possibly because they were where I did not expect them to be.
>
> Again Drew thanks.
>
> Linda Sutton
> Oakland County Research Library
>
> ---- Original message --->>Date: Sat, 24 Jun 2006 00:19:50 -0700
>>From: Barbara Hill <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
>>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding missing people in ancestry
>>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>>
>>
At 02:28 PM 6/23/2006, you wrote:
>>

>>
I think we all have Census brickwalls. Even with all my
>>
training, I
>>
have a 3rd great-grandmother who, although she lived in New
>>
Orleans
>>
from the early 1850s until 1904 when she died, I have only been
>>
able to
>>
locate on the 1860 and 1880 census. The rest of the family that
>>
she
>>
should be with is also not findable in those years, though I
>>
know with
>>
absolute certainty they lived there.
>>
>>
I've heard that the 1870 census was the worst one ever taken in
>>
the South and it seems to be true, as I've read an entire East
>>
Texas county and several families were missing from it even
>>
though they were definitely living there. Apparently the problem
>>
was that the former Confederates were in no mood to comply with
>>
the Federal census.
>>
>>
(Of course this doesn't account for the above case being missing
>>
in 1900 also.)
>>
>>
Barbara Hill
>>
>>
>>________________
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> Linda Sutton
> Oakland County Research Library
> 1200 N Telegraph
> Dept. 453
> Pontiac MI 48341-0453
>
> suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Jun 27 12:23:06 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Jun 27 12:23:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Top 10 questions at Ref desk
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B0606B953@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
My colleague finally found the list we put together for our "Genealogy
for Non-genealogy Librarians" program at Texas Library Association. Here
they are.
Where/how do I start tracing my family tree?
1.
Can't I just find all of my family tree information on the
Internet? Why can't I just find all my family tree on the Internet?
2.
How do I find out if I have Native American ancestors;

especially ones from Oklahoma?
3.
Where do I find Vital Records like birth certificates, death
certificates?
4.
Where is the 1890 census?
5.
How can I prove I'm related to a famous person?
6.
How can I find my family's coat of arms?
7.
Where do I find obituaries/gravesites/cemeteries in a county or
city?
8.
How do I trace my family tree if someone in the line is adopted?
9.
How do I figure out the relationship of one family member to
another? Such as, how do I know if someone is my first cousin once
removed or my second cousin?

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Jun 27 12:27:29 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Jun 27 12:26:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <44A0F047020000AF0000D5F2@mailsrvclu.spl.org>
Message-ID: <007a01c69a06$959be120$3102060a@rpl.org>

A differing opinion could be construed from:
http://parks.ky.gov/stateparks/bb/index.htm

It is self explanatory..this list is archived and publicly accessible!

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 11:46 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

Here in Washington we are rather fond of George.
Washington.

A small town in eastern

Heather
>>> Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org 06/27/06 8:20 AM >>>
I still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From KGFrontier at aol.com Tue Jun 27 13:04:31 2006
From: KGFrontier at aol.com (KGFrontier@aol.com)
Date: Tue Jun 27 13:04:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Pioneer Ohio Newspapers
Message-ID: <49e.3ce2fcd.31d2bf1f@aol.com>

As the author of "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers," I'm rather tickled at this
discussion! My intent, when I abstracted these papers, was to help people
researching their pioneer Ohio ancestors (not their Pioneer, Ohio, ancestors).
Since
First Families of Ohio cuts off at 1820, essentially defining an Ohio pioneer
as someone there before 1820, I thought I would choose that as my cut-off
year. I remember thinking about "Early Ohio Newspapers" (and yes, there are
towns called "Early" in America, although none are in Ohio). But that didn't
convey the sense of the pioneer spirit that I had come to appreciate while I was
abstracting the papers. Certainly had I abstracted the newspapers of Pioneer,
Ohio, I'd have named the book, "Pioneer, Ohio, Newspapers" or more likely,
"Abstracts of the Early Newspapers of Pioneer, Ohio." Hopefully the commas in
the former case would have alerted potential users that the book covered a
very specific area, but I suspect that it would have caused even more
confusion. People might have thought it was about pioneers in Ohio when it was
really
about Pioneer, Ohio!
Sorry about the confusion!
Karen Mauer Green

In a message dated 6/26/2006 11:48:08 AM Eastern Daylight Time,
Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org writes:
A few years ago there was a book published which got lots of publicity
and
won some awards: "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers". I was astonished that
anyone
had actually published a book on Pioneer, Ohio's newspapers. While I was
delighted, who would believe there would be enough people intersted in
Pioneer's newspapers to do an entire book on that subject! I was all set
to
find lots of info on my relatives as Pioneer, Ohio is very close to
where
many of them lived - and still do. I was severely annoyed to discover
that
the book was not about "Pioneer, Ohio newspapers but about newspapers in
Ohio from the pioneer
researching their

era! I thought someone should have spent more time

title.

Recently I saw a notice of a novel set in the "fictional town of Eden,
Ohio". Aggg! Here we go again. "Eden", Ohio might be fictional, but
"Edon",
Ohio is a real place.
Research,

please!

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 27 13:19:16 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 27 13:15:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710EA@mail.wvculture.local>
Well, of all the oddball Kentucky place names that could have been
chosen, the first sentence of the press release to announce distribution
of Kentucky state road maps to all schools is "Where in the world is
Monkey's Eyebrow?"
http://kentucky.gov/Newsroom/kytc.d6/Kentucky+maps.htm
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: Larry Naukam [mailto:lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us]
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 11:27 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'; Susan Scouras
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

A differing opinion could be construed from:
http://parks.ky.gov/stateparks/bb/index.htm

It is self explanatory....this list is archived and publicly
accessible!
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 11:46 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

Here in Washington we are rather fond of George.
in eastern Washington.

A small town

Heather
>>> Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org 06/27/06 8:20 AM >>>
I still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow,
Kentucky.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From datwood at olatheks.org Tue Jun 27 13:47:07 2006
From: datwood at olatheks.org (Donna Jo Atwood)
Date: Tue Jun 27 13:47:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <4AE4C2E5C721B54DB6931B9C922B52E73B572A@CHTEXCHANGE1.chtdomain.org>
Message-ID: <006701c69a11$b867cdd0$3601a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>

This isn't really an unusual town name-Manly, IA and Fertile, IA-but the
headline in the 1964 newspaper was
Manly Man Marries Fertile Girl.

Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Miranda Van
Horn
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 10:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

I lived near a town in Indiana called Gnaw Bone or Gnawbone.
wondered who got eaten up.

Always

Miranda Van Horn

_____
From: Susan Scouras [mailto:Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org]
Sent: Tue 6/27/2006 11:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
I still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry Naukam
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 9:51 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Then of course, in Newfoundland, you have Joe Batt's Arm, Blow Me Down, and
Jerry's Nose. In New Brunswick, Dark Tickle, Tickle Beach and Timble Tickle.
Alberta, meanwhile, is home to Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump. Saskatchewan
has towns named Love, located east of Prince Albert, and Climax, located
about 75 kilometers southwest of Swift Current. Nova Scotia has a beautiful
little bay called Malignant Cove. Not to be topped, Quebec has a place
called St-Louis-du-Ha! Ha!

I have been to the last named. And yes, they do have the exclamation points
on the signs.
Miranda Van Horn
Librarian Sr
_____
Cherry Hill Public Library
1100 Kings Hwy
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Work: (856) 667-0300
Fax: (856) 903-1219
www.chplnj.org
TownshipLogo <http://www.cherryhill-nj.com/emailimages/lib_sig.jpg>
Cherry Hill Township provides a secure environment for all information
concerning our residents and all other business concerns. The information
contained in this email is intended only for Librarians Serving Genealogists
and may contain privileged and/or confidential information that is exempt
from disclosure under applicable law. View our privacy policy here
<http://www.cherryhill-nj.com/privacy.html> .
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Jun 27 13:59:24 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Jun 27 13:58:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <006701c69a11$b867cdd0$3601a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>
Message-ID: <00a401c69a13$6c93a7b0$3102060a@rpl.org>

That one is SO good!

LN

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Donna Jo Atwood
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 1:47 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

This isn't really an unusual town name-Manly, IA and Fertile, IA-but the
headline in the 1964 newspaper was
Manly Man Marries Fertile Girl.

Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From kgaitken at gmail.com Tue Jun 27 14:04:12 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Tue Jun 27 14:04:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <005001c699f9$29129d30$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224C7@mail.wvculture.local>
<005001c699f9$29129d30$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50606271104g2017b6c9p5f7a2ec3c5011d89@mail.gmail.com>
Larry,
you missed Anyox BC, and Dummer, Ebrow, Elbow, and Forget Saskatchewan
The first local history published for Climax was titled "Climax-Before and
After" a real collectors item today.
Dummer Saskatchewan's foirst local history was entitled, "This is Dummer"
When I was a librarian in Saskatchewan

we owned both!.

Ken
On 6/27/06, Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us> wrote:
>
>
Then of course, in Newfoundland, you have Joe Batt's Arm, Blow Me Down,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

and Jerry's Nose. In New Brunswick, Dark Tickle, Tickle Beach and Timble
Tickle. Alberta, meanwhile, is home to Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump.
Saskatchewan has towns named Love, located east of Prince Albert, and
Climax, located about 75 kilometers southwest of Swift Current. Nova Scotia
has a beautiful little bay called Malignant Cove. Not to be topped, Quebec
has a place called St-Louis-du-Ha! Ha!

I have been to the last named. And yes, they do have the exclamation
points on the signs.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 27 14:16:34 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 27 14:12:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Pioneer Ohio Newspapers
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669028710EB@mail.wvculture.local>
Sad to say, unless a genealogy/local history publication comes from a
known commercial publisher, we are all too used to misplaced commas,
absent or unnecessary apostrophes and misspelled words to take any title
at face value, so I don't think comma placement would have made much
difference in your title!
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
KGFrontier@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 12:05 PM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Pioneer Ohio Newspapers
Importance: Low

As the author of "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers," I'm rather tickled
at this discussion! My intent, when I abstracted these papers, was to
help people researching their pioneer Ohio ancestors (not their Pioneer,
Ohio, ancestors). Since First Families of Ohio cuts off at 1820,
essentially defining an Ohio pioneer as someone there before 1820, I
thought I would choose that as my cut-off year. I remember thinking
about "Early Ohio Newspapers" (and yes, there are towns called "Early"
in America, although none are in Ohio). But that didn't convey the sense
of the pioneer spirit that I had come to appreciate while I was
abstracting the papers. Certainly had I abstracted the newspapers of
Pioneer, Ohio, I'd have named the book, "Pioneer, Ohio, Newspapers" or
more likely, "Abstracts of the Early Newspapers of Pioneer, Ohio."
Hopefully the commas in the former case would have alerted potential
users that the book covered a very specific area, but I suspect that it
would have caused even more confusion. People might have thought it was
about pioneers in Ohio when it was really about Pioneer, Ohio!
Sorry about the confusion!
Karen Mauer Green
In a message dated 6/26/2006 11:48:08 AM Eastern Daylight Time,
Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org writes:
A few years ago there was a book published which got
lots of publicity
and
won some awards: "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers". I was
astonished that
anyone
had actually published a book on Pioneer, Ohio's
newspapers. While I was
delighted, who would believe there would be enough
people intersted in
Pioneer's newspapers to do an entire book on that
subject! I was all set
to
find lots of info on my relatives as Pioneer, Ohio is
very close to
where
many of them lived - and still do. I was severely
annoyed to discover
that
the book was not about "Pioneer, Ohio newspapers but
about newspapers in
Ohio from the pioneer era! I thought someone should have
spent more time
researching their title.
Recently I saw a notice of a novel set in the "fictional

town of Eden,
Ohio". Aggg! Here we go again. "Eden", Ohio might be
fictional, but
"Edon",
Ohio is a real place.
Research, please!

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From walters at alaweb.com Tue Jun 27 17:16:46 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Tue Jun 27 17:16:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
Message-ID: <380-220066227211646461@alaweb.com>
I have fiend who met a young girl in
was Pinny Nickels foom Money, Miss.

Eng. 101 at old Miss whose name

Also, here in Alabama we have a town of Climax downt the road from
Intercourse
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Wed Jun 28 10:39:31 2006
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Wed Jun 28 10:37:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others
In-Reply-To: <007a01c69a06$959be120$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <00b801c69ac0$ac0a6ac0$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
yikes!
here is another oddball geographical feature:
http://www.main.nc.us/buncombe/frenchbroad.html

A differing opinion could be construed from:
http://parks.ky.gov/stateparks/bb/index.htm

It is self explanatory..this list is archived and publicly accessible!
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 11:46 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Rural, Wisconsin & others

Here in Washington we are rather fond of George.
Washington.

A small town in eastern

Heather
>>> Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org 06/27/06 8:20 AM >>>
I still think there is nothing to top Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From library at ci.belton.tx.us Wed Jun 28 13:50:08 2006
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Wed Jun 28 13:52:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <8BEDDF1BCBE6A34688138CD650BCEFB443D064@CITY-EX.belton.local>
What are the steps involved in tracing a houses history?
Kim Adele Kroll
Director
Lena Armstrong Public Library
(254) 933-5832
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis
Rickard
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 9:23 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In the last week I have had two of these.
The first wanted a "history of my house". After an explanation of the
steps
involved in tracing the history of a house and how difficult that is to
do....turns out she has seen a ghost and wants to know who has died
there. A
house that was probably built in the 1880s.
The second wanted to look at death records. Turns out he really wanted
to
know (from the library!) if there was anyone buried in his yard because
he
had some digging to do and didn't want to hit anyone!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian

Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 2:07 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> My favorite is the question we get (in some form) about once every
month
> or so. It's some variation of "Do you have a book that tells who died
> in my house" or "How can I tell who died in my house?"
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Indiana room Librarian
> Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
>
> -----Original Message----> From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
> To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, Librarians Serving Genealogists
> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Cc:
> Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 13:39:56 -0400 (EDT)
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
>
>> My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or family
>> history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the reference
>> desk.
>>
>> Linda Sutton
>> Oakland County Research Library
>>
>> ---- Original message --->> >Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
>> >From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
>> >Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>> desk
>> >To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> >
>> >
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
>> >
->> >
>> >
Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
>> >
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
>> >
Patron: It's your job to find out.
>> >
>> >
>> >
Dusty Gres, Director
>> >
Ohoopee Regional Library System
>> >
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
>> >
610 Jackson Street
>> >
Vidalia, GA 30474
>> >
PH: (912) 537-9283
>> >
FAX: (912) 537-3735
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EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Brannan, Joyce A.
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Local library
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Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
online genealogical resources.

Hope this information helped you.

Take care,
Elizabeth Clemons

>> >
Reference Librarian
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
---------------------------------------------------------------->> >
>> >
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
>> >
Kuntz-Thorsen
>> >
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
>> >
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> >
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>> >
desk
>> >
>> >
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
>> >
a duplicate post) >> >
>> >
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
>> >
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
>> >
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
>> >
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
>> >
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
>> >
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
>> >
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>> >
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
>> >
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
>> >
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>> >
>> >
Thanks for your help.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
Connie Thorsen
>> >
>> >
Associate Professor
>> >
>> >
St. John's University
>> >
>> >
>> >________________
>> >_______________________________________________
>> >genealib mailing list
>> >genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> >http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Wed Jun 28 13:54:27 2006
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Wed Jun 28 13:56:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <8BEDDF1BCBE6A34688138CD650BCEFB443D066@CITY-EX.belton.local>
I would love to have a copy thanks.

Kim Adele Kroll
Director
Lena Armstrong Public Library
(254) 933-5832
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Patsy
Shiveley
Sent: Saturday, June 24, 2006 2:21 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Paulette,
Could you share your instruction handbook with me as well?
attaching to email would be fine.

Thank you so much.

Patsy Shiveley
Genealogy Services
Clermont County Public LIbrary
180 S Third Street
Batavia, OH
513-732-2128

45153

By mail or

----- Original Message ----From: Paulette Parpart <mailto:parpart@missoula.lib.mt.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Dear Jim,

We have been indexing our newspapers since 1980, both current
and old issues. We tried to use the method you are anticipating using
... just the obits, then the marriages. We found that doing both at the
same time has worked better. Our problem (because we are a minimum
8-page daily) was finding someone to read the papers more than once. We
selected the items we wanted indexed and made a list. These items were
then indexed simultaneously. We currently index about 15 vital records
from our papers: death, birth, divorce, marriages (including bridal
showers, pictures, anniversaries, etc.), name changes (legals), military
service, generation photographs, class reunion (photos), family reunion
(photos), and some others that may not appear in other papers.

Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use
and updated it when it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone
who was interested. It can be adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The
needs are different.

Hope this helps ...

Paulette from Montana
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before.
Even the local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We
do not have many resources for this job, and I may be the only person
available to work on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to
begin with the obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get
the opinion that beginning with the older issues would be the most
helpful as they are the hardest to find. We can find death dates several
way including tombstone information, but it would be most helpful to
know if an obituary exists before we spend a lot of time searching for
it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County
Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

of

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy
my agency.

________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/37400e97/
attachment.html
From mahaffey at ctls.net Wed Jun 28 14:04:38 2006

From: mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Wed Jun 28 14:04:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
Message-ID: <000601c69add$52029a30$0446a8c0@CTLS.local>
Kim,
The Austin History Center has a House/Building file based on municipal tax
records. There is a card file with a card for every address listed
alphabetically by street name. These cards have information about the
original structure on the property, who owned it, when it passed to a new
owner, etc. It will take a lot of digging, but perhaps your city already has
something like this in their property tax office.
Austin also has a picture file with many local structures in it. You could
put one of these together as well.
You might want to visit the Austin History Center. It's in downtown Austin,
just across the parking lot from the current Austin Public Library. CTLS
used to live in their basement. The building was the original Austin Public
Library, built in the 1930s.
See their website at: www.ci.austin.tx.us/library/ahc
Take care.
Laurie
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of LIBRARY
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 12:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
What are the steps involved in tracing a houses history?
Kim Adele Kroll
Director
Lena Armstrong Public Library
(254) 933-5832
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 28 14:45:06 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Wed Jun 28 14:45:26 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
Message-ID: <187a8418764c.18764c187a84@onenet.net>
In a very simple sense, if your area has a fairly complete set of city
directories, you could compile the reverse directory listings and see
the names they correspond to. (Meaning, look up the address and see the
resident, instead of looking up the resident to see the address). This
information can be used to see when the property stops appearing (i.e.
if the house is there from now all the way back to 1910, but not
before, the house probably was built in 1909 or so, if the way your
streets are addressed hasn't changed). If you have a local obituary
file, look up all the names of people you see living in the house each

year from the city directory. See who they were, what it says about
them. The obit might even mention the property and when it was built.
That will give you a very simple way to get an idea of the history.
Also look at the houses and structures around yours on the reverse
directory. Maybe your house was next to a church, and you find out that
it was built as a pastor's residence, etc. Also, see if your local
history files mention the house specifically (is it well known as a
haunted house, or as the old Smith place, etc.)
Of course, your city planning and similar offices have technical
information about all these things, but it tends to be much more fun, I
think, done like I describe. :)
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Laurie Mahaffey <mahaffey@ctls.net>
Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 1:04 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
> Kim,
>
> The Austin History Center has a House/Building file based on
> municipal tax
> records. There is a card file with a card for every address listed
> alphabetically by street name. These cards have information about the
> original structure on the property, who owned it, when it passed
> to a new
> owner, etc. It will take a lot of digging, but perhaps your city
> already has
> something like this in their property tax office.
>
> Austin also has a picture file with many local structures in it.
> You could
> put one of these together as well.
>
> You might want to visit the Austin History Center. It's in
> downtown Austin,
> just across the parking lot from the current Austin Public
> Library. CTLS
> used to live in their basement. The building was the original
> Austin Public
> Library, built in the 1930s.
>
> See their website at: www.ci.austin.tx.us/library/ahc
>
> Take care.

> Laurie
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of LIBRARY
> Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 12:50 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
> desk
> What are the steps involved in tracing a houses history?
>
> Kim Adele Kroll
> Director
> Lena Armstrong Public Library
> (254) 933-5832
> P.O. Box 120
> Belton, Texas 76513
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/
f29329a1/directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From Pam.Young at roanokeva.gov Wed Jun 28 14:57:01 2006
From: Pam.Young at roanokeva.gov (Pam.Young@roanokeva.gov)
Date: Wed Jun 28 14:57:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
In-Reply-To: <187a8418764c.18764c187a84@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <OF30B94D43.36A1574F-ON8525719B.00675C828525719B.00686004@roanokeva.gov>
I might also add to Jeff's excellent advice to check Sanborn maps - some
are on line.
We have several people a year come here to research their
houses. The Sanborn maps tell you what the house was made of, if it had a
porch, or an "auto house". It helps too if you have an annexation map.
Roanoke started out very small & a lot of people have found that the city
does not list their house until the 1940's when the area was annexed.
Pam B. Young
Roanoke Public Libraries
Virginia Room
706 S Jefferson St.
Roanoke, VA 24016
(540) 853-2073
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Wed Jun 28 15:47:12 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Wed Jun 28 15:40:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
References: <8BEDDF1BCBE6A34688138CD650BCEFB443D064@CITY-EX.belton.local>

Message-ID: <003301c69aeb$a755fbe0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Kim, I presented a lecture on this topic at last year's Angelina College
Genelaogy Conference. The outline is 3 pgs and you're welcome to it if
you'll request it to me off-line at treviawbeverly@houston.rr.com Just ask
for "Homestead Research." You won't have the advantage of my remarks (for
whatever they were worth) or the class discussion but I think you'll find
some good references on it.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
* STILL TIME to register for the 10th annual Angelina College Genealogy
Conference - THE regional conference of note! Spend three days of learning
on the beautiful campus of Angelina College in Lufkin, Texas. Thursday
through Saturday, July 20-22, 2006 offers two special all-day classes on
Thursday and then over thirty (30) various sessions on Friday and Saturday
with well-known speakers. Book vendors, door prizes, lots of fun --- and a
syllabus that becomes a reference book in your personal genealogical
library.
http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy.htm
Register online or by printable
mail-in form.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Trevia Wooster Beverly (Assistant Coordinator & Program Chair)
Houston, Texas
treviawbeverly@houston.rr.com
This Conference offers something for everyone Even veteran researchers sometimes take a beginner's class, session or
periodically read a beginner's book. As our knowledge advances we see things
with new eyes and that smoldering brick wall problem in the back of our
minds will all of a sudden have a new approach that we "knew" about but that
we didn't connect the dots until it was brought to our attention once
e.
- Elissa Scalise Powell, CGRS
----- Original Message ----From: "LIBRARY" <library@ci.belton.tx.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 12:50 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
What are the steps involved in tracing a houses history?
Kim Adele Kroll
Director
Lena Armstrong Public Library
(254) 933-5832
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis
Rickard
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 9:23 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In the last week I have had two of these.
The first wanted a "history of my house". After an explanation of the

steps
involved in tracing the history of a house and how difficult that is to
do....turns out she has seen a ghost and wants to know who has died
there. A
house that was probably built in the 1880s.
The second wanted to look at death records. Turns out he really wanted
to
know (from the library!) if there was anyone buried in his yard because
he
had some digging to do and didn't want to hit anyone!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 2:07 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> My favorite is the question we get (in some form) about once every
month
> or so. It's some variation of "Do you have a book that tells who died
> in my house" or "How can I tell who died in my house?"
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Indiana room Librarian
> Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
>
> -----Original Message----> From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
> To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, Librarians Serving Genealogists
> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Cc:
> Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 13:39:56 -0400 (EDT)
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
desk
>
>> My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or family
>> history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the reference
>> desk.
>>
>> Linda Sutton
>> Oakland County Research Library
>>
>> ---- Original message --->> >Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
>> >From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
>> >Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>> desk
>> >To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> >
>> >
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
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-Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
Patron: It's your job to find out.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Brannan, Joyce A.
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
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librarian may not be available.)
3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Local library

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
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>
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
>
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
>
online genealogical resources.
>
>
>
>
Hope this information helped you.
>
>
>
>
Take care,
>
>
Elizabeth Clemons
>
>
Reference Librarian
>
>
>
>
---------------------------------------------------------------->
>
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
>
Kuntz-Thorsen
>
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>
desk
>
>
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
>
a duplicate post) >
>
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
>
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
>
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
>
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
>
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
>
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
>
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
>
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
>
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>
>
Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
>
Connie Thorsen
>
>
Associate Professor
>
>
St. John's University
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From datwood at olatheks.org Wed Jun 28 15:52:55 2006
From: datwood at olatheks.org (Donna Jo Atwood)
Date: Wed Jun 28 15:53:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <8BEDDF1BCBE6A34688138CD650BCEFB443D066@CITY-EX.belton.local>
Message-ID: <003701c69aec$756795c0$3601a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>

DJA
I would also be interest in a copy.
snail mail.

I can accept e-mail attachments or

Thank you,

Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe Public Library
201 E. Park
Olathe, KS

66061

datwood@olatheks.org

From: Paulette <mailto:parpart@missoula.lib.mt.us>

Parpart

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 3:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Dear Jim,

We have been indexing our newspapers since 1980, both current and old
issues. We tried to use the method you are anticipating using . just the
obits, then the marriages. We found that doing both at the same time has
worked better. Our problem (because we are a minimum 8-page daily) was
finding someone to read the papers more than once. We selected the items we
wanted indexed and made a list. These items were then indexed
simultaneously. We currently index about 15 vital records from our papers:
death, birth, divorce, marriages (including bridal showers, pictures,
anniversaries, etc.), name changes (legals), military service, generation
photographs, class reunion (photos), family reunion (photos), and some
others that may not appear in other papers.

Out motto: Do the most you can do while reading the papers.

We created a small instruction handbook for volunteers to use and updated it
when it was necessary. We have shared this with anyone who was interested.
It can be adjusted for a daily to a weekly. The needs are different.

Hope this helps .

Paulette from Montana
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim Holland
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 11:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

No one in our county has ever indexed the newspapers before. Even the
local paper office sends people here to look up obituaries. We do not have
many resources for this job, and I may be the only person available to work

on this.

What would you suggest as a way to begin? We would want to begin with the
obituaries, later we might include marriages, etc. I get the opinion that
beginning with the older issues would be the most helpful as they are the
hardest to find. We can find death dates several way including tombstone
information, but it would be most helpful to know if an obituary exists
before we spend a lot of time searching for it.

Thanks!

Jim Holland
Interlibrary Loans/Local History/Genealogy Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby NC 28150
Phone: 704-487-9069 ext 225 Fax: 704-487-4856
Email: jholland@ccml.org

Opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of
agency.

my

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/
da8352e4/attachment.html
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Wed Jun 28 16:02:30 2006
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed Jun 28 16:03:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Pioneer Ohio Newspapers
References: <49e.3ce2fcd.31d2bf1f@aol.com>
Message-ID: <00c101c69aed$cd475a90$ec00a8c0@lenawee.local>
Oh my! I got as far as "As the author of..." and about had a heart attack! I am so

embarassed!
I think that whenever you see something that has familiar elements, your mind leaps
to what you already know. When I looked again at the title, I did see there was no
comma and understood that it was not what I thought it was.
Phyllis
----- Original Message ----From: KGFrontier@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 1:04 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Pioneer Ohio Newspapers
As the author of "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers," I'm rather tickled at this
discussion! My intent, when I abstracted these papers, was to help people
researching their pioneer Ohio ancestors (not their Pioneer, Ohio, ancestors).
Since First Families of Ohio cuts off at 1820, essentially defining an Ohio pioneer
as someone there before 1820, I thought I would choose that as my cut-off year. I
remember thinking about "Early Ohio Newspapers" (and yes, there are towns called
"Early" in America, although none are in Ohio). But that didn't convey the sense of
the pioneer spirit that I had come to appreciate while I was abstracting the
papers. Certainly had I abstracted the newspapers of Pioneer, Ohio, I'd have named
the book, "Pioneer, Ohio, Newspapers" or more likely, "Abstracts of the Early
Newspapers of Pioneer, Ohio." Hopefully the commas in the former case would have
alerted potential users that the book covered a very specific area, but I suspect
that it would have caused even more confusion. People might have thought it was
about pioneers in Ohio when it was really about Pioneer, Ohio!
Sorry about the confusion!
Karen Mauer Green
In a message dated 6/26/2006 11:48:08 AM Eastern Daylight Time,
Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org writes:
A few years ago there was a book published which got lots of publicity
and
won some awards: "Pioneer Ohio Newspapers". I was astonished that
anyone
had actually published a book on Pioneer, Ohio's newspapers. While I was
delighted, who would believe there would be enough people intersted in
Pioneer's newspapers to do an entire book on that subject! I was all set
to
find lots of info on my relatives as Pioneer, Ohio is very close to
where
many of them lived - and still do. I was severely annoyed to discover
that
the book was not about "Pioneer, Ohio newspapers but about newspapers in
Ohio from the pioneer era! I thought someone should have spent more time
researching their title.
Recently I saw a notice of a novel set in the "fictional town of Eden,
Ohio". Aggg! Here we go again. "Eden", Ohio might be fictional, but
"Edon",
Ohio is a real place.

Research, please!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/179f1f39/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Jun 28 16:12:49 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Jun 28 16:13:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B060AF1E8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
We have two books in our collection you might try to find.
House Histories: A Guide to Tracing the Genealogy of Your Home by Sally
Light. Golden Hill Press. C.1989
Discovering the History of Your House and Neighborhood by Betsy J.
Green. Santa Monica Press. C.2002
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Pam.Young@roanokeva.gov
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 1:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
I might also add to Jeff's excellent advice to check Sanborn maps - some
are on line.
We have several people a year come here to research their
houses. The Sanborn maps tell you what the house was made of, if it had
a porch, or an "auto house". It helps too if you have an annexation
map.
Roanoke started out very small & a lot of people have found that the
city does not list their house until the 1940's when the area was
annexed.
Pam B. Young
Roanoke Public Libraries

Virginia Room
706 S Jefferson St.
Roanoke, VA 24016
(540) 853-2073
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From KGFrontier at aol.com Wed Jun 28 16:46:27 2006
From: KGFrontier at aol.com (KGFrontier@aol.com)
Date: Wed Jun 28 16:46:33 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Pioneer Ohio Newspapers
Message-ID: <49a.40dd11d.31d444a3@aol.com>
In a message dated 6/28/2006 4:04:18 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us writes:
Oh my! I got as far as "As the author of..." and about had a heart
am so embarassed!

attack! I

I think that whenever you see something that has familiar elements, your
mind leaps to what you already know. When I looked again at the title, I did
there was no comma and understood that it was not what I thought it was.

No problem, Phyllis! And you're absolutely right, the mind leaps to what you
already know. Certainly, if I had ancestors in Pioneer, Ohio, I'd have seen
the combination of the words and hoped beyond hope... Especially searching
little towns like that we need all the help we can get!

see

Hope you've found many fruitful sources for your pioneer Ohioans in
Ohio! Alas, I doubt that my books helped all that much!

Pioneer,

Karen Mauer Green
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/4f04a113/
attachment.html
From sharoln at mail.sgcl.org Wed Jun 28 17:01:58 2006
From: sharoln at mail.sgcl.org (Sharol Neely)
Date: Wed Jun 28 17:02:04 2006

Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <200606281601.AA36045042@mail.sgcl.org>
The Kansas State Historical Society has a good checklist posted at:
http://www.kshs.org/genealogists/househistorychecklist.pdf
McIntyre Library, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, has posted a guide prepared
by UW-Eau Claire Archivist, Larry Lynch, at:
http://www.uwec.edu/Library/archives/guides/schouse.htm
The National Park Service has a guide for "Researching a Historic Property" at:
http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb39/
I posted links to these sites on our InfoLink (under Genealogy > Architecture)
page:
http://thelibrary.org/infolink/infolink.cfm
Thanks,
Sharol Higgins Neely
Local History & Genealogy
Springfield-Greene County Library
4653 S. Campbell Ave.
Springfield MO 65810-1723
EMAIL: sharoln@mail.sgcl.org
PHONE: (417) 874-8112 ext 139
FAX:
(417) 874-8113
FOR OTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE OUR WEB SITE:
http://thelibrary.org/lochist/about.cfm

---------- Original Message ---------------------------------From: "LIBRARY" <library@ci.belton.tx.us>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2006 12:50:08 -0500
>What are the steps involved in tracing a houses history?
>
>Kim Adele Kroll
>Director
>Lena Armstrong Public Library
>(254) 933-5832
>P.O. Box 120
>Belton, Texas 76513
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis
>Rickard
>Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 9:23 AM
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
>In the last week I have had two of these.
>
>The first wanted a "history of my house". After an explanation of the
>steps

>involved in tracing the history of a house and how difficult that is to
>do....turns out she has seen a ghost and wants to know who has died
>there. A
>house that was probably built in the 1880s.
>
>The second wanted to look at death records. Turns out he really wanted
>to
>know (from the library!) if there was anyone buried in his yard because
>he
>had some digging to do and didn't want to hit anyone!
>
>Phyllis Rickard
>AV / Outreach Librarian
>Lenawee County Library
>Adrian, MI
>prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
>
>----- Original Message ---->From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 2:07 PM
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>
>
>> My favorite is the question we get (in some form) about once every
>month
>> or so. It's some variation of "Do you have a book that tells who died
>> in my house" or "How can I tell who died in my house?"
>>
>> Beth E. Oljace
>> Indiana room Librarian
>> Anderson (Ind.) Public Library
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
>> To: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org, Librarians Serving Genealogists
>> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> Cc:
>> Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 13:39:56 -0400 (EDT)
>> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>desk
>>
>>> My favorite and one we get often is I want my family tree or family
>>> history; as if you have it already waiting for them at the reference
>>> desk.
>>>
>>> Linda Sutton
>>> Oakland County Research Library
>>>
>>> ---- Original message --->>> >Date: Wed, 21 Jun 2006 10:28:44 -0400
>>> >From: "Dusty Gres" <gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org>
>>> >Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>>> desk
>>> >To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>>> <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>>> >
>>> >
And, of course, my all-time favorite (and yes, it happened here)
>>> >
--
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Patron: I need information about my grandfather.
Librarian: What was your grandfather's name?
Patron: It's your job to find out.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Brannan, Joyce A.
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk
Become thoroughly familiar with all this site has to offer.
http://www.familysearch.org A common mistake people - they will
say something to the effect, "my family isn't Mormon so the
church can't help me." The Mormon church collects ALL records of
any genealogy value. True, the IGI and ancestry file are not to
be relied on, but they provide clues. I liken them to a map
drawn by a cub scout. But there is much more available from the
Mormon church.

This is a free, complete online course for beginning genealogists
http://261.byu.edu.

And, of course, http://www.cyndislist.com.

Common questions? 1. Why don't you have all the birth, death,
marriage, probate, etc. records for your county? Where can I
find them?
2. I've come all the way from (wherever) to look at your
records. Why can't I get into the archives? (Our website
clearly states that appointments are recommended because a
librarian may not be available.)
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3.

I need your slave records.

(We don't have any.)

Obscure sources? 1. Historical societies. 2.
archives, especially uncatalogued materials.

Local library

Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677

----------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Elizabeth Clemons
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2006 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk

Dear Connie,

I am a reference librarian at a public library in Indiana. Our
library has a local history/genealogy room, but no full-time
librarian who staff the room. As such, we often get genealogy
questions at the reference desk. Be sure to mention that one of
the most interesting aspects of reference work is the variety of
questions we can answer for patrons. Sometimes even the most
mundane question (in our opinion), when answered can make
someone's day.

I tend to get quite a few technical questions. For example,
patrons want to know how to use the microfilm machines and
usually want to print as well. We also get requests for
obituaries, vital records (birth, marriage and death). I refer
the patrons to the county health department for information about
vital records. Patrons are also curious about HeritageQuest and
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>
Ancestry Library Edition. We offer training for both of these
>
online genealogical resources.
>
>
>
>
Hope this information helped you.
>
>
>
>
Take care,
>
>
Elizabeth Clemons
>
>
Reference Librarian
>
>
>
>
---------------------------------------------------------------->
>
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Connie
>
Kuntz-Thorsen
>
Sent: Tue 6/20/2006 3:43 PM
>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference
>
desk
>
>
Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk (hope this isn't
>
a duplicate post) >
>
Hopefully as librarians in the field you might be able to share
>
your expertise. I am teaching a genealogy reference course this
>
summer and since I am not in the field can only give the students
>
the "academic" view of genealogy research. Would you be able to
>
share questions commonly asked about genealogy at the reference
>
desk? Do you have any books/websites/etc. that you constantly
>
recommend? Any obscure sources? I'd like to give them questions
>
to help them discover what they may be faced with as reference
>
librarians dealing with genealogy. If you have any suggestions
>
you could offer I would greatly appreciate it.
>
>
Thanks for your help.
>
>
>
>
>
>
Connie Thorsen
>
>
Associate Professor
>
>
St. John's University
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________

>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
Sent via the KillerWebMail system at mail.sgcl.org

From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Jun 28 17:23:21 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Jun 28 17:23:26 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <200606281601.AA36045042@mail.sgcl.org>
References: <200606281601.AA36045042@mail.sgcl.org>
Message-ID: <b63c86520606281423r72dc6fdbi91bb6ec8e2a3f0c7@mail.gmail.com>
I have not made my way through all the posts yet, but I think it might
be more useful to turn the question the other way. Based on the basic
reference interview theory that patron's don't always start off asking
what they really want :), I think what is needed is not what questions
patron's ask, but an understanding of what questions the reference
desk should be asking the patrons, which, in many ways, boils down to
an understanding of basic genealogy methodology. Knowing how to direct
the patron, not knowing that x number of patrons say they want to find
their grandfather's father or prove that they are Cherokee. :) Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From comanchepl at verizon.net Wed Jun 28 17:33:46 2006
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Wed Jun 28 17:33:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib]Rural, Wisconsin & others
Message-ID: <005101c69afa$89a5e510$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>

>From my seat on the sideline, I've really enjoyed this thread and the unusual
information included.
Margaret Waring
at Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/3eaa31f8/
attachment.html
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 28 17:54:07 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Wed Jun 28 17:54:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib]Rural, Wisconsin & others
Message-ID: <1ace381ab8cf.1ab8cf1ace38@onenet.net>
Margaret:
Don't know if you noticed I'm now available from here to dispense
wisdom and sage advice. :)
Jeffrey
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Comanche Public Library <comanchepl@verizon.net>
Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 4:33 pm
Subject: [Genealib]Rural, Wisconsin & others
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/4c751526/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 28 17:56:43 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)

Date: Wed Jun 28 17:56:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <1a8ae61aac4c.1aac4c1a8ae6@onenet.net>
True enough. The idiosyncracies of the genealogy reference interview
and everything it entails are what is really at stake here. There is an
even more involved discussion to be had if we want to treat that
discussion to the depth it deserves.
Jeffrey
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 4:23 pm
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> I have not made my way through all the posts yet, but I think it might
> be more useful to turn the question the other way. Based on the basic
> reference interview theory that patron's don't always start off asking
> what they really want :), I think what is needed is not what questions
> patron's ask, but an understanding of what questions the reference
> desk should be asking the patrons, which, in many ways, boils down to
> an understanding of basic genealogy methodology. Knowing how to direct
> the patron, not knowing that x number of patrons say they want to find
> their grandfather's father or prove that they are Cherokee. :) Mary
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060628/4848d7a2/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From agometz at rhus.com Wed Jun 28 21:44:57 2006

From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Wed Jun 28 21:44:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520606281423r72dc6fdbi91bb6ec8e2a3f0c7@mail.gmail.com>
References: <200606281601.AA36045042@mail.sgcl.org>
<b63c86520606281423r72dc6fdbi91bb6ec8e2a3f0c7@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <44A33099.1060600@rhus.com>
Mary K. Mannix wrote:
I think what is needed is not what questions
> patron's ask, but an understanding of what questions the reference
> desk should be asking the patrons, which, in many ways, boils down to
> an understanding of basic genealogy methodology.
I think this is a very good point. Many of our patrons don't
really want us to give them the answer as much as they want us to tell
them where it would be a good idea to look next.
Knowing how to direct
> the patron, not knowing that x number of patrons say they want to find
> their grandfather's father or prove that they are Cherokee.
Having said that, we get so many patrons trying to prove they're
Cherokee (oh that casino money!) that we have to keep a research guide
handy. ( http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/cherokee.htm ) <g>
Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC
"Mine and mine alone."
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Thu Jun 29 03:43:08 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Thu Jun 29 03:43:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing the history of a house
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B060AF1E8@mckex1.ds.mckinne
ytexas.org>
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B060AF1E8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060629001232.0235fdd0@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Excellent book suggestions, and I might add that the American Association
for State and Local History has a Technical Leaflet (# 89) on the
subject. Go to www.aaslh.org and click on Products/Publications (drop-down
list), select Technical Leaflets. (There may be other leaflets of great
interest to historical societies so it's worth a look.)
I traced the history of my own house through the grantee/grantor indexes at
the county recorder's office once years ago when I had to go to the county
seat for jury duty. My city planning dept. had no record prior to 1965
when some remodeling work was done, and I don't think Sanborn maps or city
directories ever covered my town. But through the property deeds I was
able to get back to 1939, and the same owners were living here in the 1930
census so I think they may have been the folks who built the house in 1923
or 1925 (records disagree as to which year). I know there are descendants
in the San Diego area [very unusual surname] and am thinking about
contacting them to see if anyone has photos of what the house looked like
back then. I've already contacted a man who grew up here from about 1950
to 1964 and he told me quite a lot about the neighborhood. I also
discovered that an owner died in the house in the late 1940s.

While searching the 1930 census, I discovered that a page was missing or
out of order on Ancestry.com. The owner of my house was a female head of
household and was on the bottom line of the page. The next image listed
another woman on the top line of the page and gave her relationship to the
head of the household as "wife." Gay marriage in 1930? I don't think
so! The children who were listed in the household were said to have had a
father who was born in Scotland, and I know for a fact that the owners of
my house were Swedish. By doing some creative searching in the California
Death Index (1940-1997) online, I was able to determine the actual correct
surname for the children, who are unfortunately indexed under the wrong
surname in Ancestry.com.
I compared the census records in Heritage Quest and found the pages were in
the correct order, and the actual (Swedish) children living in my house
were listed correctly. If you can't find someone in a census record where
you know they should have been, it might be a good idea to search both HQ
and Ancestry just in case of errors such as the above.
Barbara Hill
At 01:12 PM 6/28/2006, you wrote:
>We have two books in our collection you might try to find.
>
>House Histories: A Guide to Tracing the Genealogy of Your Home by Sally
>Light. Golden Hill Press. C.1989
>
>Discovering the History of Your House and Neighborhood by Betsy J.
>Green. Santa Monica Press. C.2002
>
>Tracy E. Luscombe
>Genealogy Librarian
>McKinney Memorial Public Library
>101 E. Hunt Street
>McKinney, TX 75069
>972-547-7343
>tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/
a2d25e42/attachment.html
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Jun 29 09:54:53 2006
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Jun 29 09:55:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <44A3955D.25491.2DFFD1@localhost>
I have two duplicate books which I will give to the first respondent:
"Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647" by William Bradford. Introduction
by Francis Murphy. 1981, Random House. 385 pages. Paperback.
"Virginians & West Virginians 1607-1870" volume 1. Compiled by
Patrick G. Wardell. 1986, Heritage Books. 440 pages. Paperback.
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library

ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 29 09:59:51 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 29 09:59:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners
In-Reply-To: <s49faaae.001@lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <MAILKjJiW9EdZrr34EL00000cfd@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Thank you to everyone who replied. I am surprised that there are not more of
you who have this equipment.
I am concerned that it is not in demand or even worth owning. I may
reconsider.
Have a safe and Happy Fourth of July!
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Monday, June 26, 2006 11:36 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digital Film Scanners

We have an ST-200 and it works very well for most microfilm. I have a
couple of genealogists who regularily scan 40-50 images, burn them on CDs,
email them to clients, etc. But when images (and print) are smaller than
normal microfilm sizes the scans and print outs are not as good (such as on
microfiche and newspapers on microfilm). The company is working to make it
better but for right now a wouldn't recommend it as your only way to make
copies from microfilm.

Elaine Jones Hayes
Special Collections Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561

"To read a book for the first time is to make an acquaintance with a new
friend;
to read it for a second time is to meet an old one."
- Anonymous, Chinese saying

>>> Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org 6/25/2006 11:02 AM >>>
Chiming in late on this one. We have several ST scanners and have had them
for 2+ years. The patrons using them for Census and other handwritten
material love them. They do a beautiful job on this type of image. The
patrons who use them for newspapers complain constantly that the images are
"pixilated" when printed and too large to read comfortably. We have had so
many complaints from the newspaper folks that we purchased some Minolta
scanners for use with newspapers.

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092
>>> Lphobbs@aol.com 06/24/06 8:02 PM >>>
Christa, I hope this scanner at the hyperlink is as good as indicated. Leo

In a message dated 6/22/2006 7:58:41 AM Mountain Daylight Time,
pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us writes:
I know several libraries have the ST-200 Digital Film Scanner by Anacomp
that came out in 2004. http://www.stimaging.com/

Does anyone know of a similar (more improved) product that may have come out
since 2004?

If not, what is your opinion of the ST-200 and is it being used by your
patrons?

Thanks as always for your valuable thoughts.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Thu Jun 29 10:00:48 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:00:45 2006
Subject: [Genealib] New resource
Message-ID: <006101c69b84$6c8c9a20$140ba8c0@Director>
The Digital Library of Georgia and the Hargrett Rare Books & Manuscripts
Library are pleased to announce the availability of a new online resource:
University of Georgia Centennial Alumni Catalog, 1901.
The site is available in demo at:
http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/centennialcatalog/
In 1901, to celebrate 100 years of classes at the Athens campus, the
University of Georgia assembled the Centennial Alumni Catalog, containing,
"as far as possible, a full but concise account of the life and services of
all alumni during the century." Although the word "alumni" was used, the
project attempted to collect biographical data about anyone who matriculated
at the university during that first century, whether or not they graduated.
A four-page questionnaire was mailed to known matriculates or their families
and an impressive 1,749 completed forms were returned. These were placed in
alphabetical order, bound into several volumes, and deposited with the
University Libraries. Eventually they came to be housed in the University
Archives unit of the Hargrett Rare Books & Manuscripts Library at the
University of Georgia Libraries, where they have proved to be a valuable
resource to historians and genealogists.
Included are biographies of many prominent men of 19th century Georgia and
the South, sometimes written in their own hand.

In 2006 the fragile documents were removed from their bindings, at times
revealing information long hidden beneath the stitching. The forms then were
scanned and are presented online by the Digital Library of Georgia.
The questionnaires provide information on residence; nativity; collegiate
activities and accomplishments; marriage; occupations; civic, military,
religious, and other public service; writings; relatives who attended the
University; and death date.
***************
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Jun 29 10:02:12 2006
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:02:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
In-Reply-To: <44A3955D.25491.2DFFD1@localhost>
References: <44A3955D.25491.2DFFD1@localhost>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0606290702i4b65c5dr3d9d7433db11b810@mail.gmail.com>
I'd be interested in the West Virginia title. I'll donate it to Godfrey
after I look at it.
Tom
Tom Kemp
30 Colchester Ave
East Hampton, CT 06424
On 6/29/06, Janice Schultz <ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us> wrote:
>
> I have two duplicate books which I will give to the first respondent:
>
> "Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647" by William Bradford. Introduction
> by Francis Murphy. 1981, Random House. 385 pages. Paperback.
>
> "Virginians & West Virginians 1607-1870" volume 1. Compiled by
> Patrick G. Wardell. 1986, Heritage Books. 440 pages. Paperback.
>
>
> Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
> Mid-Continent Public Library
> ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
> Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/1cf6b3b3/
attachment.html
From MrArchive at aol.com Thu Jun 29 10:03:30 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:03:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <508.25c1b35.31d537b2@aol.com>
we would like the Plymo0uth Plantation
Bethel Historical Society Steve Seames
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/49bde67e/
attachment.html
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Thu Jun 29 10:23:01 2006
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:23:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Tracing the history of a house
Message-ID: <20060629142301.41010.qmail@web84105.mail.dcn.yahoo.com>
For what it's worth, I have a website on doing house history
research in Buffalo, NY. Our architectural riches are so
extensive that this is an increasingly popular activity. Your
town may have similar resources. See:
http://www.buffaloresearch.com/built.html
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr., May 4, 2004
From tomm at cclib.org Thu Jun 29 10:25:36 2006
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:25:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
In-Reply-To: <MAILKjJiW9EdZrr34EL00000cfd@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Message-ID: <002901c69b87$e3d44f30$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
I am campaigning for our Admin offices to spring for an institutional
subscription to NEHGS.

My immediate supervisor asks the following questions:

If we subscribe, what benefit would this give to our patrons?
What limitations would be imposed?
Why should we subscribe?

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/
a8189673/attachment.html
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Thu Jun 29 10:14:03 2006
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:30:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked
at the reference desk
Message-ID: <20060629101403.CMF56171@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
>Having said that, we get so many patrons trying to prove they're
>Cherokee (oh that casino money!) that we have to keep a research guide
>handy. ( http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/cherokee.htm ) <g>
Sometimes looking for Cherokee blood is good research.
Looking for that elusive Cherokee blood via the GUION MILLER INDEX, found
me three more generations for a family line that I had very little
information on; but no proven Cherokee blood. (The line that is thought to
actually be Cherokee has proven to be more elusive. The name showed up on
an earlier list but when I requested a copy of her application it could
not be found.) Because an applicant had to give so much detailed family
information when applying; even the rejected applications are a gold mine
for the genealogist.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2006 21:44:57 -0400
>From: Anne Gometz <agometz@rhus.com>
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>Mary K. Mannix wrote:
> I think what is needed is not what questions
>> patron's ask, but an understanding of what questions the reference
>> desk should be asking the patrons, which, in many ways, boils down to
>> an understanding of basic genealogy methodology.
>
>
I think this is a very good point. Many of our patrons don't
>really want us to give them the answer as much as they want us to tell
>them where it would be a good idea to look next.
>
> Knowing how to direct
>> the patron, not knowing that x number of patrons say they want to find
>> their grandfather's father or prove that they are Cherokee.
>
>
Having said that, we get so many patrons trying to prove they're

>Cherokee (oh that casino money!) that we have to keep a research guide
>handy. ( http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/cherokee.htm ) <g>
>
>
Anne Gometz
>
Gastonia NC
>
>"Mine and mine alone."
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From tomm at cclib.org Thu Jun 29 10:31:35 2006
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Thu Jun 29 10:31:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] sent too soon NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
Message-ID: <002e01c69b88$b9db4390$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
I apologizing for hitting send prematurely.

I am campaigning for our Admin offices to spring for an institutional
subscription to NEHGS.

My immediate supervisor asks the following questions:

If we subscribe, what benefit would this give to our patrons?
What limitations would be imposed?
Why should we subscribe?

I have given my (mostly personal) reasons for subscribing including what I
consider the benefits to patrons, but would like to make as effective
presentation to the Library Board as I can. We do have an active local
Genealogy Society, some researching the New England area.

Can any of you take a couple minutes to help me with viewpoints on the
questions posted?

Thank you,
Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452

ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Jun 29 11:08:03 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Jun 29 11:04:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] sent too soon NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023224CC@mail.wvculture.local>
I would think you have a great many potential patrons in Florida with
New England ancestry. I wish we could afford it for West Virginia. We
have bound copies on the shelves up through 1990 something and donated
individual issue up through 2000 (I think) but can't afford a
subscription any more. Look at 18th and 19th century migration patterns,
then look at the 20th century explosion of retirees, mostly Northerners,
moving to Florida.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Mueller
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 9:32 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] sent too soon NEHGS benefits - Institutional
member?

I apologizing for hitting send prematurely.

I am campaigning for our Admin offices to spring for an
institutional subscription to NEHGS.

My immediate supervisor asks the following questions:

patrons?

If we subscribe, what benefit would this give to our
What limitations would be imposed?
Why should we subscribe?

I have given my (mostly personal) reasons for
subscribing including what I consider the benefits to patrons, but would
like to make as effective presentation to the Library Board as I can.
We do have an active local Genealogy Society, some researching the New
England area.

Can any of you take a couple minutes to help me with
viewpoints on the questions posted?

Thank you,
Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org
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From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Jun 29 11:10:22 2006
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Jun 29 11:11:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] books taken
Message-ID: <44A3A70E.32744.731B68@localhost>
The free titles I offered earlier have been spoken for.
Janice
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge

Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From comanchepl at verizon.net Thu Jun 29 11:36:56 2006
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Thu Jun 29 11:37:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib]Rural, Wisconsin & others
References: <1ace381ab8cf.1ab8cf1ace38@onenet.net>
Message-ID: <009d01c69b91$dbf900d0$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>
Dear Jeffrey,
I have, indeed, noticed and am delighted to find you again in your place on the
Wisdom Bench among the others of this group who have taught me so much. Welcome
back to the circle.
Take care.

Continue to do well.

Margaret
----- Original Message ----From: director@perry.lib.ok.us
To: Comanche Public Library ; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 4:54 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib]Rural, Wisconsin & others
Margaret:
Don't know if you noticed I'm now available from here to dispense
wisdom and sage advice. :)
Jeffrey
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Comanche Public Library <comanchepl@verizon.net>
Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 4:33 pm
Subject: [Genealib]Rural, Wisconsin & others
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From my seat on the sideline, I've really enjoyed this thread and the unusual
information included.
Margaret Waring
at Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/
bec867f2/attachment.html
From director at perry.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 29 11:40:04 2006
From: director at perry.lib.ok.us (director@perry.lib.ok.us)
Date: Thu Jun 29 11:44:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
Message-ID: <1e8f611eb324.1eb3241e8f61@onenet.net>
And we cannot forget the ongoing debate in Native American cultures
between being "officially" Indian and "culturally" Indian. Meaning
that a big issue in NA research is what to do when the government's
concept of your identity conflicts with your cultural heritage.
Genealogists need to be very aware and sensitive that just because the
government doesn't have your ancestor on a roll, it doesn't mean you
should deny your heritage.
In my experience, many NA researchers conclude that if the government
rolls do not back them up, then they are not indeed NA.
Jeffrey
-Jeffrey Courouleau, MLIS
Head Librarian
Perry Carnegie Library
302 N. 7th Street
Perry, OK, 73077
E-Mail: <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Ph: 580-336-4721 or 1-866-336-4721
Web: http://www.perrypl.okpls.org/
----- Original Message ----From: suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
Date: Thursday, June 29, 2006 9:14 am
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the reference desk
> >Having said that, we get so many patrons trying to prove they're
> >Cherokee (oh that casino money!) that we have to keep a research
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guide
>handy. ( http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/cherokee.htm )

<g>

Sometimes looking for Cherokee blood is good research.
Looking for that elusive Cherokee blood via the GUION MILLER
INDEX, found
me three more generations for a family line that I had very little
information on; but no proven Cherokee blood. (The line that is
thought to
actually be Cherokee has proven to be more elusive. The name
showed up on
an earlier list but when I requested a copy of her application it
could
not be found.) Because an applicant had to give so much detailed
family
information when applying; even the rejected applications are a
gold mine
for the genealogist.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message --->Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2006 21:44:57 -0400
>From: Anne Gometz <agometz@rhus.com>
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy questions asked at the
reference desk
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>Mary K. Mannix wrote:
> I think what is needed is not what questions
>> patron's ask, but an understanding of what questions the reference
>> desk should be asking the patrons, which, in many ways, boils
down to
>> an understanding of basic genealogy methodology.
>
>
I think this is a very good point. Many of our patrons
don't
>really want us to give them the answer as much as they want us to
tell
>them where it would be a good idea to look next.
>
> Knowing how to direct
>> the patron, not knowing that x number of patrons say they want
to find
>> their grandfather's father or prove that they are Cherokee.
>
>
Having said that, we get so many patrons trying to prove
they're
>Cherokee (oh that casino money!) that we have to keep a research
guide
>handy. ( http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/cherokee.htm ) <g>
>
>
Anne Gometz
>
Gastonia NC
>
>"Mine and mine alone."

> >_______________________________________________
> >genealib mailing list
> >genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: director@perry.lib.ok.us.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 225 bytes
Desc: Card for <director@perry.lib.ok.us>
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/83b182d9/
directorperry.lib.ok.us.vcf
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 29 11:59:34 2006
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 29 11:59:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] sent too soon NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
In-Reply-To: <002e01c69b88$b9db4390$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Message-ID: <MAILGoFF7bSJVj6pixx00000d16@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Hi Tom:
Here are my reasons that we subscribed:

It is very cheap. We paid $150.00 - however good service is greatly lacking.
They also have some issues with image handling.

But, this did include a subscription to NEHGS, which is a savings. I do not
know if they still do this. I will know when we renew in October.

You get access to records that are not available in your library.
(Obviously. <g>) The Massachusetts vital records is a very good example.

Since you live in Florida too, I would suspect most of your snowbirds are
from the New England and mid Atlantics States area. It would make them very
happy to have access. We have almost 300 members in our genealogy society
and the majority of them research in the Northeast.

We have no limitations as far as I know. They can access the web site on any
of our computers.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x108 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Mueller
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 10:32 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] sent too soon NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?

I apologizing for hitting send prematurely.

I am campaigning for our Admin offices to spring for an institutional
subscription to NEHGS.

My immediate supervisor asks the following questions:

If we subscribe, what benefit would this give to our patrons?
What limitations would be imposed?
Why should we subscribe?

I have given my (mostly personal) reasons for subscribing including what I
consider the benefits to patrons, but would like to make as effective
presentation to the Library Board as I can. We do have an active local
Genealogy Society, some researching the New England area.

Can any of you take a couple minutes to help me with viewpoints on the
questions posted?

Thank you,
Tom Mueller, Librarian I
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fx: 352 726-2814
http://www.cclib.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/86f9ecad/
attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Thu Jun 29 12:15:27 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Thu Jun 29 12:15:33 2006
Subject: [Genealib] freebies
Message-ID: <004b01c69b97$3d570d40$1701a8c0@P08NO>
I have some microfilms of University Microfilms dissertations that were donated
long ago by an Irish historian and do not relate to our local history.
JoEllen McNergney The Irish on the Urban Frontier: Detroit, 1850-1880,
Earl Francis Niehaus The Irish in New Orleans, 1803-1862.
Robert Emmet Kennedy, Jr. Irish, Emigration, Marriage, and Fertility.
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/8d5e18a1/
attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Thu Jun 29 12:33:50 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Thu Jun 29 12:33:52 2006

Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74017918E6@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
While my department is called the Virginia Room and our Virginia
genealogical resources are the core of our collection, we do purchase
basic US resources which include New England resources. Since we are
serving a fast growing population of people who have come to the
Washington DC metropolitan area from many parts of the country and
world, we seek to meet their needs as researchers. We also try to
purchase "how to" materials for most parts of the world. They are all
used here and our customers seem pleased.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Mueller
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 10:26 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?

I am campaigning for our Admin offices to spring for an
institutional subscription to NEHGS.

My immediate supervisor asks the following questions:

If we subscribe, what benefit would this give to our patrons?
What limitations would be imposed?
Why should we subscribe?

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/5706a625/
attachment.html
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 29 12:32:08 2006
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Thu Jun 29 12:45:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
In-Reply-To: <002901c69b87$e3d44f30$461e010a@LRREFIP70>
Message-ID: <004401c69b99$93041e20$af28a8c0@genealogy>

We looked into getting a subscription to NEHGS, but can not do so.
NEHGS specifies that a library must use one IP in one physical location.
We could not subscribe because our library is in a multiple library
district that covers six counties.
Sigh,
Wally
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Mueller
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 9:26 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
I am campaigning for our Admin offices to spring for an institutional
subscription to NEHGS.
My immediate supervisor asks the following questions:
If we subscribe, what benefit would this give to our patrons?
What limitations would be imposed?
Why should we subscribe?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/
f482d49b/attachment.html
From krzepczynski at michigan.gov Thu Jun 29 12:59:51 2006
From: krzepczynski at michigan.gov (Kris Rzepczynski)
Date: Thu Jun 29 13:00:08 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Library of Michigan seminar, July 21-22, featuring Curt
Witcher
Message-ID: <s4a3ced5.007@michigan.gov>
Something to keep in mind if you are in the Midwest in mid-to-late
July.
The Library of Michigan will be offering the 2006 Abrams Genealogy
Seminar "Explore Your Roots, Discover Your History," taking place at the
Michigan Library and Historical Center in Lansing on Friday, July 21 (1
to 4:30 p.m.) and Saturday, July 22 (9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.).
The seminar will feature a keynote address by Curt Witcher, Manager of
the Historical Genealogy Department at the Allen County (IN) Public
Library - "The Future of the Past: Realities and Responsibilities."
Highlighting some of the diverse resources that make the Library of
Michigan one of the top genealogy collections in the nation, and
Michigan a state rich with family history materials, the Library of
Michigan's 2006 Abrams Genealogy Seminar will help attendees learn to

use these tools more effectively. Genealogy experts from libraries
across the region will introduce librarians and family history
researchers to their unique historical collections during the seminar.
Participants may mix and match sessions from two research tracks. The
first will focus on popular research areas and emphasize resources at
the Library of Michigan, including: beginning genealogy, online
genealogy research, Irish genealogy, researching female ancestors,
ships' passenger lists, and Michigan vital records. The second track
features sessions spotlighting the collections at the Library of
Michigan, as well as those of: Allen County Public Library, Archives of
Michigan, Bentley Historical Library at the University of Michigan,
Burton Historical Collection at the Detroit Public Library, and Local
History and Archival Collections at the Grand Rapids Public Library.
Registration for the 2006 Abrams Genealogy Seminar is $35. This
includes a boxed lunch on Saturday and a seminar syllabus. Rooms are
available at the nearby Radisson Hotel, and guests may mention the
Abrams Seminar to receive a discounted rate of $99. Call (517) 482-0188
for more information.
The complete schedule of events and registration form are available at
www.michigan.gov/lma. If you have any questions, please contact the
Library of Michigan's Special Collections Services at (517) 373-1300.
The Library of Michigan is located inside the Michigan Library and
Historical Center at 702 W. Kalamazoo St., two blocks west of the State
Capitol in downtown Lansing. The main entrance and visitor parking are
located north of Kalamazoo Street, just east of M.L. King Boulevard.
If anyone has additional questions about the Abrams Genealogy Seminar,
please feel free to contact me off list. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Kris Rzepczynski
Michigan/Genealogy Coordinator
Library of Michigan
517.373.9456
krzepczynski@michigan.gov
From bamsdp at bellsouth.net Thu Jun 29 13:38:36 2006
From: bamsdp at bellsouth.net (bamsdp@bellsouth.net)
Date: Thu Jun 29 13:38:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <20060629173836.HATH1429.ibm59aec.bellsouth.net@mail.bellsouth.net>
Dear Janice,
If the Plymoth Plantation book is still available, much like to have it.
let me know the cost.
Barbara DiPetrillo
7506 Pinewalk Dr. South
Margate, Florida 33063-8119
President Genealogical Society of Broward County
>
> From: "Janice Schultz" <ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
> Date: 2006/06/29 Thu AM 09:54:53 EDT
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Please

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
I have two duplicate books which I will give to the first respondent:
"Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647" by William Bradford. Introduction
by Francis Murphy. 1981, Random House. 385 pages. Paperback.
"Virginians & West Virginians 1607-1870" volume 1. Compiled by
Patrick G. Wardell. 1986, Heritage Books. 440 pages. Paperback.
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From kletourneau at edgecombelibrary.org Thu Jun 29 14:59:49 2006
From: kletourneau at edgecombelibrary.org (Kelly Letourneau)
Date: Thu Jun 29 14:59:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <E7D13878059F834F87EF483943B605CC31EC48@SPARKY.braswell-library.org>
We would be interested in "Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647" if it is
still available.
Thanks,
Kelly Letourneau
Reference/Local History Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
909 Main Street
Tarboro, NC 27886
(252) 823-1141

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice
Schultz
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 9:55 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
I have two duplicate books which I will give to the first respondent:
"Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647" by William Bradford. Introduction
by Francis Murphy. 1981, Random House. 385 pages. Paperback.
"Virginians & West Virginians 1607-1870" volume 1. Compiled by
Patrick G. Wardell. 1986, Heritage Books. 440 pages. Paperback.

Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Thu Jun 29 16:22:19 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Thu Jun 29 16:22:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] freebies gone
Message-ID: <005f01c69bb9$ba57d050$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Wow I had no idea how popular 3 old rolls of microfilm would be! They will go to
the first who responded.
Julie
JoEllen McNergney The Irish on the Urban Frontier: Detroit,
1850-1880--Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
Earl Francis Niehaus The Irish in New Orleans, 1803-1862.----Louisiana State
Archives
Robert Emmet Kennedy, Jr. Irish, Emigration, Marriage, and Fertility.--Muskogee
Public Library Grant Foreman Collection Muskogee, OK 74401-6840

Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060629/
ab5a051f/attachment.html
From djscarlott at verizon.net Thu Jun 29 19:31:08 2006
From: djscarlott at verizon.net (Jean Scarlott)
Date: Thu Jun 29 19:31:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
References: <44A3955D.25491.2DFFD1@localhost>
Message-ID: <007801c69bd4$19c08fe0$2f01a8c0@your86339eb2bf>
We would be interested in Virginians & West Viginians 1607-1870 Vol 1
Carroll Co Chapter OGS
24 Second St
P.O. Box 36
Carrollton, Oh. 44615
Jean Scarlott
----- Original Message ----From: "Janice Schultz" <ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us>

To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 9:54 AM
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
>I have two duplicate books which I will give to the first respondent:
>
> "Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647" by William Bradford. Introduction
> by Francis Murphy. 1981, Random House. 385 pages. Paperback.
>
> "Virginians & West Virginians 1607-1870" volume 1. Compiled by
> Patrick G. Wardell. 1986, Heritage Books. 440 pages. Paperback.
>
>
> Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
> Mid-Continent Public Library
> ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
> Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From laurajs at pacbell.net Thu Jun 29 20:17:15 2006
From: laurajs at pacbell.net (Laura Spurrier)
Date: Thu Jun 29 20:17:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Valuing a collection
Message-ID: <A37CAAA4-704F-42F7-8E4C-C8E4FED5F6E2@pacbell.net>
I've been asked to put a dollar value on our collection of 25-30K
books and other media. My treasurer is hoping he can depreciate them
for accounting purposes. (We're a private non-profit.) Any number
arrived at must also be used for insurance purposes. I have a
problem with this philosophically because it seems to me that the
older and more out-of-print the books become, the more they have
value to genealogists. Has anyone else dealt with this issue? We do
not circulate materials so that factor is not a consideration.
Laura Spurrier
California Genealogical Society
Oakland, CA
From kgaitken at gmail.com Thu Jun 29 21:58:49 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Thu Jun 29 21:58:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Valuing a collection
In-Reply-To: <A37CAAA4-704F-42F7-8E4C-C8E4FED5F6E2@pacbell.net>
References: <A37CAAA4-704F-42F7-8E4C-C8E4FED5F6E2@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50606291858y7349a746n5bf1a0440750377f@mail.gmail.com>
The last two major projects I took on at my last library job was to do a
preliminary evaluation, then supervise a couple of professionals. After 24
years of buying and collecting local and regional materials, I thot I was
good. However when the pros looked at it, my values were good but not good
enough.
In both cases what we sought was the replacement value of each book, ie in
bookman's terms we looked for specimans in very good, fine and new
condition.
I went to abebooks.com, searched each title, found current prices if any,

selected the highest price for the best condition-- assuming that by the
time we needed to replace a title it would cost at least that much.
The other I estmated based on my experience in the out-of-print and rare
book market.
My 14k books by my estimation were worth $300,000. The pros said $450,000.
One book printed in1918 I valued at $1200, immediately another bookman told
me $2000, but ffour months later it was assessed at $3500 in its tattered
condition and $4500 to replace.
My advice, tell your bean counter these books do not depreciate like
computers or office furniture. The appreciate! Then check out the Antiqarian
Booksellers Association of America www.abaa.org and find a member near you,
call them up and discuss your need. Appraisals cost money. Your stakeholds
need to appreciate a collection your size has value. Your insurance company
would appreciate an itemized appraisal.
Ken
On 6/29/06, Laura Spurrier <laurajs@pacbell.net> wrote:
>
> I've been asked to put a dollar value on our collection of 25-30K
> books and other media. My treasurer is hoping he can depreciate them
> for accounting purposes. (We're a private non-profit.) Any number
> arrived at must also be used for insurance purposes. I have a
> problem with this philosophically because it seems to me that the
> older and more out-of-print the books become, the more they have
> value to genealogists. Has anyone else dealt with this issue? We do
> not circulate materials so that factor is not a consideration.
>
Laura Spurrier
>
California Genealogical Society
>
Oakland, CA
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Regina, SK Canada
kgaitken@gmail.com
Check out my blog! www.genealogy-education.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From archives at uww.edu Fri Jun 30 10:24:54 2006
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Fri Jun 30 10:25:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Valuing a collection
References: <A37CAAA4-704F-42F7-8E4C-C8E4FED5F6E2@pacbell.net>
<b66a4ad50606291858y7349a746n5bf1a0440750377f@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E7A86E2@facmail3.uww.edu>
We just completed an evaluation of the collection and I must echo Ken's comment's.
The value, especially for the things you would have to replace in a genealogical
collection, ony goes up, not down. We also recently looked at books published
before 1900 in the main library and were very surprised at the values of many items
- i.e. $800 for an Alfred Russell Wallace volume and $2500 for one by Sir Richard
Burton.
Karen Weston
University Archivist
*************************************************
Archives/Area Research Center
UW-Whitewater
800 West Main Street
P.O. Box 900
Whitewater, WI 53190-0900
(262) 472-5520
http://library.uww.edu/COLLECTN/archicol.htm
Summer Semester May 22 - August 11, 2006
Monday - Thursday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Friday 9:00 AM-4:30 PM
Closed May 29 and July 4
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Fri Jun 30 10:50:35 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Fri Jun 30 10:50:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Valuing a collection
In-Reply-To: <A37CAAA4-704F-42F7-8E4C-C8E4FED5F6E2@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <019a01c69c54$8b557fa0$140ba8c0@Director>
Our regular circulating collection is listed as a capital asset and
depreciated yearly.
However, our genealogical collection (40K volumes) is listed as
"inexhaustible" and is not depreciated. Initial declared value is changed
as items are added, re-cataloged or in rare cases, withdrawn -- but the
collection is not depreciated. This is following the GASB 34 governmental
accounting guidelines as well as the requirements of our state auditors.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura Spurrier
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 8:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Valuing a collection
I've been asked to put a dollar value on our collection of 25-30K books and
other media. My treasurer is hoping he can depreciate them for accounting

purposes. (We're a private non-profit.) Any number arrived at must also be
used for insurance purposes. I have a problem with this philosophically
because it seems to me that the older and more out-of-print the books
become, the more they have value to genealogists. Has anyone else dealt
with this issue? We do not circulate materials so that factor is not a
consideration.
Laura Spurrier
California Genealogical Society
Oakland, CA
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From l.feil at sjcpl.org Fri Jun 30 14:41:30 2006
From: l.feil at sjcpl.org (Libby Feil)
Date: Fri Jun 30 14:41:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
Message-ID: <a0620070cc0cb20c89d1a@[10.0.34.190]>
At my urging, my library purchased an institutional membership in
NEHGS last year, largely to give our patrons access to
www.newenglandancestors.org. Our patrons cannot view this database
from home, but they can indeed view it at any of our multiple
locations--our main library and all our branches... So unless the
"one physical location" part is a very new requirement, I do think
it's possible to use this database in a multiple-branch system.
We wanted to subscribe for the same reasons that the Virginia
correspondent mentioned previously. Although we are not in New
England, many of our patrons have ancestors who came from New
England, New York, Eastern Canada, England, and Ireland, which are
all covered in the NEHGS databases. Our patrons with ancestors from
these areas really enjoy these databases. And this web site just
keeps getting better, as the NEHGS seems to be shifting from
abstracting records to posting digital facsimiles of the original
records. I also appreciate their advice and information articles,
which are a great resource for genealogists, beginning and
experienced.
>
>
>
>
--

We looked into getting a subscription to NEHGS, but can not do so.
NEHGS specifies that a library must use one IP in one physical location.
We could not subscribe because our library is in a multiple library
district that covers six counties.

Elizabeth "Libby" Feil
Librarian and Assistant Manager of Reference
Head, Local History & Genealogy Room
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
574-235-4181
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby

http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Fri Jun 30 15:25:59 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Fri Jun 30 15:25:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
In-Reply-To: <a0620070cc0cb20c89d1a@[10.0.34.190]>
Message-ID: <004501c69c7b$0460c8c0$140ba8c0@Director>
Their website states under Institutional Membership:
"Available to libraries, genealogical or historical societies with multiple
Internet users with a single IP address in one physical location."
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Libby Feil
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 2:42 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
At my urging, my library purchased an institutional membership in NEHGS last
year, largely to give our patrons access to www.newenglandancestors.org.
Our patrons cannot view this database from home, but they can indeed view it
at any of our multiple locations--our main library and all our branches...
So unless the "one physical location" part is a very new requirement, I do
think it's possible to use this database in a multiple-branch system.
We wanted to subscribe for the same reasons that the Virginia correspondent
mentioned previously. Although we are not in New England, many of our
patrons have ancestors who came from New England, New York, Eastern Canada,
England, and Ireland, which are all covered in the NEHGS databases. Our
patrons with ancestors from these areas really enjoy these databases. And
this web site just keeps getting better, as the NEHGS seems to be shifting
from abstracting records to posting digital facsimiles of the original
records. I also appreciate their advice and information articles, which are
a great resource for genealogists, beginning and experienced.
> We looked into getting a subscription to NEHGS, but can not do so.
> NEHGS specifies that a library must use one IP in one physical location.
> We could not subscribe because our library is in a multiple library
> district that covers six counties.
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil
Librarian and Assistant Manager of Reference Head, Local History & Genealogy
Room St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601

574-235-4181
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby
http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Jun 30 15:32:02 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Jun 30 15:31:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
In-Reply-To: <004501c69c7b$0460c8c0$140ba8c0@Director>
Message-ID: <020e01c69c7b$dcd561c0$3102060a@rpl.org>
We are pleased to announce our new web site
http://www2.libraryweb.org/
which contains a link to the local history dept.
http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?storyID=99&orgID=1&sid=
and most importantly for patrons, a series of indexes
http://www2.libraryweb.org/orgMain.asp?orgid=439
totaling over 130,000 names, in addition to the 800,000 at
http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=438&storyTypeID=&sid=&
These are free to look at, and we may be contacted through the ask-a
librarian page
http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=45&parent=438
or for life records, through that page.
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Jun 30 15:39:24 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Jun 30 15:39:01 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Apologies...
In-Reply-To: <020e01c69c7b$dcd561c0$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <020f01c69c7c$e414bd40$3102060a@rpl.org>
I should have carefully read the header and changed it!
From egrundset at dar.org Fri Jun 30 15:47:25 2006
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Jun 30 15:47:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
Message-ID: <3456cb9dd993609d8a9e318abc6308ce44a57fbb@mail.dar.org>
That is how it works for us -- every computer in our headquarters network can

access through our membership.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Dusty Gres
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 3:26 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
Their website states under Institutional Membership:
"Available to libraries, genealogical or historical societies with multiple
Internet users with a single IP address in one physical location."
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Libby Feil
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 2:42 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] NEHGS benefits - Institutional member?
At my urging, my library purchased an institutional membership in NEHGS last
year, largely to give our patrons access to www.newenglandancestors.org.
Our patrons cannot view this database from home, but they can indeed view it
at any of our multiple locations--our main library and all our branches...
So unless the "one physical location" part is a very new requirement, I do
think it's possible to use this database in a multiple-branch system.
We wanted to subscribe for the same reasons that the Virginia correspondent
mentioned previously. Although we are not in New England, many of our
patrons have ancestors who came from New England, New York, Eastern Canada,
England, and Ireland, which are all covered in the NEHGS databases. Our
patrons with ancestors from these areas really enjoy these databases. And
this web site just keeps getting better, as the NEHGS seems to be shifting
from abstracting records to posting digital facsimiles of the original

records. I also appreciate their advice and information articles, which are
a great resource for genealogists, beginning and experienced.
> We looked into getting a subscription to NEHGS, but can not do so.
> NEHGS specifies that a library must use one IP in one physical location.
> We could not subscribe because our library is in a multiple library
> district that covers six counties.
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil
Librarian and Assistant Manager of Reference Head, Local History & Genealogy
Room St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
574-235-4181
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby
http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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